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Introduction to Second Edition
In 2005, IBM and the National Geographic Society initiated
a study, called the Genographic project, to chart new
knowledge about the migratory history of the human species,
by using sophisticated laboratory and computer analysis of
DNA contributed by hundreds of thousands of people from
around the world. (1) One of two tests was offered.
Men could select an analysis of the Y-chromosome, which is
found only in males. The National Geographic website
explains why the Y-chromosome was analyzed. (2) The
human body is made of some 50 to 100 trillion cells. Most
cells have a similar basic structure. An outer layer called the
cell membrane and a nucleus that controls the cell and
houses the genetic material in structures called
chromosomes.
Chromosomes carry hereditary genetic information in long
strings of DNA called genes. Each human cell has 46
chromosomes in 23 pairs - 22 numbered pairs of
chromosomes and a single set of sex chromosomes xx in
women and xy in men.
Why focus on the Y chromosome? The Y-chromosome is
passed on intact through the male line, changed only by
random mutational events. It is thus used to trace genetic
lineages far back in time.
Spencer Wells, the director of the Genographic Project, in
his book Deep Ancestry adds:
“Some regions of shuffled chromosomes maintain themselves for many
generations before they are broken up. These are called haplotype
blocks. People who share markers have a common ancestor. (3)

The second test, which men and women could select, was an
analysis of the mtDNA. Once again, Wells explains:
“The mtDNA is actually a piece of DNA that falls outside of the nucleus
where the genome proper (like the chromosomes, such as the Y) is found.
The mtDNA is found inside a structure known as a mitochondrion, which
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lives out in the cytoplasm (or main body) of the cell. The mitochondrion
has its own membrane and DNA. (4)

Your results will reveal your deep ancestry along a single
line of descent (paternal or maternal) and show the migration
paths ancestors followed over time. Your results also place
you on a particular branch of the human family tree.
I took the Y-chromosome test for men.
The analysis of my DNA showed that I belonged to Ychromosome Haplogroup R1b, M343 (subclade R1b1b2,
M269). (5)
This haplogroup, R1b, M343 (subclade R1b1b2, M269), is
very common in parts of Spain and Ireland, where more than
90% of men belong to it. Therefore, whether you are a
Redmond, Hennessey, Walsh, McGuire, Corbett, O’Leary,
Kinsley, Murphy, O’Grady, Currie, Collins or Ross or any
other Irish family, this history applies to you, with rare
exceptions.
Initial Thoughts on Analysis
The results of the DNA analysis were intriguing.
They showed clearly the dispersion of modern humans from
the Near East throughout the entire world. Indeed, the DNA
analysis suggested that humans had their origin in the Near
East, even though the National Geographic Society, which
interpreted the DNA analysis provided by IBM, claimed
human origins were in Eastern Africa.
Also, given the DNA analysis of modern man and
predecessors, as well as of the pattern of dispersion of
modern man, the claims for evolution of man from earlier
species, leading back to a common ancestor with the
monkey, seemed dubious at best.
These initial conclusions on the DNA analysis were
reinforced by comments made by others who have written
about DNA analysis and its impact. For example, I.L.
Cohen, researcher and mathematician, member of the New
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York Academy of Science and officer of the Archaeological
Institute of America, wrote:
“At that moment, when the DNA/RNA system became understood, the
debate between Evolutionists and Creationists should have come to a
screeching halt.” (6)

Francis S. Collins, who led the Human Genome project, said
that creation has become intelligible to us through
science. He said with joyful astonishment: “The language
of God was revealed” (7)
The more one studied the data, the more it suggested a
suddenly emerging and rapidly spreading modern man, not a
man slowly evolving from a distant and little known past.
Moreover, it became ever clearer that this suddenly emerging
man was created and did not evolve.
Prior to joining IBM I had taught history and archaeology at
university. So I understood the arguments for evolution.
Yet now, when analyzing my DNA and confirming my
origins it became obvious that evolution did not provide a
believable explanation of my origins. Attempts at it, in the
data sent to me, were very unconvincing, as we shall show.
Indeed, in the end one must accept that evolution (variations
include naturalism, theistic evolution, Darwinian evolution,
neo-Darwinian
evolution,
punctuated
equilibrium,
biochemical evolution, molecular phylogeny, cladistics,
cataclysmic evolution, directed panspermia or creation by
aliens and DNA mutations) and creation by God (also called
Creationism, a variation is Intelligent Design) are two
distinct philosophical systems of belief. Individuals follow
one or the other.
Can either be proven?
Some say not through science alone. As Jeremy Walter
writes:
“Scientific evidence can be compiled to support one model of earth
history as compared to another, but such work amounts to a feasibility
study, not proof.
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Science is the human enterprise of seeking to describe accurately and
quantitatively the nature and processes of our universe through
observation, hypothesis, and experimental validation…
We have no human record of observed events from great antiquity, but
rather interpretations of recent observations of present realities.” (8)

Karl Popper referred to Darwinism as “a metaphysical
research program” because it is not a testable scientific
theory. (9)
Velikovsky called it a faith. When commenting on the
theory of uniformity promoted by Charles Lyall, and on
which Darwin built his theory of evolution, he writes:
“The scientific principle which insists that whatever does not occur at the
present time has not occurred in the past is a self-imposed limitation.
Rather than a principle in science, it is a statute of faith. And Lyall ended
his famous chapter accordingly, with an appeal to faith and with a
precept for believers;
‘If he (the student) finally believes in the resemblance or identity of the
ancient and present systems of territorial changes, he will regard every
fact collected respecting the causes in diurnal action as affording him a
key to the interpretation of some mystery of the past’.” (10)

Those who follow evolution then, propose and accept an
ever changing series of interpretations, or hypotheses, all of
which to date have been shown to be inadequate or proven
wrong. (11)
On the other hand, those who prefer the philosophical
interpretation which states that man was created by God, do
claim a record of observed events – the Bible. They use this
record to guide them in their study of origins. Indeed, the
Catholic Church accepted this record for nineteen centuries
before entertaining doubts due to the influence of those
promoting theistic evolution and other theories.
We shall look at both philosophical interpretations in
Chapter 1 and show how the evidence is considerably
stronger for creation by God than it is for evolution.
We shall then show how a variety of other sources, including
genealogical studies, historical manuscripts, recent written
8

works and, finally, various religious sources, reinforce and
support this interpretation of the DNA analysis much better
than the brief summary provided to me by the National
Geographic Society in interpretation of the DNA information
provided on my deep ancestry.
The information provided by the above-mentioned sources is
combined with that offered by the DNA analysis to trace the
history of our haplogroup in chapters 2 onwards.
It is hoped, the study will provide a good explanation of the
origins of modern man through one of his ancestral lines,
that of our haplogroup.
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Chapter 1
The Case for a Recent History in the Near East
Adam and Eve in the Near East
Adam and Eve were our ancestors.
The following chart, sent to me by the National Geographic
Society, with the details of my Y-chromosome analysis,
shows the path our ancestors took from Adam to today.

The numbers that are shown on the route noted in the chart
are the Y-chromosome markers that trace my DNA back to
Adam. As can be seen, there are seven markers in my DNA
between Adam and me. These seven, from the oldest to the
most recent, are M168, M89, M9, M45, M207, M173 and
M343.
We shall now discuss these markers and the history that is
connected with them.
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Adam, my first ancestor, was a man identified by the marker
M168. Spencer Wells explains,
“Together M168 and L3a constitute a Eurasian Adam and Eve –
everyone in Eurasia and consequently the Americas traces their lines of
descent on their mother and father’s sides of the family back to them.”
(12)

M168 is the male Y-chromosome. L3a is the female
mtDNA.
Wells states “Eurasian Adam and Eve” because some Ychromosome markers, specifically M60 and M91, are found
only in Africa, as are three mtDNA markers L0, L1 and L2.
These, he states, are the oldest markers. Therefore, he states,
Adam and Eve started in Eastern Africa. Accordingly, the
chart shows M168 extending from the Near East to East
Africa.
However, other geneticists have suggested that these markers
can be considered as subsidiary or separate, as we shall
discuss in detail below with regard to mtDNA markers.
Wells and the National Geographic Society, which also
supports an Eastern African origin for man, provide
additional reasons for favoring Eastern Africa as the location
where modern man started. The National Geographic
Society, which interpreted the DNA analysis provided by
IBM, when explaining this part of the migratory line, states:
“Skeletal and archaeological evidence suggest that anatomically modern
humans evolved in Africa…The man who gave rise to the first genetic
marker in your lineage, probably lived in northeast Africa in the region of
the Rift Valley, perhaps in present day Ethiopia, Kenya or Tanzania,
some 31,000 to 79,000 years ago. Scientists put the most likely date for
when he lived at around 50,000 years ago. His descendants became the
only lineage to survive outside Africa, making him the common ancestor
of every non-African man living today.” (13)

By emphasizing fossil and archaeological evidence to
explain my origin, the explanation offered by the National
Geographic Society raised many doubts because that
11

evidence is considered speculative and doubtful at best. Let
us examine this in detail.
Is the Near East is a more likely Origin than East Africa?
Researchers who analyze only the DNA evidence often do
not claim an African origin for modern man. They stop in
the Near East.
Patricia Balaresque and others state, when discussing the
same lineage I have:
“Haplogroup R1b1b2 (R-M269) is the commonest European Y –
chromosomal lineage, increasing in frequency from east to west, and
carried by 110 million European men. The geographical distribution of
its microsatellite diversity is best explained by spread from a single
source in the Near East via Anatolia during the Neolithic.
(They continue) The distribution of this lineage (paternally inherited Y
chromosome), the diversity within it, and estimates of its age all suggest
that it spread with farming from the Near East. Taken with evidence on
the origins of other lineages, this indicates that most European Y
chromosomes descend from Near East farmers.”(14)

Professor Mark Jobling also notes movement from the Near
East:
“European farming began around 9,000 BC in the Fertile Crescent – a
region extending from the eastern Mediterranean coast to the Persian
Gulf and which includes modern day Iraq, Syria, Israel and southeast
Turkey.”(15)

Some studies, using DNA evidence, show movements from
the Middle East to Africa. For example, Fulvio Cruciani and
others write about what they refer to as a back migration:
“Evidence of a migration from Asia to sub-Saharan Africa that is fully
supported by Y-chromosome data relies, at least for the moment, on the
finding of haplogroup IX chromosomes in Cameroon. An ancient human
back migration from Asia to Africa has already been proposed by
Altheide and Hammer (1997) and Hammer et al (1998, 2001) on the
basis of nested cladistic analysis of Y-chromosome data” (16)

Hammer and others also show migration into Africa, though
they do note some out of Africa.
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Hammer explains the thick black line showing movement
out of Africa as:
“The widest solid arrow denotes early range expansion out of Africa at
the level of the total cladogram”.

A cladogram is a tree diagram used to illustrate phylogenetic
relationships. This is discussed more below.
Hammer further states
“Our present NRY tree and that of Underhill et al. (2000) clearly indicate
that haplotypes found outside of Africa are not a subset of those found
within Africa.” (17)

This shows that some geneticists do not accept the views of
Wells, the National Geographic Society and others who
support evolution, that because two haplogroups, A, with
marker M91, and haplogroup B, with marker M60, are found
only in Africa, everyone originates in Africa. (18)
Wells gives additional reasons why he makes these two
African markers the oldest. One is the fossil evidence.
Another is the practice of ancient cultural traditions by
people with markers M60 and M91, such as being hunter13

food gatherers. A third is greater genetic diversity with age.
A fourth is having an ancient language, specifically one with
clicks. (19)
These reasons are not convincing.
Genetic diversity may not increase with age, as we shall
discuss below, when commenting on the mtDNA data.
The practice of cultural traditions, such as being hunter-food
gatherers can be a result of population pressures on small
groups, forcing them to inhospitable fringes and limiting
their ability to develop their economies, rather than prove the
antiquity of the group.
Also, while click languages may be considered complex,
they cannot, as a result, be identified as the oldest. Fred
Field, of the California State University, writes that within
linguistics, there are at least four commonly held principles
concerning the nature of language: 1. every language is, in
principle, infinite; 2. all human languages are equally
complex or challenging; 3. there are no primitive languages;
4. wherever humans have been found to exist, there is
language. He notes that language and the language facility
reflect the cognitive abilities that every human being shares.
Assuming his second principle, other languages such as
Sanskrit or Hebrew can readily replace click languages as the
most ancient language. (20) Indeed, as we shall see below,
the earliest probable language has been called by some as
pre-Sanskrit and identified by others as Hebrew.
John Baumgardner, a geophysicist and space physicist and
member of the theoretical division of Los Alamos National
Laboratory, goes deeper into the language issue, identifying
language as an important reason to reject evolution:
“The simplest bacteria have genomes consisting of roughly a million
codons. (Each codon, or genetic word, consists of three letters from the
four-letter genetic alphabet). Do coded algorithms which are a million
words in length arise spontaneously by any known naturalistic process?
Is there anything in the laws of physics that suggests how such structures
might arise in a spontaneous fashion? The honest answer is simple.
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What we presently understand from thermodynamics and information
theory argues persuasively that they do not and cannot!
Language involves a symbolic code, a vocabulary, and a set of
grammatical rules to relay or record thought….language structures are
clear manifestations of non-material reality….language represents a
category of reality distinct from matter and energy…Life depends on
complex non-material language structures for its detailed specification.
Material processes are utterly impotent to create such structures or to
modify them to specify some novel function..” (21)

We shall discuss language in greater detail below.
Fossil claims for a human origin in Eastern Africa are very
dubious.
Stephen Jay Gould, professor at Harvard, writes in the May
1977 issue of Natural History
“It is essentially an open confession that, although evolutionary trees are
displayed in every textbook, it was a ‘trade secret of paleontology’ that
these were based on inference and not on fossil evidence”. (22)

Richard Leakey who, with his father, was one of the leading
archaeologists in East Africa and who was well aware of
some of the Ethiopian fossils, wrote:
“Echoing the criticism made of his father’s habilis skulls, he added that
Lucy’s skull was so incomplete that most of it was ‘imagination made of
plaster of Paris’, thus making it impossible to draw any firm conclusions
about what species she belonged to.”(23)

Phillip Johnston, a law professor at the University of
California, and a specialist in evidence and logic, writes:
“The fossil record today on the whole looks very much as it did in 1859,
despite the fact that an enormous amount of fossil hunting has gone on in
the intervening years… In short, if evolution means the gradual change
of one kind of organism into another kind, the outstanding characteristic
of the fossil record is the absence of evidence for evolution”. (24)

Nonetheless fossil finds keep being announced. More recent
finds have been made at other sites in Ethiopia such as
Herto, Middle Awash. Many of these are intermediate
hominid fossils, claimed to be “immediate ancestors of
anatomically modern humans”. (25)
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Other finds have been made in Israel, China and Spain of
fossils that are claimed to be older than the African ones.
The Israeli findings, for example, at Qesem Cave near Rosh
Ha’ayin, are of fossils dated as older than the African ones
from Ethiopia. This has led to claims of a Middle East origin
for modern man.
“The findings of Professor Avi Gopher and Dr Ran Barkai of the Institute
of Archeology at Tel Aviv University, published last week in the
American Journal of Physical Anthropology, suggest that modern man
did not originate in Africa as previously believed, but in the Middle
East.”(26)

In an interesting article that supports the views of those who
accept a Creationist interpretation and who accept that
modern man goes back to Noah and the flood, Andrew
Snelling and Mike Matthews show an expansion from Babel,
after the flood, and not from East Africa. They start by
saying that the earliest human remains are found in the ice
age deposits near Babel. By the middle of the ice age,
however, human remains were scattered over Asia, Africa
and Europe. Numerous variations of humans start appearing
in different regions, such as those classified as Neanderthals
in Europe and Asia, Homo erectus in Africa and Asia, Homo
floresienses (hobbit) in Asia and Denisovans in Asia. The
fossils and their tools are strikingly similar everywhere.
These people had large brow ridges, small chins and
receding foreheads.
Fossils are found in surface deposits associated with the
post-flood ice age. Their bones appear alongside extinct ice
age mammals, such as mammoths and stegodons. Many of
the fossils are found in caves. Life became so difficult
during the ice age that caves became a respite for people.
In upper Pleistocene deposits, the late ice age, remains are
found in a much wider area. Fossils include those identified
as Neanderthals, Denisovians and others.
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By the end of the ice age, most of these variations
disappeared. By now, people with high foreheads and
protruding chins are filling the globe including the Americas.
The ice age, as we shall discuss below, lasted from app. 2000
BC to 1300 BC.
No fossils are found associated with the early cities that
started emerging. For example, Neanderthal fossils found in
Shanidar Cave in Iraq, near Babel, date before any city in
this region.
Snelling concludes:
“Not a single Neanderthal, Homo erectus, or hobbit fossil has ever been
found in the topmost layers. They only appear with Ice Age plants and
animals, which are now extinct.
The last Neanderthal fossils are found in locations in southern France and
Gibraltar, while Cro-Magnons appear in the more recent layers, above
them. The same pattern is repeated elsewhere. Apparently, Neanderthals
and their cousins died off about the same time that the Ice Age ended.
(27)

Not only is an East African origin being questioned, but the
very value of fossil evidence has come under considerable
critical examination.
Taylor writes that the actual fossils are so incomplete they
are open to any interpretation:
“The overwhelming problem in the study of fossil man is that the actual
fossil remains are extremely rare, and when they are found, the pieces are
so broken, distorted, and incomplete that entirely different interpretations
are possible. The field is thus wide open for speculation which, indeed,
has been carried out with abandon, particularly in the case of flesh
reconstructions, which become the interface between the knowledge of
the scientist and the view offered to the lay public.”(28)

Others have questioned the differences in these species. For
example, William Hoesch writes:
“Fossils classified as H. erectus all share a set of "primitive" traits
including a sloping forehead and large brow ridges, yet these all fall
comfortably within the range of what are called normal humans today.”
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And
“Studiously avoided in most museum depictions is the fact that fossils
with a H. erectus anatomy that are younger than 400,000 years number
well over 100, including some as young as 6000 years. Even more
amazing is this: fossil humans that are easily interpreted as "anatomically
modern" (i.e., non-H. erectus) have been found in rocks that are much
older than 1.5 million years. From a dozen different sites have come
cranial fragments, including one good skull, teeth, several arm and leg
bones, a fossil trackway, and stone structure that each screams out
"modern human." The trackways at Laetoli, Tanzania, dated at 3.6
million years, and tibia (leg bone) and humerus (arm bone) from
Kanapoi, Kenya, dated at 3.5 million, are especially significant for these
pre-date even "Lucy," the celebrated upright-walking ape”. (29)

Erick Von Fange, a professor at Concordia University in
Ann Arbour, writes:
“Hard work for the past 150 years has brought scientists no closer to
finding the so-called 'missing link' between man and animal than when
the search began. Every year or two another article appears in National
Geographic with spectacular new discoveries about human evolution.
Without exception they are without substance. The fossils are either fully
human or fully apelike with nothing in between.” (30)

In summary, doubts on the antiquity of the M91 and M60 Ychromosome haplotypes, as well as on dating and other
aspects of the archaeological and fossil evidence for Eastern
Africa are convincing enough to allow one to reject the
Eastern African origin of the first modern man, Adam.
So, if we can proceed with the assumption that, with M168,
man started in the near East, can we say the same about
woman?
Eve Started in the Near East as well
As noted above, Wells, and others who support evolution,
state that Eve came from East Africa. (31) However, the
evidence seems stronger for a Near East origin in the case of
mtDNA than it is even for Adam and the Y-chromosome
analysis.
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The key evidence supporting an origin in Eastern Africa for
Eve is the presence, in Africa only, of the L0, L1 and L2
haplogroups. The following chart shows this:

Some geneticists reject this interpretation and propose alternate
ones. For example, Carter and others suggest the following,
which they then explain: (32)
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“Eve 1.0 is identical to the root node of macrohaplogroup R. From R,
the closely related M, N and L3 lineages diverged (small numbers
indicate the approximate number of mutations that separate the nodes for
each lineage…) One of the L3 lineages entered Africa and gave rise to
the African-specific lineages, L2, L1, and L0…. Most of the differences
we see in these lineages (specific to sub-Saharan Africa) are due to rare,
homoplasic, or private alleles.”

In a comparable manner to those who use the fossil record,
language and culture in interpreting the Y-chromosome
results to claim an African origin, researchers in mtDNA use
other facts to point to an African origin.
Carter and his team identify some of these facts. They state
that option A, the origin in Africa, relies on certain
assumptions, including
“the need for mutations to accumulate in all lineages at an equal rate (a
molecular clock), that mtDNA undergoes no recombination, and that all
new mutations are free from natural selection”.

His team then shows how all three assumptions are wrong.
“If the molecular clock is violated, a reliable phylogenetic tree for
worldwide mtDNA haplotypes cannot be built. Tests for a molecular
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clock have failed in African L2 clades of mtDNA. (Also) one of the newer
studies (by Zsurka, 2007) seems to have found conclusive evidence for
mitrochondrial recombination… (Thirdly) several studies indicate that
selection may also operate on mtDNA”. (33)

Further his team does not accept the emphasis on mtDNA
clades from Africa made by the evolutionists to show an
African origin:
“the African clades form… a cascading pattern with deep branches and
the non-African lineages form a star-like pattern with short branches.
The evolutionary explanation is that these groups have been in Africa for
tens of thousands of years longer than the lineages that left Africa.
However, there are a number of alternative explanations, all of which
support the biblical model. For instance, if the groups that eventually
made up the African populations were restricted to smaller tribal sizes
until recently, drift would have occurred more quickly and they would
have diverged from the rest of the world, and from each other, at a higher
rate. Likewise, if the African groups have a different DNA repair system
than the others (either defective or differential), this would also explain
their more rapid divergence…Generation time is another consideration…
(as is) lifespan differences … many private mutations characterize the
African sequence. Private mutations are best explained as very recent
mutations that have not yet spread into the population. This is also
further evidence of a young mitochondrial genome.”(34)

They also reject the use of chimpanzee mtDNA sequences
because human and chimp sequences are substantially
different and because the ancestral chimp sequence is not
known, among reasons. Supporting their conclusions is
excellent analysis of mutant rates in genes between
chimpanzees and humans done by James S. Allen, which led
him to dismiss common ancestry. (35)
In conclusion, one can accept a theory that states that the
Near East was the starting point for Eve.
Assuming that Adam and Eve are most likely to have started
in the Near East, we can now examine how, where and when
they started.
How did We Start?
So, how did Adam and Eve start?
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Those who support evolution claim modern man evolved
from earlier species.
The National Geographic, in its atlas showing the timeline of
the genographic program, notes: Dawn of Humans – shows a
number of major hominid sites. Australopithecus hominids
“disappeared about 1 million years ago though for a while they coexisted with Homo erectus. HOMO HABILIS: In sub-Saharan Africa
some two million years ago, it is likely that one Australopithecus species
began the direct line of human evolution by giving rise to the first species
of the Homo genus, Homo habilis.” (36)

The DNA analysis done by IBM suggests otherwise.
Mitochondrial DNA analysis on a set of Neanderthal bones
led to the conclusion that Neanderthals were a distinct
species from Homo sapiens. They were an evolutionary
dead end. They lacked the cognitive abilities of humans.
(37)
However, continuing DNA analysis on different fossils by
other researchers suggests this conclusion may need
modification.
For example, a recent study by Yotova and others state that
an X-linked haplotype of Neanderthal origin is present
among all non-African populations.
However, this
interpretation has itself been rejected by others, such as
German Dziebel, who state that the B0006 haplotype that is
claimed to be the haplotype present was not found in
Neanderthals but was only attributed to them. (38)
Georgia Purdom writes that DNA uncovered from two fossil
remains in a cave in southern Siberia, and who have been
classified as the Denisovans, show similarities to that of
Homo sapiens. She writes:
“When the first draft of Neanderthal DNA was published, the researchers
concluded that it is 99.7% identical to modern human DNA. They also
found that approximately 1-4% of DNA specific to Neanderthals can also
be found in modern Eurasians. This led them to conclude that a very
small number of Neanderthals mixed with early modern humans…
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To date, approximately eighty genes have been shown to differ between
Neanderthals and modern humans.
These genes produce proteins that govern a wide range of functions such
as metabolism…the growth of the skull, and skin shade….
In light of the genetic evidence, Neanderthals or Denisovians are fully
human and should be classified as Homo sapiens.” (39)

Others go even further and state there were no earlier species
that evolved into Homo sapiens.
Bernard Wood and Mark Collard, writing in Science
magazine, noted that fossils have been assigned to the homo
genus if they satisfied one of the following criteria:
1. Evidence of the use of stone tools
2. A cranial capacity of at least 600 cubic centimeters
3. Evidence that the specimen possessed muscles enabling
speech, or that a brain structure consistent with human
speech was present
4. A human-like morphology, especially of the teeth, skull,
knee, hands or feet. (40)
John Wynne, using these four criteria, completed a detailed
analysis of the fossils of the precursors to Homo sapiens and
concludes:
“all Homo species dating to Homo habilis can logically be sunk and that
there is support for doing so in the scientific literature.” (41)

His analysis concludes that virtually all
classifications can be considered Homo sapiens.
23

hominid

The only precursor he identifies as not being Homo sapiens
is Homo habilis, who points to Australopithecine. Wynne
concludes:
“beyond the high school text books and National Geographic, the
scientific literature calls into question every assumption on which
paleoanthropology has been based for the past century”. (42)

The fact that australopithecines do not lead to Homo sapiens
has been noted by others. For example, Dr. Charles Oxnard
of the University of Western Australia, completed the most
sophisticated computer analysis of australopithecine fossils
ever undertaken, and concluded that the australopithecines
have nothing to do with the ancestry of man whatsoever, and
are simply an extinct form of ape. (43)
David Menton, Doctor in cell biology and Professor
Emeritus at Washington University School of Medicine in
St, Louis, also finds close relationships between
Neanderthals and Homo sapiens. He writes
“they were fully human: hunting, making jewelry, burying their dead and
doing the other things we do today”.

He concludes:
“These (Neanderthals, Cro-Magnon man, Homo erectus, Homo
floresienses, Denisovans) certainly aren’t unique species, in the sense of
being something ‘less than modern humans’ – they’re just more evidence
of beautiful variations in the appearance of individuals in our unique
race.” (44)

Therefore, we can safely doubt that Homo sapiens evolved
from earlier species, assuming there were earlier species.
So we can agree with A.J.Monty White, a doctor in physical
chemistry and dean at the University of Cardiff, who after
analyzing chemical evolution, the fossil record and
radiocarbon dating, concluded
“There is not a shred of evidence for the evolution of life on earth”. (45)

Now let us see where the first modern man started.
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The first Modern Human site
We saw above how the Qesem Cave findings in Israel have
been claimed to be the oldest Homo sapiens site found.
Until then the first site known of Homo sapiens has been the
Qafzeh Caves in Israel. The Skuhl cave is another early site,
a few meters from Qafzeh. These are in lower Galilee, near
Nazareth. Skuhl Cave is a rock shelter located on the slopes
of Mount Carmel in Israel. (46)
So it is reasonable to conclude that the earliest known site for
Homo sapiens is in the Near East.
This has led some to comment on the weak nature of the
claims for an East Africa origin for modern man. For
example, Ofer Bar-Yosef, a professor at Harvard, writes:
“The sites in East Africa are poorly dated by comparison to Western
Eurasia where debates continue due to wealth of evidence. In poorly
known regions, ‘the less you know – the clearer is the picture’.” (47)

Now we can ask – when did they start?
According to the National Geographic, there were two
distinct periods of settlement at the Qesem Cave: a first one,
then a break, then a second one.
Few details are provided in the archaeological record to
explain the break.
Dating Adam and Eve
Those who support the evolution of man from primitive
species state we have been around for a long time.
The National Geographic atlas states:
“Adam is the common male ancestor of every living man. He lived in
Africa some 60,000 years ago, which means that all humans lived in
Africa until at least that time”. (48)

Regarding my Y-chromosome markers, the interpretation of
the analysis states the time of the first man, or ‘Adam’, was
between 31,000 to 79,000 years ago. The interpreters of the
DNA added two columns to the markers, one with dates and
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the other associating those dates with archaeological and
other data.
M168
M89
M9
M45
M207
M173
M343

50,000 yo
(years go)
45,000 yo
40,000 yo
35,000 yo
30,000 yo
30,000 yo
30,000 yo

Earliest lineage outside Africa
Moving through Middle East
Eurasian clan spreads far and wide
Hunter, food gatherers
Glaciers expanding
Associated with Aurignacian culture
Associated with Cro-Magnon

The dates and some of the events are assumptions based on
an interpretation of history that accepts evolution. They do
not fit the data as we know it.
If we start from the oldest marker, M168, other evidence
from geneticists suggest the dates should be 4000 BC to
10,000 BC, not 50,000 years ago.
This evidence comes from others who have studied the same
Y-chromosome lineages as mine. Basically, they state that
the Irish, like other Europeans, immigrated into Europe from
the Near East as part of the Neolithic expansion, which was
associated with the spread of agriculture. Therefore, all
seven markers appeared recently, with estimates of the total
time span ranging from 4577 to 10,500 years. (49)
Balaresque,
Patricia et al

Neolithic
expansion

Pinhasi, Ron,
et al

Neolithic
expansion

Chikhi,
Leones et al

Neolithic
expansion

4,577 to 9,063 years ago
with spread of agriculture
from Anatolia in the Middle
East
9,000 to 10,500 years
ago spread from Middle
East
Under 10,000 years ago
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Those who claim more ancient dates for the populating of
Europe acknowledge that there was a Neolithic expansion
into Europe. However, they emphasize that there was a
Palaeolithic people in Europe into which these Neolithic
farmers from the Near East immigrated. Many of these
studies note the Basques as being among these Palaeolithic
people.
However, some question that the Basques are part of an
earlier Palaeolithic group.
Lounes Chikhi writes:
“It is worth stressing again that the analyses presented here rest on the
use of Basques (or Sardinians) as descendants of Palaeolithic people.
Because the Basques are likely to contain an unknown proportion of
Neolithic genes, there is reason to believe that the Palaeolithic
contribution has actually been overestimated, even though we cannot say
by how much.” They conclude “the genetic contribution of Neolithic
farmers had to be between 65 and 100% “(50)

Elsewhere he writes:
“All estimates of times since separation of populations other than Saami,
but including Sardinians and Basques, were below 10,000 years. These
dates are rather recent, and so hereafter we only give upper bounds of
their estimates. We do not believe any of these figures should be taken at
its face value; clearly, it is the trend of the data that contains useful
information, and not the exact numerical estimates. However, the overall
pattern emerging is one in which, even using a long generation time (25
years) and the lowest mutation rate, there is no evidence of European
population splits predating the diffusion of Neolithic technologies, as
inferred from archaeological evidence. Using the mutation rates recently
estimated from pedigrees for Y-chromosome tetranucleotide
microsatellites would further reduce the time elapsed since population
separations.” (51)

Another summary of Y-chromosome analyses of the Basque
people concludes that the Basques were not part of the
supposed Palaeolithic peoples into whom Neolithic groups
immigrated, but rather were part of the Neolithic expansion.
“Studies of the Y-chromosome found that on their direct male lineages
modern Basques have a common ancestry with other Western Europeans.
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The similarity includes the predominance in their male populations of Ychromosome Haplogroup R1b, now considered to have been spread
through Europe from southwest Asia in the Neolithic period or later,
between 4,000 to 8,000 years ago.”(52)

The second oldest marker, M89, rightly occurs while our
ancestors are moving through the Middle East. However the
time, as we will show in Chapter 3, is 2500 BC to 2000 BC,
not 45,000 years ago.
The third oldest marker, M9, is also associated with
continued expansion. As we shall discuss in Chapter 4, this
includes the great expansions throughout Asia and into North
America. However, this did not happened 40,000 years ago,
but rather between 2500 BC and 2000 BC, generally
preceding the shifting of continents following the Flood.
The Fourth oldest marker, M45, is certainly not associated
with our ancestors being hunters and food gatherers. From
the time of the Flood onwards, our ancestors were either
herdsmen or agriculturalists, generally with the elite being
the former. Only groups forced to the periphery of the
expanding societies and lacking economic alternatives
became hunters and food gatherers. Also the time frame, as
discussed in Chapter 4, can reliably be dated between 2000
BC and 1500 BC.
The next marker, M207 is associated with glaciers. Though
the National Geographic dates this at 30,000 years ago, it is
more likely to be associated with an ice age that was
underway around 2000 BC. Michael Oard, in his detailed
study of this ice age, states that it started after the great Flood
and was the result of extensive volcanic dust and aerosols
that occurred with the flood and caused cooler summers over
land and warmer oceans which accelerated evaporation.
These events produced greater extremes in weather. Then,
as the oceans cooled, winters became colder, wind systems
increased, the atmosphere became drier and wind storms
became more prevalent. These produced and sustained an ice
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age. He estimates the ice age lasted about 700 years. The
emerging ice age and the changes in land masses that
occurred after the flood receded caused changes in land
formation. (53)
Another researcher, Walt Brown, analyzing the separation of
land that followed the flood, noted that the Bible dated this
during Peleg’s life, some 100 to 399 years after the flood.
(54) More will be discussed on the flood in Chapter 3.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that marker M207
started sometime between 2200 BC and 1500 BC., during
this ice age. This would place it in line with dates proposed
for M173 and M343, which followed it.
The sixth marker, M173, appears to be associated with the
Aurignacian Culture, to some extent. However while
Aurignacian culture has been dated from 40,000 to as recent
as 3500 years ago, (55) it seems clear that this latter date is a
more accurate one than earlier dates provided by those
supporting evolution. This is discussed more in Chapter 5.
Indeed, marker M173 is more likely to be associated with
Urnfield and Halstatt culture than with Aurignacian Culture.
Our ancestors were still in Asia in the early stages of this
marker, as some ancestors split from our haplotype at this
time, and moved down into Egypt, where they formed the
New Kingdom. This is discussed in Chapter 4. This
kingdom is dated between 1500 BC and 1300 BC, certainly
not 30,000 years ago.
The final marker, M343, seems clearly linked to events that
occurred around probably 500 AD to 1000 AD. In addition,
the suggestion that M343 is linked to Cro-Magnon man is
most unlikely. Celtic societies were well advanced at this
time, as we shall note in Chapter 5. Their culture did not
reflect that which is known for Cro-Magnon culture. This
shall be discussed further in Chapter 2.
To summarize, the DNA evidence shows that our ancestors
arrived in Europe with the Neolithic expansion and were part
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of the modern populating of Europe by Homo sapiens from
the Near East, which could have happened anytime from
4000 to 7,000 years ago.
This is very different from the evolutionist interpretation,
which suggests settlement in Europe some 45,000 years ago
by Palaeolithic peoples who were later joined by Neolithic
immigrants from the Near East.
Does this mean there were no modern humans in Europe
before the immigration of our ancestors in the Neolithic
period? No. There were Homo sapiens there before the
Flood, as we shall see below when discussing life before the
Flood.
The significant difference in time suggested by the
evolutionists versus those who have focused on DNA
analysis and not archaeological and other data is also
reflected in the mtDNA interpretation.
Evolutionists, when first considering mtDNA, suggested that
the first Homo sapiens female was very ancient.
Doran Behar and others state:
“Both the tree phylogeny and coalescence calculations suggest that
Khoisan matrilineal ancestry diverged from the rest of the human
mtDNA pool 90,000 150,000 years before present” (56)

Wells states:
“Mitochondrial Eve represents the earliest female root of the human
family tree. Her descendants, moving around within Africa, eventually
split into two distinct groups…The older group is referred to as
L0...Haplogroup L0 likely originated in East Africa around 100,000
years ago.”(57)

However, considerable recent analysis, particularly of the
molecular clock, casts serious doubts on such claims and
suggests strongly that Eve lived in the recent past.
Michael Hammer, of the University of Arizona, writes
”We are finding that humans have very, very shallow genetic roots which
go back very recently to one ancestor.”(58)
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Ann Gibbons writes:
“regardless of the cause, evolutionists are most concerned about the
effect of a faster mutation rate. For example, researchers have calculated
that “mitochondrial Eve”, the woman whose mtDNA was ancestral to
that in all living people…lived 100,000 to 200,000 years ago in Africa.
Using the new clock, she would be a mere 6000 years old.” (59)

Pitman notes a 1987 mtDNA study of 136 women in which,
after thousands of computer runs
“the ‘African origin’ for modern humans does not hold a statistical
significance over other possibilities” (60)

He quotes Mark Stoneking, a Berkeley biochemist who was
one of the original researchers on mtDNA who once thought
offspring received all copies of mother’s mitochondria and
that it mutated only every 300 to 600 generations, but now
acknowledges that the theory of an African Eve has been
invalidated.
Pitman continues:
“Scientists who study historical families and their genetic histories
started questioning the mutation rates that were based on evolutionary
phylogenetic assumptions. These scientists were “stunned” to find that
the mutation rate was in fact much higher than previously thought. In
fact it was about 20 times higher at around one mutation every 25 to 40
generations (about 500 to 800 years for humans). It seems that in this
section of the control region, which has about 610 base pairs, humans
typically differ from one another by about 18 mutations. By simple
mathematics, it follows that modern humans share a common ancestor
some 300 generations back in time. If one assumes a typical generation
time of about 20 years, this places the date of the common ancestor at
around 6000 years before present.”

Finally, Pitman references a study by Evelyn Heyer et al,
published in the American Journal of Human Genetics in
2001, which presented their findings of the mtDNA mutation
rate in deep-rooted French-Canadian pedigrees. Their
findings
“Confirmed earlier findings of much greater mutation rates in families
than those based on phylogenetic comparisons…For the HVI sequences,
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we obtained 220 generations or 6,600 years, and for the HVII sequences
275 generations or 8,250 years.”

To summarize, analysis of mtDNA mutation rates suggest
Eve lived some 6000 years ago, rather than the 90,000 to
150,000 years ago proposed by evolutionists.
Also, we are looking at perhaps 300 generations between us
and Adam and Eve.
Moreover, the time for these 300 generations could be 6000
years, if we accept the analysis provided above by Pitman.
Scientific Dating Supports Recent Origin
Given that most claims for an ancient past for man are based
on scientific dating of fossils, we must now examine the
accuracy of this dating.
The popular radiometric dating systems – uranium into lead,
potassium into argon, rubidium into strontium, carbon dating
– name whichever you like – are all in serious trouble.
Taylor, writing on carbon14 and potassium argon dating,
quotes Whitelaw who subjected 15,000 published carbon14
dates to statistical analysis by ranking, and then applied the
correction factors using the acknowledged 30% difference in
rates, and the entire data reduce to a remarkably sharp
beginning point, about 5,000 years ago. This is a good reason
to question openly all the long ages given by the other
radiometric methods, reckonings we have been assured are
based on sound scientific principles. (61)
Taylor comments on carbon14 dating:
“We may reasonably conclude that within the dating range of calibration
standards, perhaps the past five thousand years, the carbon14 method is
probably a good indicator of true age, especially when carried out by the
new high-energy technique. For material believed to be older than this,
however, the results obtained are all subject to interpretation, according
to the presuppositions of the investigator, and the exercise then passes
from the area of true science into that of pseudoscience.”(62)
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Nobel Prize medalist Melvin Cook determined that carbon14
was still building up, which could only happen if the process
had begun recently. He calculates that the discrepancy
between formation and decay indicates an age for our
atmosphere of no more than 10,000 years. The likelihood
that carbon14 was produced at a rate up to three times greater
in the past, would reduce this figure to a mere 6000 to 7000
years. (63)
Walt Brown, one time Chief of Science and Technology
Studies at the US Air War College concurs on recent dates of
carbon14, writing:
“Radiocarbon dates less than 3,500 years old are probably accurate.
Most carbon atoms weigh 12 atomic mass units. One in a trillion weighs
14. It is called radiocarbon because it is radioactive. Half will decay in
5,730 years to form nitrogen. The other half will decay in another 5,730
years.
Plants and animals take in carbon12 and carbon14, in the same proportion
as they occur in the atmosphere.
When a living thing dies, intake stops and radiocarbon decreases.
The flood removed pre-flood forests so less carbon12 entered the
atmosphere and the amount of carbon14, continually forming from
nitrogen in the upper atmosphere, would increase in relation to carbon 12.
If it doubled since the flood, a radiocarbon year would not be equal to an
actual year. It would be less.
Ancient human skeletons, when dated by a new ‘accelerator mass
spectrometer’ technique give surprisingly recent dates. In one study of
eleven sets of ancient human bones, all were dated at about 5000
radiocarbon years or less.
Very precise measurements now show that most fossils – regardless of
presumed geologic age have roughly the same ratio of carbon12 to
carbon14. This includes fossil fuels such as coal, oil and methane” (64)

A group of scientists, including geologists, geophysicists,
physicians and others, members of an association called
RATE, Radioisotopes and the Age of the Earth, set up to
determine the age of the earth through carbon14 and other
dating methods, concluded:
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“With a half-life of 5,730 years carbon14 should no longer exist within
‘ancient’ fossils, carbonate rocks, or coal. Yet small quantities of
carbon14 are indeed found in such samples on a worldwide scale… This
supports a limited age for the earth.” (65)

A further comment on carbon14 dating comes from George
Howe who writes that
“the men who know the limits of the method, the men who run the tests,
would report that they cannot date with accuracy beyond 3,000 years”.

He adds that Geochron Laboratories will return samples to
clients if they give a date above 3,000 years, with comments
that they are above the age that can be accurately dated.
Finally, W.F.Libby, who won the Nobel prize for his
research on carbon dating, wrote:
“You read statements in books that such and such society or
archaeological site is 20,000 years old. We learned rather abruptly that
these numbers, these ancient ages, are not known accurately; in fact, it is
at about the time of the First Dynasty of Egypt that the first historical
date of any real certainty has been established.” (66)

Others have commented on the problems with potassium
argon dating. For example, potassium can be easily leached
out of rock by rainwater percolating through it. Argon,
produced by the decay of potassium, can easily diffuse
through rock. Pressure will also affect the rate of diffusion.
Melvin Cook has found that lead may change its isotopic
value by the capture of free neutrons from the environment
and that the age of such uranium-bearing rocks containing
lead may be essentially zero. (67)
Taylor writes:
“When it comes to the other radiometric methods, such as the
potassium/argon, there are no independent test methods; thus there can be
no primary calibration standards. The use of fossils to calibrate the
radiometric method, meanwhile, is simply adding to an already circular
situation. Any consistency found with various radiometric methods is
simply consistency within test methods based on the radio-decay
phenomenon and, as we have seen, these are all subject to the same
assumptions. The acceptance of the extreme ages given by these
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radiometric methods is, therefore, not based on good science but rather
on philosophical grounds, because they appear to give support to Lyell's
geology (68)

Paul Giem, who has written on dating methodologies, writes:
“for potassium argon dates, the assumption that argon is driven off is
demonstrably not valid, and one cannot be sure that the clock is
reset…There is a gradient of argon in the geologic column, with more
argon in the older rocks and less in the younger rocks, regardless of their
potassium content. This creates a sort of instant time scale – just add
potassium…
Rubidium-strontium dating isochrones could be mimicked by mixing lines,
which require essentially no time to form. There were multiple examples
of inaccurate dates by anyone’s timescale, including ones that matched
potassium-argon dates. Uranium-lead dating was also done by isochrones,
and when incorrect dates were explained by Discordia lines, these lines
could also be reproduced by mixing lines. There were multiple examples
of lower Concordia ages which were not accurate by anyone’s time scale.
There was the data set on uranium dates on pleiotropic haloes in coal,
which seemed to indicate an age for the coal (conventional age around 100
million years) of less than 300,000 years. Uranium disequilibrium dating,
fission-track dating, and amino acid dating (which is not radiometric) all
had their problems, as did other, less established methods. Often the data
were more easily explained on the basis of a short time scale rather than a
long one.” (69)

Colin W. Mitchell, professor of geography, writes that
radiogenic dating is dependent on a number of unprovable
assumptions, including:
“the original ratio of parent and daughter isotopes, the constancy of decay
rates, the occurrence of apparently parentless isotopes with very short halflives and the possibilities of neuron flux and of the migration of chemically
mobile atoms.” (70)

Robert E. Lee concludes:
“The radiocarbon method is still not capable of yielding accurate and
reliable results. There are gross discrepancies, the chronology is uneven
and relative, and the accepted dates are actually selected dates. This whole
bless(ed) thing is nothing but 13 th-century alchemy, and it all depends on
which funny paper you read.”(71)
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As a final comment on radiometric methods, we can quote
John Baumgardner, a geophysicist, who writes that many
geological or geophysical processes that yield age estimates
are orders of magnitude smaller than radiometric techniques.
These include:
“the current rate of sodium increase in the oceans versus the present
ocean sodium content, or the current rate of sediment accumulation into
the ocean basins versus the current ocean sediment volume, or the current
net rate of loss of continental rock (primarily by erosion) versus the
current volume of continental crust, or the current rate of uplift of the
Himalayan mountains (accounting for erosion) versus their present
height, we infer time estimates dramatically at odds with the radiometric
time scale. These time estimates are further reduced dramatically if we
do not make the uniformitarian assumption but account or the global
catastrophism.
There are other processes which are not as easy to express in quantitative
terms, such as the degradation of protein in a geological environment,
that also point to a much shorter time scale for the geological record…. I
therefore believe the case is strong from a scientific standpoint to reject
radiometric methods as a valid means for dating geological materials.”
(72)

Edmond W. Holyrod, an atmospheric scientist, discusses one
geological feature that suggests recent origins, writing:
“The polonium radiohaloes caused by alpha decay of radioactive isotopes
are one of the few phenomena that have been addressed which seem to
point back to creation week. The presence of 218 Po haloes in biotite,
for example, appear to be a signature placed in the rocks about three
minutes after creation. (Some might interpret that as three minutes after
activation of the process of decay, such as the second law of
thermodynamics).” (73)

Magnetic field observations also suggest ancient dates are
improbable. Von Fange writes:
“For the past century and a half careful measurements of the earth's
magnetic field have been conducted. The rapid decay of the magnetic
field is startling. Assuming that this rate is constant, scientists are able to
show mathematically how strong the magnetic field was in the distant
past. Instead of an age in the millions or billions of years, however, the
magnetic field can be projected back in time less than 20,000 years. The
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world could not exist with the powerful magnetic field projected beyond
20,000 years. This finding is strong evidence for a young earth.” (74)

John Kramer, associate editor of the scientific journal
LIPIDS, identifies other factors supporting a young earth.
They include:
“the historical records, the population growth, the helium content in this
world, the missing neutrinos from the sun, the oscillation period of the
sun…the limited number of supernovas, radioactive halos, the
mitochondrial DNA pointing to one mother, and the increase in genetic
diseases.” (75)

James S. Allen, a geneticist, shows how a population of 1
million in 2000 BC could grow to 6,000 million by 1997.
(76)
In conclusion, the evidence we have considered suggests that
Adam and Eve started some 6000 years ago in the Near East
and spread from there.
Further Comments on DNA and Human Origins
Before we proceed to review historical and other documents
that complement the DNA analysis and support its
suggestion that Homo sapiens is probably only 6000 years
old, it is worthwhile commenting briefly on DNA and its
remarkable complexity and completeness which attests
powerfully to a Divine Creator rather than to any natural
evolution.
Werner Gitt, former Director and Professor at the German
Federal Institute of Physics and Technology and Head of the
Department of Information Technology, writes:
“Since the findings of James D. Watson (1928) and Francis H.C.Crick
(1916), it was increasingly realized by contemporary researchers that the
information residing in the cells is of crucial importance for the existence
of life. Anybody who wants to make meaningful statements about the
origin of life would be forced to explain how the information originated.
All evolutionary views are fundamentally unable to answer this crucial
question.” (77)
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Crick discovered the double helix of DNA and received the
Nobel Prize for it.
Gitt continues:
“Because information is required for all life processes, it can be stated
unequivocally that information is an essential characteristic of all life.
All efforts to explain life processes in terms of physics and chemistry
only will always be unsuccessful. This is the fundamental problem
confronting present-day biology, which is based on evolution.” (78)

He continues by identifying the four fundamental entities:

These entities are mass and energy (material) and
information and will (nonmaterial). Information steers,
controls and optimizes material processes. A creative source
of information is always linked to the volitional intent of a
person.
All suitable ways of expressing meanings, such as mental
substrates, thoughts, or nonmaterial contents of consciousness,
are called language. Information is totally invariant in regard
to the transmission system or storage system because of its
nonmaterial nature.
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Information has various distinguishing criteria. They include
distinctions according to aspect, to purpose and to direction of
flow.
Here we will only summarize their importance and relevance
to DNA.
With regard to aspects, information originates as a language; it
is formulated, then transmitted or stored. An agreed upon
alphabet, comprising individual symbols (codes) is agreed
upon. Gitt identifies some types of symbols or codes:
Binary code
Quaternary code
(genetic code)
Hebrew alphabet
Latin alphabet

2 symbols
4 letters A,C,G,T
22 letters
26 letters
( A,B,C…Y,Z)
50 symbols
50,000 symbols
App 800

Japanese Katakana
Chinese writing
Hieroglyphics Middle
Kingdom

We do not understand all languages equally. For example,
though we know hieroglyphics, thanks to the Rosetta Stone,
the genetic code is still mostly unknown, except for the code
allocations between the triplets and the amino acids.
Nonetheless we can understand the achieved results.
When talking about distinction according to purpose, Gitt
notes that information can only originate in a thought process
and he gives some examples of this:
“designing a coding system, designing a language, untrammeled
discourse by means of natural languages, creating a programming
language, writing a book, writing an original scientific paper, program
instructions in DNA molecules, and the setting up of blueprints for living
beings.”
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The interplay of the five aspects leads Gitt to offer the
following information theorem or law of nature:
“Theorem 23. There is no known natural law through which matter can
give rise to information, neither is any physical process or material
phenomenon known that can do this.”

The information controlled process occurring in cells is so
complete, that such a cyclic process must have been
complete right from the start, and could not have originated
in a continuous process. (79)
Gitt notes that there are two fundamental qualities of
information. One, information is an abstract representation
of material realities or conceptual relationships, like problem
formulations, ideas, programs, or algorithms. Secondly,
information always plays a substitutionary role. The
encoding of reality is a mental process. It is clear that an
intelligent sender who can abstractly encode reality is
required.
He then goes on to state that, as this complete process
required a sender. This sender is the Creator. He further
notes the following law of nature, or theorem:
“Theorem 27. Any model for the origin of life (and of information)
based solely on physical and/or chemical processes, is inherently false.

The seventh International Conference on the Origins of Life,
held together with the Fourth Congress of the International
Society for the Study of the Origin of Life (ISSOL),
confirmed the need for a sender.
Gitt notes that the biological information in living beings is
obviously operational information which can be specified
and investigated scientifically for the recipient on the known
levels – syntax, semantics, pragmatics and apobetics. Its
origin and nature is creative information. Scientific analysis
requires the existence of a sender, but we can only find Him
in the revelation of the Bible.
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Living things which operate because of this information
process remarkable amounts of information. Gitt shows that
daily information flows in the human body, 3 x 1024,
comprising deliberate and involuntary activities, are
significantly greater that all other forms of information
including the sum total of human knowledge in books.
Indeed, the number of bits being processed daily in the
human body is more than a million times the total amount of
human knowledge stored in all the libraries of the world.
A good example of this processing is noted by Ariel A.
Roth, a biologist and former director of the Geoscience
Research Institute in Loma Linda, California, in his
description of the complex interaction of the eye with the
brain:
“The eye has an automatic focusing system that adjusts the lens so as to
permit us to clearly see close and distant objects. We do not fully
understand how it works, but a part of the brain analyzes data from the
eye and controls the muscles in the eye that change the shape of the lens.
The system that controls the size of the pupil so as to adjust to light
intensity and to reduce spherical lens aberration also illustrates
interdependent parts. Then there are the 100,000,000 light-sensitive cells
in the human eye that send information to the brain though some
1,000,000 nerve fibers of the optic nerve. In the brain this information is
sorted into various components such as color, movement, form and
depth. It is then analyzed and combined into an intelligible picture. This
involves an extremely complex array of interdependent parts.
But the visual process is only part of our complex brains, which contain
some 100,000,000,000 nerve cells connected by some 400,000
kilometers of nerve fibers. It is estimated that there are around
100,000,000,000,000 (100 trillion) connections between nerve cells in
the human brain. That we can think straight (we hope most of us do!) is
a witness to a marvelous ordered complex of interdependent parts.”(80)

The complexity of processes handled in living things also
merits a mention. Brown writes:
“Most complex phenomena known to science are found in living systems
– including those involving electrical, acoustical, mechanical, chemical
and optical phenomena. Detailed studies of various animals have also
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revealed certain physical equipment and capabilities that the world’s best
designers, using the most sophisticated technologies, cannot duplicate.
Examples of these designs include molecular-sized motors in most living
organisms; advanced technologies in cells; miniature and reliable sonar
systems in dolphins, porpoises and whales; frequency modulated radar
and discrimination systems of bats; efficient aerodynamic capability of
hummingbirds; control systems, internal ballistics and the combustion
chambers of bombardier beetles; precise and redundant navigation
systems of many birds, fish and insects; and especially the self-repair
capabilities of almost all forms of life. No component of these complex
systems could have evolved without placing the organism at a selective
disadvantage until the component’s evolution was complete. All
evidence points to intelligent design.”

He then gives a detailed example of this complexity:
“Many bacteria, such as salmonella, Escherichia coli and some
streptococci, propel themselves with miniature motors at up to 15 bodylengths per second, equivalent to a car travelling 150 miles an hour in a
liquid. These extremely efficient, reversible motors rotate at up to
100,000 revolutions per minute. Each shaft rotates a bundle of whip like
flagella that acts as a propeller. The motors, having rotors and stators,
are similar in many respects to electrical motors. However, their
electrical charges come from a flow of protons, not electrons. The
bacteria can start, stop, and change speed, direction, and even the
propeller’s shape. They also have intricate sensors, switches, control
mechanisms, and a short-term memory. All this is highly miniaturized.
Eight million of these bacterial motors would fit inside the circular cross
section of a human hair.
Evolutionary theory teaches that bacteria were one of the first forms of
life to evolve, and, therefore they are simple. While bacteria are small,
they are not simple. They can even communicate among themselves
using chemicals.
Some plants have motors that are one-fifth the size of bacterial motors.”
(81)

Gitt gives some idea of the amount of information in each
human cell. DNA molecules contain the highest known
packing density of information. Gitt notes that the amount of
information stored in the human DNA molecule, or body
cell, is equal to the information contained in 750,000 typed
A4 pages each containing 2,000 characters.
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Finally, we ask – how big is this cell with its DNA? Brown
writes:
“The DNA in a human cell weighs 6.4 x 10-12 grams. Probably less than
50 billion people have lived on earth. If so, one copy of the DNA of
every human who ever lived – enough to define the physical
characteristics of all those people in microscopic detail – would weigh
only 6.4 x 10-12 x 50 x 109 = 0.32 grams. This is less than the weight of
one aspirin. (82)

Comparing the megabit chip to the functionality of the DNA
molecule, Gitt writes:
“This comparison makes it patently clear that the evolutionary view
requires us to believe things which are totally unreasonable. Thousands
of man-years of research as well as unprecedented technological
developments were required to produce a Megabit chip, but we are
expected to believe that the storage principles embodied in DNA, with
their much higher degree of integration, developed spontaneously in
matter which was left to itself. Such a ‘theory’ is, to say the least, absurd
in the highest degree!” (83)

Indeed, Carl Sagan and Francis Crick estimated the difficulty
of evolving a human by chance alone as 1-2,000,000,000 . (84)
Jonathan Sarfati, a physical chemist, notes further major
problems for evolutionists in explaining DNA:
“Even the simplest self-reproducing organism contains encyclopedic
quantities of complex, specific information. Mycoplasma genitalium has
the smallest known genome of any free-living organism, containing 482
genes comprising 580,000 base pairs…
The genetic information cannot be translated except with many different
enzymes, which are themselves encoded. So the code cannot be
translated except via products of translation, a vicious circle that ties
evolutionary origin-of-life theories in knots. These include double-sieve
enzymes to make sure the right amino acid is linked to the right tRNA
molecule. One sieve rejects amino acids too large, while the other rejects
those too small…
The genetic code also has vital editing machinery that is itself encoded in
the DNA. This shows that the system was fully functional from the
beginning – another vicious circle for evolutionists…
There are complex rotary motors in living organisms. One type drives
the flagellum of a bacterium. The vital enzyme that makes ATP, the
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‘energy currency’ of life, is a motor that can change gears, yet is so tiny
that 1017 could fit inside a pinhead’s volume.” (85)

Discussing the conversion of DNA into proteins, John P.
Marcus, a biological chemist states the process is so complex
that anyone promoting chance creation teaches fantasy that
has nothing to do with science:
“Life is possible only if the DNA can be read and put into action by the
complex machinery of living cells. But the complex machinery of the
living cell requires DNA if it is going to exist in the first place, since
DNA is the source of the code of instructions to put together the
machinery. Without the cellular machinery, we would have no DNA
since it is responsible for synthesizing DNA; without DNA we would
have no cellular machinery. Since DNA and the machinery of the cell
are co-dependent, the complete system must be present from the
beginning or it will be meaningless bits and pieces…
(For example) the process of converting DNA information into proteins
requires at least 75 different protein molecules. But each and every one
of these 75 proteins must be synthesized in the first place by the process
in which they themselves are involved….Now let us consider the
probability of just one of the above 75 proteins coming about by chance.
Consider a smaller than average protein of just 100 amino acid residues.
If all the necessary left-handed amino acids were actually available and if
the interfering compounds, including right-handed amino acids, were
somehow eliminated, and if our pool of amino acids were somehow able
to join individual amino acids together into protein chains faster than the
proteins normally fall apart, then the chances of this random 100 amino
acid protein having the correct sequence would be 1 in 20 100 possible
sequence combinations…Truly, the thought of even one single functional
protein arising by chance requires blind faith that will not or cannot grasp
the numbers! Such thoughts are pure fantasy and have nothing to do
with science. ” (86)

If one examines biodiversity, the inter-relationships among
living things, the possibility of random creation of man
becomes even more impossible. Henry Zuill, a biologist,
writes:
“Complexity of the cell is now just too daunting to flippantly assert
biochemical evolution to explain it, unless you close your mind and press
on blindly and boldly. It has now become quite a feat to think about cells
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originating through biochemical evolution. And if cells could not
originate naturally, then nothing else could.
In the same way as with the cell, as long as ecology appeared to be a
loose connection of organisms without binding interrelationships, one
could likewise think of it as possibly originating through natural
processes. But now that ecosystems appear to be held together by
essential and unbelievably complex biodiversity, we have a dilemma
similar to the one faced when the intricate structure of the cell was
discovered. Since ecology is built upon so much underlying multispecies complexity, trying to explain the origin of ecology by chance
painfully stretches one credulity” ( 87)

DNA and Laws of Physics
We have shown how an understanding of DNA suggests man
is unique, has a recent history and is so complex that he had
to be created. Now let us look briefly at a few laws of
physics which also suggest that evolution has no basis.
The Law of Biogenesis states that life comes only from life.
Spontaneous generation of life from nonliving matter has
never been observed. (88)
This has been known since 1864 with the experiments of
Louis Pasteur, the French chemist and microbiologist, which
led him to conclude:
“The theory of the spontaneous generation of living cells would never
recover from the fatal blow delivered by his experiments”. (89)

This law was reaffirmed by the Seventh International
Conference on the Origins of Life, held together with the
Fourth Congress of the International Society for the Study of
the Origin of Life (ISSOL), held in Mainz, in which
“for the first time it has now been determined unequivocally by a large
number of scientists that all evolutionary theses that living systems
developed from poly-nucleotides which originated spontaneously, are
devoid of any empirical base”. (90)

Mendel’s law of genetics and its modern day refinements
explain almost all physical variations occurring within
species. Mendel discovered that genes, units of heredity, are
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merely reshuffled from one generation to the next. Different
combinations are formed, not different genes. This led Sir
Fred Hoyle, Cambridge University astronomer, to write:
“Why do biologists indulge in unsubstantiated fantasies in order to deny
what is so patently obvious, that the 200,000 amino acid chains, and
hence life, did not appear by chance?”

Providing his own answer, he said it was because they
followed Darwin. (91)
Also causing doubt on theories of evolution are the laws of
thermodynamics.
Mass, or matter, and energy, being material quantities, are
subject to conservation laws, being linked by the equivalence
formula E = mc2. (92)
The First Law of Thermodynamics states that the total
energy in the universe, or in any isolated part of it, remains
constant. A corollary of the first law is that natural processes
cannot create energy. If natural processes cannot produce
mass and energy – the relatively simple inorganic portion of
the universe – then it is even less likely that natural processes
can produce the much more complex organic or living,
portion of the universe. (93)
The Second Law of Thermodynamics states that energy
moves from kinetic, or stored, energy to dissipated energy,
never to return. The system moves from complex back to
simple. It moves from order to disorder. This law shows the
breakdown of complexity over time and, according to Ker C.
Thompson, former director of the US Air Force Terrestrial
Sciences Laboratory, “is the exact opposite of what evolution
requires”. (94)
A further consequence of this is that soon after the universe
began, it was more organized and complex than it is today –
not in a highly disorganized and random state as assumed by
evolutionists and propagandists of the big bang theory. (95)
The second law of thermodynamics led the mechanical
engineer Jeremy Walter to conclude:
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“The second law of thermodynamics essentially precludes the
spontaneous development of the earth’s ecosystem or life itself. In
engineering, we know that heat engines do not develop spontaneously,
and without a heat engine, no efficient useful work is produced by the
flow of heat. In addition, without both a source of work and a
refrigeration machine, no heat will flow from a cold place to a warm
place. Likewise, without the engine of reproduction (the genetic
blueprint and the miracle of the womb), not even the material aspects of
man could be built by raw power. The problem is worse for the
immaterial, since man’s conscious and spiritual aspects defy scientific
definition, much less a natural process of development.” (96)

Don B. Deyoung, chairman of Physical Science at Grace
College, comments on the importance of these two laws:
“Secular science has no satisfactory explanation for such laws of nature.
These principles simply transcend natural science. Their origin is
supernatural, which by definition does not require a long time to develop.
The addition of long ages of time is an unnecessary and confusing
complication. Instead, these laws are entirely consistent with the biblical,
six-day creation”. (97)

Some Conclusions by Scientists
So we must ask ourselves, why would anyone who
understands DNA believe in evolution?
Dr Colin Patterson, senior principal scientific officer in the
Paleontology department of the British Museum in 1981,
admitted ‘evolution was a faith’ he was ‘duped into taking
evolutionism as revealed truth in some way’ and
“Evolution not only conveys no knowledge but seems somehow to
convey anti-knowledge, apparent knowledge which is harmful to
systematics (the science of classifying different forms of life)”. (98)

Einstein wrote
“(The) scientists’ religious feelings take the form of rapturous
amazement at the harmony of natural law, which reveals an intelligence
of such superiority that, compared with it, all the systematic thinking and
acting of human beings is an utterly insignificant reflection”. (99)

Writing on the randomness proposed by evolutionists, Sir
Fred Hoyle states:
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“The probability that life arose by random processes is equivalent to
believing that a tornado striking a junkyard would reassemble the trash
and leave a completed, assembled and functioning Boeing 707 there.
(100)

Ariel Roth, a biologist, writes:
“When it comes to answering the great questions of origins, meaning,
and destiny, science has lost its credentials. This happened over a
century ago when science decided to exclude God from its explanatory
menu. If God exists, science will never find Him as long as it refuses to
consider God as a part of reality…science would do well to return more
toward the broader, open attitude it had several centuries ago, when the
foundations of modern science were laid down, and noted scientists –
such as Kepler, Boyle, Newton, Pascal and Linn – believed in God as the
creator who established the laws of science.” (101)

To close the discussion on the improbability of evolution, let
us quote Philip Johnson, law professor at Berkeley
University, who makes the following points:
“(1) Evolution is grounded not on scientific fact, but on a philosophical
belief called naturalism; (2) the belief that a large body of empirical
evidence supports evolution is an illusion; (3) evolution is itself a
religion; (4) if evolution were a scientific hypothesis based on a rigorous
study of the evidence, it would have been abandoned long ago.” (102)

Historical Data supports Recent Origins
Historical and other sources also attest to a recent history of
modern man, as suggested by DNA evidence discussed
above. Among these, we can note the following. (103)
Young’s
concordance
Douay Rheims
bible
Ussher
Orthodox Jews
Masons
Scaliger
Mayans

7000 BC creation earliest date
Flood 1656 year of the world (AM
anno mundi); Joseph born 3934 AM
4004 BC creation
3760 BC creation
4000 BC creation
4713 BC creation
3113 BC time since flood
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Discussing Robert Young’s concordance, Taylor writes:
“Robert Young's concordance, and in the popular twenty-second edition,
under "creation", will be found a list of thirty-seven computations of the
date of creation from a possible list of more than one hundred and
twenty. Of these thirty-seven, thirty are based on the Bible and seven are
derived from other sources -- Abyssinian, Arab, Babylonian, Chinese,
Egyptian, Indian, and Persian. Not one of these ancient records puts the
date of creation earlier than 7000 B.C. In all the hundreds of thousands of
years over which hominid man is alleged to have evolved, it is surely
more than coincidental that ancient civilizations, which were by no
means ignorant of timekeeping by astronomical methods, should all
begin their historical record at this arbitrary date. In addition, all the
myths and legends, however bizarre, speak of instant creation just a few
thousand years earlier.”(104)

Discussing Scaliger, Cooper writes that Scaliger analyzed
the three basic cycles upon which all workable calendars are
built. These are the Solar Cycle, completed every 28 years,
the Metonic cycle, completed every 19 years and the Roman
indiction, started every 15 years. Scaliger realized that there
must obviously be points when all three cycles begin and end
together, so, noting carefully the age of each cycle at the
moment when he began his calculations, he counted the
years backwards until he came to that year when all three
cycles began together. And that was the year 4713 BC.
(105)
Discussing Jewish beliefs, Hebrew professor James Barr,
University of Oxford, writes:
“probably, so far as I know, there is no professor of Hebrew or Old
Testament at any world-class university who does not believe that the
writer(s) of Gen 1-11 intended to convey to their readers the ideas that (a)
creation took place in a series of six days which were the same as the
days of 24 hours we now experience (b) the figures contained in the
Genesis genealogies provided by simple addition a chronology from the
beginning of the world up to later stages in the biblical story (c) Noah’s
flood was understood to be world-wide and extinguished all human and
animal life except for those in the ark. (Arguments against this) are not
taken seriously by any such professors.” (106)
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Fr. Geoffrey Keating, who wrote in 1634, and who
referenced many ancient manuscripts, identified other
Hebrew authors and the dates they gave. These included the
Talmudists who give 3784 BC, Rabbi Moses, who gives
4058 BC and Josephus who gives 4192 BC., Eusibius 5190
BC; St. Jerome 3941 BC; and Bede 3952 BC. (107)
In conclusion, the evidence provided by DNA analysis,
especially mtDNA analysis, by the laws of physics and by
the information content of DNA, do not contradict claims by
many historical and other sources that modern Homo sapiens
started around 4000 BC and that he was created by God.
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Chapter 2
From Adam to the Flood
While DNA analysis and archaeology tell us a fair amount
about our earliest ancestors, where and when they may have
lived, we can gain additional details from other sources, such
as historical and religious materials. Therefore, to enhance
the picture we have so far, let us now turn to some of these
sources for additional details on the origin and early spread
of modern human society.
The Bible Narrative on the Creation of Adam and Eve
Genesis provides us with the following description of Adam
and Eve:
“Let us make man to our image and likeness: and let him have dominion
over the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the air, and the beasts, and the
whole earth, and every creeping creature that moveth upon the earth.
And God created man to his own image: to the image of God he created
him: male and female he created them.
And God blessed them, saying: Increase and multiply, and fill the earth,
and subdue it, and rule over the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the air,
and all living creatures that move upon the earth…
And the Lord God formed man of the slime of the earth: and breathed
into his face the breath of life, and man became a living soul…
Then the Lord God cast a deep sleep upon Adam: and when he was fast
asleep, he took one of his ribs, and filled up flesh for it.
And the Lord God built the rib which he took from Adam into a woman:
and brought her to Adam.
And Adam said: this now is bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh she
shall be called woman, because she was taken out of man.”(108)

One of the interesting things about our bodies being made
from the slime of the earth is that scientists have discovered
that the human body is comprised of some 28 base and trace
elements – all of which are found in the earth.
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Other Comments on Adam and Eve
Throughout the ages, saints and scholars have provided
further details on the narrative offered by the Bible.
One of these was St. Anne Catherine Emmerich (17741824). A sickly nun, who was bedridden for years, she was
visited almost daily by Jesus who asked her to write down
accounts of the past as He described and showed them.
She wrote that Adam was created from dirt in the region in
which Jerusalem was subsequently situated. (109)
Eusibius wrote that
“the very name Adam, being originally a Hebrew noun, would become
with Moses an appellation of the earth-born man, because among the
Hebrews the earth is called Adam, wherefore also the first man made out
of the earth is with true etymology called by Moses Adam”. (110)

Interestingly, the oral traditions of the Miautso people of
China, refer to Adam as Dirt. (111)
What was Adam like in heaven? A priest, St.Louis Marie de
Montfort (1673-1716), recounts the description he was given
by Jesus:
“Eternal Wisdom made copies, that is, shining likenesses of his own
intelligence, memory, and will, and infused them into the soul of man so
that he might become the living image of the Godhead. In man’s heart he
kindled the fire of the pure love of God. He gave him a radiant body and
virtually enshrined within him a compendium of all the various
perfections of angels, animals and other created things.
Man’s entire being was bright without shadow, beautiful without
blemish, pure without stain, perfectly proportioned without deformity,
flaw or imperfection. His mind, gifted with the light of wisdom,
understood perfectly both Creator and creature. The grace of God was in
his soul making him innocent and pleasing to the most high God. His
body was endowed with immortality. He had the pure love of God in his
heart without any fear of death, for he loved God ceaselessly, without
wavering and purely for God himself. In short, man was so godlike, so
absorbed and wrapped in God that he had no unruly passions to subdue
and no enemies to overcome.”(112)
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Blessed Louise Piccarreta (1865-1947) also has some
marvellous words on Adam and Eve in heaven.
“In God’s relationship with mankind, there are three prime decrees,
which the Most Holy Trinity has issued and which absolutely must take
effect. The “First Fiat of God” is the Decree of Creation, of all that exists
outside of God Himself. Here, two humans are the principal objects of
this decree: Adam and Eve who were created in a most perfect manner.
They were created immaculate, without sin. In their original state of
justice, they were full of grace because they possessed the fountain of all
grace – the Divine Will – which was the crowning glory of their creation,
super-added to their perfect human nature. They lived and acted by the
vital principle of God Himself, namely the Divine Will, which eternally
animates the Three Divine Persons.
Had our first parents maintained the Gift of the Divine Will at the time
they were tested (a test that was to confirm this Kingdom within them)
the other two decrees would not have been necessary.” (113)

The other two decrees are the decree of redemption and the
decree of sanctification. We shall discuss the decree of
redemption in explaining the influence of Jesus Christ on the
Celtic people, then the degree of sanctification, when
discussing the religious contributions made by Celtic peoples
to the world.
Werner Gitt comments on the semantic density, or the
weight of the meaning, of one verse of Genesis 2:7, which he
says offers profound semantic fullness in that no other
description of man’s origin is so true and at the same time
formulated so concisely. That verse states
“The Lord God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being”.

This verse, he continues, provides answers to many
questions, including:
“Man did not develop through a chance process of evolution, but he was
formed by a personal Creator.
Contrary to all statements to this effect, man did not descend from some
animal; he was created separately.
One single man was created originally.
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Man does not consist of matter only, but he received a vital non-material
component, a spirit, through God’s breath.
He became a living being through the union of the material and the nonmaterial parts.” (114)

Was Adam created as a child? Not according to ancient
manuscripts.
The manuscript, The Fifteen Tokens of
Doomsday, writes that Adam was created at thirty years of
age. (115)
The idea of Adam being born as an adult is called mature
creation. Many throughout history have supported it, from
Philo of Alexandria (c.20 BC-50 AD) to St. Basil of
Caesarea (330-379 AD) (116)
A professor of human biology, Jerry Bergman, explains why
this was necessary:
“Adam would appear to be about, say, 30 years of age when he was only
one day old…as a living organism, the human body had to be created
fully formed. All of Adam’s organs, including his heart, lungs, kidneys,
and brain, must have been functioning simultaneously as a unit the
second he was created. In other words, God created Adam as a mature
man.” (117)

It is worth noting here that Adam and Eve had perfect
understanding of and control over creation at this time.
Never, to this day, would human knowledge and
understanding be greater.
DNA Supports Superior Knowledge in Adam
Work being done on DNA mutations confirms this. John C.
Sanford of Cornell University, a leading geneticist with more
than 80 publications and 30 patents, writes:
“It is becoming increasingly clear that most, or all, of the genome is
functional. Therefore, most, or all, mutations in the genome must be
deleterious…
There are certainly many mutations which have been created as
beneficial, but most of these… have not created information, but rather
have destroyed it.” (118)
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He continues to note that the best available information from
the scientific literature suggests a ratio of harmful to
beneficial mutations on the order of one million to one. (119)
This leads Wynne to conclude:
“Degradation of the genome over time is inevitable. Time is the enemy
of a genome, not its friend.” (120)

Stanford writes:
“If the genome is actually degenerating, it is bad news for the long-term
future of the human race. It is also bad for evolutionary theory. If
mutation/selection cannot preserve the information already in the
genome, it is difficult to imagine how it could have created all that
information in the first place! We cannot rationally speak of genomebuilding when there is a net loss of information every generation!” (121)

Pierre Grasse, former Chair of Evolution at the Sorbonne
concurs, writing:
“No matter how numerous they may be, mutations do not produce any
kind of evolution.”(122)

This leads Wynne to conclude:
“One interesting implication is that our ancestors would have been
superior to us genetically”. (123)

The Fall of Adam and Eve
Genesis relates that Adam and Eve succumbed to the
temptations of the devil, and ate from the tree of life, which
gave them knowledge of good and evil, where before they
had known only good.
When they acknowledged before God that they had
disobeyed Him, they were expelled from Paradise.
It appears that Adam and Eve then moved to the area near
Jerusalem.
This conforms to archaeological evidence
presented above.
The Saltair na Raan, a collection of early Middle Irish
poems, credited to a 9th century author, writes of the
expulsion:
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“For a week after the expulsion Adam was without fire, house, drink,
food or clothing.
He laments to Eve their lost blessings and admits his fault…
Adam goes to seek for food and finds naught but herbs…
He proposes to Eve to do penance, to adore the Lord in silence, Eve in
the Tigris for thirty days, Adam in the Jordan for forty and seven…
Forgiveness is granted to Adam and to all his seed save the
unrighteous…
Adam and Eve then live alone for a year on grass, without proper food,
fire, house, music or raiment; drinking water from their palms, and eating
the green herbs in the shadow of trees and caverns…
God at last pities Adam and sends Michael to him with various seeds,
And Michael teaches him husbandry and the use of animals.” (124)

Genesis tells us a major event that happened next. Adam’s
son, Cain, killed his younger brother Abel. After the murder,
Cain was driven from the region of Jerusalem.
Genesis describes what happened to Cain’s family, then
later, others.
“The sons of God seeing the daughters of men, that they were fair, took
to themselves wives of all which they chose….
Now giants were upon the earth in those days. For after the sons of God
went in to the daughters of men, and they brought forth children, these
are the mighty men of old, men of renown.” (125)

Many authors have speculated on who the “sons of God”, the
“daughters of men” and the “giants” were. The commentary
in the Douay Rheims bible states:
“The descendants of Seth and Enos are here called sons of God from
their religion and piety: whereas the ungodly race of Cain, who by their
carnal affections lay groveling upon the earth, are called the children of
men. The unhappy consequence of the former marrying with the latter,
ought to be a warning to Christians to be very circumspect in their
marriages; and not to suffer themselves to be determined in their choice
by their carnal passion, to the prejudice of virtue or religion.” (126)

This interpretation is accepted by many scholars who accept
the validity of the Bible. For example, Hebrew scholar
Michael Heiser states the Hebrew word for “giants”,
“nephilim” means primarily “bully” or “tyrant”. (127) The
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“sons of God” was a literal truth. Adam was created by God
and was “a son of God”. Gray concludes on this:
“In both the Old and New Testaments of the Bible, the same symbolism
carries over. Faithful human beings are consistently called “sons of
God”.” (128)

So Seth’s descendants were the sons and daughters of God.
The “daughters of men” were the descendants of Cain, “the
ungodly group who walked in the rebellious ways of man
without God”. Genesis notes this in 6:5
“the wickedness of men was great on the earth, and that all the thought of
their heart was bent upon evil at all times”.

So, descendants of Seth married descendants of Cain and
almost all became evil.
Others think they may have been the fallen angels. In the
first version of my book, I quoted one of these, Francine
Beriault. She writes of the meeting between the clan of Cain
and the ‘sons of God’, whom she refers to as the fallen
angels. (129). However, as the Bible states that angels were
not sons of God (Hebrews 1:5) and that they could not marry
(Mark 12:25), this interpretation is rejected in this revision.
What is clear is that the lineage of Cain had a great influence
on modern humans who lived before the flood. Almost all
humans born after Seth admired the powers and capabilities
of Cain and his lineage and followed them.
Others have suggested that the giants could have been a subgroup of the emerging human society, identified, as noted
above as the Neanderthals, who were large and robust. (130)
Rev. Abraham Park in his book The Genesis Genealogies,
covers Cain’s line and writes of it:
“The results of sin inherited from Adam first became apparent in Cain,
but this sinfulness was also not limited to Cain. Sin prospered and grew
increasingly strong in the people who were unable to restrain its powers
through the Word of God. Sinfulness and wickedness became common
traits apparent in all of the descendants of the line of Cain. The cycle of
sin and violence that began with Cain’s act of murder advanced in the
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succeeding generations and reached its culmination during the generation
of Lamech.
The genealogy according to the line of Cain is a ‘genealogy apart from
God’; any mention of God’s name and His works is conspicuously
absent.” (131)

Park continues on to note that Cain had lost his faith and
declined to repent when he had the chance to. He quotes
John 13:2, saying that Cain
“ended up belonging to the evil one because he accepted the thoughts of
the devil”.

Cain’s descendants did the same. Park writes of Lamech:
“The Bible furnishes most details for the account of Lamech, the last of
Cain’s six descendants (Genesis 4:19-24) Sin advanced down the line of
Cain after the fall and reached its peak with the last generation, Lamech,
who yielded the fruit of darkness and wickedness in abundance.” (132)

In time, God became very unhappy with the world that was
evolving.
However, before we discuss what happened, let us now
comment on that world.
The information that follows comes from a variety of
sources. These include the Bible, archaeological research,
particularly on sites that were unique, such as port cities high
in the mountains or towns buried underwater, historical
documents, and information gleaned from artifacts, such as
Noah’s ark.
We will look briefly at the physical environment, then at the
emergence of societies, of their technologies and language
then at the reality and challenge of dinosaurs.
The Climate of the pre-flood world
While we can only speculate on the climate of the pre-flood
world, it remains, nonetheless, interesting and worthy of
mention.
There may have been no rain prior to the flood. Genesis 2:56 suggests that:
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“And every plant of the field before it sprung up in the earth, and every
herb of the ground before it grew: for the Lord God had not rained upon
the earth; and there was not a man to till the earth. But a spring rose out
of the earth, watering all the surface of the earth,”

Athanasius Kircher wrote in 1679:
“Hebrew mythology assigns the climate differences to the period before
Adam’s expulsion. It says the sun shone permanently, the earth was
watered by mist ascending from the ground condensed as dew upon the
leaves, and man was of exceedingly great stature.” (133)

Some scientists state the lack of rain was the reason why the
rainbow was only seen after the flood. Wilkins writes
“But what is even more remarkable is the insistence in the Genesis story
of the Bible, the Babylonian legend on the Gilgamesh tablets from
Nineveh, and in the traditions of very ancient date, current in Peru of the
Incas, that, after the Great Catastrophe, something was seen in earth’s
skies that was not there before: the rainbow.” (134)

Gray explains what this implies:
“Before the Deluge, the sky had been filled with invisible water vapor
which could refract and separate the visible light spectrum. But since the
Flood, clouds of minute water droplets are able to produce the beautiful
rainbow.” (135)

There may have been a protective canopy around the earth.
Some have gone so far as to create a simulated canopy to
analyze how it would work and what effects it would have.
Dr. Carl Baught, curator of the Creation Evidence Museum
in Texas, writes in detail about the theory of a crystalline
canopy. (136)
Baught suggests that electromagnetic energy was sustained
by the crystalline canopy that formed over the earth.
“In view of the fact that cosmic energy squeezes and strengthens the
EMF, and sends electrons towards the poles, an appropriate recharging of
its energy would sustain its optimal moment. Short-wave radiation
would be assimilated into the charging mechanism, while mid-range and
long-range spectra would be transferred through the canopy to the benefit
of systems below …
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Radiation at the longer UV wavelengths of 320-400 nm, designated as UVA, play a helpful and essential role in the formation of Vitamin D by the
skin, but is harmful in extended exposure.
Radiation at shorter
wavelengths of 290-320 nm, designated as UV-B, causes DNA damage at
the molecular level. Overexposure to UV radiation can change the
flowering times of some kinds of plants and thereby will affect the animals
that depend on them. UV-B strips oxygen of an electron, and thereby
causes the formation of free radicals. These harmful free radicals affect the
entire food chain, and are assimilated directly into the blood stream, thus
compromising living systems and their longevity.” (137)

Baugh built a hyperbaric biosphere to simulate the context of
the world before the flood. He noted:
“Our research indicates that essentially everything was larger in the past.
For instance the club mosses which today reach 16 to 18 inches often
approach 200 feet in the fossil record.” (138)

Baugh quotes Neal Teague who estimates the earth had a
volume 10 to 12% smaller before the flood. This would
render greater gravitational attraction of the atmospheric
gases at sea level, and would increase the absolute
atmospheric pressure to approximately 28 psi. Higher rates
of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the enhanced atmospheric
pressure multiplied the benefits under these optimal
conditions.
Hyperbaric oxygen specialist William Fife, of Texas A & M
University, quoted by Baugh, has identified, among benefits,
very rapid healing. Also,
“living under these conditions human beings would receive adequate
oxygen supply to the fetal brain, providing retention of all 200 billion
brain cells that are genetically produced during fetal development. Each
living human would thus be provided with normal functioning abilities,
as well as the phenomenal gifts of the savant.”

The higher oxygen ratio explains how large living life could
survive:
“Elevation of oxygen ratio, and its saturation in a fluid medium, explains
the large size of some insects in the fossil record. This further solves the
long-standing dinosaur mystery of their small lungs being able to sustain
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tremendous bulk sizes. Due to the effects of Boyle’s law, the water table
was saturated with free oxygen. Anaerobic bacteria would not thrive
under these conditions, and marine life could grow to gargantuan sizes,
such as those found in the fossil record.” (139)

Research physicist Sherwood Idso has found that plants,
enriched with more CO2, grew bigger and better. In tests,
they were 2 to 3.5 fold greater than plants grown in normal
ambient CO2. (140)
A milder temperature appears to have been more widespread.
There are indications that the world had a more uniform
climate. The geologist George McChready Price writes:
“If we listen to the unequivocal testimony of tropical plants and animals
found away to the north and even within the arctic regions, we must
declare that geology knows only one climate until this sudden change
came; and this astonishing climate seems to have been practically uniform
over the entire globe.” (141)

Some examples of this will be given below when we discuss
the destruction of life that occurred at the time of the flood.
Years between the Fall and the Flood
Those who hold the Creationist view and accept the Bible,
hold that man lived for 1656 years before the flood. Other
sources, as we have seen above, vary this date somewhat, but
not significantly. (142)
If we assume man was created around 4000 BC, then the
Flood would be dated around 2345 BC.
Adam’s Life
Adam lived for many years, dying when 930 years old.
According to the Saltair na Raan, “he had seventy sons and
seventy daughters born to him after the transgression (of
Cain)” (143)
When Adam eventually died, he was buried, according to
Emmerich, in a cave under Mount Calvary. (144)
The Saltair na Raan notes:
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“Adam’s body is anointed with the Oil of Mercy and buried in Hebron,
where it remained till the Deluge. His head was then swept to Jerusalem,
and remained in the gateway till Christ’s cross was planted therein.”
(145)

During and after Adam’s life, humans, who started in the
region of modern day Israel and Palestine and environs,
started spreading out throughout the world.
We can look briefly at the spread of man from the Near East
to other regions of the world and discuss who they
encountered, what they built and how advanced society was.
Cro-Magnon Man in Europe
Among the earliest identified settlers in Europe was CroMagnon man.
In the first version, I mentioned that Cro-Magnon man had
been linked with my ancestry.
The National Geographic explanation of my DNA analysis,
states that our ancestors moved into Europe 30,000 years ago
and were connected with the spread of Cro-Magnon man. It
writes about this:
“The Cro-Magnon are responsible for the famous cave paintings found in
southern France. These spectacular paintings provide archaeological
evidence that there was a sudden blossoming of artistic skills as your
ancestors moved into Europe. Prior to this, artistic endeavours were
mostly comprised of jewelry made of shell, bone and ivory; primitive
musical instruments; and stone carvings.
The cave paintings of the Cro-Magnon depict animals like bison, deer,
rhinoceroses, and horses, and natural events important to Palaeolithic life
such as spring molting, hunting and pregnancy. The paintings are far
more intricate, details and colorful than anything seen prior to this period.
Your ancestors knew how to make woven clothing using the natural
fibers of plants, and had relatively advanced tools of stone, bone and
ivory. Their jewelry, carvings and intricate, colorful cave paintings bar
witness to the Cro-Magnon’s advanced culture during the last glacial
age.” (146)

In version 1, I suggested that Cro-Magnon man did not
appear to be our ancestors. We have shown in Chapter 1
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how our ancestors were part of the Neolithic expansion into
Europe and that this took place less than 6,000 years ago.
Moreover, the characteristics of Cro-Magnon culture do not
match the culture of our ancestors, which will be shown as
we track their movement through Asia to Europe in
succeeding chapters.
So, who were the Cro-Magnon people? They may have been
part of the human expansion that took place from the time of
Adam to the time of the flood.
One indication of this is the fact that mastodons were among
the animals they painted. These existed in the pre flood
world, though they may also have been around after the
flood. (147)
Another is their size and bearing, which we will discuss
below, being characteristics of men before the flood. Taylor
describes them:
“The Cro-Magnon were truly human, possibly of rather noble bearing,
some being well over six feet tall and all having a cranial volume slightly
larger than men of today; the heavy eyebrow ridges and curved limb
bones were absent from these specimens. Remarkably, Cro-Magnon man
appears in the fossil record abruptly, and in perfection. That is, he is truly
human in the anatomical sense and evidently accomplished in at least
several arts, among which are the now famous cave paintings discovered
at Altamira, Spain, and at Lascaux in France. The discovery of these
paintings indicates the degree to which men's view of their ancestors had
turned from the idea of the "fall" of man to that of ascent. ..
It took several decades of careful juggling with time estimates before the
mind-set of science could accommodate the fact that intelligent and
skillful man was evidently contemporaneous with prehistoric animals
such as the woolly mammoth that appear beautifully painted on the cave
walls. The photographs usually shown in the opening chapters of art
history books cannot do justice to these incredible paintings because they
are in fact three-dimensional. The artist has cleverly made use of the
natural contours of the cave walls and ceilings to form the rounding of
the belly or the depression for the eye of each one of the colored figures.
In 1972 Marshack disclosed a mass of evidence showing that these CroMagnon people were not only proficient artists but had a very good grasp
of the movements of the heavenly bodies and kept daily records of the
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position of the moon. This raises the question now seriously being posed:
Were these Cro-Magnon people the originators if not the actual builders
of the dozens of stone megaliths dotted across Europe of which
Stonehenge in England and Carnac in France are probably the bestknown examples?
There are indications that they did not necessarily dress in animal skins
crudely draped about their bodies as usually depicted but had nicely cut
clothes and even hairstyles.
This is an exciting period for archaeohistory as many of the old
preconceived notions of cavemen are giving way to a totally new picture
in which it is recognized that these early ancestors were intelligent beings
living in communities and in buildings, who quite possibly only used the
caves for ritualistic purposes.

Cave paintings of mammoths, similar to those shown, have been
discovered at Les Cambarelles, France. It is evident that intelligent man
was contemporaneous with the mammoth. These paintings are one of the
principal reasons the mammoth is assigned to a relatively recent era
in the evolutionary time scale.” (148)

Denton writes their robust build, larger brain on average
(1260cc vs. 1350cc) and DNA differentiate the European
Cro-Magnon from modern humans. He writes they sewed
garments, had paintings that relate to the phases of the moon,
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built javelins, arrows and ornate artifacts, such as ivory
pendants made with mammoth tusks. Yet, he concludes they
were post flood humans.
Others also think they were part of the post-flood expansion
into Europe, given the references to the ice age noted above
and discussed below. This is suggested by signs and
symbols known in other Mediterranean areas and by script
similar to Phoenician script found on implements and
pebbles in caves such as La Madeline and Le Mas d’Azil.
(149)
We shall discuss this more below when reviewing the ice age
that followed the flood, which forced peoples living
throughout much of Europe to move to shelters such as
caves.
The analysis by Andrew Snelling and Mike Matthews on
peoples identified with stages of the ice age, noted in
Chapter 1, reinforces this interpretation.
Pre-Flood Settlement of Ireland
As this history covers the Celtic peoples, it is worth noting
that some ancient Irish manuscripts record stories of people
settling in Ireland before the flood.
Perhaps the earliest mention of settlement is mentioned in
The Book of Invasions which notes that one hundred and
fifty women came there, with three men. “Two score years
they were in the island, till a plague fell on them, so that they
all died in one week”. After that Ireland was empty for two
hundred years after the deluge. (150) The Book of Invasions
offers more detail on this, which we shall note below when
discussing Noah and the flood.
Another Irish manuscript called The Annals of the Kingdom
of Ireland by the Four Masters, also known as The Annals of
the Four Masters, notes something similar:
“Forty days before the Deluge, Ceasair came to Ireland with fifty girls
and three men; Bith, Ladhra, and Fintain, their names. Ladhra died at Ard
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Ladhrann, and from him it is named. He was the first that died in Ireland.
Bith died at Sliabh Beatha, and was interred in the carn of Sliabh Beatha,
and from him the mountain is named. Ceasair died at Cuil Ceasra, in
Connaught, and was interred in Carn Ceasra. From Fintan is named Feart
Fintain, over Loch Deirgdheirc. “(151)

Other sources, while not mentioning a flood, write about
ancient settlement of Ireland. Times Online, The Times,
January 9, 2009 in an article by Norman Hammond,
Archaeology Correspondent, notes:
“Ireland’s first farmers settled the island later than some sites from Ulster
have long suggested, but did so in a short period which may also have
seen parallel migration into western England and Scotland. Radiocarbon
dates indicate that sites from Co Kerry in the South West to Co Derry in
Northern Ireland were all settled within the century after 3700 BC.
The immigrants built rectangular timber houses up to a hundred square
meters in area, cultivated cereals such as wheat and barley, used flint
tools and made plain pottery bowls, Cormac McSparron notes in
Archaeology Ireland.
They were not the first people in Ireland: Mesolithic fishers and gatherers
lived in Kerry and Waterford, keeping cattle, and many years ago the site
of Ballynagilly in Ulster yielded dates around 4000 BC associated with
what seems to have been a cattle-keeping settlement. (152)

Glenn Allen Nolan, who has done genealogical research on
his family, writes:
“Many of the radiocarbon dates obtained using older technology are not
of ‘gold standard’, Mcsparron claims; only those run using AMS
(accelerator mass spectronomy), from short-lived plant species such as
nuts rather than long-lived timbers, and from securely understood
archaeological contexts are reliable. Only 18 out of 66 Irish early
Neolithic dates meet these criteria, but their pattern suggests 95 per cent
likelihood that all the sites were settled and then abandoned within 90
years, between 3715 and 3625 BC. This matches data from peat bogs
which suggest that land clearance did not begin until after 3850 BC.
Sites of almost exactly the same age as the Irish ones are known in
Llandegai in northwest Wales and from Lismore Fields in the West
Midlands, and coeval structures are known from Claish and Balbridie in
northern Scotland.
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It seems possible that settlers from the European mainland sailed up the
Irish Sea and around the Atlantic coast, settling in a number of separate
locations,” Mcsparron says. A “significant element of colonization must
have been involved” in the beginnings of settled agriculture in Ireland.
Why these houses ceased to be built after around 3600 BC is a mystery,
but possibly population growth led to the rise of larger settlements, and
even to defended ones as competition for the best land developed.” (153)

One conclusion that can be drawn from Nolan’s comments is
that they could validate a settlement not long before the
flood that was wiped out by the flood.
Humans, Dinosaurs and Other Monsters
As modern humans moved through Europe and elsewhere, it
appears they met dinosaurs, animals that we have long
associated with pre-human life on earth in a distant past.
This is suggested by the content matter in collections of
ancient stone carvings that have been uncovered in many
areas of the world.
One of these collections is that of Klaus Dona. Klaus Dona
has been able to gather more than 1700 pieces, all of which
have no logical explanation. He has displayed these in
exhibitions in Vienna, Berlin, Seoul, and Switzerland, and
shown them on the internet in connection with radio and
other interviews. Being physical pieces, they are irrefutable
evidence and difficult to reject.
Klaus shows stone and ceramic carvings. They seem to
belong to cultures distinct from cultures that developed after
the flood. (154)
A number of these artifacts are described by Klaus Dona in
the following video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmMwo1Xzgus&feature
=related. Two of these pieces follow:
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Another collection of artifacts which show dinosaurs can be
found at a museum at Ica, Peru, started by Dr. Javiera
Cabrera, a direct descendant of the noble Spaniard
Captain Don Geronimo Luis de Cabrera y Toledo, who
founded Ica in 1563. A physician and head of the Preventive
Medicine Department of the Felix Torrealva Gutierrex
hospital, Dr. Cabrera founded the medical school of Ica
National University. For more than 40 years he collected
some 11,000 rounded stones, known as the Ica stones.
Writing on the Ica stones, Kathy Doore, who worked with
Cabrera, notes that samples of these stones had been sent to
Spain by Spanish explorers in 1562. She writes about the
stones:
The stones are a form of andesite, a local river rock, covered with a
patina of natural oxidation. Laboratories in Germany have authenticated
the incisions that make up the carvings as extremely ancient.” (155)

The stones and engravings show humans hunting or
struggling with monsters resembling triceratops, stegosaurs
and pterodactyls. (156) Three are now shown.
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Cabrera wrote that these dinosaurs and the men who hunted
them died in the flood:
“In the first place, it is confirmed through this discovery, the coexistence
of man and dinosaur expressed on the Stone Books of the Library of Ica.
In the second place, it is scientifically confirmed that man has lived with
wild arid giant saurians at the end of the Mesozoic because their fossils
were found in the same geologic stratum. In the third place, it has been
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proved the coexistence man and dinosaur; consequently it is only
scientific to suppose that man was the main cause of the extinction of
these archaic reptiles. In the fourth place, there has been found at the
Ocucaje desert in the paleontological measure, tracks of a monstrous
deluge which covered with mud whatever there was on this side of the
planet. (157)

Did these exist on earth only prior to the flood? Apparently
not. Indeed, some writers have stated that some young
dinosaurs were brought on board Noah’s ark. The landbased ones did not survive well in the harsh climate that
followed the flood.
However, it is clear that some who lived in the water,
particularly the oceans, fared better.
The Bible talks of monsters. Job describes a behemoth that
was a giant vegetarian and leviathan, an armor-plated
amphibian. (158)
Also they are described in the historical records of many
cultures, as noted by Cooper:
“Babylonian and Sumerian literature has preserved details of similar
creatures, as has the written and unwritten folklore of peoples around the
world. But perhaps the most remarkable descriptions of living dinosaurs
are those that the Saxon and Celtic peoples have passed down to us”.
(159)

Cooper also notes that there are more than 200 sightings of
reptilian monsters in the British Isles, from the one who ate
King Morvidus ca 336 BC, to the water monster who almost
ate a friend of St Columba, until the saint rebuked him.
Another sighting was by Bishop Servanus, or Serf, in 443
AD. A Bishop of the Southern Picts, he helped the
inhabitants of Dunning who
“were harassed by a dreadful dragon, which destroyed both men and
cattle. The saint, alone, went to battle with this ugly visitor, armed with
the Breastplate of Faith, and, poking and ramming him hard with his pike
staff, he slew him. In memory of this event, the place is to this day
called Vallis Draconis, i.e., The Glen of the Dragon. “(160)

Perhaps the most famous of the monsters was described in
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the poem Beowulf in which Beowulf, on a journey from
Sweden to Denmark in 515 AD, slew the monster Grendel.
Grendel stalked the marshes from which he would emerge in
the dark of night to catch his prey. One night he killed 30
Danish warriors. Beowulf eventually died, fighting a giant
reptile, 50 feet in length and 300 years of age. (161)
Indeed the Japanese captured one a few years ago. Reports
noted:
“Japanese fishermen caught a dead monster, weighing two tons and 30
feet in length, off the coast of New Zealand in April
(1977)…Paleontologists from the Natural Science Museum near Tokyo
have concluded that the beast belonged to the plesiosaurus family – huge,
small-headed reptiles with a long neck and four fins.”(162)

Economy of the Pre-Flood Era
Although Adam and Eve fell from heavenly life, and
developed their human will distinct from the divine will
within which they had lived in heaven, their new life was
still most remarkable. Chittick writes:
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“Even though the early people of the earth, Adam and Eve and their
descendants, were in a fallen and degenerating state, they were not
‘primitive’ people. Being closer to Creation than we are, they had not
degenerated as far as we have. Their bodies were far more perfect, their
minds more alert and capable, and their lifetimes longer. With their good
health, keen observational powers, and alert minds, they soon began to
develop a high level of science and technology” (163)

Cusack concurs, writing:
“There can be no doubt that a high degree of cultivation, and
considerable advancement in science, had been attained by the more
immediate descendants of our first parents. Navigation and commerce
existed, and Ireland may have been colonized. ..
men had “ multiplied exceedingly upon the earth ;” and that the age of
stone had already given place to that of brass and iron, which, no doubt,
facilitated commerce and colonization, even at this early period of the
world’s history.”(164)

Gray notes the same, writing:
“If we are to credit the collective testimony of all ancient races, man’s
early history was truly an incredible one. It was a Golden Age of
advanced civilization, of original giants who had superior intelligence
and technology.
This appears to have been a universal truth known to everyone in ancient
times.
Sacred records affirm that at the very beginning (soon after the fall from
Paradise) men possessed extraordinary mental abilities. Beginning with
the raw earth, they mastered a high level of civilization in just the first six
generations of their existence.” (165)

We know that early man was very skilled from the words of
the Bible. Genesis 4:20-22 describes some of these skills:
“And Ada brought forth Jabel: who was the father as such as dwell in
tents, and of herdsmen.
And his brother’s name was Jubal; he was the father of them that play
upon the harp and the organs.
Sella also brought forth Tubalcain, who was a hammerer and artificer in
every work of brass and iron.”

Also, what we know of the skills of Noah, from the Bible, as
well as the analysis done on the ark, shows remarkable
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knowledge carried on from before the flood. These skills can
now be mentioned to provide knowledge of the economy of
this society.
Domestication of Animals
People domesticated animals, as we know from the biblical
quote above. Scientific research confirms this. Mellaart
shows evidence of wild sheep, goat and red deer suddenly
giving way to the herding of young domesticated animals at
Zawi Chemi, just south of Turkey’s border with Iraq. (166)
Ian Wilson describes cattle domestication in the
Turkey/Anatolia area. (167)
Agriculture
We are told by the Bible, in Genesis 3:23, that Adam knew
agriculture:
“And the Lord God sent him out of the paradise of pleasure, to till the
earth from which he was taken”.

By the time of Noah, agriculture had advanced quite a bit.
We know this from the evidence uncovered of agricultural
production in the region where Noah’s boat landed and the
survivors first settled.
The wild ancestors of the seven ‘founder crops’ harvested by
the world’s first farmers have all been traced to the region of
southeastern Turkey and northern Syria. (168)
Gray writes:
“Anatolia is situated at the meeting of three principal zones of
distribution of plants: these are the so-called Euro-Siberian zone (Europe,
Russia and Siberia), the Irano-Turanian zone (the steepes of central Asia,
Iran and central Anatolia) and the Mediterranean zone…Recent work has
shown a large percentage of plants which are endemic, that is, confined
to Turkey: this is particularly true of the Taurus ranges, where the IranoTuranian and the Mediterranean zones meet.” (169)

Manfred Heun and others determined that the earliest
domestication of einkorn occurred in eastern Turkey. (170)
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Gray quotes the plant specialist, M.Hopf, who notes that
other staples, such as barley, lentils, chick peas, rye and
broad beans all originated in environs of Turkey and
northern Mesopotamia. (171)
These would have been pre-flood foods that continued to be
cultivated by Noah and his family.
Textile Production
Textile production was also known. Indeed, the first clothes
were made by God for Adam, as we are told in Genesis 3:21
“And the Lord God made for Adam and his wife, garments of skin, and
clothed them.”

We saw above how descendants of Cain developed textile
production.
The earliest known scrap of textile comes from Cayonu in
south-eastern Turkey, found by archaeologists from Istanbul
University and the University of Chicago. (172)
Metallurgy
We know from Genesis, cited above, that men were skilled
in metallurgy from a very early age.
Among the most interesting evidence for this comes from the
findings at the site of Noah’s Ark.
Writing on metallurgy technical capabilities that were known
after the Flood, Burney and Lang write:
“The perforation of large objects like mace heads presented no difficulty;
but it was another matter with the drilling of some of the stone beads,
including those of obsidian, which have perforations too fine for a
modern steel needle. It is quite uncertain how this was achieved.” (173)

The discovery of a bronze tool and an iron plate in the shafts
of the Cheops pyramid indicate the ancient use of metals.
(174)
The Biblical reference to brass and iron, Chittick notes,
could include base or common metals such as copper, as well
as alloys of base metals, such as bronze, composed of copper
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and tin. Some of the skills in metals required knowledge of
higher technology, such as smelting. Moreover, for iron, he
writes:
“The production and forging of iron requires fairly sophisticated
technical skills”. (175)

This leads him to dismiss evolutionary claims of progression
of ages in human society from stone, to iron, to brass, etc.
Other Skills
The manufacture of pottery is indicated by finds uncovered
in Turkey. After the flood the earliest location for the first
true pottery artifacts appears to be Beldibi in south –west
Turkey. (176)
People produced jewelry.
At Asikli, a 50 foot high mound on the western side of
Turkey’s Konya plain, has a woman’s grave which contains
jewellery. (177)
Evidence from the pre-Flood city of Ica, in Bolivia, led
Kathy Doore to suggest man was skilled in medical
technology. (178)
Doore also notes they had knowledge of astronomy.
“Astronomy and the geography of the hemispheres of ancient earth were
shown including the arrangement of ancient (lost) continents.”

The lost continents are discussed further below.
Velikovsky also discusses man’s knowledge of astronomy.
“It is told about the children of Seth, the son of Adam, that they were the
inventors of that peculiar sort of wisdom which is concerned with the
heavenly bodies and their order.
And that their inventions might not be lost before they were sufficiently
known, they made two pillars upon Adam’s prediction that the world was
to be destroyed at one time by the force of fire and at another time by the
violence and quantity of water…
This means that stelae with calendric and astronomical calculations were
made public knowledge in that early age. According to the Aggada it
was the pious Enoch (the seventh generation) who achieved the deepest
knowledge of the celestial secret. He was the man who ‘walked with
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God: and he was not; for God took him’. In this ascension to heaven was
taken away the man who more than any other knew the plan of the world
and of its creation.” (179)

People played music and produced musical instruments. We
noted above the reference in Genesis to stringed and wind
instruments.
The Irish still play these.
Urana Clarke, writing about these early instruments,
mentions one, the aulos:
“The aulos, a pipe with double reeds like an oboe and with the piercing
sound of a bagpipe, was a favourite Greek instrument. It is, however,
almost exactly like pipes found in the orient, on the Island of Java, and in
the South American countries of Bolivia and Peru. Its shrill, disturbing
music was sometimes used for war, sometimes for wild dances and
celebrations. The Scottish and Irish bagpipes were forms of the aulos.”
(180)

The First Human Language
According to the Bible, early man had one language.
Research by scientists and others seems to verify this.
Dona Klaus, the Art Exhibition curator of the Habsburg
Haus in Austria, who has gathered together more than 1700
artifacts from around the world, has identified artifacts with
the same writing throughout the world, from Ecuador, to
Bolivia, Columbia, USA, Australia, France, Malta, and
Turkmenistan. (181)
A German professor, Kurt Schildmann, President of the
German Linguistic Association, deciphered this text. He
suggested it be called pre-Sanskrit. (182)
A sample of this script follows.
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This shows the pre-Sanskrit script above the Orion constellation. This
appears on the base of a pyramid. Translated, it says “the son of the
creator comes”.

William McGlone found markings in the remote canyons of
the Pergatoire River nestle in the Comanche National
Grassland, just south of La Junta, Colorado. These markings
were virtually identical to those found in the Har Karkom
region of the Negev desert of Israel, in South Australia, in
Yemen, in Chile and in the British Isles. McGlone called it
the Colorado script. He identified 22 basic, distinct
geometric shapes. Dr James Harris of Brigham Young
University documented the “old Negev” script during a
Harvard expedition in 1994.
S.F.Hood, an English
archaeologist noted some 241 sequences of particular
geometric signs and symbols in his analysis of the scripts in
Australia and elsewhere. (183)
It is interesting to note that Werner Gitt, in his analysis of
languages, discussed above, identified Hebrew as having 22
symbols.
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An ancient commentary on this first language comes from
the The Book of Invasions, quoted by Keating, which gave it
a Gaelic and a Latin name:
“Before that confusión of tongues took place at the tower, the entire
human race had but one common language which had existed amongst
them from the time of Adam. And the name The Book of Invasions gives
this language is Gortighern…And Latin authors call it lingua humana,
that is, the human language” (184)

Below we shall discuss the Biblical reference to the
multiplication of languages which took place after the
building of the Tower of Babel. In v.2 (2012) we noted that
Hebrew may have been the first language. Crombette, who
decoded the five major hieroglyphic scripts of the pre and
post flood world, used monosyllabic Coptic to translate
these. He considered that language to be the first language.
When did it develop? Gamkrelidze and Ivanov write that
their studies indicate that the protolanguage originated more
than 6,000 years ago in eastern Anatolia (eastern Turkey),
(185)
This would date it to the same time as the date of creation
noted above.
Emergence of Cities and Kingdoms
We know from Genesis that cities were established fairly
quickly by man. Genesis 4:16-7 notes:
“And Cain went out from the face of the Lord and dwelt as a fugitive on
the earth, at the east side of Eden.
And Cain knew his wife, and she conceived, and brought forth Henoch:
and he built a city, and called the name thereof by the name of his son
Henoch.”

In time kingdoms emerged.
Rene Noorbergen writes of the Chaldeans, the reigns of
whose leaders shared much with that of the Biblical
patriarchs. He estimates the reign of these kings to have
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been 2221 years. He adds that is very close to the Septuagint
dating of the period before the flood. (186)
Atlantis
Of all the cities that are considered to have emerged in the
centuries prior to the flood, Atlantis is probably the best
known. Among the stories about this ancient city, probably
the most famous are those of Plato, who wrote about it in
360 BC, in two dialogues - Timaeus and Critias.
In Critias, he describes the beginnings of Atlantis:
“I have before remarked in speaking of the allotments of the gods, that
they distributed the whole earth into portions differing in extent, and
made for themselves temples and instituted sacrifices. And Poseidon,
receiving for his lot the island of Atlantis, begat children by a mortal
woman, and settled them in a part of the island, which I will describe.
Looking towards the sea, but in the centre of the whole island, there was
a plain which is said to have been the fairest of all plains and very fertile.
Near the plain again, and also in the centre of the island at a distance of
about fifty stadia, there was a mountain not very high on any side. In this
mountain there dwelt one of the earth born primeval men of that country,
whose name was Evenor, and he had a wife named Leucippe, and they
had an only daughter who was called Cleito.
The maiden had already reached womanhood, when her father and
mother died; Poseidon fell in love with her and had intercourse with her,
and breaking the ground, inclosed the hill in which she dwelt all round,
making alternate zones of sea and land larger and smaller, encircling one
another; there were two of land and three of water, which he turned as
with a lathe, each having its circumference equidistant every way from
the centre, so that no man could get to the island, for ships and voyages
were not as yet…
And he named them all; the eldest, who was the first king, he named
Atlas, and after him the whole island and the ocean were called Atlantic.
To his twin brother, who was born after him, and obtained as his lot the
extremity of the island towards the Pillars of Heracles, facing the country
which is now called the region of Gades in that part of the world, he gave
the name which in the Hellenic language is Eumelus, in the language of
the country which is named after him, Gadeirus…
With such blessings the earth freely furnished them; meanwhile they
went on constructing their temples and palaces and harbours and docks.
And they arranged the whole country in the following manner:
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First of all they bridged over the zones of sea which surrounded the
ancient metropolis, making a road to and from the royal palace. And at
the very beginning they built the palace in the habitation of the god and
of their ancestors, which they continued to ornament in successive
generations, every king surpassing the one who went before him to the
utmost of his power, until they made the building a marvel to behold for
size and for beauty.”(187)

In Timaeus he wrote:
“Many great and wonderful deeds are recorded of your state in our
histories. But one of them exceeds all the rest in greatness and valour.
For these histories tell of a mighty power which unprovoked made an
expedition against the whole of Europe and Asia, and to which your city
put an end. This power came forth out of the Atlantic Ocean, for in those
days the Atlantic was navigable; and there was an island situated in front
of the straits which are by you called the Pillars of Heracles; the island
was larger than Libya and Asia put together, and was the way to other
islands, and from these you might pass to the whole of the opposite
continent which surrounded the true ocean; for this sea which is within
the Straits of Heracles is only a harbour, having a narrow entrance, but
that other is a real sea, and the surrounding land may be most truly called
a boundless continent.
Now in this island of Atlantis there was a great and wonderful empire
which had rule over the whole island and several others, and over parts of
the continent, and, furthermore, the men of Atlantis had subjected the
parts of Libya within the columns of Heracles as far as Egypt, and of
Europe as far as Tyrrhenia. This vast power, gathered into one,
endeavoured to subdue at a blow our country and yours and the whole of
the region within the straits; and then, Solon, your country shone forth, in
the excellence of her virtue and strength, among all mankind. She was
pre-eminent in courage and military skill, and was the leader of the
Hellenes. And when the rest fell off from her, being compelled to stand
alone, after having undergone the very extremity of danger, she defeated
and triumphed over the invaders, and preserved from slavery those who
were not yet subjugated, and generously liberated all the rest of us who
dwell within the pillars.”

Then, he noted, it all disappeared in a flood.
“But afterwards there occurred violent earthquakes and floods; and in a
single day and night of misfortune all your warlike men in a body sank
into the earth, and the island of Atlantis in like manner disappeared in the
depths of the sea. For which reason the sea in those parts is impassable
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and impenetrable, because there is a shoal of mud in the way; and this
was caused by the subsidence of the island.” (188)

Not everyone agrees that Atlantis was part of the pre-flood
world. Velikovsky writes that Plato was given the story by
his friend Critias, who heard it from his grandfather, Solon
and that the 9000 years ago they mentioned was an error and
should be 900 years ago, around the time of a major climatic
destruction that took place at the time of the exodus. (189)
Other Cities and States
Remains of numerous other cities have been found. A search
on Google will find references to underwater cities and
structures on land found over the years.
For example, here is a reference to a city uncovered in the
Pacific:
“In 1966, an oceanographic research expedition led by Dr. Robert J.
Menzies of Duke University aboard the vessel Anton Brunn
photographed what appeared to be carved rock columns under 6000 feet
of ocean in the Milne-Edward Deep, a depression that reaches a depth of
19,000 feet. A cautious Dr. Menzies admitted that the discovery of what
might be the ruins of an ancient city could be ‘one of the most exciting
discoveries of this century, insofar as ruins go. Some of the columns are
half buried in mud while others stand upright. Many of them appear to
have a kind of writing on them.’” (190)

Another ancient city was Tiahuanaco in Bolivia, which some
say was a pre-flood city. Tiahuanaco is located on the south
side of Lake Titicaca. This lake stretches 138 miles in length
and is 75 miles wide in places. It is 12,500 feet in altitude.
Gray describes the city:
“In the fifteenth century, Spanish conquistador Cieca de Leon reported
his astonishment at seeing ancient gateways hewn from solid stone 30
feet long and 15 feet high and pivoting.
These ruins of Tiahuanaco, in Bolivia, are extensive. It is obvious that a
great city once existed here. But here is the mystery. At an altitude of
13,000 feet, maize will not bear fruit.. Yet endless agricultural terraces,
now abandoned, rise as high as 18,400 feet above sea level…
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Such an abundance of cornfields must have supported a large
population..
Here is an even greater surprise…. The remains of an ocean quay…It
suggests that the city, when built, was at sea level - 12,500 feet lower..
This place… was a seaport on the Pacific coast. And it was thrust, so to
speak, two miles into the sky…”

The explorer Colonel H.P.Fawcett was persuaded by the
evidence that Tiahuanaco had been destroyed by the terrible
seismic upheavals which accompanied the raising of the
Andes to their present height. (191)
Who were its builders? The myth of Viracocha, noted by
Hancock, states that the founder, known as Kon Tiki or
Tunupa, was a bearded, blue-eyed white man of large
stature. He was a teacher and a healer, a miracle worker and
an astronomer. He was also credited with introducing
agriculture, writing and metallurgy.
Hancock refers to the city’s founding and use in a pre-flood
time:
“the scientific studies that prove a cataclysmic flood did indeed occur
some twelve thousand years ago; the utensils, tools, and the fragments of
human skeletons that are mixed in with the deepest layers of the flood
alluvia (indicating human use of the site prior to the great flood); and the
strange carvings of bearded, non-Andean people that are found around
the site (replete with sculptured and iconographic details that are unique
in the western hemisphere).”

Hancock nonetheless goes on to suggest a link with the Great
Pyramid in Egypt. This would place it after the flood, a view
which fits in with Gray who identifies similar building and
other evidence to date this site at around 2200 BC. (192)
The Transmission of Knowledge
In closing this chapter, it is useful to note that the Bible
mentions that Enoch, who lived before the flood, wrote a
history of man, as noted in one commentary on the Bible:
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“Noah was a pivotal figure for the intellectual history of mankind just as
he was for man's physical survival, and he carried the ancient knowledge
of nature that had descended from Adam through his third son Seth to
Enoch. Five generations separated Enoch from Seth, but such was the
longevity of the patriarchs (Seth died aged 920) that traditions of learning
could be constructed between them on the basis of personal knowledge.
Adam lived for 930 years, so Enoch knew him. Enoch was generally
credited with being the first author and making the earliest written
records of the ancient wisdom. Enoch was alive on earth for only 365
years - not because he died, but because 'God took him' - so although
Noah was separated from Enoch by only three generations, the
chronology in Genesis makes it impossible for him to have known Enoch
personally. But he would have known Enoch's son Methuselah, who
lived for 967 years (for 243 years of which Adam himself was alive) and
there was confidence among Biblical commentators that Noah would
have inherited the learning of Enoch, especially since it had been written
down.
Adam in his innocence and natural wisdom understood the voice of God,
as God communicated with him in the Garden. After the Fall, only two
men had that combination of wisdom and righteousness that allowed the
record of Genesis to say that they 'walked with God': these two were
Enoch and Noah. Little wonder, then, that it was important to extract as
much natural knowledge as possible from the building and management
of the Ark.
After the Flood, Noah lived to the time of Abraham, so it was not
difficult to imagine the authoritative descent extending a few more
generations to Moses, the author of Genesis. In connection with both
Noah's expertise in astronomy and the writings of Enoch, Walter Ralegh
explained things as follows:
“it is very probable that Noah had seene and might preserve this booke.
For it is not likely, that so exquisite knowledge therein (as these men
had) was suddenly invented and found out, but left by Seth to Enoch, and
by Enoch to Noah, as hath been said before. And therefore if letters and
arts were knowne from the time of Seth to Enoch, and that Noah lived
with Methuselah, who lived with Adam, and Abraham lived with Noah,
it is not strange (I say) to conceive how Moses came to the knowledge of
the first Age, be it by letters, or by Cabala and Tradition, had the
undoubted word of God neede of any other proofe then self-authoritie.
It is interesting that Ralegh, as historian, argues to substantiate the
authority of his primary author, Moses, but then points out that in any
case, as scripture, the source has the authority of divine inspiration.”
(193)
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There is every reason to believe that Noah preserved this
book and passed its information on to his descendants.
An early version of the flood, by Berosus, a priest of Bel, a
god of Babylon, also noted that Noah had been asked to
write a history of the world before the flood. He notes:
“The Deity, Cronus, appeared to him in a vision, and warned him that
upon the 15th day of the month Daesius there would be a flood, by which
mankind would be destroyed. He therefore enjoined him to write a
history of the beginning, procedure and conclusion of all things; and to
bury it in the city of the Sun at Sippara.”

Berosus continues on to describe the flood. Then, after the
survivors landed, they were told to return to Babylonia; and,
it was ordained, search for the writings at Sippara, which
they were to make known to mankind: moreover that the
place, wherein they then were, was the land of Armenia.
(194)
We close this chapter in noting the comments of the Bible, in
Genesis 6:5-8, then Rabbinical sources:
“And God seeing that the wickedness of men was great on the earth, and
that all the thought of their heart was bent upon evil at all times,
It repented him that he had made man upon the earth. And being touched
inwardly with sorrow of heart,
He said; I will destroy man, whom I have created, from the face of the
earth, from man even to beasts, from the creeping thing even to the fowls
of the air, for it repenteth me that I have made them.
But Noe (Noah) found grace before the Lord.”

Rabbinical sources recount:
“that men lived under very favourable conditions before the Deluge, and
that these contributed to their sinfulness: ‘They knew neither toil nor care
and as a consequence of their extraordinary prosperity they grew
insolent’.” (195)

Now let us look at the flood and what happened after it to
our ancestors.
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Chapter 3
From The Flood to the Dispersion
Our Ancestors and the Flood
According to the Bible, all humans that live today are
descendants of Noah and his immediate family. All others
living prior to a great flood were drowned.
Noah’s family line from Adam is identified in Genesis
chapter 5 as follows: Adam begot Seth; Seth begot Enos,
who begot Cainan, who begot Malaleel, who begot Jared,
who begot Henoch, who begot Methusala, who begot
Lamech, who begot Noah.
Each of these lived hundreds of years and had many
children, as noted above. Virtually all their descendants
identified with Cain’s descendants and became unfaithful to
God.
When God saw how evil had spread throughout the world he
decided to destroy it. Yet He relented with Noah, who had
found grace with Him, as cited above, and directed him to
build an ark.
Eusibius wrote about the wickedness in his book
Preparation for the Gospel, in 312 AD:
“A great foulness and darkness of indescribable wickedness had
overtaken the whole human race, and the giants talked of by every mouth
were carrying on with ungodly and impious efforts their wars with God
which are still so celebrated: and already the fathers of this their brood,
whether they had sprung from some condition mightier than man’s
nature, or in whatever way endowed, are said to have begun the teaching
of curious arts among men, and to have introduced devices of witchcraft
and other mischievous sorcery into their life, so that the whole human
race had fallen under one sentence of judgement with God.” (196)

According to traditions recorded in Ireland’s oldest
manuscript, The Book of Invasions, written before St. Patrick
came to Ireland in 431 AD, relatives of Noah and other
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people knew that Noah was building an ark to save his
family from a great flood that was to come.
It records that Caesair, a daughter of Bioth, a son of Noah,
was among those denied access to the ark.
“Bioth had sent a messenger to Noe, to know whether he himself and his
daughter Ceasair would obtain a place in the ark to save them from the
deluge; Noe says they should not get (that). Fionntain asks the same, and
Noe says he should not get it. Whereupon Bioth, Fionntain and the
maiden Ceasair go to consult. ‘Let my advice be followed by you’, says
Ceasair. ‘It shall be done’, say they. ‘Well then’, says she, ‘take to ye an
idol, and adore him, and forsake the God of Noe’. After that they
brought with them an idol, and the idol told them to make a ship, and put
to sea: although he did not know what time the deluge would come. A
ship was fitted, accordingly, by them, and they went to sea. Those who
went into it were three men, namely, Bioth, Fionntain, and Ladhra: (also)
Ceasair, Barraan, and Balbha, and fifty maidens along with them. Seven
years and a quarter for them on the sea, until they put into port at Dun na
mbarc, in the district of Corca Dhuibhne…and that was forty days before
the deluge”. (197)

Though noting these legends, Keating warned his readers
about believing them:
“Know, O reader, that it is not as genuine history I set down this
occupation, nor any occupation of which we have treated up to this; but
because I have found them written in old books. And, moreover, I do not
understand how the antiquaries obtained tidings of the people whom they
assert to have come before the deluge, except it be the ariel demons gave
them to them who were their fairy lovers during the time of their being
pagans; or unless it be on flags of stone them found them graven after the
subsiding of the deluge, if the story be true.”

Despite Keating’s doubts, this interesting story he recorded
received support from rabbinical literature.
“It is also said that not one, but many arks or vessels were used as a
means of escape, but they were ruined or capsized one after the other in
the surging water.”(198)

When the rains began, Noah went into the ark, taking his
family and many animals with him. His family comprised
three sons, Japheth, Sem and Cham, and their wives.
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The Flood and its Effects
What do we know about the flood? Those who promote
evolution generally reject or ignore it. Those who view
science within a faith framework have provided us with a lot
of details.
These scientists promote different theories on the flood.
These have been reviewed by Dr. Walter Brown, former
Chief of Science and Technology Studies at the US Air War
College, who wrote a book on the flood entitled In the
Beginning: Compelling Evidence for Creation and the
Flood. He also provided the following explanation of the
flood in a video, available at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X16SE-N-8ys.
Brown concludes that the hydroplate theory offers the most
convincing explanation of the flood.
In his video he discusses the hydroplate theory and shows
how this explains the worldwide geography found today.
Basically the earth had one super continent covered with lush
vegetation. Mountains were smaller than today. Ten miles
beneath the surface were vast quantities of water. A fracture
occurred in the crust above the water and encircled the globe
in two hours. The overlying rock crust opened and water,
pressured by ten miles of rock over it, exploded twenty miles
into the atmosphere. Most of the energy in the subterranean
water was generated continuously over many weeks (not one
big explosion) and was focused up through the rupture and
expelled into space.
The spray from this produced torrential rains. In cold
regions, such as Siberia, the water became ice crystals and
produced massive ice dumps which buried animals such as
the mammoths. In warmer climes, the water mixed with
debris and produced massive sediments which buried
mammals and much else. The split created the Atlantic ridge
which circles the globe. It caused plates to separate and split
the single continent that hitherto existed. As continental
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plates pushed they buckled. Some created sub ocean
trenches. One of these was the mid-oceanic ridge which
wraps around the world and is the world’s longest mountain
ridge – 46,000 miles.
On land, they created ridges and mountains.
These
mountains follow the Atlantic ridge. Large basins opened
and created inland lakes. Brown concludes that the event he
describes supports the biblical version of the deluge in every
detail. (199)
In the following diagram Brown shows how these stages
happened, and how long they took.

In a second chart, noting the hydroplate trenches, he shows
the changed topography of the earth.
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Gray, in his analysis of the flood, notes that, in addition to
the underground basins, and the thousands of volcanoes,
which expelled water vapours as well as cinders, there was a
water canopy around the earth, which added to the water
released. (200)
Genesis mentions “springs in the sea” and “fountains of the
deep”, a confirmation of sorts of the explanation provided by
Brown. (201)
Velikovsky quotes two sources commenting on the flood.
The first is from Sanskrit legends:
“Vast clouds gathered which ‘overshadowed the world’.
These ominous clouds…rumbling and shooting lightening overspread the
sky. They were ‘as vast as mountains.’ ‘Some were dusky, some
crimson, some white, some brilliant (in hue). Other sources describe
them as yellow, or azure, or red. ‘Loud in roar and mighty in size they fill
the entire sky.’ They were ‘fringed with lightning, meteors and
thunderbolts.’ Then, ‘rumbling along with lightning (they) poured
torrential streams thick like chariot wheels.’ They ‘rained with sullen
roar, inundating the three worlds with ceaseless downpours of
torrents’…’And then there were seen on all sides the four oceans
engulfing with tempestuous waves the whole surface of the earth.’ All
creation was ‘smitten by the luminous dense clouds’…the world that was
all splendor and light turned gloomier and gloomier; the outpouring
waters grew ever thicker; the clouds of dust darkened ever more the sky,
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and finally the drama of what was taking place on earth went on in
darkness.”

The second is from rabbinical sources:
“The earth was quaking, and the sun was darkened, and the foundations
of the cosmos were dislodged. The entire world was in volcanic activity;
‘amidst lightnings and thunders a very loud sound was heard in the entire
world, never heard before.’
The flood was caused by waters pouring from above, but also by waters
drawn up from the ground. ‘All the fountains of the great deep were
broken up, and all the windows of heaven were opened’. The waters that
came from the sky were heated.”

The rabbinical literature then describes the effects of the
flood:
“This catastrophe of the Deluge, according to the Hebrew cosmology,
changed the nature of herb, animal and man. The prosperity of the time
before the great flood was gone, never to return; the world lay in ruins.
The earth was changed; even the sky was not the same.
The continents changed their places in the former catastrophes, and once
again in the catastrophe of the Deluge.
As volcanoes erupted, the sky was darkened, and the ocean swelled and
rolled on a helpless planet that fluttered when caught in hydrogen clouds
of cosmic origin.” (202)

We should note here that the flood was not one only major
catastrophe to have struck the earth and its inhabitants.
Velikovsky discusses two major disruptions of human
society that occurred in the 15th century BC, then in 687 BC.
(203)
We shall now examine in greater detail the effects of the
flood, as they affected our ancestors dramatically.
The Shifting of the Earth’s Axis
It appears there was a shifting of the earth’s axis. George E.
Dodwell, Government astronomer for South Australia from
1909 to 1952, collected almost 100 astronomical
measurements made over a 4,000 year period. These
measurements showed that the tilt of the earth’s axis
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smoothly decayed from 25010’ to its present value of 23027’.
Based on the shape of the decay curve, Dodwell estimated
that this axis shift began in about the year 2345 BC (204)
The Greek philosopher Anaxagoras wrote:
“In the beginning the stars moved in the sky as in a revolving dome, so
that the celestial pole which is always visible was vertically overhead;
but subsequently the pole took its inclined position” (205)

Velikovsky explains the dramatic effects that an axis change
would have on the planet. These include earthquakes that
would make the world shudder, hurricanes that would sweep
over the world, seas that would rush over continents, major
disruption of climate and evaporation of water among things.
He concluded:
“This catastrophic shifting of the axis, once or a number of times, is
presented here only as a working hypothesis but, without exception, all
its potential effects have actually taken place.” (206)

Changes in the Length of the Year
The flood may have changed the length of the year. Before
the flood the earth had 360 days per year.
Early Egyptians, writes Gray, observed a 360 day year,
according to the Ebers Papyrus. So also did the Indians:
“The Aryabhatiya, an ancient Indian work on mathematics and
astronomy, says: “A year consists of 12 months. A month consists of 30
days. A day consists of 60 nadis. A nadi consists of 60 vinadikas.” (207)

Gray speculates that the lengthening of the year may have
been a result in a change in the orbit of the earth.
Brown writes that the Babylonian astronomers thousands of
years ago, divided a circle into 360 degrees. This would
have been the average daily motion of the sun among the
stars, a relatively easy measurement. (208)
According to Chinese traditions, the change may have taken
place soon after the flood. The Book of Shu King, or Book of
History, compiled by Confucius, mentions that the first ruler
of China, Yaou, of the Patriarchical Dynasty, who lived 114
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years and ruled for 100 years (2356 BC – 2256 BC), was
remembered for regulating the calendar. (209)
However, others think it may have changed more recently.
Velikovsky cites many sources to suggest the year was 360
days, at least from the 15th century BC to the eight century
BC, and concludes the year only lengthened to 365 days after
the severe climatic disruption in 687 BC. (210)
Destruction of Land Life
Undoubtedly, one of the most dramatic and immediate
effects of the flood was the destruction of all land life.
Chris Parker writes on the dramatic impact of the flood on
life on the planet:
“In the Karoo Bone yards or Karoo Supergroup in South Africa, there
are an estimated 800 billion mostly vertebrate fossils—largely swamp
dwelling reptiles. Composed mainly of sandstones and shales deposited
in shallow water, the Karoo can be 20,000 feet thick. The fossil-rich beds
stretch out for hundreds of miles…
….Massive fossil graveyards of dinosaurs still exist in other locations the
world over. The Morrison beds in North America, the dinosaur beds in
Montana, in the Rocky Mountains, in Alberta, the Dakotas, China,
Colorado, Utah, Africa, etc., etc., contain literally millions of dinosaur
fossils piled together in tremendous heaps.
Ten thousand Hadrosaurs were found on Egg Mountain, Montana alone,
jumbled together in what appears to have been a mass death. The Flood
produced the Sicilian hippopotamus beds, the fossils of which are so
extensive that they are mined as a source of charcoal; the great mammal
beds of the Rockies; the dinosaur beds of the Black Hills and the
Rockies, as well as in the Gobi Desert; the fish beds of the Scottish
Devonian stratum, the Baltic amber beds, Agate Spring Quarry in
Nebraska, and hundreds more….
Many fossil graveyards are high up in mountainous areas. In Sicily, for
example, four thousand feet above sea level on Mount Etna, there are two
caves crammed with the bones of thousands of hippopotamus in each
grave. On the island of Malta there are lions, tigers, mammoths, birds,
beavers, hippopotamus and foxes all mixed together.
It has been estimated that some ten million animals lay buried along the
rivers of northern Siberia. Thousands of tusks formed a massive ivory
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trade for the master carvers of China, all from the remains of the frozen
mammoths and mastodons of Siberia.” (211)

Many others have commented on the vast number of fossils
found in beds around the world. William Buckland, who
excavated a cave in Kirkdale, in Yorkshire, England in 1823
found
“teeth and bones of elephants, rhinoceroses, hippopotami, horses, deer,
tigers…bears, wolves, hyenas, foxes, hares, rabbits…ravens, pigeons,
larks, snipe and ducks.” (212)

Nikolai Vershchagin, Chairman of the Russian Academy of
Science’s Committee for the Study of Mammoths, estimated
that more than half a million tons of mammoth tusks were
buried along a 600-mile stretch of the Arctic coast. Because
a typical tusk weighs 100 pounds, this implies that about 5
million mammoths lived in this small region.
At some locations, human remains were found with those of
animals. One location was Choukoutien, near Beijing in
northern China where human fossils were found in addition
to many animal fossils. The fractured bones of seven
individual humans included a European, a Melanesian and an
Eskimo. The animal fossil bones included mammoths,
buffaloes, ostriches and Arctic animals. (213)
Another location where human fossils have been found with
those of animals is the Asphalt Pit of La Brea in California.
A human skull, identified as Indian, was found below the
bones of a vulture of an extinct species. Also found in this
pit are bones of sabre toothed tigers, bison, horses, camels,
sloths, mammoths, mastodons and peacocks. Suggested
dates of the early ice age have been given for this. (214)
Brown, commenting on the dating of these fossils notes that
40,000 radiocarbon years (RCY) is a typical radiocarbon age
for most frozen remains. This corresponds to about 5,000
actual years. A slight amount of contamination of the
remains, for example, by groundwater could lower the
radiocarbon age considerably. (215)
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Roth writes that in many important fossil sites, such as the
Gobi Desert of Mongolia, the Coconino Sandstone of the
southwest US and the Morrison Formation of the US, there
are many fossils, but virtually no plants. Where did the
dinosaurs find the 3 ½ tons of food they had to eat daily? He
concludes that the plausible scenario for these fossil deposits
“is that they represent layers laid down rapidly during the biblical flood,
with the waters of the flood sorting the organisms into various deposits,
the plants forming some of our huge coal deposits.” (216)

The destruction of life seems to have been very sudden.
Walt Brown writes:
“Fossils all over the world show evidence of rapid burial. Many fossils,
such as fossilized jellyfish, show by the details of their soft, fleshy
portions that they were buried rapidly, before they could decay.
(Normally, dead animals and plants quickly decompose.) The presence
of fossilized remains of many other animals, buried in mass graves and
lying in twisted and contorted positions, suggest violent and rapid burials
over large areas. These observations, together with the occurrence of
compressed fossils and fossils that cut across two or more layers of
sedimentary rock, are strong evidence that the sediments encasing these
fossils were deposited rapidly – not over hundreds of millions of years.”

Elsewhere Brown notes that one mammoth still had
identifiable food in its mouth and digestive tract. To
reproduce this result, one would have to suddenly push a
well-fed elephant (dead or alive) into a very large freezer that
had somehow been precooled to -150 degrees F. Anything
less severe would result in the animal’s internal heat and
stomach acids destroying the food. This leads him to
conclude that fossils and layered strata did not form over a
billion years; they formed in months. Also, the sediments
that were created and that produced coal, oil and methane did
not form over hundreds of millions of years; they formed in
months. (217)
This view is supported by observations of recent disasters,
such as that at Mount St. Helen’s. A researcher at the
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Argonne National Labs in Illinois, observed, in 1984, four
years after the Mt. St. Helen’s eruption:
“In the presence of volcanically produced clays as catalysts, temperatures
of ISO degrees Celsius, and acidic fluids, typical of volcanic and
hydrothermal environments, wood turned to coal in periods ranging from
two weeks to one year. Good grade coal formed in four weeks and high
grade coal in eight months. The conclusion is that coals formed
catastrophically under volcanic conditions.” (218)

Whitcomb & Morris state the oldest trees date from the time
of the flood. These include the Sequoia, the oldest of which
date from 3000 years ago to the bristlecone Pine dated at
4600 years old. They write:
“There is no record of a tree, or any other living thing, being older than
any reasonable date for the deluge.” (219)

The oldest deserts are 4000 years old. The Sahara Desert,
largest in world, has been dated to this age.
The oldest glacial lakes are around the same age. Waterfalls,
such as Niagara Falls, are about this age. The Great Barrier
Reef in Australia, stretching over an area of 133,000 square
miles has been estimated to be no older than 4,340 years.
(220)
In later years, during the ice age, known as the Late
Pleistocene age, discussed below, many animals died. At the
end of the ice age, 100 species of large animals died in North
America, including horses and camels. Europe and Asia lost
70%, Australia lost 90%. These extinctions may have been
part of the catastrophies mentioned by Velikovsky, which he
states happened in the fifteenth centuries BC, as well as 747
BC, 702 BC and 687 BC. (221)
Changes in Earth’s Topography
The flood changed the topography of the earth. These
changes included a reduction in the earth’s land areas, an
increase in the size of the oceans, the separation of the one
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continent into multiple distinct continents and the creation of
new mountain ranges. These can now be discussed.
Velikovsky writes about the split of the continent of
Gondwana while explaining the emergence of the Rift
Valley, which stretches from the valley of the Orentes River
in Syria to the Sabie River in the Transvaal, quoting Edward
Suess:
“The opening of fissures of such magnitude can be explained only by the
action of a tension, directed perpendicularly to the trend of the split, the
tension being relieved in the instant of bursting, that is, of opening of the
fissure.
Suess observed that immense floods of lava burst out along the rift and
most vigorous volcanic action took place. The Gondwana continent, a
land that occupied most of the Indian Ocean, subsisted, causing a strain
on Western Asia and Africa that rent the land and formed the Great Rift.
(222)

Regarding the changes in the land mass, on the surface crust,
thick water-laid sediments now formed much of the surface
crust. It is sedimentary rock, which is water-laid rock, laid by
silt deposition as moving waters slow down.
The geologist, Andrew Snelling, writes:
“No geologist denies that the oceans once covered the land, since rocks
containing marine fossils may be found at elevations above sea level
today anywhere from one to five miles…That the ocean waters should
have covered the land is exactly what one would expect to happen during
a global flood, while earth movements concurrent with the retreating
flood waters would be expected to leave strata with marine fossils now
perched high and dry at considerable elevations, just as we observe, for
example, in the Himalayas.
In Australia, without doubt, one of the most impressive areas
demonstrating catastrophic depositions during the flood is Ayer’s Rock
(or Uluru). The scale of the sandstone beds that have been upturned to
form the rock gives clear testimony to the scale of deposition in the
flood.” (223)

Regarding the emergence of mountains and other major earth
formations, Brown notes that the Grand Canyon did not form
in millions of years; it formed in weeks. Major mountain
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ranges did not form over hundreds of millions of years; each
formed in hours.
He also notes that prior to the separation of continents, North
America joined Asia at the Bering Strait. Except for very
narrow bodies of water, Australia was connected to Asia
along a 1000 mile wide land bridge, Europe joined North
America via Greenland and Antarctica touched South
America. Gray adds that Ireland was connected to England.
The North Sea was a great plain. Italy was joined to Africa,
and exposed land cut the Mediterranean into two lakes. The
Greek islands were larger and more numerous. (224)
Some people have traditions recalling crossing to new lands
before the splitting of the continents - one were the Hopi.
Legends of the Hopi Indians tell how their ancestors came to
the Americas. After a gigantic flood, their ancestors used
many family-sized rafts made from hollow reeds (bamboo)
and ‘island hopped’ for many years north and east to the
Americas. The steep coastline (today’s continental slope)
forced them along the coast until they could land. Rising
water later drowned the chain of islands along their path.
This seems to describe the Mid-Oceanic Ridge in the Pacific
as a major corridor to the northeast. It would explain many
things, including why the earliest known settlers in the
Western Hemisphere lived in Central and South America and
came from southern Asia. (225)
When did the splitting of the continents start? Genesis 10:25
states that it was in the fifth generation after Noah:
“And to Heber were born two sons: the name of the one was Phaleg,
because in his days the earth was divided”.

Heber was the son of Sale, son of Arphaxad, son of Sem.
Phaleg, or Peleg, lived from 100 to 399 years after the flood.
Gray writes that the splitting of the continental areas
happened after the multiplication of languages. This resulted
in the
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“isolating of different groups of people, as well as animals, on continents
and islands. This would account for the survival of some unique species,
(isolated from predators but wiped out elsewhere) in places like
Australia, New Zealand and the Galapagos, that are found nowhere else
on earth.” (226)

We noted above how this happened. Soon after the flood,
sea level was several miles lower than today, because the
floor of the subterranean chambers was about 10 miles below
the earth’s surface. As the crushed, thickened, buckled, and
sediment-laden continents sank into the mantle in the
centuries after the flood, sea level had to rise in
compensation. Eventually, sea level approached today’s
level.
This would not be the only time the topography of earth
changed. For example, Velikovsky quotes Pliny to describe
the changes that took place in the climatic upheaval of 687
BC:
“The sea has torn Sicily from Italy, Cyprus from Syria, Euboea from
Boeotia”. It caused Rhodes and Delos to rise. (227)

Ice Age
An ice age developed after the flood. Michael Oard, who
worked for 36 years in the US national Weather Service and
in research meteorology, provides a thorough explanation of
the recent ice age, which he states was unique in human
history. (228)
This unique occurrence is contrary to evolutionist theory
which holds there were multiple ice ages.
Oard states there is no historical proof of a great ice age and
creationists accept the idea of a single, significant ice age
after the flood.
Others also reject recurring ice ages. Wright states:
“Every inquiry in this direction…failed to find a cause that would
account for recurrent but not periodic ice ages; they did not return
through geological history at measured intervals.” (229)
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Oard notes that for an ice age to occur it was necessary to
have cooler summers and greater snowfall persisting over
many years. He then explains how these conditions
happened.
Large parts of the earth and oceans were heated as a furnace
due to volcanic activity and the lava they produced and the
aerosols they created. Intense activity produced dust which
blocked the sun’s radiation. The earth was enveloped in a
thick cloud covering both day and night. Atmospheric
temperatures dropped. This drop in temperature, combined
with the heavy moisture, caused heavy precipitation of snow
and ice and caused great areas of ice to form on mountains
and tablelands on the earth. Millions of square miles of ice
formed over the earth. Earth experienced a volcanic winter.
It was freezing and wet. Snowfall continued through winter
and summer for years.

Ice age expansion in Europe and East Asia, Oard, min 14:09 in video
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When did this ice age start? (230) Michael Oard suggests it
began within 300 years after flood.
Arthur Watt concurs with this dating, writing:
“Our analysis of the temperature vs. depth in the wells shows that both
polar ice caps (Greenland, Antarctica) started forming a few hundred
years after the Flood of Noah i.e. about 4,000 years ago.”

In the following chart Watt provides a timeline.

Watt goes on to note that evidence from the glacial moraines
in North America and in the ice cores show that there were
four glacial advances with three inter-glacial periods
between them. Also, the glacial deposits point to only one
ice age.
Velikovsky suggests it occurred 4000 to 5000 years ago.
R.F. Flint notes that field work in the European Alps on the
speed of glacier growth and retreat has revealed the fact that
numerous glaciers there are no older than 4000 years.
The book of Job, perhaps the oldest surviving book in the
world, written around 2200-2100 BC notes, in 38:29-30, of
the ice age:
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“the waters are hardened like a stone, and the surface of the deep is
frozen.”

How long did the ice age last? Oard states that the time to
reach glacial maximum was between 287 and 1765 years
with a best estimate at 500 years. The total time for the ice
age was about 700 years.
Gray notes that widespread climatic disruptions continued
very late into the pre-Christian era. Serrnander and others
again identify 1500 BC and 800 BC as periods of strong
disturbances in climate. Brooks notes that the period of
unchanging climate stands only a few centuries before
Christ.
The ice age had many effects on the climate. Oard writes
that it caused more extremes in weather. The oceans cooled
and more sea ice developed. The climate gradually became
cold, dry and windy. In the Arctic and other areas, perma
frost developed.
Changes in Humans
Two changes seem to have occurred in humans: a shorter life
span and a smaller physique.
The Bible refers to a shortening of man’s life span before the
Flood, after man had started multiplying upon the earth.
Genesis 6:3 notes:
“And God said: My spirit shall not remain in man forever, because he is
flesh, and his days shall be a hundred and twenty years”.

The Bible then notes that in the first three generations after
Sem there was a 25% decrease in life span. There was
another sharp drop in the time of Peleg, which was the fifth
generation after Noah.
The following chart shows the lifespan in years of
individuals from Adam to Nahor.
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Adam
Seth
Enoch
Kenan
Mahaselel
Jared
Enoch
Methuselah
Samech
Noah
Sem
Arfachshad
Shelah
Eber
Peleg
Reu
Serlig
Nahor

930
912
905
910
895
962
365
969
777
950
601
438
433
464
239
239
230
148

A comparable shortening of lifespan occurred in other
families that descended from Noah.
History texts recorded the odd individual who lived longer
than this declining average.
For example, Keating identifies two Irishmen who lived 300
or more years as late as 400 AD. They were Tuan, son of
Caireall, and Roanus, the son of Ronan. This latter “lived
more than three hundred years and made known to Patrick
much of antiquity, as is evident in the Dialogue of the
Ancients. Indeed, one of the books written by St. Patrick
was done with information provided by Roanus and
acknowledged in the title of the book, which was A History
of Ireland, from Roanus or Ronanus. (231)
Gray gives an earlier instance from China:
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“Emperor Ho-ang-ti who, according to the chronology of China, was a
contemporary of Reu, Peleg’s son. In his medical book he proposed an
inquiry “whence it happened that the lives of our forefathers were so long
compared with the lives of the present generation.” (232)

Why would there have been a decline in lifespan?
Keith Wanser, professor of physics at California State
University at Fullerton, speculates that:
“possible scenarios of intense neutrino and/or gamma ray fluxes due to
various supernova and stellar disturbances (possibly during Noah’s
flood) …could also have resulted in the rapid decrease in the human
lifespan following the flood” (233)

Gray proposes (234) that changes in environment caused it:
“The water-vapour canopy was no longer there to absorb dangerous
cosmic radiation and man had begun to suffer an increased rate of
mutation of the genetic material in the cells of his body,”

He writes elsewhere:
“Radiation can contribute to biological mutations. Genetic mutations
cause deterioration in future generations, thus accounting for decreases in
size and viability – and even extinctions of many animals. Then there are
the somatic mutations in the body cells which cause deterioration and
eventual death of the individual exposed to radiation. Such somatic
mutations may thus be directly related to loss of longevity.”

In time man’s life span became one-tenth of what it was
before the flood.
Secondly, the physical size of man may have declined.
We have suggested above how humans may have been taller
in the centuries before the flood. After the flood, gigantism
or massiveness declined until it ended some centuries after
the flood. Gray writes”
“A remnant of giants remained in the time of Joshua, about 1400 BC.
The houses of the legendary giants of Bashan still stand, intact, in
southern Syria. Remains of ancient giants are excavated from time to
time on all continents.” (235)
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Ancient Documents and the Flood

There are many ancient documents that record the flood.
One very famous document is the Chaldean Account of the
Deluge. George Smith translated this document, which is in
Assyrian cuneiform tablets in the British Museum. He
speculated that its author lived in the epoch immediately
following the flood. He stated that it was at least 1700 BC,
and possibly much older. The Assyrians brought it to their
archives. These tablets are now known as the eleventh tablet
of the Gilgamesh epic. The flood took place during the reign
of Xisuthras, the tenth king of the Chaldeans.
Here are the extracts recounting the flood:
“20. Surippakite son of Ubaratutu
21. make a great ship for thee . . . . . . .
22. I will destroy the sinners and life . . . . .
23. cause to go in the seed of life all of it, to preserve them
24. the ship which thou shalt make
25. . . cubits shall be the measure of its length, and
26. .. cubits the amount of its breadth and its height.
27. Into the deep launch it."
28. I perceived and said to Hea my lord,
29. "Hea my lord this that thou commandest me
30. I will perform, it shall be done…
79. all I possessed I collected of the seed of life, the whole
80. I caused to go up into the ship, all my male and female servants,
81. the beasts of the field, the animals of the field, and the sons of the
army all of them, I caused to go up.
82. A flood Shamas made, and
83. he spake saying in the night, 'I will cause it to rain from heaven
heavily;
84. enter to the midst of the ship, and shut thy door,'
85. A flood he raised, and
86. he spake saying in the night, 'I will cause it to rain from heaven
heavily.'…
99. the spirits carried destruction;
100. in their glory they swept the earth;
101. of Vul the flood, reached to heaven;
102. the bright earth to a waste was turned;
103. the surface of the earth, like . . . . it swept;
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104. it destroyed all life, from the face of the earth . . . . .
105. the strong tempest over the people, reached to heaven.
106. Brother saw not his brother, it did not spare the people. In heaven
107. the gods feared the tempest, and
108. Sought refuge; they ascended to the heaven of Anu.
109. The gods, like dogs with tails hidden, couched down…
115. to evil were devoted all my people, and I prophesied
116. thus, 'I have begotten man and let him not
117. like the sons of the fishes fill the sea.'…
123. on the seventh day in its course, was calmed the storm, and all the
tempest
124. which had destroyed like an earthquake,
125. quieted. The sea he caused to dry, and the wind and tempest ended.
126. I was carried through the sea. The doer of evil,
127. and the whole of mankind who turned to sin,
128. like reeds their corpses floated.
129. I opened the window and the light broke in, over my refuge
130. it passed, I sat still and
131. over my refuge came peace.
132. I was carried over the shore, at the boundary of the sea.
133. For twelve measures it ascended over the land.
134. To the country of Nizir, went the ship;…
178. When his judgment was accomplished, Bel went up to the midst of
the ship,
179. he took my hand and brought me out, me
180. he brought out, he caused to bring my wife to my side,
181. he purified the country, he established in a covenant and took the
people.” (236)

The flood on a tablet of the Epic of Gilgamesh. (237)
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There are many legends of the flood from civilizations such
as China, Babylon, Mexico, India, Rumania, Egypt, Sudan,
Persia, Norway, Syria, Persia and Wales. The similarity of
their content is remarkable.
Purloff describes these
similarities:
“In 95% of the more than 200 flood legends, the flood was worldwide; in
88 percent, a certain family was favoured; in 70 percent, survival was by
means of a boat; in 67 percent animals were also saved; in 66 percent the
flood was due to the wickedness of man; in 66 percent the survivors had
been forewarned; in 57 percent they ended up on a mountain; in 35
percent birds were sent out from the boat; and in 9 percent exactly eight
people were spared.” (238)

Gray shows a map of societies that have a flood tradition
(239):

Diodorus Siculus, in his book The Library of History, written
in the 1st century BC, refers to the flood when he discusses
the origins of Egypt:
“In general, he says that if in the flood which occurred in the time of
Deucalion most living things were destroyed, it is probable that the
inhabitants of southern Egypt survived rather than any others, since their
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country is rainless for the most part; or if, as some maintain, the
destruction of living things was complete and the earth then brought forth
again new forms of animals, nevertheless, even on such a supposition the
first genesis of living things fittingly attaches to this country.” (240)

Many of these stories have different names for the
participants. For example, Diodorus refers to Deucalion,
where we think of Noah. Deucalion, according to Micha F.
Lindemans, was the son of Prometheus and Clymene. When
Zeus punished humankind for their lack of respect by
sending the deluge, Deucalion and his wife Pyrrha were the
sole survivors. They were saved because of their piety.
Prometheus advised his son to build an ark and they survived
by staying on the boat.
Eusibius, in 314 AD, wrote about the flood and ark:
“It is said that there is still a portion of the vessel in Armenia near the
mountain of the Cordyaei, and that persons scrape off and carry away
some of the pitch. And the people use what they carry away chiefly for
charms to avert misfortunes.
This is mentioned also by Hieronymus the Egyptian, who wrote the
Archaeology of Phoenicia, and by Manseas, and several others. Nicolas
also of Damascus gives an account of the in his ninety-sixth book,
speaking thus: There is above Minyas a great mountain in Armenia called
Baris, to which, as the story goes, many fled for refuge at the time of the
deluge and were saved; and a certain man borne on an ark landed on top
of the mountain, and the remains of the timbers were preserved for a long
time. Now this must be the same of whom Moses, the lawgiver of the
Jews, wrote.” (241)

A final group we can briefly note having recorded a flood are
the Incas. According to William Sullivan, the earliest
document of the Incas recorded a flood that lasted 30 days
and 30 nights. This document, was written by a Spanish
priest Marua, who gained the trust of the shamans of the
Pachacuta Inca, who then told him their histories. Marua’s
book is a detailed explanation of the origin of the Inca
empire. (242)
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What is Known of the Ark
A comprehensive investigation of the ark was done by Ron
Wyatt, a biblical archaeologist, in cooperation with various
ministries of the Turkish government, including the Noah’s
Ark Commission. His work has been disputed by some
scholars, such as Andrew Snelling, Director of Research for
Answers in Genesis. Others, however, have supported it,
including Jonathan Gray, who wrote a book entitled Noah’s
Ark Q & A to address the criticisms made by Snelling and
others. (243)
In the following pages, we shall summarize the findings
made by Wyatt and supported by Gray.
Ruins of an ark were uncovered at Mount Al-Judi, some
sixteen miles south of Mt. Ararat. These ruins were exposed
in earthquakes in 1948 and 1978.
Wyatt found, then analyzed, anchor stones, timber, pitch,
ballast, rivets, rods and angular brackets used in construction
of the ark.
Then, through the use of radar and a molecular frequency
generator, he and his team were able to define a three
dimensional image of the Ark.
The shape they identified on the surface was:
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On the starboard side (right) near the stern there were four
vertical bulges protruding from the mud [B], at regular
intervals, that were determined to be the "ribs" of the hull.
Opposite to these, on the port side, a single rib [A] protrudes
from the mud. You can see its curved shape very clearly.
Surrounding it are more ribs, still largely buried in the mud,
but visible upon close examination.
The ark had three decks. A ramp system led into the ship
from the lower right side of the front end. The bottom deck
had a large number of small rooms or cages. The middle
deck was open with cubicles on each side. There were four
spacious rooms at each end. The top deck was too damaged
to reconstruct.
The Bible states Noah brought sets of animals into the ark to
preserve species for the future.
How many animals would have been in the ark? Ernst Mayr
lists 1,072,300 animal species, of which 60% are sea animals
and 28% insects. There are less than 20,000 species of land
animals (mammals, reptiles, birds, amphibians) living today
with a much smaller number of extinct species known from
the fossils. Only representative types needed to be saved.
For example, one pair of rock pigeons could preserve
thousands of varieties. Also most mammals were the size of
a cat. Therefore, Mayr concluded, representatives of all
varieties could readily fit in the ark. (244)
Dating the Flood
The Bible dates the flood at 2345 BC, or 1656 years after the
creation of Adam, which began the age of the world.
Authors who accept a Creation framework tend to accept this
date, or one close to it. Some societies with little or no links
to Biblical history have dates that are close. For example,
the Toltecs of Mexico believed that the flood came after the
world had existed for 1716 years. (245) We shall use 2345
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BC as the starting point for the subsequent history of our
ancestors.
The Start of new Human Expansion after the Flood
After the flood, notes Genesis 9:18-9:
“And the sons of Noe (Noah) who came out of the ark, were Sem, Cham,
and Japheth: and Cham is the father of Chanaan.
These three are the sons of Noe: and from these was all mankind spread
over the whole earth”.

We are descendants of Noah’s son Japheth.
Japheth was very well known in the ancient world, as Cooper
notes:
”Japheth was regarded as the father of many peoples, particularly the
Indo-European nations. The pagan Greeks perpetuated his name as
Iapetos, the son of heaven and earth and again the father of many nations.
We find his name in the vedas of India where it appears in Sanskrit as
Pra-Japati, Father Japheth, who was deemed to be the sun and lord of
creation, the source of life in other words for those descended from him.
Later, the Romans were to perpetuate his name as that of Ju-Pater, Father
Jove, later standardized to Jupiter ... We shall see also that the early Irish
Celts, the early Britons and other pagan European races traced the
descent of their royal houses from Japheth, including the Saxons who
knew him as Sceaf (pr. sheaf or shaif). And all these peoples, we must
remember, were pagans whose knowledge or even awareness of the book
of Genesis was non-existent. (246)

Japheth had seven sons, according to Genesis 10:2. They
were Gomer, Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal, Moshech and
Tiras. Keating, quoting ancient manuscripts, states they had
more sons than those identified: Sem had twenty-seven,
Cham had thirty, and Japheth had fifteen. (247)
O’Hart writes of these fifteen:
“Japhet had fifteen sons; amongst whom he divided Europe and the part
of Asia that fell to his lot. The Bible gives the names of seven of these
sons…The nations descended from these sons are known, but we know
not the names of the other sons, from whom the Chinese and other
nations of Eastern Asia are descended.” (248)
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We are the descendants of Magog.
Other European peoples are descendants of other sons.
Javan, for example, is the father of most European people.
These include the Franks, Romans, Britons, Albans,
Vandals, Saxons, Bavarians, Thuringians, Goths, Valagoths,
Burgundians and Lombards.
Tubal was the ancestor of the Iberians, Spanish and Italians.
Two charts showing this can be seen in Cooper’s book in
Appendix 3. (249) One is included in Appendix 1.
Early post flood settlements
David Deal, an archaeologist working with Turkish
scientists, has written about an ancient city considered
Noah’s early settlement. (250)
“The once-lost city, which Noah and his descendants built after the
worldwide flood, consists of approximately a thousand buried dwelling
places, and is superimposed with millions of graves. In ancient times this
place ultimately became a great shrine and necropolis before falling into
oblivion. It was last mentioned by Josephus in his Antiquities of the
Jews, written nearly two thousand years ago, as a touristic center where
people removed pieces of bitumen from the ruined Ark to be used as
amulets to bring good luck or ward off evil.” (251)

A team of scientists from Ataturk University and the US
have been investigating this site.
According to some Armenian traditions, Noah maintained
his residence at Kazan, known as “the place of eight”.
In addition, the traditions note, he helped younger family
members set up the town of Nakhichevan. It was here that
an early metal working industry developed. Here is a map of
the sites given by Gray, who then describes the places. (252)
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The ark is located on the Ararat Plain, or Araxes Valley. It is
about 80 miles long and extends through Iran into the
USSR. Gray writes:
“This valley appears to be the general area through which Noah’s family
expanded.”

Another early settlement built by the survivors appears to
have been Altin Tepe. Gray writes that
“Its walls were over 30 feet thick. Blocks of granite weighing 40 tons
were skillfully raised to a height of 200 feet and then fitted
together…Furniture was decorated with gold and silver; bronze bed and
table legs were carved into animal feet. Rulers and compasses were used
in executing elaborate drawings for frescoes.”

Another of the early settlements was Medzamor, on the
banks of the Araxes River, a few miles from the site of the
ark. Excavation done here as revealed what Gray called
“The oldest metallurgical factory site in the world! Analyses of copper
found there showed 14 different alloys, including tin, lead, antimony and
zinc.
The centre was sophisticated. Clay pipes were found inserted into the
furnaces, as well as phosphorus briquettes, used in the smelting of
cassiterite to obtain tin.
Here vases and objects made of all the common metals have been found.
Fourteen varieties of bronze were smelted for different purposes.
Medzamor also produced metallic paints, ceramics and glass. And the
Medzamor craftsmen wore mouth-filters and gloves, as do modern
craftsmen. The factory is believed to have had more than 200 furnaces.
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Medzamor was the industrial centre of this early post-flood period. Ore
was brought in and the finished products distributed to all other areas.
Several pairs of tweezers have been unearthed here. The steel used in the
tweezers was of an exceptionally high grade. The tweezers were like
eyebrow tweezers, that enable chemists and watchmakers to handle
micro-objects which they cannot manipulate by hand. The manipulation
of such micro-objects implies the use of microscopic lenses.
…(Medzemor ) is evidence that man ‘appeared on the scene’ from the
start with tremendous technological knowledge.”

French journalist Jean Vidal reported in Science et Vie July
1969:
‘Medzamor was founded by the wise men of earlier civilizations. They
possessed knowledge they had acquired during a remote age unknown to
us that deserves to be called scientific and industrial’…
Glass making ‘flourished at Medzamor, as indicated by six types of
metallurgical material, including zinc and manganese, alloyed in
different ways to make different colors.’”

Finally, we might note that the Bible mentions the town of
Nineveh was built 115 years after the flood.
The Technologies of these Early Survivors
It seems clear that Noah and his family and his descendants
knew many of the technologies that had developed before the
flood. They used these technologies and benefited from
them in the dramatic expansion of human society that now
occurred. We can now discuss some of these.
Agriculture
Agriculture can be traced to this area. Braidwood and Howe
write that genetic studies confirm the archaeological finds
and leave no doubt that agriculture began exactly where
thinking man had emerged – in the near eastern arc of
mountains and highlands. (253)
The crops grown before the flood continued to be cultivated.
The wild ancestors of the seven ‘founder crops’ harvested by
the world’s first farmers have all been traced to the region of
southeastern Turkey and northern Syria. (254)
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Gray notes that among the foods cultivated were apples,
pears, olives, figs, almonds, pistachios and walnuts. (255)
Grapes were grown, as we know from Genesis 9:20 which
mentions Noah tilling the ground and producing wine.
Burney & Lang talk of paleo-botany showing that man had
the ability to genetically adapt crops:
“Paleo-botany had provided evidence illuminating the earliest stages of
the cultivation of emmer and einkorn wheat and two-row barley, with
subsequent mutations resulting from improved strains; (256)

Sitchen noted similar developments with wheat:
“Spelt, a hard-grained type of wheat…is the product of ‘an unusual
mixture of botanic genes’, neither a development from one genetic source
nor a mutation from one source. It is definitely the result of mixing the
genes of several plants.”(257)

Metal Working
Another technology that continued from pre-flood times was
metal working. Ron Wyatt excavated the site of Medzamor,
the early post flood settlement near the Araxes River, close
to Mt Ararat. He found evidence of skillful metallurgical
production. Analyses of copper found there showed 14
different alloys, including tin, lead, antimony and zinc. The
centre was sophisticated. Clay pipes were found inserted
into the furnaces, as well as phosphorus briquettes, used in
the smelting of cassiterite to obtain tin. Also produced were
metallic paints ceramics and glass. (258)
It is worth noting that the Celtic peoples that we will be
following were known for their metal work. Were their
forbears some of the early workers at Medzamor and other
sites?
Grinding, Polishing and Machining Technology
Chittick writes that large numbers of ancient rock crystal
lenses have been found. There were at least two types,
convex, with an outward bulge, and concave, with an inward
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bulge. Most of the concave lenses have been found in
Turkey.
Temple writes about the some uses to which they put this
technology. It helped them map the skies. (259)
Optical devices appear to have been used in construction.
Chittick discusses their probable use in the construction of
the Great Pyramid.
Construction in Wood
Laminated wood was known to Noah, according to research
done by Ron Meyer on Noah’s ark. Gray notes that other
early post flood sites used laminated wood.
“Jean-Phillippe Lauer, in his book Saggara: The Royal Cemetary of
Memphis, makes this statement concerning the knowledge and use of
laminated ‘plywood’ in very early Egypt:
‘Within the remains of a coffin whose sides were made of six thin
superimposed layers of wood with the grain alternating as in modern ply
wood’.” (260)

Shipbuilding and Seafaring
Noah and his descendants certainly had well proven skills in
ship construction. It seems clear that they built ships and,
with these, were exploring much of the world within a few
generations of Noah.
This is in line with Genesis 9:1 which notes
“And God blessed Noe and his sons. And he said to them: Increase and
multiply and fill the earth”.

We know they travelled the world from the existence of
remarkable old maps which show, among features, the
boundaries of Antarctica before they were covered with ice.
One such map is the Piri Re’is map, discovered in an old
palace in Istanbul, Turkey, signed in 1513 by Turkish
admiral Piri Re’is. He wrote on the back of it that it was
based on 20 older maps, some dating back to the 4th century
BC (261) The coastline of the Antarctic, shown accurately
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on this map, was only verified in the 1960s by American
military teams defining the land mass of Antarctic.
Arthur Watt writes:
“Other old maps by Oronteus Finaeus, 1532, give details of the world
that appear to be based on much earlier surveys. There are numerous
indications that these maps, produced in the 1500s, were based on
collections of very ancient maps. Some are believed to be based on the
work of the famous geographer and cartographer Claudius Ptolemy, who
lived in the second century AD. Some of these maps of Greenland and
Antarctica appear to be based on observations by ancient peoples who
lived before the ice age. They had the ability to measure latitude and
longitude far more precisely than the 16th century explorers.” (262)

Thompson writes of these maps:
“In the early 16th century, an Arabian admiral named Piri Reis
constructed a world map using copies of ancient charts taken from the
library at Alexandria, Egypt. The maps were removed at the onset of a
7th century invasion in which the library was burned. According to Reis,
the ancient charts dated from the time of Alexander the Great – circa 350
BC. The Old World section of the Reis map is of near-perfect accuracy
and bears testimony to the skill of ancient cartographers and surveyors.
It also bears testimony to ancient voyages across the seas for the purpose
of surveying Earth’s continents.” (263)

He notes that Renaissance maps shows that at least five
generations of cartographers made surveys before, during
and after the ice age.
The mapping of a pre-ice covered Antarctica would date the
world travel of these early explorers at some time before the
ice age, which started some 300 years after the flood, as we
discussed above.
This led Rene Noorbergen to conclude:
“There is ample evidence that not long after the Deluge, the descendants
of Noah carried out an extensive survey of the entire globe, mapping and
charting every continent.” (264)

Chittick adds:
“Necessary technological requirements for accomplishing this task such
as surveying instruments, advanced knowledge of navigation and
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mathematics were available to these re-builders of civilization after the
Flood”. (265)

Gray gives his estimate of the time this survey of the world
was completed.
“We also know that the results of such a survey (of the world) were
preserved within the measurements of the Great Pyramid (2144 BC).
It can be no accident that the Great Pyramid records in its dimensions the
measurement of the earth on the scale of 1:43,200.
When the Great Pyramid was constructed, both the earth’s circumference
(including the equatorial bulge) and the polar radius (with the flattening
at the poles) were known with an accuracy comparable to that recorded
by today’s satellite surveys from space…
(This) enables us with a fair degree of certainty to date the world survey
somewhere within …200 years (of the flood).”

Gray writes that there were three great maritime powers
around 2000 BC – the Minoans, the Mycenaeans and the
Egyptians. He adds there is evidence of cross-world travel
by the Indus Valley civilization and the Mesopotamians from
the Babel region. Wars and other disasters led to a decline in
this travelling and it was only with the Phoenicians a
thousand years later that long ocean lanes opened up again.
Elsewhere he notes:
“Ocean going vessels of the ancient Greeks were up to 600 feet long and
could carry crews of 600. Egyptian open sea ships were as long as 350
feet, with as many as four decks. There were ancient luxury vessels
containing temples and swimming pools, with dining halls of marble and
alabaster, and modern plumbing.”(266)

The technology that facilitated ocean travel seems to have
been quite remarkable. It included devices that would allow
navigators to track the motions of the planets, sun and moon
and solar and lunar cycles. (267)
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Early Great Monuments
Some have connected the building of great monuments to
surveys of the post flood world. Others note they were
commemorations of great events.
We can date one of the great monuments. It was the Great
Pyramid, started by Mizraim, grandson of Noah. This was
the same time that the ziggurats, pyramid-like structures,
were being built in Mesopotamia. (268)
We will now comment briefly on some of these: Gobekli
Tepe, the Great Pyramid in Egypt, Stonehenge in England,
the Sacred Valley of the Incas and Chichen Itsa in Mexico.
Gobekli Tepe
This site was uncovered in 1994 and has been investigated
since by German archaeologists. Located some 350 miles
south of Mt Ararat, it contains remarkable stone structures.

The stone structures bear resemblances to Stonehenge. The
pillars are 19 feet high and weigh up to 15 tons. Some have
animal figures on them.
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This led Andrew Collins to conclude they represented an ark
in stone. They may have been built to commemorate Noah’s
ark. Gobekli Tepe appears to have been buried during the
last ice age. (269)
The Great Pyramid
Gray writes on the Great Pyramid of Egypt:
“The new length of the year was also incorporated into the measurements
of the great pyramid.
The external features, dimensions and units of this pyramid together give
precisely and accurately every essential value of the earth’s present
motions and orbit.
For example, intentionally or by accident, the circuit distance around its
base, measured direct from corner to corner, is 36,524.2 primitive inches.
This is exactly 100 times 365.2422 – the value in days of our solar year.
(270)

Davidson and Aldersmith write that the Great Pyramid tells
the date of its construction. Its tubular entrance passage
pointed to the north polar star in 2144 BC at the same time
that the pyramid apex pointed to Alcyone, the 'pivo‘of the
solar system’ known anciently as the ‘foundation star’. The
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geometry of the Great Pyramid is commented on by
Hancock:
“The Great Pyramid was a projection on four triangular surfaces. The
apex represented the pole and the perimeter represented the equator.
This is the reason why the perimeter is in relation 2pi to the height. The
Great Pyramid represents the northern hemisphere in a scale of
1:43,200.” (271)

Stonehenge
It is not sure when Stonehenge was built. Some have
suggested it goes back to these early centuries after the flood.
Other say it was built more recently. Keating, for example,
quotes sources which state it was built in the 5th century AD.
In any case, it was a significant monument to human
knowledge of astronomy.

Gerald Hawkins, on the basis of computer synthesis of a
great many measurements at Stonehenge, suggests that
Stonehenge was built to measure all the relationships
between earth, the sun and the moon. He writes:
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“The heel stone and the trilithons and the shadows cast by the pillars all
played an intricate role.
If one stone was moved around the circle by one hole each year, then all
the extremes of the seasonal moon and eclipses of the sun and moon at
the solstices and equinoxes, could have been foreseen. If six stones,
spaced 9,9,10,9,9,10 Aubrey holes apart, were used, each of them moved
one hole counterclockwise each year, amazing powers of prediction
could result.
With 6 stones (3 white, 3 black), the Aubrey hole computer could have
predicted – precisely – every important moon event for hundreds of
years.
The northern hemisphere sun moves from a maximum position of +23 ½
degrees northward in summer to a -23 ½ degrees extreme southern
declination in winter. The moon does a reverse move – north in winter,
south in summer. The moon also has a more complicated relative motion
than the sun; it has two northern and two southern maxima. In an 18.61
year cycle, it varies so that its far north and south declinations move from
29 degrees to 19 degrees to 29 degrees again. This difference is due to
the combined effects of the earth’s tilt and procession of orbit.
The Stonehenge complex was precisely aligned to every one of these
movements. With the 18.61 – year cycle, the only way to attain accuracy
with whole numbers is by the sequence 19-19-18, which added together,
make 56 – the number of Aubrey holes.
Stonehenge is a brilliantly designed and constructed device, which could
calculate every position of the sun and moon.” (272)

Chichen Itza
Another ancient astronomical sites was the Mayan centre of
Chichen Itza. At its observatory, the vernal and autumnal
equinoxes were recorded accurately. Graham Hancock
writes that the length of the solar day was calculated to an
accuracy of seven significant digits. Their calendars, which
still exist in the form of stone stelae, used the base twenty
number system. They were written in a script similar to
hieroglyphics. They calculated the year at 365.2420 days,
more accurate than the Gregorian calendar introduced in
1582. (273)
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Sacred Valley of the Incas
The Inca in Peru built dramatic pyramids which Allman and
Schrof suggest are very ancient:
“New excavations have turned up huge stone pyramids and other
monuments that date back nearly 5000 years, to about the time when the
Great Pyramids were being constructed in Egypt”. (274)

Sullivan writes that after the flood astronomical calculations
were made to identify and place the movement of the sun
and stars. He found that the techniques used by the Incas
were similar to those used by the Egyptians and the Greeks.
Sullivan connects the Inca to the builders of the Great
Pyramid and Stonehenge. (275)
The centre of the work is the Sacred Valley of the Incas.
In this valley agricultural terraces, mountain tops and other
features were used to track the Milky Way constellation, the
winter and summer solstice and the equinoxes.
Into this unified, civilized, advanced, highly technical and
competent emerging civilization now happened an event that
greatly changed subsequent human society.
People built a tower.
The Tower of Babel and the Dispersion of People
While travel around the world was happening by the time the
Bible notes the Tower of Babel was built, yet, with the
building of this tower, a dramatic, extensive dispersion
started in earnest and on a permanent basis.
As the DNA analysis does not elaborate on the causes of the
separation of peoples and their dispersal from the Near East,
we can turn to historical and other documents for this
information.
According to Genesis 11:1-8:
“And the earth was of one tongue and the same speech.
And when they removed from the east, they found a plain in the land of
Sennaar, and dwelt in it…
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And the Lord came down to see the city and the tower, which the
children of Adam were building.
And he said: Behold, it is one people, and all have one tongue: and they
have begun to do this, neither will they leave off from their designs, till
they accomplish them in deed.
Come ye, therefore, let us go down, and there confound their tongue, that
they may not understand one another’s speech.
And so the Lord scattered them from that place into all lands, and they
ceased to build the city.”

Clark’s commentary on the Bible states:
“Noah and his family, landing after the flood on one of the mountains of
Armenia, would doubtless descend and cultivate the valleys: as they
increased, they appear to have passed along the banks of the Euphrates,
till, at the time specified here, they came to the plains of Shinar, allowed
to be the most fertile country in the east. That Babel was built in the land
of Shinar we have the authority of the sacred text to prove; and that
Babylon was built in the same country we have the testimony of
Eusebius, Praep. Evang., lib. ix., c. 15; and Josephus, Antiq., lib. i., c. 5.”
(276)

This map shows the Sinar, or Sennaar, region.

Who built the tower?
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The Historical and Chronological Index to the Old
Testament in the Douay-Rheims Bible, the one used by the
Roman Catholic church since around 400 AD, notes
“Nimrod about threescore years after the flood, by force and subtlety
drawing many followers, began a new sect of infidels. And afterwards
was the principal author of building the Tower of Babel.”(277)

Clark, commenting on Nimrod in Genesis 10:8-9 writes:
“Nimrod - Of this person little is known, as he is not mentioned except
here and in 1 Chronicles 1:10, which is evidently a copy of the text in
Genesis. He is called a mighty hunter before the Lord; and from Genesis
10:10, we learn that he founded a kingdom which included the cities
Babel, Erech, Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar. Though the
words are not definite, it is very likely he was a very bad man. His name
Nimrod comes from דרמ, marad, he rebelled; and the Targum, on 1
Chronicles 1:10, says: Nimrod began to be a mighty man in sin, a
murderer of innocent men, and a rebel before the Lord. The Jerusalem
Targum says: "He was mighty in hunting (or in prey) and in sin before
God, for he was a hunter of the children of men in their languages; and
he said unto them, Depart from the religion of Shem, and cleave to the
institutes of Nimrod." The Targum of Jonathan ben Uzziel says: "From
the foundation of the world none was ever found like Nimrod, powerful
in hunting, and in rebellions against the Lord." The Syriac calls him a
warlike giant. The word  דיצtsayid, which we render hunter, signifies
prey; and is applied in the Scriptures to the hunting of men by
persecution, oppression, and tyranny. Hence it is likely that Nimrod,
having acquired power, used it in tyranny and oppression; and by rapine
and violence founded that domination which was the first distinguished
by the name of a kingdom on the face of the earth. How many kingdoms
have been founded in the same way, in various ages and nations from
that time to the present! From the Nimrods of the earth, God deliver the
world! (278)

Other writers comment unfavorably on Nimrod as well.
George Smith, who translated the Chaldean Account of
Genesis in 1876, writes of Nimrod:
“Nearly thirteen hundred years before the Christian era, one of the
Egyptian poems likens a hero to the Assyrian chief Kazartu, 'a great
hunter... and it has already been suggested that the reference here is to the
fame of Nimrod. A little later, in the BC 1100 to 800, we have in Egypt
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many persons named Nimrod, showing a knowledge of the mighty hunter
there.”(279)

Cooper writes:
“Nimrod was undoubtedly the most notorious man in the ancient world
who is credited with instigating the Great Rebellion at Babel, and of
founding astrology and even human sacrifice. Moreover, there is much
evidence to suggest that he himself was worshipped from the very
earliest times. His name, for example, was perpetuated in those of
Nimurda, the Assyrian god of war; Marduk, the Babylonian king of the
gods; and the Sumerian deity Amar-utu. ..
Nimrod was also worshipped by the Romans under the name of Bacchus,
this name being derived from the Semitic bar-Cush, meaning the son of
Cush. A mountain not far from Ararat has been called Nimrud Dagh
(Mount Nimrod) from the earliest times since the Flood, and the ruins of
Birs Nimrud bear the remains of what is commonly reputed to be the
original Tower of Babel. The Caspian Sea was once called the Mar de
Bachu, or Sea of Bacchus, as is witnessed by the map appearing in Sir
Walter Raleigh's History of the World, published in 1634. One of the
chief cities of Assyria was named Nimrud, and the Plain of Shinar,
known to the Assyrians as Sen'ar and the site of the Great Rebellion, was
itself known as the Land of Nimrod. Iraqi and Iranian Arabs still speak
his name with awe, and such was the notoriety of the man that his
historical reality is beyond dispute” (280)

Flavius Josephus, in his Antiquities of the Jews, (94 AD) said
that it was Nimrod who had the tower built and that Nimrod
was a tyrant who tried to turn the people away from God.
“Now it was Nimrod who excited them to such an affront and contempt
of God. He was the grandson of Ham, the son of Noah, a bold man, and
of great strength of hand. He persuaded them not to ascribe it to God, as
if it were through his means they were happy, but to believe that it was
their own courage which procured that happiness. He also gradually
changed the government into tyranny, seeing no other way of turning
men from the fear of God, but to bring them into a constant dependence
on his power... Now the multitude were very ready to follow the
determination of Nimrod and to esteem it a piece of cowardice to submit
to God; and they built a tower, neither sparing any pains, nor being in
any degree negligent about the work: and, by reason of the multitude of
hands employed in it, it grew very high, sooner than anyone could
expect; but the thickness of it was so great, and it was so strongly built,
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that thereby its great height seemed, upon the view, to be less than it
really was. It was built of burnt brick, cemented together with mortar,
made of bitumen, that it might not be liable to admit water. When God
saw that they acted so madly, he did not resolve to destroy them utterly,
since they were not grown wiser by the destruction of the former sinners
[in the Flood]; but he caused a tumult among them, by producing in them
diverse languages, and causing that, through the multitude of those
languages, they should not be able to understand one another. The place
wherein they built the tower is now called Babylon, because of the
confusion of that language which they readily understood before; for the
Hebrews mean by the word Babel, confusion.”(281)

Keating quotes The Book of Invasions, Ireland’s most ancient
manuscript, which gives its interesting and unique reason
why Nimrod built the temple:
“The Tower of Babel…was being erected through pride for the space of
forty years by Nimrod and his followers...(it was being built) to protect
themselves against the second flood which it was foretold would come
upon the people – they imagined that the second flood would not be
higher than the first, and proposed to make the tower so high that the
flood would not reach its upper stories, and that accordingly their nobles
could be securely situated in these without fear of the flood.” (282)

This interpretation can also be found in rabbinical sources:
“The rabbinical sources explain that the purpose of the Tower was to
secure a shelter for the city of Babel in case the Deluge should occur
another time:
‘The men who were before us God has destroyed with a deluge; if he
shall again think fit to be wroth with us, and seek to destroy us even with
a deluge, we shall all perish to a man. But come, let us prepare bricks
and burn them with fire, that they may withstand the waters and building
them together with asphalt, let us make a high tower the top of which
shall reach to heaven, in order that being delivered from the deluge we
may find safety in the tower.’” (283)

The Chaldean Account of the Deluge notes:
“They say that the first inhabitants of the earth, glorying in their own
strength and size and despising the gods, undertook to raise a tower
whose top should reach the sky, in the place in which Babylon now
stands; but when it approached the heaven the winds assisted the gods
and overthrew the work upon its contrivers, and its ruins are said to be
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still at Babylon; and the gods introduced a diversity of tongues among
men, who till that time had all spoken the same language.” (284)

Some have described the layout of the Tower. For example,
Gregory of Tours, writing ca. 594 AD, quotes the earlier
historian Orosius, ca. 417 AD, as saying the tower was
"laid out foursquare on a very level plain. Its wall, made of baked brick
cemented with pitch, is fifty cubits wide, two hundred high, and four
hundred and seventy stades in circumference. A stade contains five
agripennes. Twenty-five gates are situated on each side, which make in
all one hundred. The doors of these gates, which are of wonderful size,
are cast in bronze. The same historian Orosius tells many other tales of
this city, and says: 'Although such was the glory of its building still it
was conquered and destroyed.'" (285)

In the Tractate Sanhedrin of the Babylonian Talmud it is
said:
“A third of the tower was burnt, a third sank (into the earth) and a third
is still standing.” (286)

When did the Dispersion Happen
The dispersion of peoples happened in the fifth generation
after Japheth. The Irish chronicles have Magog, then
Iobaath, Baath, Izrau and Ezra. Other chronicles note the
same. Cooper comments that different histories had the
same five generations because there was a mixing of the
patriarchal lines before Babel. He adds that all people had
royal families and these may be descended from this line.
(287)
So the dispersal would have been some 100 to 150 years
after the flood, depending on whether one uses 20 years or
30 years per generation.
The Historical and Chronological Index of the Douay
Rheims Bible states that the separation of peoples happened
140 years after the flood. (288)
Some have given a longer timeframe. For example, Keating
quotes Scotus who suggests a later date:
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“Marianus Scotus … states that it was three hundred and
thirty-one years after the Deluge that the confusion of
tongues took place at Babylon” (289)
Emergence of Multiple Languages
The one common language spoken by all people until the
emergence of multiple languages was known as Gortighern
in Gaelic and as lingua humana in Latin, according to the
Book of Invasions. When multiple languages started, it
continued:
“It remained with Eibhear, son of Saile, and with his tribe, so that it was
named from him; for they called it Hebrew from Eibhear. Now when
Eibhear had learned the cause of their erecting the tower, (as noted
above) … he declared that he would not help them, and that it was sheer
idleness on their part to have recourse to ingenuity for the purpose of
resisting the fulfillment of God’s will. Thereupon he separated from
them without taking any part whatever with them in the building of the
tower. Moreover, when the confusion came on all, God left to Eibhear
alone and to his tribe after him, as a mark of goodwill, that human
language of our ancestors.” (290)

The Historical and Chronological Index of the Douay
Rheims Bible concurs, noting that Heber, great grandson of
Shem (Sem), did not consent to the building of the Tower, so
his family were allowed to keep their language. We noted
above that monosyllabic Coptic may have been the basis of
this language. Hebrew emerged from the Egyptian
hieroglyphic variation of this language. (291)
Some Irish traditions state the Celts also did not consent to
the building of the tower. O’Hart writes:
“In Scythia, in Central Asia, far from the scene of Babel, the Valley of
Shinar (the Magh Senaar of the ancient Irish annalists), it is considered
that Baoth (son of Magog) and his people took no part with those of
Shem and Ham in their impious attempt at the building of that tower; that
therefore, on that head, they did not incur the displeasure of the Lord; and
that, hence, the lasting vitality of the Celtic language… (and) their
language was not confused. But the language of Baoth and his people
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was the Scythian: ergo, the Scythian language was not confused. If, then,
the Scythian language was not confused; and that one was the language
of mankind from Adam down to the building of the Tower of Babel,
‘then the whole earth was of one language and of one speech’, it would
follow that the Scythian was that one language – was, in fact, the
language of Eden. But it has been shown above that the Scythian
language was the Celtic: therefore, it may be affirmed that ‘the Celtic
was the language of Eden’.” (292)

The Irish Learn the New Languages and Start Schools
Keating, quoting The Book of Invasions, writes that Feinius
Farsaidh, the son of Baath, the son of Magog, became king
of Scythia. He continues:
“The principal reason why Feinius Farsaidh went to the Plain of Seanair,
together with his school, was that he might be with the people whose
native language was Hebrew, and that it might thus come about that he
and his school would acquire a full and perfect knowledge of that
language.” (293)

Feinius determined to learn the other new languages that the
different groups were speaking. Keating describes the setup
of schools:
“Now, when Feinius, as we have said, resolved to acquire the various
languages, he sent, at his own expense, seventy-two disciples into the
various countries of the three continents of the world that were then
inhabited, and charged them to remain abroad seven years, so that each
of them might learn the language of the country in which he stayed
during that time. And at the end of seven years they returned to Feinius
to Scythia; and Feinius went with them to the Plain of Seanair, together
with a large number of the youths of Scythia, leaving his eldest son
Neanual to rule Scythia in his stead” (294)

Keating states that some seanchas, or authors of lore, state
that it was sixty years between the building of the tower until
Feinius and his school came southwards from Scythia to the
Plain of Seanair.
Feinius established schools for the teaching of the various
languages on the Plain of Seanair in the city of Eathena. The
Book of Invasions continues:
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“And they assembled the youths of the countries next to them to learn the
various tongues from them; and the three sages who presided over this
school were Feinius Farsaidh himself from Scythia, and Gaedheal son of
Ethor of the race of Gomer from Greece, and Caoi Caoinbhreathach from
Judea, or Lar, son of Neama and Feinius.”

Keating continues on to quote Ceannfaolaidh who wrote the
manuscript Accidence in the time of Columcille (521-597
AD):
“It was this trio (cited above) who wrote on wooden tablets the alphabets
of the three chief languages, namely, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, as
Ceannfaolaidh the Learned asserts in the Accidence which he wrote in
the time of Columcille. The same author states that Nion, son of Beil,
son of Nimrod, was monarch of the world at that time.”

Nion, son of Beil, son of Nimrod, ruled, according to
Keating, in 1856 AM (anno mundi) which would be 200
years after the Flood of 1656 AM.
This would place it at 2145 BC, if we accept 2345 BC as the
date of the flood. Feinius started the school 42 years after
Nion started ruling.
After running the school twenty years, Feinius returned to
Scythia and started schools there. It was then that he
directed Gaedheal to arrange the Gaelic language.
A very interesting possible confirmation of the recording of
multiple languages has been uncovered in cuneiform tablets
uncovered at Ras Shamra in Syria, discussed further below.
Gaelic is Reorganized
Feinius Gaedheal, son of Eathor, of the family of Gomer,
took charge of the schools, then organized the Gaelic
language into five divisions
“Bearla na Feine, Bearla na bhFileadh, Bearla na Eaderscartha, Bearla
Teibidhe and Gnaithbhearla, and to name it precisely from himself; hence
it is from Gaedheal, son of Eathor, it is called Gaelic.”

The manuscript Chronicum Scotorum notes:
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“Fenius composed the language of the Gaeidhel from seventy-two
languages.” (295)

According to the Four Masters, the Celtic language was the
Scythian. (296)
Feinius also resumed the recording of history. Indeed,
according to Keating, the recording of history started with
the Druids from the time of Gaedheal, the great-grandson of
Magog. Keating stated:
“There were over two hundred professors of history keeping the ancient
record of Ireland, and every one of them having a subsidy from the
nobles of Ireland …
(Moreover) the records would be revised at the assembly of Tara every
third year, in presence of the nobility, the clergy, and the learned of
Ireland…
(Finally,) there were such a number of learned men keeping the ancient
record that the historical compilation was preserved…it is not thus with
other European countries, because the Romans, Gauls, Goths, Vandals,
Saxons, Saracens, Moors, and Danes destroyed their old records in every
inroad…which they made upon them; yet it fell not to any of these to
plunder Ireland.” (297)

Other Languages Form
After the dispersion, languages seem to have developed
quickly in all the areas where people lived or were moving.
Gray writes of the multiplicity in Anatolia and region. He
quotes Strabo noting that “no less than seventy dialects were
spoken in the country, which even then was called the
mountain of languages”. Cavendish wrote that as many as
fifty different languages and dialects in the Armenian plateau
of eastern Anatolia. (298) Hittite was one of these. Professor
Russell Gray of Auckland University wrote that Hittite, an
ancient Anatolian language was the first major language
group to branch from the Indo-European trunk.
“Over subsequent millennia the same trunk sprouted Tocharian,
Armenian, Greek, Albanian, Iranian, Indic, Slavic, Baltic, Germanic,
French/Iberian, Italic and Celtic language groups”. (299)
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Gitt makes the valuable observation that no matter how
many languages were created, God “preserved the ability to
express all thought in words” in each. Then he concludes:
“All languages are unique and all perform their functions well. They
comprise morphological, grammatical, and semantic complexities and
structures which were not devised by any person. The members of
aboriginal tribes do not even realize that they use finely shaded
categories. They also do not know the structure of their grammar, so that
their language could not have been devised by their forebears.” He notes
that of some 5000 languages and dialects spoken, some 3000 have
become extinct. Only about 100 are spoken by more than one million
people each. Two thirds of the entire population speak five: Mandarin
Chinese, Hindustani, English, Russian and Spanish.” (300)

It is worthwhile noting that unique expressions of the trauma
of the flood can be found in some of these languages. One
fine example is Chinese.
Walt Brown notes that Classical Chinese, which started
before 2000 BC has a word for boat that joins three symbols
‘vessel’ ‘eight’ and ‘people’. (301) Brown shows this.

Dating the Time of the Dispersion
Commenting on dates, if we assume that creation happened
around 4000 BC, then the flood about 1655 years later,
around 2345 BC, as discussed above, then the dispersion
would have started around 2260 BC.
Among authors supporting this approximate date is Gray,
who places the Flood at 2345-2344 BC and the Dispersion
after Babel at 2244 BC. (302)
Others who have studied the emergence of languages suggest
languages emerged around 2000 BC.
For example,
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glottochronology or lexicostatistics, developed and applied
to Mesoamerican languages by Morris Swadish and others
identified changes in these languages over time which led
them to conclude that the Mayan language family began to
break up from the common proto-Mayan before 2000 BC.
(303)
Impact of Language Dispersion on Knowledge
Gray presents an interesting argument on the decline in
knowledge that followed the development of multiple
languages. He notes that immediately after the flood,
humans had advanced knowledge in many areas, such as
metallurgy, masonry, construction, animal husbandry and
crop cultivation.
After the multiplication of languages, access to many sources
of knowledge ended as people could no longer communicate
with each other. This led groups to maintain competence in
areas of knowledge they knew and to lose the advantages of
knowledge in areas on which they relied on others.
Archaeologists and paleontologists, assuming evolution,
have classified peoples as being of different ages depending
on the skills they had. Therefore, they class people skilled in
hunting as Palaeolithic, or stone age, and those that farmed
as Neolithic. They state they are thousands of years apart
while in fact they lived at the same time, having different
skills. (304)
We discussed this tendency above with regard to the
Basques, regarded by some as Palaeolithic, because of their
political economy, yet who themselves assert they are part of
the Neolithic phase.
Groups which moved into isolated areas and lacked
knowledge of technology, sunk into more primitive
existence, even entering what has been classified as the
Stone Age.
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Population Estimates at the Time of Dispersion
Brown offers an estimate on the growth of the human
population in these early centuries after the flood:
“If during the 351 years between the flood and Abraham’s birth, people
reached sexual maturity at 30 years and couples averaged only 8 children
(who also averaged 8 children), the world’s population would have
exceeded 100 million people.”(305)

Migration North-East
As people moved from the Sennaar region, some people
headed east to the lands south of the Black Sea. Others
headed northwest. Finally, some headed south towards
Africa.
The DNA analysis notes that our ancestors were part of the
group that headed northeast.
Changes in the DNA and Marker M89
The DNA analysis notes that our ancestors who had as the
earliest marker, M168, now added another marker, M89.
This man’s descendants comprise 90 to 95% of all nonAfricans, as noted above.
After this change a group split and started moving towards
Australia. According to the map provided by the National
Geographic, they followed a coastal route.
These are the people who helped to populate, with the
descendants of Ham and Shem, the populations of SouthEast Asia, the Pacific Islands, Australia and eventually South
America.
A second group split later, moving towards Anatolia and the
Balkans.
The main group to which our ancestors belonged moved
north to the vast steepes of Central Asia.
We, and others who separated, and eventually moved into
Europe, have been known in history as the Neolithic people.
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Chapter 4
Emergence of Scythians and Others in Asia and
Europe
Magog’s Group Moves Northeast
After the separation of peoples that followed the building of
the Tower of Babel, the descendants of Japheth spread out
over the lands of the Near East.
Cooper has a map showing the split of Japheth’s
descendants. Magog’s group is at the top right, to the
northeast of the Black Sea. A second group of Magog’s
descendants, the Ashkenaz, moved below the Black Sea.

The Jewish historian Josephus wrote, around 50 AD, as
quoted by Cusack, "Magog led out a colony, which from him
were named Magoges, but by the Greeks called Scythians."
(306)
Cooper, who provides the above map, notes that the
Magogites and Ashkenaz were both known as Scythians:
“(Magog’s) immediate descendants were known as the Magogites, being
later known to the Greeks as the Scythians, according to the testimony of
Josephus. However, given the subsequent history of the peoples of
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Ashkenaz, who are far more certainly identified as the later Scythians
(Gk. Skythai, and Assyr. Askuza), it is more likely that the early
Magogites were assimilated into the peoples of Ashkenaz, thus making
up merely a part of the Scythian hordes. The early Irish Celts traced their
own lineage from Japheth through the line of Magog.”(307)

O’Hart writes that
“The name ‘Scythian’ was applied to those nations who displayed skill in
hunting and the use of the bow. In his dictionary, Dr. O’Brien states that
the word ‘Scythian’ is derived from the Celtic word sciot, which, in the
Irish language signifies a dart or arrow; and this derivation seems
probable, as the Scythian nations, particularly the Parthians, were all
famous archers. The Greek colonists on the north of the Euxine or Black
Sea, hearing their Scythian neighbours frequently call archers, shooters,
and hunters … by the names of ‘Scuti’, ‘Scythi’, ‘Shuten’ or ‘Schuten’ –
each of which signifies Scythians, applied that name to the whole
nation.” (308)

Children of Magog
The Book of Invasions identifies three sons of Magog: Baath,
Iobath and Fathachta. From these three emerged numerous
groups. (309)
Among Baath’s descendants were the Gaedheal.
Descendants of Iobath included the Amazons, Bactrians and
Parthians.
Fachacht’s descendants included the groups under Partholan,
the Firbolgs, the Tuatha de Danaan, the sons of Milidh and
Neimheadh.
These groups will be examined in the following pages.
Other groups that will be followed in detail are descendants
who journeyed through Europe, then ending in France or
Gaul, before moving on to the British Isles and Ireland.
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The map shown gives an idea of where we lived. This was
part of the Great Plains that stretched from China to the
Baltic States.
Writing on these plains, Tamara Talbot Rice states:
“The vast Eurasian steppes stretch some 4,350 miles from the base of the
Carpathian Mountains in Europe to Mongolia in eastern Asia. They
formed a single geographic unit of natural grassland that every spring
was transformed into spectacular seas of wildflowers stretching as far as
the eye could see.
This vast plain was perfectly suited to ranching and grain-raising.
Archaeologists have discovered ample evidence to prove that, in
antiquity, nomadic tribes regularly traversed it while following grazing
herds and flocks in great cyclical routes during the spring, summer and
fall.
However, climatic changes about 2,000 years ago turned large sections of
the central-Asian steppes into a desert waste. It became so dry that it
could no longer support the pastoral way of life practiced from 2,700 to
2,100 years ago.” (310)

O’Hart writes that that Scythia was divided into two large
portions:
“European and Asiatic: the former extending along the north of the
Danube and the Euxine; the latter, beyond the Caspian Sea and the River
Jaxrtes (now Siboon). Scythia in Asia was divided by the chain of the
Imaus mountains or Beloor Tag – a branch projecting north from the
Indian Caucasus, now the Hindoo Cush or western part of the
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Himalayas…Ancient Scythia included all the country to the north of the
Ister (or Lower Danube), and east of the Carpathian mountains;
extending north to the Hyperborean or Frozen ocean, and eastwards as
far as Seres, on the west of China: an immense region.” (311)

Let us look now at the Scythian culture that emerged.
Kingdom set up in Scythia
The Book of Invasions notes that Feinius Farsaidh, son of
Baath, son of Magog, led his people to Scythia. Keating
writes of his rule and that of his son:
“When Feinius had been twenty-two years sovereign of Scythia, after his
return from the Plain of Seanair, being at the point of death, he
bequeathed the sovereignty of Scythia to Neanul, his eldest son, and left
to Niul, his youngest son, only what profit he derived from the sciences
and the various languages which he used to teach in the public schools of
the country.” (312)

We are descendants of Neanul, the son that stayed and ruled
in Scythia.
Other groups of Irish are descendants of Niul.
Elsewhere Keating describes the training of Niul:
“Niul, son of Feinius Farsaidh from Scythia, who was born in the Plain
of Sennair, and was then trained in learning in the first school that was
established in the country of Babylon; and this was the first school after
the confusion of the languages of the world.” (313)

Herodotus, in Book 4 of his classic The Histories, relates the
history of the Scythians that they provided him, along with
another version he preferred. (314)
Herodotus states that Scythian rulers told him they had been
there for a thousand years before Darius, the Persian king,
attacked them. Darius ruled from 509 BC to 486 BC.
This means they knew they were in this region since 1500
BC anyway.
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Scythian Relations with Egyptians
The fame of Niul, son of Feinius, led him to be invited to
Egypt to open schools. Keating writes:
“When Niul had been a long time conducting the public schools in
Scythia, his fame for knowledge and wisdom spread through the nations
generally, so that on account of his great reputation Pharaoh Cincris,
King of Egypt, sent envoys to him, inviting him to Egypt to teach the
sciences and the various languages to the youths of that country. Niul
accordingly proceeded to Egypt.” (315)

The Pharaoh Cincris, named by Keating, has been identified
by some as Pharaoh Amenophis, father of Sesostris, others as
Pheronm, son of Sesostris. (316)
In Egypt Niul was given the land called Capacyront (or
Campus Circit) beside the Red Sea. The Pharaoh also gave
Niul his own daughter Scota in marriage. Niul established
schools at Campus Circit for teaching the sciences and the
various languages to the youth of Egypt. Scota gave birth to
Gaedheal. (317)
The fact that learning came to Egypt from Scythia may have
influenced some to consider Scythia more ancient or senior
to Egypt.
This is suggested in the writings of Marcus Junianus
Justinus, 2nd century AD, who wrote that the Scythians
claimed that they were more ancient than Egypt:
“The nation of the Scythians was always regarded as very ancient;
though there was long a dispute between them and the Egyptians
concerning the antiquity of their respective races.”(318)

He noted that the Egyptians claimed they were first because
their climate was better. The Scythians would reply that
after the floods, their lands, being higher, dried first and
animals spread there, and indeed, their water flowed down to
Egypt, which, therefore, dried later and thus grew later. (319)
Below we discuss recent DNA analysis of Pharaoh
Tutankhamun, which links the Egyptian New Kingdom to
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the Scythians and adds credence to these ancient written
claims.
Keating writes that learning spread from Scythia, to Egypt,
to Greece:
“Before we speak of the journeying of Niul from Scythia to Egypt, we
may observe that Herodotus says that it was from Babylon the Greeks
derived the knowledge of the position of the north star, and the division
of the hours; and Solon asserts that the Greeks had not a knowledge of
history until they obtained it from the Egyptians. Josephus says, in the
first book of his History, that the Greeks had not an alphabet till the time
of Homer. From these authors it appears that it was not from Greece, so
named today, that Isis or anyone else went to teach the sciences to the
Egyptians; but it was Niul, the son of Feinius Farsaidh, who went from
Scythia to teach the sciences there. And whoever should say that there
was not learning in Scythia, when Niul came, earlier than in Egypt,
would not be stating truth, according to Polydorus, in the first book he
has written: ‘De rerum inventoribus’, where he says: ‘There was a long
dispute between the Egyptians and the Scythians; and, in that struggle,
the Egyptians having been overcome, it appeared that the Scythians were
more ancient than they were’. From this it may be inferred that the
Scythians possessed education and learning earlier than the Egyptians,
and since, according to the above authors, learning was earlier in Egypt
than in Greece, it was not Isis of Greece or any such person who went
from Greece to Egypt to conduct schools, but Niul son of Feinius
Farsaidh from Scythia.” (320)

Others agree. Cusack refers to Greeks using the script
developed by the Phoenicians, whom we shall see are
descendants of the Scythians. Herodotus had also discussed
the Greeks importing the Phoenician script. He writes:
“The Phoenicians who came with Cadmus…introduced into Greece, after
their settlement in the country, a number of accomplishments, of which
the most important was writing, an art till then, I think, unknown to the
Greeks. At first they used the same characters as all the other
Phoenicians, but as time went on, and they changed their language, they
also changed the shape of their letters. At that period most of the Greeks
in the neighbourhood were Ionians; they were taught these letters by the
Phoenicians and adopted them with a few alterations, for their own use,
continuing to refer to them as the Phoenician characters.” (321)
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A very interesting find at Ras Shamra, in northern Syria, in
1929, verified the knowledge and use of multiple languages.
This location has tentatively been identified as the ancient
Ugarit, opposite the island of Cyprus. The city was at its
peak in the 15th and 14th centuries BC and ended around the
12th century BC. Tablets of clay were found here. The entire
collection is written in cuneiform, in four different
languages. Velikovsky writes:
“Two of the languages were easily read: Sumerian, ‘the Latin’ or ‘the
dead language’ of the scholars, and Akkadian, the tongue of business and
politics in the Babylonian world.” (322)

The third language was identified as ancient Hebrew written
in cuneiform. Velikovsky notes that some scholars said “the
tablets were some six hundred years older than the oldest
known Hebrew inscription:
“hundreds of years before the Israelites entered Canaan, the Canaanites
not only used Hebrew but wrote it in an alphabetic script”.

He continues:
“the Ras Shamra alphabet is among the first alphabets to be composed,
and actually is the earliest yet known”.

The fourth language was identified as Kar, of the Hurrians or
Hurrites. Velikovsky identifies them as the Carians and
states they were allied with the Phoenicians and came from
Crete. (323) Cornwell writes:
“Many significant finds, the most striking was that of a scribal school
and library of clay tablets, adjoining the large temple of Baal and dating
from the Amarna Age. A majority of the tablets (from the high priest’s
library) were written in an unknown cuneiform script, with an alphabet of
some thirty signs, which was eventually deciphered and called Ugaritic,
and found to be of the Semitic family and closely related to Hebrew.
Originally the claim was that ancient Ugarit’s tablets contained a script of
only twenty-seven different characters. This proved to be archaic
Hebrew, dated about 1400 B.C., hence one of the earliest alphabetic
writings yet known. As you can see below are thirty characters, all of
them consonantal, except that three of them indicate the type of vowel
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occurring after aleph, whether a, i [or, e], or u. The language was in
both Babylonian cuneiform and an unknown cuneiform script, which
turned out to be alphabetic, with no syllable signs, ideograms or
determinatives. Several copies of a 30-character alphabet were found
representing twenty seven consonants and three vowels.

The finds at Ras Shamra were diverse in script and language and similar
to the north-west Semitic writing: four languages, Ugaritic, Akkadian,
Sumerian and Hurrian, and seven different scripts, Egyptian and Hittite
hieroglyphic, Cypro-Minoan, Sumerian, Akkadian, Hurrian and Ugaritic
cuneiform. Ugaritic script and its origin remains a mystery, and one
source claims that it was an attempt to adapt the cuneiform to the
alphabetic system. The oldest inscriptions in the Phoenician alphabetic
writing date from 1000 B.C., the earliest Ugaritic script is thought to date
from about 1500 B.C.
This very early dialect of Canaan, contains several consonants not in any
of the Northwest Semitic scripts. (324)

Cornwell states that after the decline of Ugarit, its script
declined in favour of Phoenician.
This is an interesting confirmation of the ancient Irish
manuscripts that note the multiple languages written by the
early Celts.
Also, as we shall see below, the great educator Niul, after
leaving Egypt, lived in Crete. Were his people the Carians the bowmen and bodyguards – skills for which the ancient
Celts were renowned in the centuries before Christ?
Adding support to this is the mention by Velikovsky that the
Egyptians learned Greek from the Carians, while others
specify the Phoenicians. (325)
O’Hart states that Cadmus introduced the use of letters into
Greece about the time that Moses is considered to have
written the Pentateuch, or first five books of the Bible. (326)
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The Phoenicians, as we shall see below, were linked to
Niul’s people. Nennius, who wrote in the seventh century,
from the oral testimony of trustworthy Irish Celts, gives
corroborative testimony, on this origin.
Dating the Links with Egypt
Keating states that Niul, the fifth generation from Japheth
was a contemporary of Moses. Seven hundred and ninety
seven years had elapsed from the Flood to the time Moses
assumed the leadership of the children of Israel. He
continues:
“people used to live a long time at that period; witness Eibear son of
Saile the fourth in descent from Seim who lived four hundred and sixtyfour years, and Seim who lived five hundred Arphaxad was born to him,
as we read in the eleventh chapter of Genesis; that it is not to be doubted,
therefore, that Niul might have lived from the forty second year of the
reign of Nion son of Beil, as we have said, to the time of Moses. And
moreover, the length of life granted to Niul and that he should have
survived till the time of Moses in Egypt is still less to be wondered at, if
what Marianus Scotus states be true; for he states that it was three
hundred and thirty-one years after the Deluge that the confusion of
tongues took place at Babylon, while, according to what we have stated
above, it was long after the Babylonian Confusion that Niul was born.
From what we have said, we should trust the authors of the seanchus of
the Scotic race as regards the age of Niul son of Feinius Farsaidh, and
believe that he was a contemporary of Moses in Egypt.” (327)

Following the dating we have been using so far, if they
started separating from Babel in 2260 BC, this would place
Niul in Egypt around 1548 BC.
The Scythians and Egyptians were at odds at times.
One of the first recorded wars between Scythians and Egypt
was noted by Justinus, who wrote that Sesostris, King of
Egypt, proclaimed war against the Scythians and send
messengers to announce conditions on which they might
become his subjects. The Scythians replied that Egypt had
far more wealth and they were going to take it. They
advanced quickly against the Egyptians, who retreated.
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However “the morasses prevented the Scythians from
invading Egypt” (328)
Scythian Relations with Other Neighbours
Some of the earliest conflicts with neighbours seem to have
come with known distant relatives. They fought the
Cimmerians, identified by Cooper as descendants of Gomer,
the brother of Magog.
They also fought the Medes, who, according to Cooper,
descended from Madai, another brother of Magog. (329)
Regarding their relations with neighbours, Marcus Junianus
Justinus wrote:
“They thrice aspired to the supreme command in Asia; while they
themselves remained always either unmolested or unconquered by any
foreign power. Darius, king of the Persians, they forced to quit Scythia in
disgraceful flight. They slew Cyrus with his whole army. They cut off in
like manner Zopyrion, a general of Alexander the Great, with all his
forces. Of the arms of the Romans they have heard, but never felt them.
They founded the Parthian and Bactrian powers. They are a nation hardy
in toils and warfare; their strength of body is extraordinary; they take
possession of nothing which they fear to lose, and covet, when they are
conquerors, nothing but glory.”(330)

In time, the Scythians extended their power throughout much
of Asia. Diodorus writes:
“Now among the descendants of this king there were two brothers who
were distinguished for their valour, the one named Palus and the other
Napes. And since these two performed renowned deeds and divided the
kingship between them, some of the people were called Pali after one of
them and some Napae after the other. But some time later the
descendants of these kings, because of their unusual valour and skill as
generals, subdued much of the territory beyond the Tanaïs River as far as
Thrace, and advancing with their armies to the other side they extended
their power as far as the Nile in Egypt.”(331)

Diodorus writes of their expansion after the Egyptian war.
“And after enslaving many great peoples which lay between the
Thracians and the Egyptians they advanced the empire of the Scythians
on the one side as far as the ocean to the east, and on the other side to the
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Caspian Sea and Lake Maeotis; for this people increased to great strength
and had notable kings, one of whom gave his name to the Sacae, another
to the Massagetae, another to the Arimaspi, and several other tribes
received their names in like manner. It was by these kings that many of
the conquered peoples were removed to other homes, and two of these
became very great colonies: the one was composed of Assyrians and was
removed to the land between Paphlagonia and Pontus, and the other was
drawn from Media and planted along the Tanaïs, its people receiving the
name Sauromatae. Many years later this people became powerful and
ravaged a large part of Scythia, and destroying utterly all whom they
subdued they turned most of the land into a desert.”

In this incursion, which occurred between 630 and 625 B.C.,
the Scythians overran Palestine, but according to Herodotus,
were turned back from Egypt by Psammetichus. (332)
A vivid picture of these foes from the north is preserved in
Jeremias, chapters 4-5:
“At the voice of the horsemen, and the archers, all the city is fled away:
they have entered into thickets and have climbed up the rocks: all the
cities are forsaken, and there dwelleth not a man in them:” and
“Their quiver is as an open sepulchre, they are all valiant.
And they shall eat up thy corn, and thy bread: they shall devour thy sons,
and thy daughters: they shall eat up thy flocks, and thy herds: they shall
eat thy vineyards, and thy figs: and with the sword they shall destroy thy
strong cities, wherein thou trusted.”

Justinus wrote that from the time of the invasion of Egypt,
they subdued Asia and made it tributary. Agricultural
populations provided food, others, such as the Medes, paid
tribute, while others were plundered. Asia was tributary to
them for fifteen hundred years, until Ninus, King of Assyria,
ended the payment of the tribute. (333)
During the 90-year life of King Ateua, in the 4th century BC,
the Scythians continued their westward expansion, settling in
Thrace and becoming an important player in the Balkans.
(334)
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Economic and Cultural Life among the Scythians
As we saw above, the Scythians had kings from the time of
Feinius, grandson of Magog. Keating, quoting Epiphanius,
states that
“The people of Scythia obtained chief rule shortly after the deluge, and
that their sovereignty continued until the predominance of Babylon”.
(335)

Herodotus and others mention a royal line they knew as
rulers in the 7th century BC. (336)
Many Scythians were herdsmen, though some of the people
were farmers.
As herdsmen, they wandered through the vast lands of the
steepes. Herodotus, writing in the 4th century BC, said this
gave them a great advantage in wars with neighbours.
“The Scythians indeed have in one respect, and that the very most
important of all those that fall under man’s control, shown themselves
wiser than any nation upon the face of the earth. Their customs
otherwise are not such as I admire. The one thing of which I speak is the
contrivance whereby they make it impossible for the enemy who invades
them to escape destruction, while they themselves are entirely out of his
reach, unless it pleases them to engage with him. Having neither cities
nor forts, and carrying their dwellings with them wherever they go;
accustomed, moreover, one and all of them, to shoot from horseback, and
living not by husbandry but on their cattle, their wagons the only houses
that they possess, how can they fail of being unconquerable, and
unassailable even?”(337)

Those in agriculture were poor and exploited. By the 4th
century BC, the farmers were
“socially deprived, dependent and exploited, who did not participate in
the wars, but were engaged in servile agriculture and cattle
husbandry.”(338)

The Scythians had developed expertise in metallurgy.
Eusibius mentioned this skill:
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“And the tempering of bronze was invented by Delas, another Idaean, or,
as Hesiod says, a Scythian.” (339)

Those who practiced this craft were free and valued
members of society.
“Materials from the site near Kamianka-Dniprovska, purportedly the
capital of the Ateas’ state, show that metallurgists were free members of
the society, even if burdened with imposed obligations. The metallurgy
was the most advanced and the only distinct craft specialty among the
Scythians.” (340)

Trade became an important economic activity over time. By
the 5th century BC, the Scythians were trading with the
Greeks. This fostered a more defined stratification among
the population. This reached a peak in the 4th century BC
under King Ateas. In addition, the enhanced trading led to
greater sedenterization.
Trade goods changed over time, with slaves becoming more
important. The Scythians captured people and traded them
to the Greeks.
In religion, for some time they recognized one God, like the
Hebrews. In time, many came to follow the beliefs of
virtually all the emerging societies of these times in losing
their knowledge of the God that Noah followed and that the
Hebrews still worshipped. In His place, they worshipped a
variety of gods. Herodotus wrote of these gods:
“They worship only the following gods, namely, Vesta, whom they
reverence beyond all the rest, Jupiter and Tellus, whom they consider to
be the wife of Jupiter; and after these Apollo, Celestial Venus, Hercules,
and Mars. These gods are worshipped by the whole nation: the Royal
Scythians offer sacrifice likewise to Neptune…They use no images,
alters, or temples, except in the worship of Mars; but in his worship they
do use them.”(341)

O’Hart notes that their chief god was the god of war, called
by the Greeks Ares. (342)
As can be seen, some of their gods were the planets. Why
were the planets so important? Velikovsky suggests they
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were important because the movement of the planets affected
the earth. He writes:
“In the Persian holy books it is said that ‘on the planets depends the
existence or non-existence of the world-wherefore they are especially to
be venerated’. ‘The seven planets rule the universe’, says a Nabatean
inscription…According to ancient Hebrew traditions, ‘there are seven
archangels, each of whom is associated with a planet’. ‘The seven
archangels were believed to play an important part in the universal order
through their association with the planets’. (343)

Velikovsky notes that Strabo asked the Celts living on the
shores of the Adriatic what they feared most. They replied
that they feared no one, but only that the sky might collapse.
He relates this to the showers of meteorites and the cloud
storms that led them and others in earlier centuries to fear the
sky would fall. (344)
Sometimes they deified great leaders. For example, as we
noted above, Jupiter was the name of the god given to
Japheth, son of Noah.
Eusibius quotes Philo (20 BC-50 AD) on the emergence of
beliefs in gods among the Phoenicians, one of the groups we
shall discuss below:
“the most ancient of the barbarians, and especially the Phoenicians and
Egyptians, from whom the rest of mankind received their traditions,
regarded as the greatest gods those who had discovered the necessities of
life, or in some way done good to the nations. Esteeming these as
benefactors and authors of many blessings, they worshipped them also as
gods after their death, and built shrines, and consecrated pillars and
staves after their names: these the Phoenicians held in great reverence,
and assigned to them their greatest festivals. Especially they applied the
names of their kings to the elements of the cosmos, and to some of those
who were regarded as gods. But they knew no other gods than those of
nature, sun, and moon, and the rest of the wandering stars, and the
elements and things connected with them, so that some of their gods
were mortal and some immortal.” (345)

We shall see another example of leaders becoming gods
below when discussing Tutankhamun.
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A religious class emerged. Herodotus wrote that they had
soothsayers, who foretold the future by means of willow
wands. When the king is ill, soothsayers are called to
identify who issued a false oath that caused the illness. They
identify someone. If he claims innocence, more soothsayers
are consulted. If they find him innocent, the first soothsayers
are burned to death. If the man is found guilty, he and his
male offspring are killed.
Herodotus wrote that when a king dies, he is buried with a
concubine, many servants and animals and a vast mound is
placed above the grave. A year later, fifty more servants and
horses are slain. (346)
The burial sites, known as kurgan burials, are found in the
steepe zone of North Pontic and other areas. Some date from
the 5th century BC. (347) Velikovsky describes these
kurgans, which were very similar to those of the Mycenaean
people:
“The tombs of the Scythian kings in the Crimea were built in a way
“surprisingly reminiscent of Mycenaean constructions”, the burial
chamber consisting of “enormous blocks of dressed stone set to overlap
each other so as to meet in the center in an impressive vault”. (348)

They scalped and skinned their enemies and made drinking
cups of their skulls. Their war chariots were fearsome. (349)
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Major Dispersions of Peoples Take Place
The DNA analysis provided by IBM and the National
Geographic Society notes significant dispersion of peoples
from the Near East regions into which the Scythians had
moved. The chart below shows these splits that ultimately
populated much of the world. The black lines are the Ychromosome, while the grey is the mtDNA.

Archaeological research and historical documents identify
many of these separations.
It is important to note that this DNA derived chart, showing
expansion from the Near East throughout the world differs
from interpretations of the past two hundred years or so
which talk of peoples moving towards the near East from the
depths of Asia. (350) This is not the case, as we shall show
below when discussing archaeological finds in East Asia.
In the following pages, we will note some splits identified in
the above chart, such as the ones to Asia, then the Americas,
as well as some minor ones, not noted in the chart, but of
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importance to Irish ancestry, such as the splits from Magog’s
line of the Amazons, Phoenicians, Parthians and others.
The Amazons
One of the most intriguing splits was that which created a
female warrior society known to the ancient world as the
Amazons.
We have mentioned above how they were the descendants of
Iobath, son of Magog.
Justinus, the ancient Roman author, explained how they
emerged:
“Among the Scythians, in the meantime, two youths of royal extraction,
Ylinos and Scolopitus, being driven from their country by a faction of the
nobility, took with them a numerous band of young men, and found a
settlement on the coast of Cappadocia, near the river Thermodon,
occupying the Themiscyrian plains that border on it. (The men fought
neighbours and were killed.)
Their wives, when they found that to exile was added the loss of their
husbands, took arms themselves, and maintained their position, repelling
the attacks of their enemies at first, and afterwards assailing them in
return. They relinquished all thoughts of marrying with their neighbours,
saying that it would be slavery, not matrimony. Venturing to set an
example not imitated through all generations, they established their
government without the aid of men, and soon maintained their power in
defiance of them. ..
Having thus secured peace by means of their arms, they proceeded, in
order that their race might not fail, to form connexions with the men of
the adjacent nations. If any male children were born, they put them to
death. The girls they bred up to the same mode of life with themselves,
not consigning them to idleness, or working in wool, but training them to
arms, the management of horses, and hunting; burning their right breasts
in infancy, that their use of the bow might not be obstructed by them; and
hence they were called Amazons. They had two queens, Marpesia and
Lampedo, who, dividing their forces into two bodies (after they were
grown famous for their power), conducted their wars, and defended their
borders separately and by turns. And that a reason for their success might
not be wanting, they spread a report that they were the daughters of Mars.
After subduing the greater part of Europe, they possessed themselves also
of some cities in Asia. Having then founded Ephesus and several other
towns there, they sent a detachment of their army home, laden with a vast
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quantity of spoil. (They fought Hercules, with the help of Scythians –
they lost.)” (351)

A descendant of Niul, Eibhear, whom we shall talk about
below, in his travels passed through the
“land of the Breast-seared, who are called Amazons”. (352)

Diodorus Siculus, writing in the 1st century BC described the
decline of the Amazons:
“Heracles, the son of Alcmenê and Zeus, was assigned by Eurystheus the
labour of securing the girdle of Hippolytê the Amazon. Consequently he
embarked on this campaign, and coming off victorious in a great battle he
not only cut to pieces the army of the Amazons but also, after taking
captive Hippolytê together with her girdle, completely crushed this
nation. Consequently the neighbouring barbarians, despising the
weakness of this people and remembering against them their past
injuries, waged continuous wars against the nation to such a degree that
they left in existence not even the name of the race of the Amazons. For
a few years after the campaign of Heracles against them, they say, during
the time of the Trojan War, Penthesileia, the queen of the surviving
Amazons, who was a daughter of Ares and had slain one of her kindred,
fled from her native land because of the sacrilege. And fighting as an ally
of the Trojans after the death of Hector she slew many of the Greeks, and
after gaining distinction in the struggle she ended her life heroically at
the hands of Achilles. Now they say that Penthesileia was the last of the
Amazons to win distinction for bravery and that for the future the race
diminished more and more and then lost all its strength; consequently in
later times, whenever any writers recount their prowess, men consider the
ancient stories about the Amazons to be fictitious tales. (353)

When did this happen? The Trojan War has been dated at
1194 to 1184 BC. (354)
A few of the Amazons, who had remained at home in their
own country, established a power that continued, to the time
of Alexander the Great. Their queen Minithya, or Thalestris,
after obtaining from Alexander the enjoyment of his
company for thirteen days, in order to have issue by him,
returned to her kingdom, and soon after died, together with
the whole name of the Amazons.
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Ancestors of Partholan
The descendants of Fathacht, (called Fachochta by Cooper)
son of Magog, migrated over time to the middle of Greece.
When Partholan was their ruler, they travelled through the
Torrian Sea to Sicily, then to Spain, then to Ireland.
We shall cover them further below, in chapter 6.
Niul and the Milesians
We have seen above how Niul was invited to Egypt to teach
the Egyptians. (355)
While he was there, he met and befriended Moses. Indeed,
Irish histories state Niul’s wife, Scota, was the Pharaoh’s
daughter who rescued Moses as he floated in the river as a
baby, according to Exodus 2:5. (356)
As a grown man, Moses led the Jewish people out of Egypt.
Niul helped Moses.
The assistance given by Niul to Moses was confirmed by
Rabbi Simon, who wrote two hundred years before the birth
of Christ, that Canaanites near the Red Sea helped the
Israelites
“and because these Canaan ships gave Israel of their provisions, God
would not destroy their ships, but with an east wind carried them down
the Red Sea”. (357)

Keating writes that Moses thanked Niul’s people by healing
Niul’s son from a snake bite, then protecting them in future
from venomous snakes:
“it was when he was sojourning at Capacyront beside the Red Sea, and
when Scota had given birth to Gaedheal, that the children of Israel
escaped from Pharaoh and marched to the shore of the Red Sea, and
made an encampment beside Capacyront where Niul dwelt. When Niul
heard of this, he went to meet them and discourse with them, and to find
out who they were. At the outposts of the host he met Aaron who told
him the story of the children of Israel and of Moses and the witnessbearing miracles that God has wrought against Pharaoh and his army,
because of the bondage of the children of Israel. Now Niul and Aaron
entered into an alliance and friendship with one another; and Niul
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inquired of Aaron whether they had food or provisions, and further
informed him that whatever corn and means he had would all be at their
service. For this Aaron was grateful to him. Then night came on; and
Aaron went to Moses and told him of the offers which Niul had made to
them; and Moses and Aaron were grateful to him accordingly.
Now Niul went to his own people after this, and told them that the
children of Israel were nigh unto them; and he told them all that had
befallen the children of Israel. And that same night a serpent came upon
Gaelheal as he was swimming, and wounded him so that he was at the
point of death; and others say that it was from the desert it came and
wounded him in bed. His people told Niul to take the lad to Moses; and
he took Gaelheal into the presence of Moses. Moses prayed to God, and
applied the rod he held in his hand to the wound, and thus healed it. And
Moses said that, in what place so ever the stock of that youth would
settle, there no serpent would ever have venom, and this is verified in
Crete, an island in Greece, in which some of his posterity are; it is
without serpents as Ireland is. And although there were serpents in
Ireland up to the coming of Patrick, I do not think they had venom; or I
imagine it is the demons that are called serpents in the life of Patrick.”
(358)

It is from Gaelheal, writes Keating, that all the Gaels are
named. And he quotes the following stanza to note this:
“The Feni are named from Feinius,
The meaning is not difficult;
The Gaels from comely Gaedheal Glas,
The Scots from Scota.” (359)

Keating writes that Niul confided in Moses that Pharaoh
Cincris (known by some as Meneptah, by others as Typhon)
would be angry with him for having welcomed Moses.
Moses then offered Niul and his people one of two options: a
part of the promised land the children of Israel were
travelling to, or freedom from the Egyptian fleet. Niul took
the latter, as Keating writes:
“’In that case,’ said Moses, ‘come along with us; and if we reach the land
which God has fore-appointed to us, thou shalt get a share of it; or, if
thou wilt, we will deliver the fleet of Pharaoh into thy hands, and do thou
go on sea in it so that thou mayest learn how we shall separate from
Pharaoh’. Niul followed this latter counsel. A thousand armed men were
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sent with him to the ships; and these were delivered over to him; and he
embarked in them, and beheld the events of the ensuing day, namely, the
opening of the sea before the children of Israel, and its dispersion after
them on Pharaoh and on his host, drowning them, as the poet says in this
stanza, which is taken from the poem beginning, ‘O thou who believest
not according to truth’:
“Sixty thousands of them on foot.
Fifty thousand on horseback,
A storm of the Red Sea of Romhar
Overwhelmed them all at once.” (360)

When did this encounter happen? The Bible and other
sources state that Moses led the Israelites over the Red Sea
anywhere from 1421 BC to 1313 BC. Park dates the exodus
from Egypt by Moses and the Israelites as 1446 BC. Others
provide a range of dates, from 1421 BC to 1313 BC. (361)
In recent years, some scholars have been reassessing the
chronology of this period. Velikovsky compared the interrelationships of Hebrew, Egyptian, Greek and other histories
and concluded that either Hebrew and Greek histories must
account for some 500 years of lost history, or the Egyptian
chronology must be updated and shortened. He states that a
false Egyptian chronology was
“invented by Egyptian patriots in order to show that the Greeks were in
comparison with the Egyptians mere children.” (362)

He explains that Egypt had no written history of its early
period and that history started being documented by
Herodotus in the mid fifth century BC and Manetho in the
third century BC. Their dating was accepted by Scaliger and
others in the medieval period and later.
He dates the exodus from Egypt later than other
commentators.
“It was agreed since the days of Josephus Flavius, the Jewish historian of
the days of Emperor Vespasian, that the exodus of the Israelites from
Egypt took place after the Second Intermediate period, during the
Egyptian New Kingdom, whether at its very beginning or several
generations later.” (363)
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He links the start of the New Kingdom at c. 1030 BC the
time of Saul’s defeat of the Amelekites, eliminating almost
500 years from the Egyptian chronology, and places a key
Egyptian ruler of the New Kingdom, Akhenaton, father of
Tutankhamun, at 840 BC instead of 1380 BC. (364)
What makes the interpretation of Velikovsky rather
interesting is that The Book of Invasions, written before 400
AD, states that Niul’s people lived along the Mediterranean
for 283 years after helping Moses until they settled in
Ireland. The settlement in Ireland was 504 BC. This places
their contact with Moses at 787 BC, very close to dates
suggested by Velikovsky. It should also be noted that The
Book of Invasions was copied by Keating in 1634 in Gaelic
for his History of Ireland. The original of the work has since
been lost. It is unlikely that Velikovsky knew of Keating’s
work. He did not reference it.
Two Mediterranean kingdoms that appear to have had links
with these Celtic peoples were the Mycenaean civilization of
Greece and the Minoan civilization of Crete. As we shall
show, the travels of Niul’s descendants took them through
both of these kingdoms. Both also had extensive links with
the Egyptian New Kingdom and, in particular, with rulers
Amenhotep III, Akhenaten and Tutankhamun, whom we
shall show below, trace their DNA to the same Celtic lines as
Niul’s descendants.
Links between these kingdoms can be seen in monuments.
For example, the Lion Gate of Mycenae resembles the lion
monuments of Tutankhamun’s reign, shown below. (365)
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Borovka has written of this style:
“the striking circumstance that the Scytho-Siberian animal style exhibits
an inexplicable but far-reaching affinity with the Minoan-Mycenaean.
Neerly all its motives recur in Minoan-Mycenaean art.” (366)

Cusack suggests that these Scythians came to be known as
Phoenicians around this time.
“It is not known at what time this ancient nation obtained the specific
appellation of Phoenician. The word is not found in Hebrew copies of the
Scriptures, but is used in the Maccabees, the original of which is in
Greek, and in the New Testament. According to Grecian historians, it
was derived from Phoenix, one of their kings, and brother of Cadmus, the
inventor of letters. It is remarkable that our annals mention a king named
Phenius, who devoted himself especially to the study of languages, and
composed an alphabet and the elements of grammar. Our historians
describe the wanderings of the Phoenicians, whom they still designate
Scythians, much as they are described by other writers.” (367)

After the death of the Pharaoh, Niul no longer feared for his
safety, so he stayed in the area. After his death, his wife and
son, Gaedheal, took possession of his lands. Gaedheal had a
son, named Easru, in Egypt. In time, Easru had a son, named
Sru. (368)
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It was during the reign of Sru that the people were expelled
from Egypt. The Pharaoh at this time was Intuir. He wanted
to expel the Scythians to prevent them from trying to assume
sovereignty over Egypt.
Sru and his successors then wandered through different lands
of the Mediterranean. Keating quotes The Book of Invasions
which states it was 283 years from the time of Moses in
Egypt to the arrival in Ireland.
The following chart shows their movement during these
years. (369)

First Sru led his people to Crete. They had four ships of
twenty-four wedded couples. While here he died and his son
Eibhear Scot became leader.
It is worth noting that the late Minoan civilization along with
the Mycenaean civilization had extensive links with Egypt.
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For example, Schliemann, who excavated the site in 1876
found:
“In the buildings and tombs of Mycenae cartouches of Amenhotep II,
Amenhotep III, and Queen Tiy, wife of Amenhotep III and mother of
Akhenaten were found, and in Akhenaton’s short-lived city Akhetaton,
deposits of typical Mycenaean pottery were unearthed.” (370)

There were also links with the art of the Scythians, the
Danube region and Etruria.
It may have been during their stay in Crete that the climatic
disruption described by Velikovsky occurred. He described
it as follows:
“a series of natural catastrophes, with frightening apparitions in the sky,
disturbances in the position and direction of the terrestrial axis, drastic
changes in climate, and subsequent mass movements of population”.
(371)

He dated these climatic events at 687 BC, and notes that it
was around this time that the Mycenaeans abandoned Greece
and the southern Aegean. Also the Minoan civilization of
Crete succumbed – to the ravages of nature.
When the people left Crete, some went to Gelulia, where
Carthage was afterwards built. Others went to Canaan, and
there built the city of Tyre. The leader of this group was the
Phoenician Hercules. That land, on the north-west of
Palestine, came to be known as Phoenicia. (372)
In time, Eibhear Scot left for Scythia. After they arrived
there, strife broke out for mastery of the country between
themselves and their kinsmen, the children of Neanul, son of
Feinius Farsaidh.
The people of Eibhear eventually lost and were driven from
Scythia.
They settled on an island in the Caspian Sea.
From there, they journeyed on and settled in Gothia.
Keating states they spent eight generations, or one hundred
and fifty years in Gothia.
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When Bratha was ruler, they left Gothia, travelling to Crete,
then Sicily, then Spain. When they arrived in Spain, they
routed the locals, who were descendants of Tubal, son of
Japheth.
Keating continues:
“The general chronicle of Spain, which was written by a French
gentleman called Lobhaois, as we read in Edward Grimston, page 3, says
that the first king who obtained sovereignty over all Spain was a person
called Brigus, who built many castles; and it is he who, in The Book of
Invasions, is called Breoghan, the grandfather of Milidh of Spain; and it
is from him the Brigantes are so called; and, according to the same
chronicle, it is from him that the country now called Castile was given
the name Brigia in olden times; and a castle was the emblem on his
shield, as is the case with the king of Spain now.” (373)

Spanish historians mention this settlement and claim the
Phoenicians as their principal colonizers. The Hispania
Illustrata, on which no less than sixty writers were engaged,
fixes the date of the colonization of Spain by the Phoenicians
at 764 BC. Cusack notes:
“De Bellegarde says: "The first of whom mention is made in history is
Hercules, the Phoenician, by some called Melchant." It is alleged that he
lived in the time of Moses, and that he retired into Spain when the
Israelites entered the land of promise. This will be consistent with old
accounts, if faith can be placed in the inscription of two columns, which
were found in the province of Tingitane, at the time of the historian
Procopius. A Portuguese historian, Emanuel de Faria y Sousa, mentions
the sailing of Gatelus from Egypt, with his whole family, and names his
two sons, Iberus and Himerus, the first of whom, he says, "some will
have to have sailed into Ireland, and given the name Hibernia to it."(374)

Rankin notes that “the luxurious contents of the burial at Vix
in the Cote d’Or proves the existence in the sixth century BC
of a flourishing community engaged in trade with the Greek
world, no doubt through Massalia. (375)
Breoghan had ten sons, including Bile. Bile had a son,
called Galamh, who is called Milidh of Spain. (376)
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Milidh decided to return to Scythia and, with a fleet of thirty
ships, proceeded there. After a period of peace, in which
Milidh gained great glory due to his successful wars, war
broke out between him and Reflor, the King of Scythia, over
control of Scythia. He left Scythia and journeyed again to
Egypt. According to the Chronicum Scotorum, he left with a
fleet consisted of 100 ships. (377) Contacting the Pharaoh
Nectonibus, he settled in land given to him.
While in Egypt, he participated in a war between Egypt and
Ethiopia. His success was so great that the Pharaoh gave
him his daughter Scota to wed. They had two children,
Eibhear Fionn and Aimhirgin. (Cusack named them Iberus
and Himerus; The Chronicum Scotorum uses Ebhir) While
in Egypt, he had twelve youth learn the principal crafts of
Egypt, directing each to become proficient in his own craft.
(378)
He then decided to leave Egypt for Ireland to fulfill a
prophecy given his ancestors that Ireland would be their
home. He left with sixty ships.
It seems that enroute, he stayed in Miletus. Cooper writes:
“the Milesians were newly arrived (via the Spanish peninsula) from the
city of Miletus, whose ruins still stand on the Turkish mainland, and
which was finally destroyed by the Persian army in the year 494 BC.
Given that the Irish records state ca 504 BC for the landing of the
Milesian colony in Ireland, this is a spontaneous and unexpected
chronological correlation that is close enough to give us serious pause for
thought. For there's many an Egyptologist who wishes that he could get
that close with Egyptian chronology!
The lives of the people of Miletus had been made precarious for decades
prior to the fall of their city due to the increasingly threatening ambitions
of the Persian army, and nothing would have been more natural than that
a colony of Milesians should decide to flee in search of a safe haven.
They would seek a land that was sufficiently far away to be safe, was
fertile, and which was well known to the Phoenician mariners of the
eastern Mediterranean, as was Ireland. And that the city of Miletus
should also be known to us as an Ionian outpost whose population
consisted of, amongst other races, Scythians and Phoenicians, tells us
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that we should take the claims of the early Irish chroniclers very
seriously indeed.
So it is clear that at the very least, the early Irish chroniclers were passing
on an account, albeit garbled in places, of authentic historical events and
personages, and of the equally historic descent of their own race from
Phoenician and Scythian stock.” (379)

Landing in Spain, Milidh helped countrymen defeat the
Goths and other new groups that had moved into Spain.
(380)
By then he had thirty-two sons, twenty-four from
concubines, and eight from his two wives. Two sons were
born here, Eremon and Erennan. (381)
They were quite familiar with Ireland before deciding to
head there. Trade had existed between the two countries
since the time of the Firbolg. Ioth, son of Breoghan and
uncle of Milidh was sent there. When he arrived, the people
he met there spoke to him in Scoitbhearla, that is Gaelic. He
spoke the same language. All agreed they were descendants
of Magog. Afraid that he would go back to Spain, then return
to conquer them, they killed him. The survivors returned to
Spain.
To avenge this deed, the sons of Milidh assembled thirty
ships, each with thirty warriors, and returned to Ireland and
conquered it. (382) The conquest is discussed further in
Chapter 6.
Phoenicians
According to O’Hart, the Phoenicians are descendants of
Feinius Farsaidh, son of Baoth, son of Magog. He writes:
“Phoeniusa Farsaidh, son of Baoth, son of Magog…was the inventor of
letters, after him his descendants were called Phoenicians. His name is
sometimes rendered ‘Feniusa Farsa’, and his descendants were called
Feine, and Phoene. The ancient Irish were also called Feine; a proof of
identity of origin between the Phoenicians and the ancient Irish.” (383)

The Four Masters write on the similarities in language:
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“The great affinity between the Phoenician and Irish language and dialect
and alphabet has been shown by various learned antiquaries – as
Vallancey, Sir Lawrence Parsons, Sir William Betham, Villaneuva and
others; and they have likewise pointed out a similarity between the Irish
language and that of the Carthaginians, who were a colony of the Tyrians
and Phoenicians.” (384)

Cusack writes about this Scythian noble who had settled at
Chiroth when commenting on the origins of the Phoenicians,
She states it was at the time Moses was in Egypt.
Herodotus confirmed that the Phoenicians anciently dwelt, as
they allege, on the borders of the Red Sea. (385)
O’Hart writes that the Phoenicians founded the cities of
Miletus and Mycale, in Macedonia, on the shore of the
Aegean Sea. Some settled in Getulia, or Lybia (the Gothia of
the Gaels), in the north of Africa, where Carthage was later
built. (386)
From Carthage they expanded, building some three hundred
cities on the coast of Africa, then, with Hanno, going beyond
the Pillars of Hercules, to establish colonies there. The
Phoenicians also settled in Spain in the early ages and gave it
the name of Spania. They founded the city of Cadiz (387)
Diodorus wrote that Osiris, son of Kronos, son of Helios, set
up Busiris in Phoenicia. He also notes that Zeus, another son
of Kronos, was Phoenician. He also founded Antaeus in
Ethiopia and cities in India and Phyrgia. (388)
Eusibius wrote that Abraham dwelt in Phoenicia for a while:
“By reason of God’s commands, this man came and dwelt in Phoenicia,
and pleased their king by teaching the Phoenicians the changes of the sun
and moon and all things of that kind. And afterward the Armenians
invaded the Phoenicians…Abraham came to the rescue.” (389)

Velikovsky writes that their lands were later part of
Lebanon. Byblos was their ancient capital. It is eighteen
miles north of Beirut. Sidon was another centre, as was
Tyre. This area was known as Punt in Egyptian histories.
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In the scriptures they were referred to as the men of Sidon
and Tyre or of Hiram. The word Phoenician started being
used with the Greek Homer.
It is believed, writes
Velikovsky,
“that the Greek explanation of the word ‘Phoenicians’ as ‘red men’ is but
a successful adjustment in the style of folketymoloy, although the travels
of the Phoenicians to the Western Hemisphere and their contacts with the
cultures of the Mayas and Incas were taken into consideration by many
scholars who studied pre-Columbian America.” (390)

Over the years they had friendly, then strained relations, with
the Jews. Eusibius notes that David sent an expedition
against Suron, king of Tyre and Phoenicia, and compelled
them to pay tribute to him. (391)
Yet they seem to have been good friends of King Solomon.
Their influence became strong in Judah and Israel, as well as
Egypt. Velikovsky writes:
“Solomon’s alliance with Hiram, the king of the Phoenicians, explains
the strong Phoenician influence in the life of the kingdom of Judah and
Israel. This influence is stressed in the Scriptures in the story of the
erection of the Temple, built with the help of Hiram, who provided
Solomon with building material and with the chief craftsman, a man of
Hebrew-Phoenician origin. (1Kings 7:13-14)
Also the common
expedition to Ophir and the peaceful transfer of territory from the domain
of one king to that of the other (1Kings 9:11) might have brought it about
that the whole of Palestine at that time was called Phoenicia.” (392)

Their value in stone work is assessed by Eusibius who
quotes Pythagorus who states Cadmus, the man who taught
the Greeks Phoenician script, also invented stone cutting.
(393)
He notes also that Queen Hatshepsut, after her visit to Punt
“built a ‘punt’ for the god Amon, this means a sacred place of worship.
By erecting a punt in Egypt, Queen Hatshepsut also introduced the
institution of the high priest, copying the service of the Temple in
Jerusalem, built on a Phoenician model.” (394)

The Phoenicians were great navigators.
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We know a fair amount about their exploits with King
Solomon in travelling the world around 900 BC.
Velikovsky talks of links between the Phoenicians and King
Solomon of Israel. He notes that Hiram, the Phoenician king
of Tyre, allied with Solomon. He continues:
“In disregard of their practice of allowing no one to know the secrets of
their voyages, the Phoenicians took the sailors of Solomon with them.”
(395)

The Bible references this alliance in 1Kings 10:22
“For the king had at sea a navy of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram.”

And 1 Kings 9:27
“And Hiram sent in the navy his servants, shipmen that had knowledge
of the sea, with the servants of Solomon.”

It was from Solomon’s port at Ezion-Geber that these fleets
embarked on three year journey to Ophir, a kingdom in what
is now Brazil.
The Bible notes some of the goods brought from Ophir in
1Kings 10:11-12
“And the navy also of Hiram, that brought gold from Ophir, brought in
from Ophir great plenty of almug trees, and precious stones…There came
no such almug trees, nor were seen unto this day.”

The Bible also notes the ships brought ivory, apes and
peacocks at 1Kings 10:22
When the Queen of Sheba, Queen Hatshepsut of Egypt and
Ethiopia, visited Solomon with her ships she returned to
Egypt with many fine goods. (396)
The description of her journey and of the goods received can
be found recorded on the walls of a magnificent temple
called The Most Splendid of Splendors at Deir el Bahari near
Thebes in Egypt. One series of recordings, the Punt reliefs,
tell of her voyage to Punt or The Holy Land. Brested writes
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“These are undoubtedly the most interesting series of reliefs in
Egypt…They are as beautiful in execution as they are important in
content”

Above one mural is the description:
“The loading of the cargo boats with great quantities of marvels of the
land of Punt, with all the good woods of the Divine Land, heaps of gum
and anti, and trees of green anti, with ebony, with pure ivory, with green
gold of the land of Amu, with cinnamon wood, Khesit wood, with
balsam, resin, antimony, with cynocephali, monkeys, greyhounds, with
skins of panthers of the south, with inhabitants of the (south) country and
their children.
Never were brought such things to any king since the world was.” (397)

Jewish exploration with the Phoenicians continued until the
reign of Thutmose III, who conquered Judah, defeated
Rehoboam, son of Solomon, plundered the Temple at
Jerusalem and made Judah subject to him. Thutmose III
identified the massive tribute in minerals, foods, zoological
and botanical collections in a temple he built at Karnak.
(398)
The ships used by the Phoenicians were varied and
impressive.
In the cuneiform tablets found at Ras Shamra is a catalogue
of ships.
“It is an enumeration, for lexicographic purposes, of the various forms
and uses of military and commercial vehicles. Cargo ships, passenger
ships, racing boats, fishing smacks, ferries, war vessels, and troop
transports are listed. In the second book of the Iliad there is a similar,
famous catalogue of ships. (399)

This gives some idea of the skills in ship construction known
at the time.
Cusack discusses the information Herodotus provided on
their circumnavigation of Africa seven centuries before the
Christian era.
“Herodotus gives an account of the circumnavigation of Africa by the
Phoenicians, which may have some coincidence with this narrative. His
only reason for rejecting the tradition, which he relates at length, is that
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he could not conceive how these navigators could have seen the sun in a
position contrary to that in which it is seen in Europe. The expression of
his doubt is a strong confirmation of the truth of his narrative, which,
however, is generally believed by modern writers.
This navigation was performed about seven centuries before the Christian
era, and is, at least, a proof that the maritime power of the Phoenicians
was established at an early period, and that it was not impossible for
them to have extended their enterprises to Ireland. The traditions of our
people may also be confirmed from other sources. Solinus writes thus:
"In the gulf of Boatica there is an island, distant some hundred paces
from the mainland, which the Tyrians, who came from the Red Sea,
called Erythroea, and the Carthaginians, in their language, denominate
Gadir, i.e., the enclosure."(400)

Gray mentions how King Solomon (970-931 BC) and his
neighbours, the Phoenicians, had an alliance and that
Phoenician ships, in Solomon’s time were visiting South
America. He quotes a chronicle of the Ugha Mongulala of
northwest Brazil and compares it to Israeli and other research
that notes their centre as the ancient city of Ophir with which
the Phoenicians traded gold and silver. (401)
Gray writes that the ships built for ocean travel were known
as the “ships of Tarshish”. These looked like (402):
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With these, they roamed much of the world. Gray writes that
they visited Australia:
“About 3000 years ago, the Phoenicians were mining in central Australia,
accessing via two entrances: one near Broome and the other in the Gulf
of Carpentaria…
Also there are many Phoenician petroglyphs in central Australia which
are high above the land line now. They trace back to the inland sea
levels when they were much higher” (403)

Beyond Australia, they left a trail across the Pacific. Samoa,
Java and Sumatra were visited. The principal island of
Samoa is named Upola, equivalent of the Scythian deity
Apollo. The main town of Samoa is Apia, after the Scythian
deity, the Earth. Tahitit, identical to Tabiti, is the name of
the Scythian Vista. Tahiti’s main settlement Papeete, is a
modified form of the Scythian Jupiter. Morea, an island near
Papeete, is the same as Morea, a district in the Hellenic
peninsula colonized by Scythians, before Solomon’s
journeys. Enormous stone remains are found in the Pacific
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islands. Early European missionaries to these islands found
evidence of numeric skill, astronomy, cosmology and
religion which was Phoenician. The Phoenician alphabet of
16 letters was the same as the Samoan. Their worship of the
skulls of ancestors and the use of the bow and arrow were
peculiarly Scythian. Tattooing, spear and javelin throwing
were Thracian.
He also notes that here is evidence the Phoenicians visited
Bristol, Rhode Island. They travelled from Nicaragua to
Mexico. Inscriptions found in Brazil indicate they were
there during the reign of Hiram III (553-533 BC)
Among the crew members on these journeys were Scythians,
Thracians and Jews. Strabo noted they established some 300
colonies along the Atlantic coast of Africa.
The following map, noted by Hecataeus (550 BC – 490 BC),
gives an understanding of how the Phoenicians saw the
world in which they roamed.

A map by Hecataeus, who wrote travels around the world. (404)

Cahill writes,
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“traces of the buildings of these Iberian Celts may have been found as far
afield as New Hampshire – which would make the Celts the first
Europeans to reach the New World”. (405)

Many centuries later, Rufus Festus Avienus, proconsul of
Africa in 366 AD, wrote Ora Maritima, which described the
shores of the known world and which noted the Phoenicians,
whom he called Celts. By this time however, the boats these
groups built were of hide, not the dramatic wood ships of
earlier centuries.
“A vigorous tribe lives here, proud-spirited, energetic, and skillful
On all the ridges trade is carried on:
The sea froths far and wide with their famous ships, and they cut through
the swell of the beast-haunted ocean.
These people do not build their boats with pine wood
(they make their ships out of skins joined together)
They run the vast salt sea on leather hide…
If anybody has the courage to urge his boat
Into the waves away from the Oestrymnides
Under the pole of Lycaon (in the Northern sky)
Where the air is freezing, he comes to the Ligurian land, deserted
By its people: for it has been emptied by the power of the Celts
A long time since in many battles.” (406)
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The boats mentioned by Rufus Festus Avienus were
curraghs, boats still used in this century by the people of the
Aran Islands. They were not the majestic boats of centuries
earlier, but became quite widely used. He notes that Pliny
mentioned the British used them, and Strabo said the
Lusitani of Spain had them. The place mentioned by
Avenieus may have been the Bay of Biscay. The picture
above shows a reconstruction of one used by St Brendan.
(407)
Parthians
We noted earlier that among the descendants of Iobath, son
of Magog, were the people who became known as the
Parthians. Justinus writes that they were originally exiles
from Scythia, which was apparent from their very name, for
exiles in the Scythian language were called Parthi. He goes
on to write of their wars, their methods of fighting and their
culture.
“The Parthians, in whose hands the empire of the east now is, having
divided the world, as it were, with the Romans, were originally exiles
from Scythia. This is apparent from their very name; for in the Scythian
language exiles are called Parthi. During the time of the Assyrians and
Medes, they were the most obscure of all the people of the east.
Subsequently, too, when the empire of the east was transferred from the
Medes to the Persians, they were but as a herd without a name, and fell
under the power of the stronger. At last they became subject to the
Macedonians, when they conquered the east; so that it must seem
wonderful to everyone, that they should have reached such a height of
good fortune as to rule over those nations under whose sway they had
been merely slaves. Being assailed by the Romans, also, in three wars,
under the conduct of the greatest generals, and at the most flourishing
period of the republic, they alone, of all nations, were not only a match
for them, but came off victorious; though it may have been a greater
glory to them, indeed, to have been able to rise amidst the Assyrian,
Median, and Persian empires, so celebrated of old, and the most powerful
dominion of Bactria, peopled with a thousand cities, than to have been
victorious in war against a people that came from a distance; especially
when they were continually harassed by severe wars with the Scythians
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and other neighbouring nations, and pressed with various other
formidable contests.
The Parthians, being forced to quit Scythia by discord at home, gradually
settled in the deserts betwixt Hyrcania, the Dahae, the Arei, the Sparni
and Margiani.
They then advanced their borders, though their
neighbours, who at first made no opposition, at length endeavoured to
prevent them, to such an extent, that they not only got possession of the
vast level plains, but also of steep hills, and heights of the mountains;
and hence it is that an excess of heat or cold prevails in most parts of the
Parthian territories; since the snow is troublesome on the higher grounds,
and the heat in the plains.
The government of the nation, after their revolt from the Macedonian
power, was in the hands of kings. Next to the royal authority is the order
of the people, from which they take generals in war and magistrates in
peace. Their language is something between those of the Scythians and
Medes, being a compound of both. Their dress was formerly of a fashion
peculiar to themselves; afterwards, when their power had increased, it
was like that of the Medes, light and full flowing. The fashion of their
arms is that of their own country and of Scythia. They have an army, not
like other nations, of free men, but chiefly consisting of slaves, the
numbers of whom daily increase, the power of manumission being
allowed to none, and all their offspring, in consequence, being born
slaves. These bondmen they bring up as carefully as their own children,
and teach them, with great pains, the arts of riding and shooting with the
bow. As any one is eminent in wealth, so he furnishes the king with a
proportionate number of horsemen for war. Indeed when fifty thousand
cavalry encountered Antonius, as he was making war upon Parthia, only
four hundred of them were free men.
Of engaging with the enemy in close fight, and of taking cities by siege,
they know nothing. They fight on horseback, either galloping forward or
turning their backs. Often, too, they counterfeit flight, that they may
throw their pursuers off their guard against being wounded by their
arrows. The signal for battle among them is given, not by trumpet, but
by drum. Nor are they able to fight long: but they would be irresistible, if
their vigour and perseverance were equal to the fury of their onset. In
general they retire before the enemy in the very heat of the engagement,
and, soon after their retreat, return to the battle afresh; so that, when you
feel most certain that you have conquered them, you have still to meet
the greatest danger from them. Their armour, and that of their horses, is
formed of plates, lapping over one another like the feathers of a bird, and
covers both man and horse entirely. Of gold and silver, except for
adorning their arms, they make no use.
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Each man has several wives, for the sake of gratifying desire with
different objects. They punish no crime more severely than adultery, and
accordingly they not only exclude their women from entertainments, but
forbid them the very sight of men. They eat no flesh but that which they
take in hunting. They ride on horseback on all occasions; on horses they
go to war, and to feasts; on horses they discharge public and private
duties; on horses they go abroad, meet together, traffic, and converse.
Indeed the difference between slaves and freemen is that slaves go on
foot, but freemen only on horseback. They dispose of bodies by leaving
them to be torn apart by birds or dogs; the bare bones they at last bury in
the ground. (408)

M9 and the Great Move East of Major Segments
With the emergence of marker M9 in our haplogroup’s
DNA, major dispersions of people started taking place.
Indeed, the descendants of the man with this marker, in
which our ancestors are included, populated much of the
planet.
The National Geographic, in their analysis, calls this large
clan the Eurasian Clan.
Many were seasoned hunters who followed the herds along
the great steepes of Asia.
When they came to the massive mountain ranges of southcentral Asia – the Hindu Kush, the Tian Shan and the
Himalayas, new splits occurred.
Some, including our ancestors, moved north into Central
Asia.
Movement into the Indian Subcontinent
Others moved south into what are now Pakistan and the
Indian subcontinent.
These may have been part of the group that set up the Indus
Valley civilization. This civilization stretched a thousand
miles in length and exceeded ancient Egypt and Sumer. The
most famous of its cities was Mohenjo-Daro. Gray, quoting
Marcel Brion, describes this civilization, stating that some if
its houses were so well made they could be occupied today.
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Houses had bathrooms as well as drainage and irrigation
systems. People fashioned elaborate jewellery, augur drills,
household utensils, toilet outfits, coins, dice and chessmen.
Lipstick, flasks of perfume, hairpins and bronze razors have
been dug up.(409)
Artifacts found here are similar to those of Sumerian cities.
For example, engraved seals of Indus Valley manufacture
have been found in Sumerian cities dating from the time of
Sargon, just before 2000 BC. One seal shows a lion-slayer,
perhaps Nimrod, keeping two lions or tigers at bay. This
same theme was seen in pre-dynastic Egyptian drawings.
(410)
Settlement in the Americas
Others moved into the Northern Hemisphere and eventually
into North and South America. According to the DNA
analysis, most people native to the Northern Hemisphere
trace their roots to the Eurasian Clan. Nearly all North
Americans and East Asians are descended from the man who
started marker M9, as are most Europeans and many Indians.
One of the interesting groups who appear to have left around
this time was the one that settled Mexico. According to
Gray:
“The native Mexican chronicler, Ixtilxochitl, in his Relaciones, records
an ancient Toltec tradition that the descendants of the Flood survivors
built a ‘zacuali’ (tower) of great height. After this, their tongues became
confused and, not understanding one another, they went to different parts
of the world. The 7 families who spoke the Toltec language set out for
the New World. They wandered 104 years over large extents of land and
water. Finally they arrived at Huehue Tiapallan in the year One Flint,
520 years after the Flood.” (411)

Another group moved from Manchuria to Canada.
Macgowan estimates that these migrants might have covered
the 4000 miles from Harbin, Manchuria, to Vancouver
Island, Canada, in as little as 20 years. (412)
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Marker 45
After a time, an ancestor gave rise to another genetic marker,
M45.
We were still living in Central Asia at this time. Many had
moved north of the mountainous Hindu Kush and onto the
game-rich steepes of present day Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan
and southern Siberia.
During this period the climate was changing and desert-like
conditions were appearing on the southern steepes.
A creationwiki article on China notes:
“Today, China, although inhabited in the main by descendants of Magog,
also includes some descendants of Gomer, Javan, and Esau.” (413)

Marker M207
In time, another ancestor’s marker changed and M207
started. The descendants of his man split into two groups.
One moved towards India.
The other, our ancestors, continued towards Europe.
Let us look briefly at groups that moved east.
Scythian Similarities with Indian Migrants
Rankin offers some interesting comparisons between the
groups that went to India and those that later moved into
Europe. (414)
“Most had a royal or aristocratic social structure, and were divided into
distinct, but not always rigid classes. Aggressive leadership in war
probably evolved from the need for firm guidance of communities on the
move, either seasonally, or in more distant migrations. The possession of
wheeled transport and a relatively developed metal technology enhanced
their social organization and enabled these restless and adaptable tribes to
become dominant in most of the places where they settled.”

Not only general vocabulary and certain morphological
features are involved, but more specialized lexical items
concerning personal qualities and relationships, functions
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within the respective societies, names of commonly used
tools and instruments.
There are many similarities between Italic and Celtic and
Indo-Iranic languages.
The words for person with magical power, freeman and
many others are similar.
There were parallels in custom.
“Ancient Celts and Indians both seem to have attributed to kings a truth
peculiar to their sacral and kingly function and continuous with the truth
that supports the whole cosmos…There are also evidences of truthordeals and ceremonies concerning oaths in both societies…both
societies had several grades of marriage.”

Family structure embraced three past and three forward
generations. Ritual obligations went back to the great
grandfather and forward to the great grandchildren.
Scythians Move into Kazakhstan, Mongolia and Siberia
Some of the moves to the east, such as that of the Kurgan
people, appear to have taken place around 1000 BC. (415)
Genetic research on fossils found at sites in the Altai
Republic, Kazakhstan, Mongolia and Siberia has identified
individuals as being Scythians.
Keyser and others have worked on the mtDNA of skeletons
from the Siberian Kurgan people (416) and write:
“To help unravel some of the early Eurasian steppe migration
movements, we determined the Y-chromosomal and mitochondrial
haplotypes and haplogroups of 26 ancient human specimens from the
Krasnoyarsk area dated from between the middle of the second
millennium BC. to the fourth century AD. In order to go further in the
search of the geographic origin and physical traits of these south Siberian
specimens, we also typed phenotype-informative single nucleotide
polymorphisms. Our autosomal, Y-chromosomal and mitochondrial
DNA analyses reveal that whereas few specimens seem to be related
matrilineally or patrilineally, nearly all subjects belong to haplogroup
R1a1-M17 which is thought to mark the eastward migration of the early
Indo-Europeans. Our results also confirm that at the Bronze and Iron
Ages, south Siberia was a region of overwhelmingly predominant
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European settlement, suggesting an eastward migration of Kurgan people
across the Russo-Kazakh steppe. Finally, our data indicate that at the
Bronze and Iron Age timeframe, south Siberians were blue (or green)eyed, fair-skinned and light-haired people and that they might have
played a role in the early development of the Tarim Basin civilization.”

A further quote from the same source notes:
“Y-Chromosome DNA testing performed on ancient Scythian skeletons
dating to the Bronze and Iron Ages in the Krasnoyarsk region found that
all but one of 11 subjects carried Y-DNA R1a1, with blue or green eye
color and light hair common, suggesting mostly European origin of that
particular population. Additional testing on the Xiongnu specimens
revealed that the Scytho-Siberian skeleton (dated to the 5th century BCE)
from the Sebÿstei site also exhibited R1a1 haplogroup. A search in the
YHRD database as well as the authors' own database revealed no perfect
haplotype matches for the Southern Siberian skeletons tested. However
close matches were found for all but two. A haplotype found in samples
10 and 16 closely matched a haplotype found at high frequency in
Altaians and considered a founder haplotype among them, as well as
appearing among eastern Europeans and Central Anatolia. The haplotype
of samples 24 and 34 closely matched types in Poland, Germany,
Anatolia, Armenia, Nepal and India. The haplotype of specimen 26 has
close matches in Western, Central, and Southern Asia as well as Europe
and Siberia. It is the most frequent type in Ukraine. Haplotype S28 finds
the most frequent matches in modern populations, being carried by
northern and eastern Europeans and Southern Siberians.” (417)

This chart shows the current distribution pattern of the
mtDNA haplotypes found in the ancient Siberians studied by
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Keyser. The squares show present day individuals having
the same haplotype. (418) As can be seen, the haplotype is
concentrated in Europe.
Maternal genetic analysis of Saka period male and female
skeletal remains from a double inhumation kurgan located at
the Beral site in Kazakhstan determined that the two were
most likely not closely related and were possibly husband
and wife. The HV1 mitochondrial sequence of the male was
similar to the Anderson sequence which is most frequent in
European populations. Contrary, the HV1 sequence of the
female suggested a greater likelihood of Asian origins. The
study's findings were in line with the hypothesis that mixings
between Scythians and other populations occurred. This was
buttressed by the discovery of several objects with a Chinese
inspiration in the grave. No conclusive associations with
haplogroups were made though it was suggested that the
female may have derived from either mtDNA X or D. (419)
DNA research has been done on the content of the mounds in
the Altai Republic. Mitochondrial DNA extracted from
skeletal remains obtained from excavated Scythian kurgans
has produced a myriad of results and conclusions. Analysis
of the HV1 sequence obtained from a male Scytho-Siberian's
remains at the Kizil site in the Altai Republic revealed the
individual possessed the N1a maternal lineage. The study
also noted that haplogroup mtDNA N1a was found at a
relatively high frequency in the southern fringes of the
Eurasian steppe in Iran (8.3%). From this, a possible link to
ancient populations presumed to have come from Europe
that lived in the neighboring northwestern parts of the
Subcontinent and Iran was suggested.
Additionally, mitochondrial DNA has been extracted from
two Scytho-Siberian skeletons found in the Altai Republic
(Russia) dating back 2,500 years. Both remains were
determined to be of males from a population who had
characteristics "of mixed Euro-Mongoloid origin".
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("European" in this context means Western Eurasian).One of
the individuals was found to carry the F2a maternal lineage,
and the other the D lineage, both of which are characteristic
of East Eurasian populations. Also found in the Altai
Republic was the mummy of a Scythian warrior, which is
believed to be about 2,500 years old, was a 30 to 40 year old
man with blond hair and was found in the Altai,
Mongolia.(420)
Scythian Similarities with Celts
The Scythians developed distinct cultural and religious
habits during these years of migration, then settlement.
Rankin notes how the early Irish repeatedly connected their
ancestry with the Scythians, and quotes Wagner who
described the most notable cultural resemblances between
western insular Celts and Thracians, Phrygian, and Scythic
tribes as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rider-god: Eochaidh (Dagde), Rhesus, and the Thracian Rider-god.
Hermes the oath-god of the Thracians and Scythians; Lugh in the Irish
tradition.
Ceremonial use of drink in religious and quasi-religious group bonding.
Raiding habits: Homeric boelasiai, Tain Bo Cualgne.
Wakes, funeral games: rejoicing at death as the inception of a better
afterlife.
River and well worship amongst Thracians, Irish, and Brythonic Celts.
The three-headed rider-god (specimen found at Philip-popolis); Celtic
tricephalic statues.
Pastoral emphasis: small respect for agriculture. (421)
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Tricephalic Head with three faces, found at Corleck, Co. Cavan, Ireland,
Stone Sculpture, Iron Age 1st Century BC. (422)

He adds that the
“balance of likely arguments from language and other evidence would
suggest that IE (Indo-European) peoples originated in the Caucasian
region”.

And further:
“Speakers of IE dialects seem to have formed a dominating and culturally
defined group everywhere they went from India to Western Europe.
Most groups had a royal or aristocratic social structure, and were divided
into distinct, but not always rigid classes. Aggressive leadership in war
probably evolved from the need for firm guidance of communities on the
move, either seasonally, or in more distant migrations. The possession of
wheeled transport and a relatively developed metal technology enhanced
their social organization and enabled these restless and adaptable tribes to
become dominant in most of the places where they settled. Perhaps the
latest phase of this IE restlessness is to be seen in the expansion of the
American frontier in the nineteenth century AD.”(423)

Marker 173 and the New Kingdom in Egypt
The last of the groups to split from the Scythians that we
shall describe is one which occurred after the individual with
marker M173 started a new line of descendants.
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Our ancestors continued towards Europe, while another
group moved south-east and became the rulers of the New
Kingdom in Egypt.
DNA analysis has been done on a key Pharaoh in this
kingdom, Tutankhamun.
Tutankhamun’s tomb, in the
Valley of the Kings, was considered the most important
archaeological find of the 20th century. Unlike virtually all
other Egyptian tombs, his had remained untouched and
yielded a vast store of valuable artifacts when opened in
1922 by a team led by Howard Carter. It was the most
complete ancient Egyptian royal tomb ever found. (424)
A research team recently analyzed the mummy of
Tutankhamun. The team consisted of: Egyptian scientists
Yehia Gad and Somaia Ismail from the National Research
Center in Cairo. The CT scans were conducted under the
direction of Ashraf Selim and Sahar Saleem of the Faculty of
Medicine at Cairo University. Three international experts
served as consultants: Carsten Pusch of the Eberhard Karls
University of Tübingen, Germany; Albert Zink of the
EURAC-Institute for Mummies and the Iceman in Bolzano,
Italy; and Paul Gostner of the Central Hospital Bolzano. Zahi
Hawass, archeologist and head of Egyptian Supreme Council
of Antiquity was also involved in the research. (425)
The team discovered DNA from several strains of a parasite
proving he was infected with the most severe strain of
malaria several times in his short life. The EU Times noted
that Zahi Hawass was initially reluctant to reveal the results
of the tests.(426) However, The results were revealed in a
television special called “King Tut Unwrapped”, filmed and
broadcast by the Discovery Channel on February 17, 2010.
In that broadcast, the camera panned over a printout of the
DNA test results of Tutankhamun. (427) These results
showed STR (Short Tandem Repeats) values for 17 markers.
Whit Atley, a doctor of physics and biochemistry and a
specialist in genetic genealogy, who runs a valuable website
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called the Haplogroup Predictor, inputted the STR data and
generated the haplogroup which marked those STR data.
(428)
The data showed that Tutankhamun had a 99.6% fit with the
R1b haplogroup. The R1b haplogroup, as we noted above, is
found in 89% of the Welsh, 88% of the Basque, 70% of the
Dutch, 82% of the Irish and 77% of the Scotch. (429)
Tutankhamun’s paternity was confirmed through further
DNA testing linking him to his father Akhenaten and
grandfather Amenhotep III. (430) His mother was Nefertiti.
(431) Indications were that this group originated in the
Black Sea area of Anatolia or the Caucasus Mountains. (432)

This is the mask of Tutankhamun’s mummy in the Egyptian museum.
(433)
Below is the mummified head that was analyzed. (434)
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The EU Times, which released information on the announcement,
provided the following map which showed where most of
Tutankhamun’s haplotype group eventually settled.

Commemoration of the victories of this group as they moved
into Egypt is found in objects buried with him. For example
the following cartouches of his birth and throne names are
displayed between rampant Sekhmet lioness warrior images
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(perhaps with his head) crushing enemies of several
ethnicities, while Nekhbet flies protectively above. (435)

The New Kingdom of Egypt, also referred to as the Egyptian
Empire is the period in ancient Egyptian history between the
16th century BC and the 11th century BC, covering the
Eighteenth, Nineteenth, and Twentieth Dynasties of Egypt.
The New Kingdom followed the Second Intermediate Period
and was succeeded by the Third Intermediate Period. It was
Egypt’s most prosperous time and marked the peak of its
power. Radiocarbon dating suggests that the New Kingdom
range for its beginning is 1570-1544 BC. The later part of
this period, under the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties
(1292-1069 BC) is also known as the Ramesside period,
after the eleven pharaohs that took the name of Ramesses.
(436)
Tutankhamun ruled from c.1333 BC to 1323 BC in
commonly accepted Egyptian chronology.
This dating may be subject to revision, as we noted above.
In a series of studies, Immanuel Velikovsky showed how
Egyptian chronology is dated some 500 years older than it
should be. This was discussed above. He gives 870 BC 840BC as the period of rule of Akhenaton, father of
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Tutankhamun. He states that King Jehoshaphat was ruler in
Jerusalem at that time. This would place Tutankhamun at
840 BC – 830 BC. (437)
Tutankhamun’s original name, Tutankhaten, means "Living
Image of Aten", while Tutankhamun means "Living Image
of Amun". In hieroglyphs, the name Tutankhamun was
typically written Amen-tut-ankh, because of a scribal custom
that placed a divine name at the beginning of a phrase to
show appropriate reverence. (438)
He was a great builder. He initiated building projects, in
particular at Thebes and Karnak, where he dedicated a
temple to Amun. Many monuments were erected, and an
inscription on his tomb door declares the king had "spent his
life in fashioning the images of the gods". He restored
traditional festivals, including those related to the Apis Bull,
Horemakhet, and Opet. His restoration stela says:
“The temples of the gods and goddesses ... were in ruins. Their shrines
were deserted and overgrown. Their sanctuaries were as non-existent and
their courts were used as roads ... the gods turned their backs upon this
land ... If anyone made a prayer to a god for advice he would never
respond.”

Tutankhamun was one of the few kings worshiped as a god
and honored with a cult-like following in his death. A stela
discovered at Karnak and dedicated to Amun-Re and
Tutankhamun indicates that the king could be appealed to in
his deified state for forgiveness and to free the petitioner
from an ailment caused by wrongdoing. Temples of his cult
were built as far away as in Kawa and Faras in Nubia.
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Chapter 5
Expansion throughout Europe
Marker 173 and the Move into Europe
Descendants of the man with marker 173 who moved into
Europe became the “first modern humans to move into
Europe and eventually colonize the continent”, according to
the information provided in my DNA analysis. (439)
O’Hart writes of the move into Europe:
“The Celts were the first inhabitants of Europe after the Deluge. They
inhabited those parts on the borders of Europe and Asia, about the
Euxine Sea, and thence spread over Western Europe and the countries
afterwards called Germany, Gaul, Italy, Spain, Britain and Ireland. The
western part of the European continent, comprising parts of Gaul,
Germany, Spain and Italy was, by ancient geographers, denominated
Celtic, or the ‘land of the Celts’.” (440)

We have shown the expansion into Europe via the
Mediterranean. Now let us look at the expansion via the
land route from Asia.
The DNA analysis I received further states that the move
into Europe is marked by the emergence of the Aurignacian
culture. Perhaps, in a general sense this was so. However,
historical and archaeological evidence specifically link our
ancestors to the Urnfield and Halstatt cultures. So let us now
look at these cultures.
Urnfield and Halstatt Cultures in Austria 1300-800 BC
The Urnfield culture was a Bronze Age culture that lasted
from the thirteenth to the eight centuries BC. Rankin writes
that the members of this culture were speakers of a kind of
Celtic. Some call it proto-Celtic. He notes that there are
many place names of almost certain Celtic derivation in
these areas of habitation. (441)
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Rankin notes that one of the early centres of this culture was
Noreia in Austria. The geographer Hecataeus refers to
Nyrax, a Celtic city. (442)
This culture became pre-eminent in Central Europe. It was
characterized by a dramatic increase in population in the
region, probably due to innovations in technology and
agricultural practices. (443)
This culture led on to the Halstatt culture, a bronze and iron
culture, which dominated from the eight century BC
onwards. It derived its name from the rich grave finds at
Halstatt, Austria. Rankin writes of this:
“Settlement along the Danube is marked by the “remains of destroyed
Halstatt sites. Fortified townships (oopida) along the south bank of the
Danube have distinctly Celtic names in antiquity: Vindobona,
Carnuntum, Brigetio and Arrabona are clear examples. These oppida
may be taken to be a line of defense against northern tribes here and
elsewhere in Europe where they occur.” (444)

The Halstatt culture was succeeded by the La Tene culture,
which developed out of it under the impetus of
Mediterranean influence from Greek and later Etruscan
societies. This culture flourished during the late Iron Age,
from 450 BC to the Roman conquests in the 1st century BC.
(445)
During this period cultures emerged that later became states
in Eastern Europe. (446)
In what is now Czechoslovakia, are traces of LaTene culture,
which Rankin notes as likely Celtic. He notes many
characteristics of this culture, which were Celtic.
“In the offida of Slovakia, the craft of the smith was well developed, and
this might suggest that it was closely connected with the needs of a
warrior class of the kind we find evidenced in Celtic societies elsewhere.
Torques are found imprinted on Celtic coinage: there are coins imitating
those of Philip II which may have been the currency of the Boii.
Distinctly Celtic motives, such as the boar, appear on coinage of the
second century BC. Names, Celtic beyond reasonable doubt, occur on
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coins of this region – for example the names of leaders such as Nonnos
and Biatec constitute the earliest written inscriptions of the area.”

A similar culture was defining itself in what is now Hungary.
Celts seem first to have appeared in Hungary in the La Tene
period. They probably arrived in Pannonia about the same
time as their kinsmen invaded Italy in the first decade of the
fourth century BC.
“We know that in the eastern part of Hungary there were speakers of an
Iranic dialect who were of Cimmerian decent and had become
assimilated to the Scythians who had defeated them and settled in their
territory. These were the Sigynnae. (Herodotus 5.9) Their name may
have the meaning ‘merchant’ in an IE dialect spoken in Pannonia before
the arrival of the Celts. “

The land that is now Poland also developed Celtic cultures.
“The region which in modern times became Poland also was touched by
Celtic migration. These Celts came from Bohemia (which bears the
name of the Bopii) through the Ktodzko valley and impinged upon an
already established Lusatian/Hallstatt culture. They seem to have come
as a full community, with farmers and craftsmen as well as warriors.”

Rankin quotes Herodotus, in his second book, where he
compares the Nile with the Danube which
“rises among the Celts and the city of Pyrene and flows through Europe,
splitting it in the middle. The Celts, he says live outside the pillars of
Heracles, and have common boundaries with the Cynesioi who live to the
west of all the other inhabitants of Europe.”

Analyzing this quote Rankin says Herodotus knew the Celts
lived in Spain and Central Europe. (447)
Rankin notes that
“it is reasonable to accept that in the fourth and third centuries BC the
Celtic peoples dominated northern and central Europe from the Black
Sea to Spain. This is the message of the Greek and Roman authors, who,
together with the archaeologists of the present time, are convincing on
this point.” (448).

Thus, we see that by 500 BC, Celtic influence was very
strong throughout Europe.
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Nolan gives a good idea of this in his discussion of the move
of his branch of the Celtic family into France:
“The Belgae made their way into Gaul, which consists in the modern
world of Britain, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Monaco, the
Netherlands; Iberia (Spain and Portugal). Historians describe these
Britannic Celts, Érainn, spreading their La Tène culture in the British
Isles before moving into Ireland circa 500 B. C. E. Trinity College
geneticists from Dublin, Ireland estimate the migration may have
occurred much earlier 4,000-1,000 B. C. E. claiming that the Celtic
people of Ireland and Scotland have a commonality with the people of
Portugal and Spain. This 2004 Trinity College genetic study revealed
kinships between the Celts of Ireland and Scotland, the people of Galicia,
an ancient association of Celtic tribes residing above the banks of the
Douro River in the Iberian Peninsula, and the non-Celtic Basque region.
The Gaul’s conquered parts of Asia Minor and the term Gaul refers to an
ancient name given the territory south and west of the Rhine, west of the
Alps, and north of the Pyrenees. These ancient Celtic associations,
though, could be representative of Ken Nordtvedt's calculation of a time
to most recent common ancestor for U152 (R1b1b2a2g) (R1b1b2h*)
(R1b1c10) that falls within the range for the volcanic destruction of the
city and territory of Nola in ancient Italy circa 1800 and 1750 B. C. with
a 3,780 year most recent common ancestor estimate for R-U152 and RU106 stating that the MRCA for R-U152 is within range of that estimate
and the MRCA for R-U106 occurs at the 3,270 year marker making the
MRCA for it 500 years younger than R-U152.” (449)

Celtic Extent in Europe 500 BC

(450)
A comprehensive list of the Celtic tribes or groups throughout
Europe is provided in
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Celtic_tribes
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Celtic Trade in Europe
The Celts had developed a large trading network in Europe
by 500 BC. One description of it notes:
“An Iron Age culture spanning from 450 BC to the fall of Gaul in 51 BC.
Trade now included wines, fine Etruscan pottery, bronze and iron goods,
iron weapons, jewellery and even some gold: Chieftains were even
buried with their war chariots. At their greatest extent, around 200 BC,
the culture of the Iron Age people formerly known as 'Celts' lay from the
Pyrenees east skirting northern Italy and northern Greece to present day
Bulgaria. Trade routes made use of the 7 major rivers of Central Europe,
namely Garonne, Rhône, Seine, Saône, Rhine, Po and the upper Danube.
The use of iron weapons against less advanced tribes, ensured their
supremacy. Trade routes between Egypt and Britain have been proved
with the discovery of blue glass beads in Wiltshire identical to those
found at Deir el-Bahari and have been subsequently dated at about 1400
BC.” (451)

Celtic coinage can be found in much of Europe, reflecting
the trade and prosperity of the culture. Three samples are
shown, one from the 3rd century BC and 2 from the 1st
century BC.

This AR tetradrachm coin dates from the late 3rd c BC
Eastern Celts, Banat Type with Branch. Laureate head of
Zeus left, Celticized horseman right, only head & torso of
rider shown on back of horse, L behind, branch under
horse’s belly.(452)
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This is a Celtic coin with torque, early 1st C. BC gold stater
from Central Europe Vindelici. (453)

This is a mid-1st C BC gold stater coin of the Parisii of
northeast Gaul. It shows a Celticized head of Apollo left
with short, flowing hair. Right Celticized horse galloping,
charioteer devolved into a fan shape with checkerboard
design, rosette below. (454)
Celtic Social Life within Europe
Rankin (455) describes the social strata of Celtic society at
this time:
“Kings, warrior-aristocrats and at least two grades of client hood, one
more respectable than the other. Insular literature of later centuries gives
us a picture of a relatively complex social system composed not only of
noble warriors and druids, but of various groups devoted to particular
skills and professions, or agricultural and service functions. The learned
classes consisted of druids and various grades of poets. There is
archaeological evidence for the emergence in the Halstatt culture of a
social pattern which differed from that of the Urnfield in constructing,
undoubtedly for a minority, elaborate and richly furnished tombs. The
Halstatt grave at Vix (6th century BC), the burial of a young woman,
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illustrates this by its store of magnificent Greek bronze and ceramic
ware, its interred four-wheeled chariot, and other valuable articles.”

Writing on rulers, Rankin notes:
“Like the Greeks and Romans, the Continental Celts of historical times
had substantially moved away from kingly rule, though they preserved
the name of king in designating their great overlords in war, such as
Dumnorix (‘world-king’) and Veringetorix (‘great king of those who
march to attack’) … Kings survived in Ireland well into the medieval
period.”

Writing on the culture, Rankin identifies seven
characteristics of the Celts that had emerged: the druidic
priesthood, head-hunting, the cult of the severed head,
human sacrifice, distinctive laws of hospitality, a heroic
warrior class, and orders of bards and poets.
Marker 343 and the move into France
When our ancestors moved into France and Spain, one man’s
chromosomes changed and the marker M343 was started.
With this change, we now have the final of the Ychromosome changes to date in our ancestral line.
Today, roughly 70% of the men in southern England belong
to this haplogroup, while in parts of Spain and Ireland, that
number exceeds 90%.
The Celtic Name in Europe
The earliest recorded mention of the Celtic name in France
was by Hecataeus of Miletus, the Greek geographer who, in
517 BC, wrote about a people living near "Massilia"
(Marseille). The Latin name "Celtus" (pl. "Celti" or "Celtae")
seems to have been borrowed from Greek (Κέλτης pl. Κέλται
or Κελτός pl. Κελτοί), according to testimony of Caesar,
itself taken from a native Celtic tribal name. Pliny the Elder
referred it as being used in Lusitania as a tribal surname
which epigraphic findings confirm. Strabo referred to them
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as Keltai, sometimes compounding the names into KeltiIberian or Kelto-Scythian. (456)
Until this time, they had been referred to by other names.
The Romans often called them Galli. The Greeks referred to
them as Galatai. (457)
We have noted above how the Celts living in Marseilles are
mentioned by Rufus Festus Avienus as Celts.
O’Hart summarized the principal Celtic nations:
“The principal Celtic nations were the Gauls, the Celtae, the Belgae, and
the Gauls of Northern Italy; the Galatians or Gauls of Asia Minor, and of
Galicia, in the north of Spain, the Boii and Pannonians of Germany, who
are branches of the Gauls, the Celtiberians of Spain, the Cimmerians of
Germany; the Umbrians; the Etrurians or Etruscans; the Samnites and
Sabines of Italy; the Thracians, Istrians, and Pelasgians of Greece; the
Britons, the Welsh, and the Manx; the Caledonians, and the Irish, etc.”
(458)

Diodorus distinguished between the Celts and the Gauls,
stating that the peoples who dwell in the interior above
Massalia, those on the slopes of the Alps, and those on this
side the Pyrenees mountains are called Celts, whereas the
peoples who are established above this land of Celtica in the
parts which stretch to the north, both along the ocean and
along the Hercynian Mountain, and all the peoples who
come after these, as far as Scythia, are known as Gauls.
The Romans, however, included all these nations together
under a single name, calling them one and all Gauls. (459)
We shall look at some of these now.
Celtic Groups in Marseilles France
Aristotle is said to have written a Constitution of Massalia in
which he told the story of its foundation as follow:
“The Phoenicians of Ionia in the course of their trading founded
Massalia. Euxenus of Phocaea was the guest-friend of Nanos, for this
was the name of their king. Nanos was arranging his daughter’s
marriage, and by chance Euxenus arrived and was invited to the feast.
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Now the marriage (selection of bridegroom) was conducted in the
following fashion: the girl had to come in after the dinner and to give a
bowl of wine mixed with water to the one amongst the suitors she
wanted. The one she gave it to, this would be her bridegroom. The girl
came in, and through chance, or for some other cause, she gave it to
Euxenus. The girl’s name was Petta. When this happened, and with the
father asking him to accept her on the grounds that the choice was
inspired by the god, Euxenus took her as his wife, changing her name to
Aristoxene. And there is a family in Massalia to this day descended from
this girl, called the Protiadai: Protos was the name of the son of Euxenus
and Aristoxene.” (460)

In the years preceding the attack on Rome, Massalia reached
a level of power and wealth that provoked fear and jealousy
in the other peoples of southern Gaul. He quotes Trogus, a
Celt of the tribe of Vocontii, whose grandfather had received
Roman citizenship from Pompey the Great for his services in
the war against Sertorius; his maternal uncle had led
squadrons of cavalry against Mithridates; his father was in
the army of Julius Caesar; he was in charge of negotiations
with the Gauls.
“There were great conflicts with the Ligurians and equally great wars
with the Gauls, which increased the city’s glory by the addition of
victory to victory, and made her famous among the neighbouring
peoples. Also she defeated the armies of Carthage when war broke out
over the seizure of fishing vessels, and created security for those who had
been oppressed. The city also formed alliances with the tribes of Spain,
and almost from the beginnings of her history she remained scrupulously
faithful to a treaty concluded with Rome, and energetically aided her ally
in all her wars by means of auxiliary forces.” (461)

Life of the Gauls in France
Nolan notes this map (462), one of Gaul around 58 BC:
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Diodorus, who wrote between 60 BC and 30 BC, described
life among the Gauls. The following paragraphs are based
on his description. (463)
Gaul is inhabited by many tribes of different size; for the
largest number some two hundred thousand men, and the
smallest fifty thousand, one of the latter standing on terms of
kinship and friendship with the Romans, a relationship which
has endured from ancient times down to our own day.
There is much gold in their land and both men and women
wear it. For around their wrists and arms they wear
bracelets, around their necks heavy necklaces of solid gold,
and huge rings they wear as well, and even corselets of gold.
He described their customs:
“The Gauls are tall of body, with rippling muscles, and white of skin, and
their hair is blond, and not only naturally so, but they also make it their
practice by artificial means to increase the distinguishing colour which
nature has given it. For they are always washing their hair in lime-water,
and they pull it back from the forehead to the top of the head and back to
the nape of the neck, with the result that their appearance is like that of
Satyrs and Pans, since the treatment of their hair makes it so heavy and
coarse that it differs in no respect from the mane of horses. Some of
them shave the beard, but others let it grow a little; and the nobles shave
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their cheeks, but they let the moustache grow until it covers the mouth.
Consequently, when they are eating, their moustaches become entangled
in the food, and when they are drinking, the beverage passes, as it were,
through a kind of a strainer. When they dine they all sit, not upon chairs,
but upon the ground, using for cushions the skins of wolves or of dogs.
The service at the meals is performed by the youngest children, both
male and female, who are of suitable age; and near at hand are their
fireplaces heaped with coals, and on them are caldrons and spits holding
whole pieces of meat. Brave warriors they reward with the choicest
portions of the meat.”

They had an awareness of eternity and a remarkable relaxed
attitude towards death which arose from their belief that they
would never die, as Diodorus notes:
“They invite strangers to their feasts, and do not inquire until after the
meal who they are and of what things they stand in need. And it is their
custom, even during the course of the meal, to seize upon any trivial
matter as an occasion for keen disputation and then to challenge one
another to single combat, without any regard for their lives; for the belief
of Pythagoras prevails among them, that the souls of men are immortal
and that after a prescribed number of years they commence upon a new
life, the soul entering into another body.”

In war, they used chariots and hand to hand fighting. They
scalped their enemies and cut off their heads and kept them,
as Diodorus notes:
“(When) they go into battle the Gauls use chariots drawn by two horses,
which carry the charioteer and the warrior; and when they encounter
cavalry in the fighting they first hurl their javelins at the enemy and then
step down from their chariots and join battle with their swords…. When
their enemies fall they cut off their heads and fasten them about the necks
of their horses; and turning over to their attendants the arms of their
opponents, all covered with blood, they carry them off as booty, singing
a paean over them and striking up a song of victory, and these first-fruits
of battle they fasten by nails upon their houses, just as men do, in certain
kinds of hunting, with the heads of wild beasts they have mastered. The
heads of their most distinguished enemies they embalm in cedar-oil and
carefully preserve in a chest.”
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These habits of behaviour in war were clearly long lasting,
having been practiced since early Scythian times. Diodorus
describes the clothing:
“The clothing they wear is striking — shirts which have been dyed and
embroidered in varied colours, and breeches, which they call in their
tongue bracae; and they wear striped coats, fastened by a buckle on the
shoulder, heavy for winter wear and light for summer, in which are set
checks, close together and of varied hues …For armour they use long
shields, as high as a man, which are wrought in a manner peculiar to
them, some of them even having the figures of animals embossed on
them in bronze, and these are skillfully worked with an eye not only to
beauty but also to protection. On their heads they put bronze helmets
which have large embossed figures standing out from them and give an
appearance of great size to those who wear them; for in some cases horns
are attached to the helmet so as to form a single piece, in other cases
images of the fore-parts of birds or four-footed animals.”

They had bards and enjoyed boasting and telling stories.
“The Gauls are terrifying in aspect and their voices are deep and
altogether harsh; when they meet together they converse with few words
and in riddles, hinting darkly at things for the most part and using one
word when they mean another; and they like to talk in superlatives, to the
end that they may extol themselves and depreciate all other men. They
are also boasters and threateners and are fond of pompous language, and
yet they have sharp wits and are not without cleverness at
learning. Among them are also to be found lyric poets whom they call
Bards. These men sing to the accompaniment of instruments which are
like lyres, and their songs may be either of praise or of obloquy.”

The Druid Religion in Gaul
Their religious leaders were Druids. Diodorus wrote of the
Druids:
“Philosophers, as we may call them, and men learned in religious affairs
are unusually honoured among them and are called by them Druids. The
Gauls likewise make use of diviners, accounting them worthy of high
approbation, and these men foretell the future by means of the flight or
cries of birds and of the slaughter of sacred animals, and they have all the
multitude subservient to them.” (464)
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Cusack would later write in glowing terms of these religious
leaders.
“Druidism was the religion of the Celts, and druidism was probably one
of the least corrupt forms of paganism. The purity of the divinely-taught
patriarchal worship became more and more corrupted as it passed
through defiled channels. Yet, in all pagan mythologies, we find traces of
the eternal verity in an obvious prominence of cultus offered to one god
above the rest; and obvious, though grossly misapplied, glimpses of
divine attributes, in the many deified objects which seemed to symbolize
his power and his omnipotence The Celtic druids probably taught the
same doctrine as the Greek philosophers.
The metempsychosis, a prominent article of this creed, may have been
derived from the Pythagoreans, but more probably it was one of the
many relics of patriarchal belief which were engrafted on all pagan
religions. They also taught that the universe would never be entirely
destroyed, supposing that it would be purified by fire and water from
time to time. This opinion may have been derived from the same source.
The druids had a pontifex maximus, to whom they yielded entire
obedience,—an obvious imitation of the Jewish custom. The nation was
entirely governed by its priests, though after a time, when the kingly
power developed itself, the priestly power gave place to the regal. Gaul
was the head-quarters of druidism; and thither we find the Britons, and
even the Romans, sending their children for instruction. Eventually,
Mona became a chief centre for Britain. The Gaedhilic druids, though
probably quite as learned as their continental brethren, were more
isolated; and hence we cannot learn so much of their customs from
external sources. There is no doubt that the druids of Gaul and Britain
offered human sacrifices; it appears almost certain the Irish druids did
not.
Our principal and most reliable information about this religion, is derived
from Caesar. His account of the learning of its druids, of their knowledge
of astronomy, physical science, mechanics, arithmetic, and medicine,
however highly coloured, is amply corroborated by the casual statements
of other authors. He expressly states that they used the Greek character in
their writings, and mentions tables found in the camp of the Helvetia
written in these characters, containing an account of all the men capable
of bearing arms. “(465)
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The Molmutine Laws
Some Celts had developed a legal system, called the
Molmutine Laws. Cooper writes of these laws:
“ the laws of Dunvallo, the father of Belinus and Brennius, which were
known as the Molmutine Laws and which Geoffrey tells us were still
held in high esteem by the Britons (Welsh) of Geoffrey's own day.
However, not only were they held in high esteem in Geoffrey's day, they
also have survived to the present, and they clearly reveal their pagan
origins. The light that they shed upon the society in which the early
Britons lived is set out in Appendix 6 of this book, where Flinders Petrie
tells us in his own words about the laws and their application. But the
history of the early Britons can be carried back further still, much further
back, to the 12th century BC in fact, the time of the very foundation of
the British nation.” (466)

Relations and Links with Neighbours
As the Celts moved through Europe, they mixed with other
populations. These included the Celtiberians, the Belgae and
others. We can look at how a few of these relationships
developed.
Tribal groups in Spain
The Celts in the Iberian Peninsula were traditionally thought
of as living on the edge of the Celtic world of the La Tène
culture that defined classical Iron Age Celts. Iberia
experienced one of the highest levels of Celtic settlement in
all of Europe. A comprehensive list of the many groups in
Spain and Portugal is provided in Wikipedia. (467)
The Celtiberians
Diodorus writes of the Celtiberians:
“Now that we have spoken at sufficient length about the Celts we shall
turn our history to the Celtiberians who are their neighbours. In ancient
times these two peoples, namely, the Iberians and the Celts, kept warring
among themselves over the land, but when later they arranged their
differences and settled upon the land altogether, and when they went
further and agreed to intermarriage with each other, because of such
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intermixture the two peoples received the appellation given above. And
since it was two powerful nations that united and the land of theirs was
fertile, it came to pass that the Celtiberians advanced far in fame and
were subdued by the Romans with difficulty and only after they had
faced them in battle over a long period. And this people, it would appear,
provide for warfare not only excellent cavalry but also foot-soldiers who
excel in prowess and endurance. They wear rough black cloaks, the wool
of which resembles the hair of goats. As for their arms, certain of the
Celtiberians, carry light shields like those of the Gauls, and certain carry
circular wicker shields as large as an aspis, and about their shins and
calves they wind greaves made of hair and on their heads they wear
bronze helmets adorned with purple crests. The swords they wear are
two-edged and wrought of excellent iron, and they also have dirks a span
in length which they use in fighting at close quarters. And a peculiar
practice is followed by them in the fashioning of their defensive
weapons; for they bury plates of iron in the ground and leave them there
until in the course of time the rust has eaten out what is weak in the iron
and what is left is only the most unyielding, and of this they then fashion
excellent swords and such other objects as pertain to war. The weapon
which has been fashioned in the manner described cuts through anything
which gets in its way, for no shield or helmet or bone can withstand a
blow from it, because of the exceptional quality of the iron. Able as they
are to fight in two styles, they first carry on the contest on horseback, and
when they have defeated the cavalry they dismount, and assuming the
role of foot-soldiers they put up marvellous battles.” (468)

Celts and the Germanic Peoples
The Germanic tribes lived to the west of the Celts. The Celts
held them at bay for centuries. Over time, border Celt
communities integrated with Germanic tribes. Certain tribes
of Gaul, such as the Aedui, boasted Germanic descent. The
Belgae also were a mixture of German and Celt. (469)
Celtic Expansion into Italy
Population growth among the Celts in what is now France
led to pressures for a move into new lands. Thanks to the
Roman historian Livy, we know a great deal about this
expansion.
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Livy wrote that when Tarquinius Priscus was king of Rome,
616 BC to 579 BC, the supreme power among the Celts, who
formed a third part of the whole of Gaul, was in the hands of
the Bituriges. He noted that they furnished the king for the
whole Celtic race. Ambigatus was king at that time. Livy
wrote of him:
“During his sway the harvests were so abundant and the population
increased so rapidly in Gaul that the government of such vast numbers
seemed almost impossible. He was now an old man, and anxious to
relieve his realm from the burden of over-population.”(470)

This ruler was known to the Celtic peoples who had settled
in Britain. Cooper writes that in the Welsh chronicle,
Bellovesus is known as Beli and Segnius as the prince of the
Burgundians; in Geoffrey of Monmouth they are called
Belinus and Segnius the King of the Allobroges or
Burgundians. (471)
Cremin comments on the reasons for the expansion:
“Emigration was facilitated by the Celts' superior iron technology, by
their skill in carpentry and wheelwrighting, which enabled entire groups
to transport dependents and chattels, and also probably by the rising
status of the individual.” (472)

Ambigatus therefore asked his sister’s sons, Bellovesus and
Segovesus, both enterprising young men, to settle in
whatever locality the gods would by augury assign to them.
He told them to invite as many as wished to accompany
them, sufficient to prevent any nation from repelling their
approach.
When the auspices were taken, Segovesus was assigned the
Hercynian Forest. This was a dense forest that stretched
eastward from the Rhine River across southern Germany.
Bellovesus was assigned Italy. He invited the surplus
population of six tribes - the Bituriges, the Averni, the
Senones, the Aedui, the Ambarri, the Carnutes, and the
Aulerci. Starting with an enormous force of horse and foot,
he came to the Tricastini. (473)
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Justinus, another Roman author, wrote that three hundred
thousand men went with the two sons. (474)
As they moved towards the Alps, they came to the assistance
of fellow Celts, the Massilians, who were being attacked by
the Salyi. This led them to a route through the Alps, by the
passes of the Ticinus and the valley of the Douro. After
crossing the Alps, they fought and defeated the Tuscans, and
then took land belonging to the Insubres, where they built a
city called Mediolanum. Numerous other Celtic groups then
followed Bellovesus into Italy, as Livy notes:
“Subsequently another body, consisting of the Cenomani, under the
leadership of Elitovius, followed the track of the former and crossed the
Alps by the same pass, with the goodwill of Bellovesus. They had their
settlements where the cities of Brixia and Verona now stand. The Libui
came next and the Saluvii; they settled near the ancient tribe of the
Ligurian Laevi, who lived about the Ticinus. Then the Boii and Lingones
crossed the Pennine Alps, and as all the country between the Po and the
Alps was occupied, they crossed the Po on rafts and expelled not only the
Etruscans but the Umbrians as well. They remained, however, north of
the Apennines. Then the Senones, the last to come, occupied the country
from the Utis to the Aesis.”(475)

Justinus wrote that they founded many cities, including
Milan, Como, Brescia, Verona, Bergamo, Trent, and
Vicenza. (476)
One of the last groups to be attached was the people of
Clusium. These sent ambassadors to Rome seeking their
help. Livy notes that this request had come some two
hundred years after the Celts first moved into Italy.
This led to a war between the Celts and the Romans.
Celts Attack Rome in 390 BC
The Romans accepted the request from the people of
Clusium and joined the attack on the Celts. They lost. The
Celts then sent representatives to Rome to negotiate a tribute
payment. Their demands were rejected so they decided to
attack. Livy described the panic that ensued in Rome
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“The whole country in front and around was now swarming with the
enemy, who, being as a nation given to wild outbreaks, had by their
hideous howls and discordant clamour filled everything with dreadful
noise.” (477)

Brennus led the Celtic forces. They attacked the city,
forcing many to flee, killing others and burning much of the
city. A truce was then arranged. Numerous Roman authors,
including Livy, Justinus and Diodorus Siculus wrote about
this. Livy notes:
“A conference took place between Q. Sulpicius, the consular tribune, and
Brennus, the Gaulish chieftain, and an agreement was arrived at by which
1000 lbs. of gold was fixed as the ransom of a people destined ere long to
rule the world. This humiliation was great enough as it was, but it was
aggravated by the despicable meanness of the Gallic Celts, who produced
unjust weights, and when the tribune protested, the insolent Gaul threw
his sword into the scale, with an exclamation intolerable to Roman ears,
"Woe to the vanquished!" (478)

They did not keep the tribute long. Diodorus Siculus notes
that the Gauls on their way from Rome laid siege to the city
of Veascium, which was an ally of the Romans. The citizens
of Veascium, along with a newly formed Roman force,
counterattacked and defeated the Celts regaining possession
of all their baggage, included in which was the gold which
had been paid by Rome and practically all the booty which
had been gathered in the seizure of the city
Celts in Italy after the Attack on Rome
Rankin writes that the Celts, after attacking Rome, stayed in
northern Italy, parts of which became so Celtic or Gallic in
character that the region became known as Cisalpine Gaul.
They only ceased to be an acute menace to Italy after their
defeat in the battle of Telamon in 225 BC. In 192 BC, the
tribes of Northern Italy finally submitted to Rome, but the
Celtic challenge to Rome was never forgotten (479)
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Celts Move towards Eastern Europe
Around the same time that some Celtic groups were moving
into Italy, others were moving further east. Justinus
described their move.
“Of these adventurers part settled in Italy, and took and burnt the city of
Rome; and part penetrated into the remotest parts of Illyricum under the
direction of a flight of birds (for the Gauls are skilled in augury beyond
other nations) making their way amidst great slaughter of the barbarous
tribes, and fixed their abode in Pannonia. They were a savage, bold, and
warlike nation, and were the first after Hercules (to whom that
undertaking procured great admiration for his valour, and a belief in his
immortality), to pass the unconquered heights of the Alps, and places
uninhabitable from excess of cold.
After having subdued the
Pannonians, they carried on various wars with their neighbours for many
years.” (480)

Celtic groups pushed into the Carpathian region and the
Danube basin. Splinter groups moved south via two major
routes: one following the Danube river, another eastward
from Italy. By the 3rd century BC, the native inhabitants of
Pannonia were almost completely celticized. La Tene finds
are found widely in Pannonia,. These finds are deemed to
have been locally produced Norican-Pannonian variation of
Celtic culture. Even in these distant eastern lands, the Celts
maintained contacts with their kin in Iberia. (481)
The fertile lands around the Pannonian rivers enabled the
Celts to establish themselves easily, developing their
agriculture and pottery, and at the same time exploiting the
rich mines of modern Slovenia. Thus it appears that the Celts
had created a new homeland for themselves in Southeastern
Europe- centred in a region stretching from Vienna to the
river Tizsa.
The Boii controlled most of northern Pannonia during the
second century BC, and are also mentioned to have occupied
the territory of modern Slovakia. We learn of other tribes
inhabiting Pannonia, belonging to the Boian confederation.
There were the Taurisci in the upper Sava valley, west of
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Sisak, as well as the Anarti, Osi and Cotini in the Carpathian
basin. In the lower Sava valley, the Scordisci wielded much
power over their neighbours for over a century. (482)
Celts Attack Greece
In 281 BC the Celts turned their attention towards Greece.
The collapse of Lysimachus' successor kingdom in Thrace
started this initiative. Authors have given different reasons
for the move. Pausanias said it was greed for loot, Justin
claimed it to be a result of overpopulation, and Memnon said
it was the result of famine. According to Pausanias, an initial
probing raid was led by a Cambaules which withdrew when
they realized they were too few in numbers.
In 280 BC a great army, comprising about 85,000 warriors,
coming from Pannonia and split into three divisions,
marched South in a great expedition to Macedonia and
central Greece. 20,000 of those, headed by Cerethrius,
moved against the Thracians and Triballi. Another division,
led by Brennus and Acichorius moved against Paionians
while a third division, headed by Bolgios, aimed for
Macedonians and Illyrians. (483)
The Roman author Justinus has given us the following
description of the attack on Greece. (484) The Celts, under
the leadership of Belgius, sent an embassy to Ptolemaeus, the
king of Macedonia, to have him accept submission and pay
tribute. Justinus notes that Ptolemaeus rejected this:
“Ptolemaeus boasted to his courtiers that the Gauls sued for peace from
fear of war. Nor was his manner less vaunting before the ambassadors
than before his own adherents, saying that "he would grant peace only on
condition that they would give their chiefs as hostages, and deliver up
their arms; for he would put no trust in them until they were disarmed."
The deputies bringing back this answer, the Gauls laughed, and
exclaimed throughout their camp, that “he would soon see whether they
had offered peace from regard for themselves or for him." Some days
after a battle was fought, and the Macedonians were defeated and cut to
pieces. Ptolemaeus, after receiving several wounds, was taken, and his
head, cut off and stuck on a lance, was carried round the whole army to
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strike terror into the enemy. Flight saved a few of the Macedonians; the
rest were either taken or slain.”

The Macedonians reassembled and counterattacked under
another chief, Sosthenes. They defeated Belgius. This
victory was short lived. Another Celtic leader, Brennus,
learning of the initial victories of Belgius, assembled an
army of one hundred and fifty thousand foot and fifteen
thousand horse soldiers and attacked Macedonia. He
defeated the army under Sosthenes, and then proceeded to
plunder the lands of Macedonia. Brennus then marched on
to fight the people of Delphi. In the midst of their fighting,
near the Temple of Apollo at Delphi on Mount Parnassus, an
earthquake struck, then hail. Justinus described the scene:
“for a part of the mountain, broken off by an earthquake, overwhelmed a
host of the Gauls and some of the densest bodies of the enemy were
scattered abroad, not without wounds, and fell to the earth. A tempest
then followed, which destroyed, with hail and cold, those that were
suffering from bodily injuries. The general Brennus himself, unable to
endure the pain of his wounds, ended his life with his dagger. The other
general, after punishing the advisers of the war, made off from Greece
with all expedition, accompanied with ten thousand wounded men. But
neither was fortune more favourable to those who fled; for in their terror,
they passed no night under shelter, and no day without hardship and
danger; and continual rains, snow congealed by the frost, famine,
fatigue, and, what was the greatest evil, the constant want of sleep,
consumed the wretched remains of the unfortunate army. The nations
and people too, through whom they marched, pursued their stragglers, if
to spoil them.”

The Celts were pursued and defeated. Some scholars say the
Greek campaign was a disaster for the Celts. However,
others claim that permanent occupation was not their aim;
rather they were intent on plundering the riches of the
Greeks - which they did. Moreover, although they were
expelled from Greece, their power in southeastern Europe
did not end.
After leaving Greece, the Celts went in two directions, some
to Asia, and others back to the Danube. Justinus writes:
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“The Gauls, after their disastrous attack upon Delphi, in which they had
felt the power of the divinity more than that of the enemy, and had lost
their leader Brennus, had fled, like exiles, partly into Asia, and partly into
Thrace, and then returned, by the same way by which they had come,
into their own country. Of these, a certain number settled at the conflux
of the Danube and Save, and took the name of Scordisci. The Tectosagi,
on returning to their old settlements about Toulouse, were seized with a
pestilential distemper, and did not recover from it, until, being warned by
the admonitions of their soothsayers, they threw the gold and silver,
which they had got in war and sacrilege, into the lake of Toulouse; all
which treasure, a hundred and ten thousand pounds of silver, and fifteen
hundred thousand pounds of gold, Caepio, the Roman consul, a long time
after carried away with him. But this sacrilegious act subsequently
proved a cause of ruin to Caepio and his army. The rising of the
Cimbrian war, too, seemed to pursue the Romans as if to avenge the
removal of that devoted treasure. Of these Tectosagi, no small number,
attracted by the charms of plunder, repaired to Illyricum, and, after
spoiling the Istrians, settled in Pannonia.”

A good listing of the different Celtic tribes in the east can be
found in Wikipedia. (485)
The Druids and their Influence in Eastern Europe
An interesting insight into the power and influence of the
druids comes from a recounting of the Great Battle of
Thessaly, in central Greece, recounted in the work The Civil
war of the Romans. Before that battle, Sextus Pompeius
decided to go for advice, not to go to a temple of Jove or
Apollo or any other god or goddess, but to the druid witches
of Thessaly:
“for he thought he would obtain his certain knowledge from the
druidesses of the land wherein he was, that is, from the witches of
Thessaly. For their cities and hamlets were near to the great encampment.
Wondrous and strange were the art and the science of the Thessalian
druidesses. Every prodigy in the world their demons used to reveal to
them, and their science was whatever was more wondrous and incredible
than its fellow. For poisonous plants and magic-working herbs were
more numerous in that land of Thessaly than in the rest of the lands of
the world. For when the famous druidess Medea, daughter of Aeëtes king
of the Colchians, came with Jason son of Aeson into Greece, she found
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in the land of Thessaly, although she was the chief witch of the world,
much more than her witchcraft and druidic spells and poisonous herbs.
The places on the globe wherein the Science of magic was most
common, namely, the city of Memphis, and the land of Egypt, Babylon
and the countries of the Chaldees, were all exceeded by the Thessalian
witches. For they used to work their magic spells on the mundane
elements, so that their own shapes were not left upon them. They used to
lengthen the night and shorten the day as they wanted. They used not to
leave the air or the firmament in its own power, for when they desired
they would stop the firmament from its mundane course. They would
bring thunders and storms into the air, and rainy clouds and darkness
over the sun at the time when his lightnings were manifest and his rays
were clear…
Howsoever, every animal in all the world which is hurtful to man, both
lion and bear and toad and tiger and viper and serpent and other
poisonous snake, was in fear of those witches and the phantoms; and it
availed none of them to pour its poison against them, for more savage
and more devilish were the poisons of the Thessalians than the poisons of
any of these animals.
Now although in the land of Thessaly there was many an evil witch
reverenced in that art, one witch was there who surpassed them all and to
whom all used to yield recognition and authority. A lath of a blue-haired
hideous hag was she: Erictho her name, a sage of witchcraft she.
Wizards’ inventions and new spells were made by herself on every day.
She used to visit hell and the fields of the river Styx and the abodes of
Pluto king of hell whenever she desired. Her dwelling and her habitation
and her couch were in clefts of rocks and in cavernous holes of the earth
and in tombs of the dead.
She frequented no assembly nor city nor human dwellings out of them,
unless the darkness of mist or rain or night should have come. She culled
and gathered her poisonous herbs and her magical gear throughout the
districts that were near her. And the ploughed corn-field or the meadow
untilled, on which she used then to tread, its grass or its corn would not
grow for a long time afterwards. She never used to demand prophecy
save from the demons of hell. These would answer her forthwith at the
first spell; and they durst not wait for the second spell from her.”

She conjured spirits from hell to tell Sextus Pompeius that he
would win. (486)
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Changes in Celtic Control in the Baltic States
The latter half of the first century BC brought much change
to the power relations in Pannonia. The defeat of the Boian
confederation by the Geto-Dacian king Burebista
significantly curtailed Celtic control of the Carpathian basin,
and some of the Celticization was reversed. Yet, more Celtic
tribes immigrated. The Hercuniates and Latobici migrated
from Germania. New tribes are encountered, bearing Latin
names, such as the Arabiates, possibly representing new
creations carved out of the defeated Boian confederation.
(487)
Then came the Romans, whose changes we shall discuss
below.
Celts Move into Asia and Galatia
In 278 B.C., 20,000 Gauls, under Leonorius, Luterius, and
fifteen other chieftains, crossed over to Asia Minor, in two
divisions. They helped Nicomedes I, King of Bithynia,
defeat his younger brother. As a reward for their services, he
gave them a large tract of country, in the heart of Asia
Minor, henceforward to be known as Galatia.
The Galatians developed as three groups:
Tolistboboii, on the west, with Pessinus as their chief town;
Tectosages, in the centre, with their capital Ancyra; and
Trocmi, on the east, round their chief town Tavium. (488)
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As soon as these Gauls, or Galatians, had gained a firm
footing in the country assigned to them, they began to send
out marauding expeditions in all directions. They became the
terror of their neighbours, and levied contributions on the
whole of Asia Minor west of the Taurus. Commenting on
this, Justinus wrote.
“The kings of the east then carried on no wars without a mercenary army
of Gauls; nor, if they were driven from their thrones, did they seek
protection with any other people than the Gauls. Such indeed was the
terror of the Gallic name, and the unvaried good fortune of their arms,
that princes thought they could neither maintain their power in security,
nor recover it if lost, without the assistance of Gallic valour.”

Justinus wrote how these people, living in Asia, were the
same as their confreres in Italy.
“these Gauls, who inhabited Asia, differed only in situation from the
Gauls who had settled themselves in Italy; that they had the same
extraction, courage, and mode of fighting; and that, as to sagacity, the
Asiatic Gauls must have more than the others, inasmuch as they had
pursued a longer and more difficult march through Illyricum and Thrace,
having traversed those territories with almost more labour than it had
cost them to acquire those in which they settled.”(489)

They became overlords of the local peoples and acquired
much wealth. Indeed, Josephus, the great Jewish writer,
quotes Herod warning the Jews against revolt by comparing
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them negatively against others, stating: “Are you richer than
the Gauls, stronger than the Germans, wiser than the
Greeks”. (490)

A Galatian head as depicted on a gold Thracian objet d’art 3 rd c BC (491)
Their settlements are shown in the following map. (492)

These Celts were warriors, respected by Greeks and Romans.
They hired themselves out as mercenary soldiers, sometimes
fighting on both sides in the great battles of the times. For
years the chieftains and their war bands ravaged the western
half of Asia Minor, as allies of one or other of the warring
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princes, without any serious check, until they sided with the
Seleucid prince Antiochus Hierax, who reigned in Asia
Minor. Hierax tried to defeat king Attalus I of Pergamum
(241–197 BC), but instead, the Hellenized cities united under
Attalus's banner, and his armies inflicted several severe
defeats upon them in 232 BC, forcing them to settle
permanently and to confine themselves to the region to
which they had already given their name.
Attalus I of Pergamon commissioned a statue, called The
Dying Gaul, between 230 BC and 220 BC, to celebrate his
victory over the Celtic Galatians in Anatolia. Epigonus, the
court sculptor of the Attalid dynasty of Pergamon, may have
been its sculptor. The statue depicts a dying Celt with
remarkable realism, particularly in the face, and may have
been painted. He is represented as a Gallic warrior with a
typically Gallic hairstyle and moustache. The figure is naked
save for a neck torc. He lies on his fallen shield while his
sword and other objects lie beside him. (493)

The military prowess of the Celts (Gauls) was noted by
Herod Agrippa, when he warned the Jewish people against
the disasters that lay ahead for them if they revolted:
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“ if great advantages might provoke any people to revolt, the Gauls might
do it best of all, as being so thoroughly walled round by nature; on the
east side of the Alps, on the north by the river Rhine, on the south by the
Pyrenean mountains, and on the west by the ocean.—Now, although
these Gauls have such obstacles before them to prevent any attack upon
them, and have no fewer than three hundred and five nations among
them, nay have, as one may say, the fountains of domestic happiness
within themselves, and send out plentiful streams of happiness over
almost the whole world, these bear to be tributary to the Romans, and
derive their prosperous condition from them; and they undergo this, not
because they are of effeminate minds, or because they are of an ignoble
stock, as having borne a war of eighty years, in order to preserve their
liberty; but by reason of the great regard they have to the power of the
Romans, and their good fortune, which is of greater efficacy than their
arms.” (494)

Political Life in Galatia
The constitution of the Galatian state was described by
Strabo: conformably to custom, each of the three groups, or
tribes, was divided into four cantons, each governed by a
chief ('tetrarch') of its own with a judge under him, whose
powers were unlimited except in cases of murder, which
were tried before a council of 300 drawn from the twelve
cantons and meeting at a holy place, twenty miles southwest
of Ancyra, written in Greek as Drynemeton (Gallic darunemeton holy place of oak). It is likely it was a sacred oak
grove, since the name means "sanctuary of the oaks" (from
drys, meaning "oak" and nemeton, meaning "sacred
ground"). The local population of Cappadocians were left in
control of the towns and most of the land, paying tithes to
their new overlords, who formed a military aristocracy and
kept aloof in fortified farmsteads, surrounded by their bands.
(495) We shall discuss the Galatians more below.
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Chapter 6
Settlement of Britain and Ireland
The Celts move into Britain
According to Cooper, the people who occupied Britain
before the Celtic immigration were the Britons. They were
descendants of Javan, brother of Magog. Cooper describes
their immigration into Britain under the leadership of Brutus:
“Brutus journeyed from Italy to Greece, and there he came into contact
with certain slaves. These were the descendants of the soldiers who had
fought against Greece in the Trojan Wars of the 13th century BC. They
had been enslaved by Priam, son of Achilles, 'in vengeance for his
father's death', and were subsequently to continue their slavery under
Pandrasus, king of the Dorian Greeks. Learning that he was descended
from their own ancient kings, the Trojans accepted Brutus into their
fellowship and elected him as their leader, and under him they
successfully rose against their captors. Defeating Pandrasus in battle,
they set sail to look for a land in which to settle. Sailing their fleet out of
the Mediterranean between the Pillars of Hercules (the Straits of
Gibraltar), they came across another group of Trojans led by Corineus,
who were likewise escaping abroad from their captors. They combined
forces and landed in Gaul with Brutus being acclaimed as their overall
king. There they fought and defeated the Picts under king Goffar… The
Trojans again set sail, and came ashore at Totnes in Devon at some time
in the 12th century BC. The land and its people were subsequently to
derive their names from Brutus. Then Brutus founded the city of
Trinovantum, or New Troy, which was later to become the city of
London. Brutus, the first king of the Britons, reigned over his people in
this island for twenty three years, i.e. from 1104-1081 BC. (496)

They replaced an earlier group who lived there, the
Formorians, descendants of Ham, son of Noah, also
described by Cooper:
“Now, although Brutus is said to have been the first colonizer of Britain,
the chronicles do emphatically state that he had to displace an indigenous
race of 'giants'. Whether physical gigantism is here intended cannot be
certainly resolved, as the early British word 'gawr' (like the Hebrew
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gibbor) could mean simply a great warrior as well as a giant man. But we
do know from the biblical record that gigantism was a particular physical
trait amongst certain of Ham's descendants, Goliath of Gath being the
best known example, which lends both the British and Irish accounts a
degree of hitherto unsuspected corroboration. The Formorians, it seems,
were the displaced natives of Britain who were trying to seek a foothold
on the Irish mainland only to be repelled by the Nemedians, thereafter
having to live, like many other displaced peoples, by scavenging and
piracy.”

Some say Gaels, or Celts, had been in Ireland before the
arrival of the ancient Britons. O’Hart quotes Lloyd who
states that the name Albain, or Albion, was given this land
by Gaels, in recognition of the white cliffs of Dover. When
the Britons came, the Gaels were pushed northwards. (497)
Nolan also suggests an early presence. According to Nolan,
who analyzed language differences in Celtic immigrants,
immigration came in phases.
“There was a unifying language spoken by the Celts, called not
surprisingly, old Celtic. Philogists have shown the descendence of Celtic
from the original Ur-language and from the Indo-European language
tradition. In fact, the form of old Celtic was the closest cousin to Italic,
the precursor of Latin.
The original wave of Celtic immigrants to the British Isles are called the
q-Celts and spoke Goidelic. It is not known exactly when this
immigration occurred but it may be placed sometime in the window of
2000 to 1200 BC. The label q-Celtic stems from the differences between
this early Celtic tongue and Italic. Some of the differences between Italic
and Celtic included that lack of a p in Celtic and an a in place of an the
Italic o.
At a later date, a second wave of immigrants took to the British Isles, a
wave of Celts referred to as the p-Celts speaking Brythonic. Goidelic led
to the formation of the three Gaelic languages spoken in Ireland, Man
and later Scotland. Brythonic gave rise to two British Isles languages,
Welsh and Cornish, as well as surviving on the Continent in the form of
Breton, spoken in Brittany.
The label q-Celtic stems from the differences between this early Celtic
tongue and the latter formed p-Celtic. The differences between the two
Celtic branches are simple in theoretical form. Take for example the
word ekvos in Indo-European, meaning horse. In q-Celtic this was
rendered as equos while in p-Celtic it became epos, the q sound being
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replaced with a p sound. Another example is the Latin qui who. In qCeltic this rendered as cia while in p-Celtic it rendered as pwy. It should
also be noted that there are still words common to the two Celtic
subgroups.
As an aside, take note that when the Irish expansion into Pictish Britain
occurred, several colonies were established in present day Wales. The
local inhabitants called the Irish arrivals gwyddel savages from which
comes geídil and goidel and thus the Goidelic tongue. (498)

We know that many Celts had immigrated into Britain by
400 BC from the writings of Pytheas of Massilia, 4th century
BC, who called the country Brettanike, a Celtic name,
suggesting the Celts were long established there in his time.
(499)
A number of clans and groups developed in the years that
followed, as shown in the following map (500)

Comments can be offered on a few. (501)
The Atrebates tribe was a Belgic people descended from, and
having close connection with, the tribes of North West Gaul
(centered on the area around present-day Arras). They were
based in eastern Hampshire and Berkshire as well as the
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western parts of Surrey and Sussex. Their capital was at
Calleva Atrebatum - Silchester, Hampshire. The tribe was
one of the few Celtic tribes to have issued coinage, just prior
to the Roman invasion.
The Catuvellauni originally occupied Hertfordshire around
Verulamium (St Albans). Under their strong leader
Cunobelin, they attacked and eventually subjugated the
Atrebates, becoming one of the major players in Southern
Central Britain. They developed contacts with the Romans,
as we shall discuss below.
The Parisi or Parisii occupied a small area centred on
Humberside sandwiched between the Brigantes to the north
and the more advanced Coritani to the south. Their capital
was at Peturia and it is thought they descended from the
tribes of north-central Gaul - and incidentally gave their
name to the French capital.
Celtic Culture in Britain
The Celtic culture in Britain has been identified as La Tene.
It was a transition between the bronze and iron ages and the
Celts have been particularly associated with their skillful use
of iron.
The artwork of the La Tène period is often quite complex
and sophisticated, conflicting with the usual image of native
barbarians existing in a wild and violent society. The Celtic
preference was to decorate themselves, as evident by the
high level of artistic sophistication present in personal
belongings like swords, mirrors and jewellery, rather than
decorate their buildings, which were primitive by
comparison.
The usual living accommodation was a circular hut having a
single room with walls made from mud and a thatched roof.
The Celts would live in extended family groups, occupying a
village often located in a defensive position such as a hill
fort. These families would belong to large tribal groups that
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controlled certain areas of the country. At the time of the
Roman invasion of Britain two of the most influential tribes
were the Icenii in Norfolk and the Brigantes in northern
England.
Celtic society was divided into three main classes: the
warrior aristocracy, the Druids who were the religious
leaders and all the rest. Women were also regarded highly
amongst the Celts, which was unusual during ancient times,
some like Boudicca and Cartimandua even becoming tribal
leaders.
The Celts were a warlike people who tended to have battles
that frequently devolved into individual combats; where the
victor would cut off the head of the loser and display it on a
pole outside his hut. Many of the Celts would fight naked,
simply covered by artwork made from a blue dye extracted
from a plant called woad. It is believed that this dye, as well
as being used for tattoos to intimidate the enemy, also had a
medicinal value, being able to constrict the skin; which was
useful for treating wounds. In addition to using infantry and
cavalry tactics, they also employed chariots in battle. (502)
Julius Caesar wrote extensively of Celtic culture in 54 BC
when he was planning his attack on the Celts. The following
paragraphs are taken from his books. (503)
“The interior portion of Britain is inhabited by those of whom they say
that it is handed down by tradition that they were born in the island itself:
the maritime portion by those who had passed over from the country of
the Belgae for the purpose of plunder and making war; almost all of
whom are called by the names of those states from which being sprung
they went thither, and having waged war, continued there and began to
cultivate the lands. The number of the people is countless, and their
buildings exceedingly numerous, for the most part very like those of the
Gauls: the number of cattle is great. They use either brass or iron rings,
determined at a certain weight, as their money. Tin is produced in the
midland regions; in the maritime, iron; but the quantity of it is small: they
employ brass, which is imported. There, as in Gaul, is timber of every
description, except beech and fir. They do not regard it lawful to eat the
hare, and the cock, and the goose; they, however, breed them for
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amusement and pleasure. The climate is more temperate than in Gaul, the
colds being less severe.
The most civilized of all these nations are they who inhabit Kent, which
is entirely a maritime district, nor do they differ much from the Gallic
customs. Most of the inland inhabitants do not sow corn, but live on milk
and flesh, and are clad with skins. All the Britains, indeed, dye
themselves with woad, which occasions a bluish color, and thereby have
a more terrible appearance in fight. They wear their hair long, and have
every part of their body shaved except their head and upper lip. Ten and
even twelve have wives common to them, and particularly brothers
among brothers, and parents among their children; but if there be any
issue by these wives, they are reputed to be the children of those by
whom respectively each was first espoused when a virgin.”

Caesar noted that there were two main classes of people, a
noble class and an oppressed class. The noble class included
druids and knights.
“Throughout all Gaul there are two orders of those men who are of any
rank and dignity: for the commonality is held almost in the condition of
slaves, and dares to undertake nothing of itself, and is admitted to no
deliberation. The greater part, when they are pressed either by debt, or
the large amount of their tributes, or the oppression of the more powerful,
give themselves up in vassalage to the nobles, who possess over them the
same rights without exception as masters over their slaves. But of these
two orders, one is that of the Druids, the other that of the knights. The
former are engaged in things sacred, conduct the public and the private
sacrifices, and interpret all matters of religion. To these a large number of
the young men resort for the purpose of instruction, and they [the Druids]
are in great honor among them. For they determine respecting almost all
controversies, public and private; and if any crime has been perpetrated,
if murder has been committed, if there be any dispute about an
inheritance, if any about boundaries, these same persons decide it; they
decree rewards and punishments; if any one, either in a private or public
capacity, has not submitted to their decision, they interdict him from the
sacrifices. This among them is the most heavy punishment. Those who
have been thus interdicted are esteemed in the number of the impious and
the criminal: all shun them, and avoid their society and conversation, lest
they receive some evil from their contact; nor is justice administered to
them when seeking it, nor is any dignity bestowed on them. Over all
these Druids one presides, who possesses supreme authority among
them. Upon his death, if any individual among the rest is pre-eminent in
dignity, he succeeds; but, if there are many equal, the election is made by
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the suffrages of the Druids; sometimes they even contend for the
presidency with arms. These assemble at a fixed period of the year in a
consecrated place in the territories of the Carnutes, which is reckoned the
central region of the whole of Gaul. Hither all, who have disputes,
assemble from every part, and submit to their decrees and
determinations. This institution is supposed to have been devised in
Britain, and to have been brought over from it into Gaul; and now those
who desire to gain a more accurate knowledge of that system generally
proceed thither for the purpose of studying it.”

He continues to describe the Druids, their many years of
study, their skill at memorizing verses and the like, and their
use of the Greek language for writing. Also remarkable was
their belief that their souls do not become extinct, but pass
after death from one body to another. This eliminated fear in
war and produced great valour among the Celtic peoples.
Many of his observations were similar to those of observers
of the Celtic culture in earlier times, as well as of the more
ancient Scythian culture.
“The Druids do not go to war, nor pay tribute together with the rest; they
have an exemption from military service and a dispensation in all
matters. Induced by such great advantages, many embrace this profession
of their own accord, and [many] are sent to it by their parents and
relations. They are said there to learn by heart a great number of verses;
accordingly some remain in the course of training twenty years. Nor do
they regard it lawful to commit these to writing, though in almost all
other matters, in their public and private transactions, they use Greek
characters. That practice they seem to me to have adopted for two
reasons; because they neither desire their doctrines to be divulged among
the mass of the people, nor those who learn, to devote themselves the less
to the efforts of memory, relying on writing; since it generally occurs to
most men, that, in their dependence on writing, they relax their diligence
in learning thoroughly, and their employment of the memory. They wish
to inculcate this as one of their leading tenets, that souls do not become
extinct, but pass after death from one body to another, and they think that
men by this tenet are in a great degree excited to valor, the fear of death
being disregarded. They likewise discuss and impart to the youth many
things respecting the stars and their motion, respecting the extent of the
world and of our earth, respecting the nature of things, respecting the
power and the majesty of the immortal gods.”
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Caesar noted the following on the knights:
“The other order is that of the knights. These, when there is occasion and
any war occurs (which before Caesar's arrival was for the most part wont
to happen every year, as either they on their part were inflecting injuries
or repelling those which others inflected on them), are all engaged in
war. And those of them most distinguished by birth and resources, have
the greatest number of vassals and dependents about them. They
acknowledge this sort of influence and power only.”

They were good at war and enjoyed it. They arrayed
themselves as fiercely as possible, sometimes charging into
battle fully naked, dyed blue from head to toe, and screaming
like banshees to terrify their enemies. They took tremendous
pride in their appearance in battle, if we can judge by the
elaborately embellished weapons and paraphernalia they
used. Golden shields and breastplates shared pride of place
with ornamented helmets and trumpets. The Celts were great
users of light chariots in warfare. From this chariot, drawn
by two horses, they would throw spears at an enemy before
dismounting to have a go with heavy slashing swords. Celtic
warriors would cut off the heads of their enemies in battle
and display them as trophies. They mounted heads in
doorposts and hung them from their belts. To the Celt the
seat of spiritual power was the head, so by taking the head of
a vanquished foe they were appropriating that power for
themselves. They also had a habit of bringing along their
families and baggage to their battles. (504)
The characteristics of war just noted here are similar to what
was practiced for a long time, going back to Scynthia.
Life for the oppressed class was more monotonous.
Some Celts were farmers when they weren't fighting. One of
the interesting innovations that they brought to Britain was
the iron plough. Earlier ploughs had been awkward affairs,
basically a stick with a pointed end harnessed behind two
oxen. They were suitable only for ploughing the light upland
soils. The heavier iron ploughs constituted an agricultural
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revolution all by themselves, for they made it possible for the
first time to cultivate the rich valley and lowland soils. They
came with a price, though. It generally required a team of
eight oxen to pull the plough, so to avoid the difficulty of
turning that large a team, Celtic fields tended to be long and
narrow, a pattern that can still be seen in some parts of the
country today. (505)
Caesar discussed the gods they followed:
“They worship as their divinity, Mercury in particular, and have many
images of him, and regard him as the inventor of all arts, they consider
him the guide of their journeys and marches, and believe him to have
great influence over the acquisition of gain and mercantile transactions.
Next to him they worship Apollo, and Mars, and Jupiter, and Minerva;
respecting these deities they have for the most part the same belief as
other nations: that Apollo averts diseases, that Minerva imparts the
invention of manufactures, that Jupiter possesses the sovereignty of the
heavenly powers; that Mars presides over wars. To him, when they have
determined to engage in battle, they commonly vow those things which
they shall take in war. When they have conquered, they sacrifice
whatever captured animals may have survived the conflict, and collect
the other things into one place. In many states you may see piles of these
things heaped up in their consecrated spots; nor does it often happen that
any one, disregarding the sanctity of the case, dares either to secrete in
his house things captured, or take away those deposited; and the most
severe punishment, with torture, has been established for such a deed. “

Other sources have identified different gods, including
Dagda, father of the gods, Morrigan, queen of the gods, Bel,
god of rebirth and the growth of crops, and Dis pater, the god
of the afterlife. (506)
They had developed legends of their ancestry:
“All the Gauls assert that they are descended from the god Dis, and say
that this tradition has been handed down by the Druids. For that reason
they compute the divisions of every season, not by the number of days,
but of nights; they keep birthdays and the beginnings of months and
years in such an order that the day follows the night.”

He found them very ingenious in their economy.
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“They are a nation of consummate ingenuity, and most skillful in
imitating and making those things which are imparted by any one; for
they turned aside the hooks with nooses, and when they had caught hold
of them firmly, drew them on by means of engines, and undermined the
mound the more skillfully on this account, because there are in their
territories extensive iron mines, and consequently every description of
mining operations is known and practiced by them.”

Other sources note that the use of iron had amazing
repercussions. First, it changed trade and fostered local
independence. Trade was essential during the Bronze Age,
for not every area was naturally endowed with the necessary
ores to make bronze. Iron, on the other hand, was relatively
cheap and available almost everywhere.
The Celts lived in huts of arched timber with walls of wicker
and roofs of thatch. The huts were generally gathered in
loose hamlets. The time of the "Celtic conversion" of Britain
saw a huge growth in the number of hill forts throughout the
region. These were often small ditch and bank combinations
encircling defensible hilltops. Some are small enough that
they were of no practical use for more than an individual
family, though over time many larger forts were built. The
curious thing is that we don't know if the hill forts were built
by the native Britons to defend themselves from the
encroaching Celts, or by the Celts as they moved their way
into hostile territory.
Usually these forts contained no source of water, so their use
as long term settlements is doubtful, though they may have
been useful indeed for withstanding a short term siege. Many
of the hill forts were built on top of earlier camps. (507)
Caesar wrote that in death, the elite were honoured:
“When they died, if rich, much was buried with them. Their funerals,
considering the state of civilization among the Gauls, are magnificent and
costly; and they cast into the fire all things, including living creatures,
which they supposed to have been dear to them when alive; and, a little
before this period, slaves and dependents, who were ascertained to have
been beloved by them, were, after the regular funeral rites were
completed, burnt together with them. “
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During these years, we start seeing cemeteries of ordinary
people, buried in a hole in the ground.
Celtic lands were owned communally, and wealth seems to
have been based largely on the size of cattle herd owned.
The lot of women was a good deal better than in most
societies of that time. They were technically equal to men,
owned property, and could choose their own husbands. They
could also be war leaders, as was Boudicca (Boadicea),
whom we shall mention later.
They would be there for some nine hundred years before
they were pushed by the Angles and Saxons into Cornwall,
where they would become Cornish, and into Wales, where
they would become the Welsh.
One of the most famous of the British Celts was King Arthur
and his Knights of the Round Table. (508)
Let us now look at the Celtic settlement of Ireland.
Formorians in Ireland
The Formorians may have been the earliest modern settlers
in Ireland. As we noted above, they were driven from
Britain by Brutus when he took that land.
Keating notes they arrived some two hundred years before
Partholan, around 1680 BC.
He wrote they were
descendants of Ham. They were navigators, who came from
Africa. He adds:
“they came fleeing to the islands of the west of Europe, and to make a
settlement for themselves, and (also) fleeing the race of Sem, for fear that
they might have advantage over them, in consequence of the curse which
Noe (Noah) had left on Cham (Ham) from whom they had come;
inasmuch as they thought themselves to be safe from the control of the
posterity of Sem by being at a distance from them: wherefore, they came
to Ireland.” (509)

He identifies the arrivals as Ciocal, son of Nel, son of Garbh,
son of Ughmhoir, from Sliabh Ughmhoir. They came in six
ships, with fifty men and fifty women on each. Ciocal, in
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poems, was referred to as The Stunted, because of his
withered feet.
They lived on fish and fowl. (510)
O’Hart quotes Connellan who states they came from Lybia
or Gelulia, the ancient capital of the Phoenicians. He states
they were “a race of giants and were great builders in stone”.
One of their fortresses was at the Giants Causeway, known
as the Causeway of the Formorians. (511)
They lived in Ireland some two hundred years before
Partholan came. They fought the newcomers at the battle of
Magh Iotha. Ciocal died in this battle. This would make
him well over 200 years old when he died.
Later immigrants appear to have thought little of these
people. The author of the Chronicum Scotorum notes that
“they were demons, truly, in the guise of men, i.e. men with
one hand and one leg each”. (512) The Annals of the four
Masters wrote of them:
“and to fight with the "Formorians in general," an unpleasantly pugilistic
race, who, according to the Annals of Clonmacnois, "were a sect
descended from Cham, the sonne of Noah, and lived by pyracie and
spoile of other nations, and were in those days very troublesome to the
whole world." (513)

Cooper writes that they were well known pirates. They were
known as great warriors and giant men. Goliath of Gath was
perhaps their best known. (514)
Waddell, who links them with people known as the Van or
Fen, noted they were a matriarchal society. He stated they
had a serpent cult and many early monuments can be found
with this motif. He says they had been cave dwellers in East
Asia from whence they came. (515)
Partholan
The next to enter Ireland was Partholan, a descendant of
Fathacht, Magog’s son. He and his group settled in the
estuary of the river Kenmare.
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There are various dates given for his arrival. Three ancient
manuscripts offer differing dates.
Cooper, quoting the Annals of the Four Masters, gives his
date of arrival as 1484 BC. The Chronicum Scotorum notes
that this was in the sixtieth year of the age of Abraham.
Keating notes that he came 300 years after the Flood, which
was 22 years before Abraham was born, and the 1987 AM,
or 1475 BC (516)
A British tradition claims he arrived later than that. Cusack
mentions the tradition, stating that a British prince, returning
from collecting tribute from the Danes, met Partholan and
his people and allowed them to settle in Ireland. Keating
utterly rejects this, noting that the dates were wrong, the
rulers wrong, and the events wrong. (517)
Yet, this tradition, deemed incorrect by Keating and others,
had historical results. Cusack notes:
This account was so firmly believed in England, that it is specially set
forth in an Irish act (11th of Queen Elizabeth) among the "ancient and
sundry strong authentique titles for the kings of England to this land of
Ireland." The tradition may have been obtained from Irish sources, and
was probably "improved" and accommodated to fortify the Saxon claim,
by the addition of the pretended grant; but it is certainly evidence of the
early belief in the Milesian colonization of Ireland, and the name of their
leader.” (518)

Nennius, in the Saltair of Cashel mentions that he arrived
with his wife, three sons, their wives and a thousand
followers. (519)
Keating notes that Partholan came to Ireland because he had
slain his father and his mother, seeking the kingdom from his
brother.
He added that they built burial mounds in the areas in which
they lived.
Dennis Walsh has written of court cairns and passage cairns,
which may have been from this time:
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“In all some 300 Passage cairns have been identified, with many found
along a line from County Meath to County Sligo. This form of megalithic
structure is distinguished as a round mound of earth and stone having,
roughly in the center, a burial chamber which is reached by a passage
leading in from the edge of the mound.
The astronomical alignment of some of these cairns, notably at
Newgrange and Loughcrew, seem to place credence to the view they
were used for ceremonial, and possibly astrological, purposes.
Wedge tombs (about 400) are considered to be built mainly between
2000 and 1500 BC, and Bell-Beaker pottery are often associated with
them. Similar tombs also associated with Beaker finds are common in the
French region of Brittany, and the origin of the Irish series seems
connected to this region.
There were also stone circles. Of the more than 200 stone circles, almost
100 are concentrated in the southwestern counties of Cork and Kerry,
many of them consisting of no more than five stones.” (520)

Walsh continues on to describe the culture:
“Neolithic migrant men and women were Ireland's first farmers who
raised animals and cultivated the soil. The earliest Neolithic pottery
found in Ulster (Lyles Hill pottery) is similar to pottery found in northern
Britain, suggesting that some of the earliest Neolithic colonists may have
come to Ireland from northern Britain.
Domesticated cattle, sheep and goats were imported to Ireland at the
beginning of the Neolithic period, together with cereals. The oldest
known Neolithic house in Ireland (or Britain) was a wooden house, 6.5m
by 6m, uncovered at an excavation at Ballynagilly, near Cookstown,
County Tyrone.”

Keating notes Partholan died 1986 years after the beginning
of the world. (521)
During the rule of Partholan, seven lakes burst forth in
Ireland. Also there were numerous eruptions, of Loch Cuan,
Loch Rudhruidhe and others These may have been
connected to the climate changes induced by the Ice Age,
discussed above. (522)
The four sons of Partholan divided Ireland among
themselves.
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Agriculture was important to the economy. Indeed, Keating
mentions the names of the ploughman in his history as well
as the names of the four oxen they used.
Some were merchants. Biobhal and Beabhal were two of
these.
Some were warriors, such as Breagha, son of Seanbhoth,
who established single combat in Ireland.
Some were brewers. Samaliliath introduced ale-drinking in
Ireland.
Some were professors of poetry, such as Feargna, son of
Partholan.
They had Druids. Three were identified: Fios, Eolus and
Fochmorc. (523)
After three hundred years, the population, some 9000, was
decimated in a disease. (524) Keating, commenting on this,
writes that because of Partholan’s parricide,
“God sent a plague on his race, by which nine thousands of them were
slain during one week in Beann Eadair”. (525)

The Arrival of Neimhidh
After the decimation of Partholan’s people, Ireland was
waste for thirty years until Neimhidh, also known as
Nemedius, arrived. (526)
In 1145 BC a group under Neimhidh, descendants of
Fachacht, son of Magog, settled in Ireland. O’Hart writes
they came from Scythia in Europe. (527)
The Annals described those who arrived. (528)
“Neimhidh came to Ireland. On the twelfth day after the arrival of
Neimhidh with his people, Macha, the wife of Neimhidh, died. These
were the four chieftains who were with him: Sdarn, Iarbhainel the
Prophet, Fearghus Leithdheirg, and Ainninn. These were the four sons of
Neimhidh. Medu, Macha, Yba, and Ceara, were the four wives of these
chieftains.”
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Keating notes they arrived from Scythia, as we noted earlier.
They had thirty-four ships in their fleet, with thirty persons
in each ship. (529)
The climate continued changing during these years.
Manuscripts note that four lakes erupted during the time of
Neimhidh. (530)
The immigrants erected forts and cleared plains, as their
predecessors had done.
Neimhidh faced challenges from the Formorians, who
returned to plunder and settle in Ireland. He fought three
major battles against them. He won all three, though he lost
some sons in them.
After this, a plague hit and thousands of people died,
including Neimhidh.
This allowed the Formorians to return and conquer the
people of Neimhidh. They exacted a tribute from them.
Keating describes this tribute. It comprised two-thirds of the
children, and of the corn, and of the milch-kine of the men of
Ireland. This had to be given to them every year. The tribute
was then increased, with every single household being
required to give three full measures of the cream of milk, of
the flour of wheat and of butter to tax collectors.
The people rebelled against the Comorian oppression and
expelled them from Ireland. However, others came from
Africa to fight to retain the land, and they defeated the
people of Neimhidh. (531)
This led the majority of the remaining people to flee. They
left in three groups.
The first, under Simeon Breac, son of Starn, son of
Neimhidh, went to Greece. They fared poorly there, coming
under bondage, until fleeing later and returning to Ireland as
the Firbolgs.
A second group, under Iobath, son of Beothach, grandson of
Neimhidh, went initially to the district of Achaia in Greece.
There, Keating writes, “they learned their magic and their
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arts until they became skilled in every trick of sorcery”.
(532)
This group later returned as the Tuatha de Danaan.
While in Greece, they and their Greek neighbours were
attacked by a Syrian force.
They fled to Norway. According to Keating, they were
given four cities in which to teach the sciences and the varied
arts. These places were Failias, Gorias, Finias and Murias.
After staying there some time, they emigrated to the north of
Scotland, where they stayed seven years before going on to
Ireland. (533)
The third group, under Briotan Maol, grandson of Neimhidh,
went to the north of Scotland. Briotan gave his name to the
land in which he settled, according to the Saltair written by
Cormac, which states that from Briotan, came the name
Brittania, which is today called Great Britain. It added that
all Britons have descended from him. (534)
The Annals notes this dispersion:
“Three bands were said to have emigrated with their respective captains.
One party wandered into the north of Europe, and are believed to have
been the progenitors of the Tuatha De Dananns; others made their way to
Greece, where they were enslaved, and obtained the name of Firbolgs, or
bagmen, from the leathern bags which they were compelled to carry; and
the third section sought refuge in the north of England, which is said to
have obtained its name of Briton from their leader, Briotan Maol. “(535)

Those who remained in Ireland came under occasional attack
from the Formorians.
The Return of the Firbolgs
Simeon Breac and his followers found life in Greece very
difficult. The Book of Invasions writes:
“The Greeks put bondage and great tyranny on them, such as their being
digging the ground, raising earth, and carrying it in bags or in sacks of
leather for putting it on stony crags, until it should become fruitful soil.
Great sadness seized them, and enmity to the Greeks through the slavery
in which they had them: and with that it was resolved by them to leave
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that evil plight. Having determined on that counsel, five thousand of
them get together, and they make boats of the bags or of the wallets of
leather in which they used to be drawing the clay: or it is the fleet of the
king of the Greeks they stole, as the Cin of Drom Sneachta (The Book of
Invasions) says, so that this posterity of Simeon Breac, son of Starn,
came back to Ireland at the end of two hundred and seventeen years after
Neimheadh had occupied Ireland.” (536)

They left Greece with one thousand, one hundred and thirty
ships, on which were five thousand people. The Book of
Invasions notes that the fleet was not wooden this time.
They reached Ireland in 701 BC.
There were five chiefs among the Firbolgs and they divided
Ireland among them. (537)
They ruled in Ireland for 36 years.
Keating quotes the manuscripts on some of their
accomplishments.
They put an end to the injustice and lawlessness that existed
there, approving and implementing laws.
They fostered relations with kin in Spain. The Annals of the
Four Masters notes:
“It was in the reign of this Lugh that the fair of Tailltean was established,
in commemoration and remembrance of his foster mother, Taillte, the
daughter of Maghmor, King of Spain, and the wife of Eochaidh, son of
Erc, the last king of the Firbolgs.” (538)

Then the Tuatha De Danaan returned.
Tuatha De Danaan Return
The Annals described the Tuatha return and conquest:
“The tenth year of the reign of Eochaidh, son of Erc; and this was the last
year of his reign, for the Tuatha De Dananns came to invade Ireland
against the Firbolgs; and they gave battle to each other at Magh Tuireadh,
in Conmaicne Cuile Toladh, in Connaught, so that the King Eochaidh,
son of Erc, was killed, by the three sons of Neimhidh, son of Badhrai, of
the Tuatha De Dananns; Ceasarb, Luamh, and Luachra, their names. The
Firbolgs were vanquished and slaughtered in this battle. Moreover, the
hand of Nuadhat, son of Eochaidh, son of Edarlamh (the king who was
over the Tuatha De Dananns), was cut off in the same battle. The
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aforesaid Eochaidh was the last king of the Firbolgs. Nine of them had
assumed kingship, and thirty seven years was the length of their sway
over Ireland. “(539)

The Firbolgs fled to the islands near Ireland and Scotland,
and stayed there till the Picts confronted them. Then they
returned to Ireland and settled in different areas, such as
Ulster.
After establishing themselves, the Tuatha De Danaan
brought with them their coronation stone. Keating notes a
colorful legend connected with this stone:
“(The stone) was called the Lia Fail: and Saxum fatale, i.e. ‘Stone of
Destiny’. … and it was a stone on which were enchantments, for it used
to roar under the person who had the best right to obtain the sovereignty
of Ireland at the time of the men of Ireland being in assembly at Tara to
choose a king over them. However, it has not roared from the time of
Conchubhar forward, for the false images of the world were silenced
when Christ was born.” (540)

Cusack has described this stone, which appears to be the
same one used today by the British monarchs.
“The Tuatha Dé Dananns are also said to have brought the famous Lia
Fail, or Stone of Destiny, to Ireland. It is said by some authorities that
this stone was carried to Scotland when an Irish colony invaded North
Britain, and that it was eventually brought to England by Edward I., in
the year 1300, and deposited in Westminster Abbey. It is supposed to be
identical with the large block of stone which may be seen there under the
coronation chair.”(541)

Other valuables they brought included a sword and a spear
from Norway and the cauldron of Daghdha.
They had goddesses and among the invading group were
named three: Badhbh, Macha and Moirrioghan. The last
three rulers of the Tuatha de Danaan each had a separate god.
Coll was god to one, Ceacht to another and Grian to the
third.
They had female chiefs as well as male.
Among their specialized groups were smiths, artists,
physicians, mechanics and poets.
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They traded with Spain and started the Fair of Taillte to
honour Taillte, daughter of Madhmor, King of Spin, who had
been the wife of the last Firbolg leader, then became the wife
of a Tuatha de Danaan chief after his defeat. This Fair
consisted of various games and was started to resemble the
games called ‘Olympiades’, presumably learned while in
Greece.
After three rulers, the sons of Cearmad Milbheol, assumed
the leadership in turn. One of these, MacGreine, named
Ceathur, had a wife named Eire. When the Milesians
arrived, MacGreine and his wife were ruling, and they
mistakingly assumed the country was called Eire.(542)
O’Hart writes of them:
“The Danaans being highly skilled in the arts, the Round Towers of
Ireland are supposed to have been built by them. The light, gay, joyous
element of the Irish character may be traced to them. They were a brave
and high-spirited race, and famous for their skill in what was then termed
magic; hence, in after ages, this wonderful people were considered to
have continued to live in hills or raths as the ‘good people’ long so
commonly believed in as fairies, in Ireland. But their magic consisted in
the exercise of the mechanical arts, of which those who had previously
invaded Ireland were ignorant. Weapons of warfare (and)…invention of
the Ogham alphabet. (543)

According to the Saltair of Caiseal, the Tuatha de Danaan
ruled Ireland for 197 years. (544)
After they were defeated by the next group to enter Ireland,
the Milesians, they lived on in Irish myth and legend as the
fairies of Irish history.
“It appears from a very curious and ancient tract, written in the shape of a
dialogue between St. Patrick and Caoilte MacRonain, that there were
many places in Ireland where the Tuatha Dé Dananns were then
supposed to live as sprites and fairies, with corporeal and material forms,
but endued with immortality. The inference naturally to be drawn from
these stories is, that the Tuatha De Dananns lingered in the country for
many centuries after their subjugation by the Gaedhils, and that they
lived in retired situations, where they practiced abstruse arts, from which
they obtained the reputation of being magicians.” (545)
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Milesians move into Ireland
The next group to move into Ireland were the children of
Milidh, known as the Milesians, who invaded around 504
BC. They also were descendants of Fachacht, son of Magog,
as we noted earlier.
Cooper describes their arrival:
“The children of Milidh, known to us as the Milesians, had landed
unobserved in the mouth of the river Slaney in what is today the county
of Wexford, from where they marched to Tara, the central seat of
government. The word Milesian is still used (though with increasing
rarity) to denote the Irish people themselves, or things pertaining to
Ireland.” (546)

The Annals described the battle with the Tuatha De Danaan:
“The fleet of the sons of Milidh came to Ireland at the end of this year, to
take it from the Tuatha De Dananns; and they fought the battle of Sliabh
Mis with them on the third day after landing. In this battle fell Scota, the
daughter of Pharaoh, wife of Milidh; and the grave of Scota is to be seen
between Sliabh Mis and the sea. Therein also fell Fas, the wife of Un,
son of Uige, from whom is named Gleann Faisi. After this the sons of
Milidh fought a battle at Tailtinn, against the three kings of the Tuatha
De Dananns, Mac Cuill, Mac Ceacht, and Mac Greine. The battle lasted
for a long time, until Mac Ceacht fell by Eiremhon, Mac Cuill by
Eimhear, and Mac Greine by Amhergin.
Their three queens were also slain; Eire by Suirghe, Fodhla by Edan, and
Banba by Caicher. The battle was at length gained against the Tuatha De
Dananns, and they were slaughtered wherever they were overtaken.
There fell from the sons of Milidh, on the other hand, two illustrious
chieftains, in following up the rout, namely Fuad at Sliabh Fuaid, and
Cuailgne at Sliabh Cuailgne.” (547)

The Book of Invasions notes the years each group lived in
Ireland:
“Thus the Book of Invasions states that it was, three hundred years after
the Deluge that Partholan came, and that his descendants remained in
possession of Ireland three hundred years, and that Ireland remained a
waste for thirty years, till the descendants of Neimhidh arrived there, and
that these descendants ruled Ireland two hundred and seventeen years,
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and that the Firbolg held the sovereignty thirty-six years, and the Tuatha
De Danaan two hundred years less by three; and, adding all these
together, they make a total of one thousand and eighty years from the
Deluge to the coming of the sons of Milidh to Ireland. And if this number
be taken in connexion with the seven hundred and ninety-seven years that
elapsed from the Deluge to the leadership of Moses over the children of
Israel. (548),

The sons of Milidh divided Ireland between them.
Eireamhon took the north and Eibhear, took the south, from
the Boyne downwards.
Keating writes that Eibhear was thirty-five generations from
Adam. (549)
Picts Arrive from France
During the reign of Eireamhon, Picts arrived from France.
They had come from Thrace, which they had left after a
dispute with the king. Beda writes that they were from
Scythia. Arriving in France, they acquired land and built the
city called Pictavium. After a dispute with local rulers, they
left and went to Ireland where they were given land by
Eireamhon’s local ruler, who valued the remedies their druid
could provide against poisons used on weapons of people
plundering from Britain. (550)
Eireamhon gave their leaders the wives of men who had died
in earlier fighting and told them to live in Alba. Thankful,
the Picts promised to be loyal and to have succession
through female rather than male progeny. Cathluan became
the first king of this land. Seventy kings ruled after him until
Constantine.
During this period, in the reign of Niall Naoigiallach, a
descendant of Eireamhon, the name Scotia was given to
Alba, also known as Albania, in honour of the wife of
Milidh, who was Scota, daughter of Pharaoh Nectonibus. It
was known as new Scotia, while Ireland was the elder and
proper Scotia. (551)
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This same Niall was the man who captured and enslaved St.
Patrick in his youth, as we shall see below.
In later centuries, the Scoti and Picts regularly attacked
Britain. To stop them, the Romans built a wall of stonework
eight feet thick and twelve feet high from sea to sea,
according to Beda. This failed to stop them and for years,
Britain was plundered by the Scots and Picts. (552)
Keating then adds a fascinating ending to this plundering.
He states the Britains asked the Saxons in Germany to help
them. They came over and proceeded to kill 480 of the
British nobles, then took over the country. Then, Aurelius
Ambrosius, the king of Britain at the time (c. 447 AD),
“ordered that of the stones which Merlin took over to Britain from Sliabh
gClaire in Munster a monument be raised on the spot on which these
nobles were slain. It was, moreover, in the same place that he himself
was buried. And the place was then called Chorea Gigantum; and it is
now called Stone Henge on Salisbury Plain. And the same author (the
chroniclers of Britain, as related by Stowe, Chronicle, part 1, p,.53,
London, 1614) that it was from Africa the Gaels brought these stones;
and Monomotensis says that no two of the stones were taken from the
same country.” (553)

One final group of immigrants might be noted here. These
are immigrants from Normandy. Keating mentions the
synod that was called at Raith Breasail in 1100 AD at which
it is noted
“that the prelates of Canterbury had jurisdiction over the clergy of Ath
Cliath, Port Lairge, Loch Garman and Luimneach who were descended
from a remnant of the Lochlonnaigh who were called Normani, and it
was through a feeling of friendship for the people of Normandy who
sprang from their own race that the prelates of these places gave
jurisdiction and authority to the archbishop of Canterbury over
them.”(554)

Now begins early modern Irish history. The great Irish
families start from here, as Cusack notes:
“The genealogical tree begins, therefore, with the brothers Eber and
Eremon, the two surviving leaders of the expedition, whose ancestors are
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traced back to Magog, the son of Japheth. The great southern chieftains,
such as the MacCarthys and O'Briens, claim descent from Eber; the
northern families of O'Connor, O'Donnell, and O'Neill, claim Eremon as
their head. There are also other families claiming descent from Emer, the
son of Ir, brother to Eber and Eremon; as also from their cousin Lugaidh,
the son of Ith. From these four sources the principal Celtic families of
Ireland have sprung;” (555)

As we see in the genealogy, Eber and Eremon were able to
trace their own descent from Gadelas, the father of the Gaels
and the Gaelic languages, but just how seriously did the early
Irish take the question of pedigree? Were they serious
enough to take the trouble to keep accurate records over long
periods of time? Once more, Cusack answers the question
for us:
“The Books of Genealogies and Pedigrees form a most important
element in Irish pagan history. For social and political reasons, the Irish
Celt preserved his genealogical tree with scrupulous precision. The
rights of property and the governing power were transmitted with
patriarchal exactitude on strict claims of primogeniture, which claims
could only be refused under certain conditions defined by law ... and in
obedience to an ancient law, established long before the introduction of
Christianity, all the provincial records, as well as those of the various
chieftains, were required to be furnished every third year to the
convocation at Tara, where they were compared and corrected.” (556)

Milesian Culture
The economic culture developed by the Milesians was a
dynamic and vibrant one. They had a flourishing metal
industry and bronze, copper and gold objects were exported
widely to Britain and the continent. (557)
The Annals of the Four Masters praised this work, crediting
the first smelting of gold to Tighearn and its smelting to
Uchadan. The latter was credited with a lot.
“It was by him that goblets and brooches were first covered with gold
and silver in Ireland.” (558)
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The quality of the craftsmanship is evidenced by the famous
Gundestrup cauldron, perhaps the most famous artwork of
this time.

This cauldron, found in a Danish swamp, was thrown by an Irish devotee
in the first century BC. (559)

The nobles wore silver necklaces and gold rings.
During that same period, about one hundred years after they
came to Ireland, clothes were first dyed purple, blue, and
green. Also embroidery, fringes, and filigree were first put
on mantles in Ireland then.
They adopted the policy of allowing classes to wear multiple
colors, from one for slaves, two for peasants, three for
soldiers, four for a brughaidh, five for a district chief, and six
for an ollamh or king or queen. (560)
Some of the rulers were quite wealthy. The Book of
Dinnseanchas mentions the wealth of Cormac. His banquet
hall was 300 feet in length, 30 cubits high, and 50 cubits in
breadth. It had 14 doors, trice fifty beds. He had trice fifty
stewards. Fifty warriors stood in his presence when he ate.
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There were three hundred cup bearers, and trice fifty goblets
of carbuncle, of gold and of silver. There were one thousand
and fifty men in his household. He had ten daughters and
three sons. He had ten officers in constant attendance upon
him:
“the prince to be a body attendant on the king; the brehon to explain the
customs and laws of the country in the king’s presence; a druid to offer
sacrifices, and to forbode good or evil to the country by means of his
skill and magic; a physician to heal the king and his queen and the rest of
the household; a file to compose satire or panegyric for each one
according to his good or evil deeds; a seancha to preserve the
genealogies, the history, and transactions of the nobles from age to age; a
musician to play music, and to chant poems and songs in the presence of
the king; and three stewards with their company of attendants and
cupbearers to wait on the king.” (561)

Cormac, before he died, accepted Christianity, as we shall
discuss below.
One ruler, Ollamh Fodla established the Feis of Tara, a great
general assembly, like a Parliament, in which the nobles and
ollamhs met every third year to lay down and renew rules
and laws, and to approve the annals and records of Ireland.
During this assembly, they sentenced robbers and murderers
to death.
This was somewhere around 360 years after they arrived in
Ireland, according to genealogies of rulers provided by
Keating. (562)
These assemblies continued for centuries. Keating, writing
of the rule of Tuathal Teachtmhar, around the first century
AD, noted that in addition to instituting laws and customs,
they confirmed
“the annals and the records of Ireland, so that the ardollamhs might
inscribe all that was approved of them in the roll of the Kings, which was
called the Tsalter of Tara; and every custom and record that was in
Ireland that did not agree with that chief book were not regarded as
genuine.” (563)
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One of the laws, instituted by Feidhlimidh Reachtmhar
resembled the Latin law lex talionis, in which one who
inflicted an injury or wound on another, had the same done
to him – an eye for an eye, etc. (564)
That assembly was complemented by other gatherings.
Thus, prior to it, was held the Fire of Tlachtgha, when the
druids of all Ireland assembled to offer sacrifice to the gods.
Their chief god was Beil. They burned their victims then.
Everyone in Ireland had to quench their fires and light anew
from this fire, after paying a tax of a screaball, or three
pence.
Another major event was the Fair of Taillte, where alliances
of marriage and friendship were formed. Parents made
contracts between themselves for their sons and daughters.
Every couple that entered into treaty and contract were
married.
Other major events were the Feis of Eamhain and the Feis of
Cruachain, which approved those who practiced mechanical
arts in Ireland, such as smithwork, woodwork or stonework
and the like handicrafts.
“And the nobles and ollamhs who were at these two assemblies selected
from each assembly three score masters of each craft, and these were
then distributed throughout Ireland, and no fellow craftsman to these was
permitted to practice his craft without permission from the master of that
craft who was in that district.” (565)

They worshipped idols. Tighearnmhas instituted the worship
of Crom Cruaidh, as Zoroastres did in Greece. (566)
They had druids, who guided them in war and peace. Druids
predicted many things. One interesting prediction, noted by
Keating, occurred during the rule of Conchubhar, some
centuries before Christ.
“Bacrach, a Leinster druid, foretold through prophecy that Christ the
Prophesied One, the Son of God, would be conceived, that He would
assume a body, and that the Jews would put Him to death; and through
him the human race would be delivered from the tyranny of the evil one.”
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Keating believed this, writing
“And if anyone should deem it strange that Bacrach or any other druid,
being Pagan, should foretell the death of Christ, how was it more fitting
for the Sybils, who were Pagans, to have foretold Christ before His birth
than for Bacrach or any of his kind? Hence the story is not to be thus
discredited.” (567)

Keating writes that the druids had idol alters on which they
sacrificed he-goats, bulls and rams.
They cleansed
themselves with their blood. They used the hides of bulls to
make conjecture, or laying geasa on the demons, which
summoned them to get information from them. We shall see
ore about this below.
The knowledge of Ireland was widespread in the Western
world, as noted by Dennis Walsh:
“The earliest possible written reference to Ireland is in the Peripolous of
Himilco, the Carthaginian who wrote in the 6th century BC. In it he
references Celtic tribes on the North Sea, as well as in France and Spain.
Writing in the late 4th century BC Pytheus refers to the British Isles as
the Pretanic islands, from Priteni, terms which allude to a Celtic
connection for the islands. A Greek name for the island as Ierne, as
mentioned by Strabo in his work Geography. In De Bello Gallico,
written about 52 BC, Caesar refers to name Hibernia. Ptolemy produced
the first map (of Hibernia) with identifiable features about the middle of
the 2nd century AD. In his Ora Maritima (4th century AD), based on a
Greek original of the early 6th century BC, Festus Rufus Avienus refers
to Ireland as Insula sacra (holy island) and to the inhabitants as gens
hiernorum. The modern country's name of Éire (Gaeilge for Ireland) is
thought to be derived, among others, from an early tribal group of Ireland
referred to as the Érainn (aka Iverni).
Some of the early descriptions of the [continental] Celts are from
Poseidonios whose original works were written before 70 BC and survive
in the works of later writers, e.g. Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, and
Athenaus. Poseidonios describes a threefold division of Celtic society,
the institutions of the druids, bardic praise poetry and clientship. Each of
these are known in early Celtic Ireland as well as on the continent, where
that which we call "Celtic" originated in central Europe. “(568)
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The Celts in Ireland had extensive links with Celtic groups in
Britain and the European mainland. Cooper discusses Livy’s
description of the Gauls and their move into Italy and
comments on the relations between the British and the
continental Celtic royal families.
“It is here, however, that Livy sheds some interesting light upon the
Celtic royal families of the early 4th century BC. According to both
Geoffrey and the Welsh chronicle, the father and mother of Belinus and
Brennius were Dunvall Molmutius (Welsh Dyftial Moel Myd) and
Tonuuenna (Welsh Tonwen). We know from the genealogy around
which both Geoffrey's and the Welsh account are built, that Dunvallo
was of British descent. Which means that Tonuuenna, whose genealogy
is not given, could easily have been the sister of the Gaulish king,
Ambitgatus, as is implied in Livy when he calls Bellovesus (the British
Belinus and son of Tonuuenna) the nephew of Ambitgatus. There is
nothing at all unlikely or improbable in such a relationship. Indeed,
marriage between the British and continental Celtic royal families would
have been an entirely natural and expected event.” (569)

Keating writes of the Irish links with France. He notes that
druids went to France,
“where they became judges and got termon lands and immunities and
honour from the nobles of that country. The druids taught in the schools.
Various Irish kings married daughters of the kings of France. Other
kings attacked France from time to time. Keating mentions Ughaine Mor
being the first of these. (570)

Elsewhere Keating notes that different Irish groups
established relationships with different foreigners. The men
of Leinster had a special relationship with France, the Neill
clan with the Albanians, the men of Munster with the
Saxons, the Ultonians with the Spanish, and the people of
Connaugh with the Welsh. (571)
The following map shows the different groups that had
emerged around 100 AD. (572)
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Practices exercised in war, as we noted above, continued
among these Celts. We can comment here on the human
sacrifice that occurred. Cahill writes:
“They sacrificed prisoners of war to the war gods and newborns to the
harvest gods. Believing that the human head was the seat of the soul,
they displayed proudly the heads of their enemies in their temples and on
their palisades; they even hung them from their belts as ornaments, used
them as footballs in victory celebrations, and were fond of employing
skull tops as ceremonial drinking cups. They also sculpted heads – both
shrunken, decapitated heads and overbearing, impassive godheads – and
a favourite motif was the head of a tri-faced god, for three was their
magical number, and gods and goddesses often manifested themselves as
three.”(573)

Keating notes something similar, noting that
“when any champion slew in battle another champion of great fame, he
took the brain out of his head and mixed it with lime, so that he had it in
the shape of a hard round bowl to show at meetings and public
assemblies as a trophy of valour”. (574)

Let us now turn to the contacts between this Celtic empire in
Europe and the emerging power of the Roman Empire.
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Chapter 7
The Roman Empire and the Celtic World
By 500 BC, the Celtic peoples had established a firm
presence in a wide area of Europe. The following map by
Strabo, who lived from 64 BC to 24 AD, and wrote a 17volume work called Geographia, shows this extent. (575)

It was into these Celtic lands that the expanding Roman
Empire moved. The first of the peoples to come under the
Romans, were the Celts who had moved into the northern
parts of Italy.
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Romans defeat the Italian Celts
The Romans, in their expansion northwards, had fought the
Samnites. In the third major war against these people,
fought in 298-290 BC, the latter received help from the
Celts. Among others who joined the league against Rome
were the Etruscans, Sabines, Lucanians and Umbrians.
Between 298 and 290 BC the Romans defeated each of the
coalition members individually. Their conquest ensured
their hold on central Italy.
From 285-282 BC the Romans fought with the Celts of
northern Italy, conquering the Gallic Senones in 282 BC.
A century later, from 200 BC to 190 BC, the Romans moved
against the Celtic tribes of the Po River valley, including the
Boii and Insubres groups.

This conquest gave them control of Cisalpine Gaul. The rest
of Cisalpine Gaul was conquered by Caesar in 59 BC. (576)

The Conquest of Transalpine Gaul
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Transalpine Gaul is approximately modern Belgium, France
and Switzerland. There were many Celtic tribes or groups
throughout these lands. (577) Diodorus writes that Gaius
Julius Caesar, who has been deified because of his deeds,
subdued the most numerous and most warlike tribes of the
Celts, and advanced the Roman Empire as far as the British
Isles. The first events of this war occurred in the first year of
the One Hundred and Eightieth Olympiad, when Herodes
was archon at Athens. (578)
In The Gallic Wars, Julius Caesar notes that Gaul was
divided into three parts:
“one of which the Belgae inhabit, the Aquitani another, those who in
their own language are called Celts, in our Gauls (noted as Celtica), the
third. All these differ from each other in language, customs and laws. The
river Garonne separates the Gauls from the Aquitani; the Marne and the
Seine separate them from the Belgae.”(579)

The Gauls had been having difficulties with Germanic
peoples. A powerful group under Ariovistus had moved into
the lands of the Gauls, initially to assist some groups. They
liked the lands and conquered them. Some of the Gauls went
to Caesar for assistance.
Caesar had been fighting a group pillaging lands of Roman
allies. Caesar defeated this Germanic group and drove them
beyond the Rhine. The Gauls returned to their lands. (580)
While he was there, the Belgae entered into a confederacy
with the Gauls to fight the Romans. Their numbers were
large.
Caesar writes that the Bellovaci Belgae had
committed 100,000 men, Suessiones, whose king had been
Divitiacus, king of Gaul and Britain, and his successor
Galba, committed 50,000 and
“ the Atrebates 15,000; the Ambiani, 10,000; the Morini, 25,000; the
Menapii, 9,000; the Caleti, 10,000; the Velocasses and the Veromandui
as many; the Aduatuci 19,000; that the Condrusi, the Eburones, the
Caeraesi, the Paemani, who are called by the common name of Germans
[had promised], they thought, to the number of 40,000.”
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Caesar described their manner of attack
“The Gauls' mode of besieging is the same as that of the Belgae: when
after having drawn a large number of men around the whole of the
fortifications, stones have begun to be cast against the wall on all sides,
and the wall has been stripped of its defenders, [then], forming a testudo,
they advance to the gates and undermine the wall: which was easily
effected on this occasion; for while so large a number were casting stones
and darts, no one was able to maintain his position upon the wall.”

Caesar fought them with eight legions, each having up to six
thousand soldiers. It is well worth reading The Gallic Wars
by Julius Caesar to better understand his fight against the
experienced and talented opponents, the Celts. In the end,
Caesar won. He writes:
“These things being achieved, [and] all Gaul being subdued, so high an
opinion of this war was spread among the barbarians, that ambassadors
were sent to Caesar by those nations who dwelt beyond the Rhine, to
promise that they would give hostages and execute his commands.
Which embassies Caesar, because he was hastening into Italy and
Illyricum, ordered to return to him at the beginning of the following
summer.
He himself, having led his legions into winter quarters among the
Carnutes, the Andes, and the Turones, which states were close to those
regions in which he had waged war, set out for Italy; and a thanksgiving
of fifteen days was decreed for those achievements, upon receiving
Caesar's letter; [an honor] which before that time had been conferred on
none. “

However, he had not succeeded in suppressing the Celts.
They continued to fight. Another confederation united for
war. They included the Osismii, the Lexovii, the Nannetes,
the Ambiliati, the Morini, the Diablintes, and the Menapii.
They were defeated.
Next the Romans fought the Venetii, in 56 BC, in a sea
battle. The Veniti were a powerful tribe who made most of
their camps along the coasts in impressive cliff castles and
were great sailors. It is thought that they may have also
called for help from their close cousins in South-west Britain
In 56 BC the Veneti assembled a great fleet of over 200
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ships in Morbihan Bay and put all their efforts into this one
battle. The smaller Roman vessels were more maneuverable
and soon dealt with the larger Celtic force. (581) Caesar
commented on this battle:
“For their ships were built and equipped after this manner. The keels
were somewhat flatter than those of our ships, whereby they could more
easily encounter the shallows and the ebbing of the tide: the prows were
raised very high, and, in like manner the sterns were adapted to the force
of the waves and storms [which they were formed to sustain]. The ships
were built wholly of oak, and designed to endure any force and violence
whatever; the benches which were made of planks a foot in breadth, were
fastened by iron spikes of the thickness of a man's thumb; the anchors
were secured fast by iron chains instead of cables, and for sails they used
skins and thin dressed leather. These [were used] either through their
want of canvas and their ignorance of its application, or for this reason,
which is more probable, that they thought that such storms of the ocean,
and such violent gales of wind could not be resisted by sails, nor ships of
such great burden be conveniently enough managed by them.” (582)

Caesar won the battle, executed the leaders and sold into
slavery the others he had captured. The Celts who could,
fled west to the Channel Islands and north to the southwest
peninsula of Britain for safety.
For the next two years, Caesar focused on the conquest of
Britain. However, the Gauls were not yet ready to settle
under the onerous Roman rule.
A new rebellion arose in Transalpine Gaul, led by
Vercingetorix. Vercingetorix adopted a burnt earth policy in
this war, destroying food and other supplies to deny them to
the Romans. His success led other Celtic groups to join him.
Their forces ultimately amounted to eight thousand cavalry
and two hundred and forty thousand infantry. In the battles
that ensued, the Romans won. The revolt was finally put
down in 51 BC. Further battles followed, including one with
the Bellovaci. In the end, Caesar left legions in Gaul to keep
it under control.
Caesar writes that, in the end, he made peace with the Gauls
by a policy of leniency, by treating the states with respect,
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making rich presents to the leading men, imposing no new
burdens, and making the terms of their subjection lighter.
(583)
Romans Attack Britain
After his early successes against the Gauls, Caesar decided
to attack the Celts in Britain because they had helped the
Gauls. The first attack came in 55 BC. He brought with him
two legions, totaling 10,000 men. (584) As he wrote:
“During the short part of summer which remained, Caesar, although in
these countries, as all Gaul lies toward the north, the winters are early,
nevertheless resolved to proceed into Britain, because he discovered
that in almost all the wars with the Gauls succors had been furnished to
our enemy from that country; and even if the time of year should be
insufficient for carrying on the war, yet he thought it would be of great
service to him if he only entered the island, and saw into the character of
the people, and got knowledge of their localities, harbors, and landingplaces, all which were for the most part unknown to the Gauls.”

Caesar found them a formidable enemy. He wrote:
“But the barbarians, upon perceiving the design of the Romans, sent
forward their cavalry and charioteers, a class of warriors of whom it is
their practice to make great use in their battles, and following with the
rest of their forces, endeavored to prevent our men landing.”

Providing more detail later, he added:
“Their mode of fighting with their chariots is this: firstly, they drive
about in all directions and throw their weapons and generally break the
ranks of the enemy with the very dread of their horses and the noise of
their wheels; and when they have worked themselves in between the
troops of horse, leap from their chariots and engage on foot. The
charioteers in the meantime withdraw some little distance from the battle,
and so place themselves with the chariots that, if their masters are
overpowered by the number of the enemy, they may have a ready retreat
to their own troops. Thus they display in battle the speed of horse,
[together with] the firmness of infantry; and by daily practice and
exercise attain to such expertness that they are accustomed, even on a
declining and steep place, to check their horses at full speed, and manage
and turn them in an instant and run along the pole, and stand on the yoke,
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and thence betake themselves with the greatest celerity to their chariots
again.”

Unable to win, Caesar returned to the mainland. A year
later, in 54 BC, he returned to Britain. This time he brought
800 ships of troops. The Celts united under a war leader
named Cassivellaunus. Caesar wrote that the Celts fought
him at the Thames:
“When he had come thither, greater forces of the Britons had already
assembled at that place, the chief command and management of the war
having been entrusted to Cassivellaunus, whose territories a river, which
is called the Thames, separates, from the maritime states at about eighty
miles from the sea. At an earlier period perpetual wars had taken place
between him and the other states; but, greatly alarmed by our arrival, the
Britons had placed him over the whole war and the conduct of it.”

Again, he had to quit Britain without having conquered it.
This time it was to fight the Gauls who had rebelled again.
He defeated them, and then went back to Rome. Plans may
have been made for a full-scale invasion of Britain, but civil
war in Rome (47-45 BC) and other turmoil led to Caesar's
death at the hands of Brutus on the 15th March 44 BC. Plans
for the conquest of Britain by the Romans were put on hold.
One writer commented on the land and people they saw.
“During Rome's earlier armed reconnaissance of South East Britain, her
armies had met and demanded tribute from the Celtic Trinovantes of
Suffolk and Essex, who paid with large amounts of grain. The country
was seen to be quite fertile with great forests and useful raw materials.
They noted its predominantly agricultural economy with farms - arable in
the south-east and livestock elsewhere. The Romans found Britain to be
populated by many distinct Iron Age tribes, each tribe quite fearsome but
with no overall military structure or 'mutual defense'. The Catuvellauni
tribe originally occupied Hertfordshire around Verulamium (St Albans).
Under their strong leader Cunobelin, they attacked and eventually
subjugated their neighbours the Atrebates, becoming one of the major
players in Southern Central Britain.”(585)

In 43 AD, the Romans had another opportunity to invade
Britain.
The leader of the Atrebates, Verica, son of
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Commius, a former client king of the Romans, fled to the
continent and asked the Roman Emperor Claudius for help to
repel the Catuvellauni. This gave Claudius just the excuse he
needed to invade Britain.
Southern Britain was invaded in 43 AD, with a larger fullscale invasion some twelve years later. Provincial cities such
as
Londinium
(London),
Corinium
Dobunnorum
(Cirencester), Lindum (Lincoln), Eburacum (York) as well as
major towns such as Glevum (Gloucester), Virconium
Cornoviorum (Wroxeter), Verulamium (St. Albans) and
Aquae Sulis (Bath) were founded. The capital of Britannia
was built on the former Camulodunum (Colchester), until it
was destroyed by the revolt of the Iceni under their warrior
Queen Boudicca (Boadicea) some 18 years later in 60/61AD.
The provincial city for the South West was founded at Isca
Dumnoniorum - present day Exeter - and was built around
the Roman garrison fort of the Legio Secundus. (586)
Romans decide not to Invade Ireland
Around 10 AD the Romans considered, and then abandoned,
plans to invade Ireland. Cusack writes:
“The passage in Tacitus which refers to the proposed invasion of Ireland
by the Roman forces, is too full of interest to be omitted: —" In the fifth
year of these expeditions, Agricola, passing over in the first ship,
subdued in frequent victories nations hitherto unknown. He stationed
troops along that part of Britain which looks to Ireland, more on account
of hope than fear, since Ireland, from its situation between Britain and
Spain, and opening to the Gallic Sea, might well connect the most
powerful parts of the empire with reciprocal advantage. Its extent,
compared with Britain, is narrower, but exceeds that of any islands of our
sea. The genius and habits of the people, and the soil and climate, do not
differ much from those of Britain. Its channels and ports are better known
to commerce and to merchants. Agricola gave his protection to one of its
petty kings, who had been expelled by faction; and with a show of
friendship, he retained him for his own purposes. I often heard him say,
that Ireland could be conquered and taken with one legion and a small
reserve; and such a measure would have its advantages even as regards
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Britain, if Roman power were extended on every side, and liberty taken
away as it were from the view of the latter island." (587)

The Romans Move against the Celts in Central Europe
In addition to conquering many of the Celtic societies in
Western Europe, the Romans moved against those in the
east. Rankin describes the conquest that took place from 88
BC to 35 BC
“In 88 BC…the Celtic Scordisci were defeated by a Roman army…and
the Pannones were able to get back their lands. In turn, the Dacians, led
by their king Bouribistes, defeated the Scordisci, Boii, and Taurisci in 60
BC. Vast tracts of land previously occupied by Boii were desolated and
formed what Strabo called the Boian desert. Finally, in 35 BC, Octavian,
seeking a defensible boundary for the Roman imperium, pushed into
Illyricum and crushed the Pannones. He destroyed the inter-tribal
organization but shrewdly left the residual Celtic area intact and in
alliance with Rome as an insurance against further awkwardness on the
part of the Pannones…On the other bank of the Danube, the vacuum
created by Octavian’s campaign was filled by Iranian-speaking peoples,
the Jasygs, a splinter conglomerate of Scythians and Dacians, together
with the Dacians proper, who took over lands which the Celts and
Pannones could no longer hold.” (588)

To further weaken Celtic hegemony in Pannonia, the
Romans moved the Pannonian-Illyrian Azali to northern
Pannonia. The political dominance previously enjoyed by the
Celts was overshadowed by newer confederations, such the
Marcomanni and Iazyges. Their ethnic independence was
gradually lost as they were absorbed by the surrounding
Dacian, Illyrian and Germanic peoples, although Celtic
names survive until the 3rd century AD. (589) After their
defeat by the Greeks, the Celts settled in the Balkans, in
places such as Singidunum, later known as Belgrade.
Romans Conquer Celts in Galatia
In the great battle of Magnesia, 180 B.C., a body of Galatian
troops fought against the Romans, on the side of Antiochus
the Great, King of Syria. He was defeated by the Romans,
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under Scipio Asiaticus, and lost 50,000 of his men. Next year
the Consul Manlius entered Galatia, and defeated the
Galatians in two battles graphically described by Livy.
Galatia was henceforth dominated by Rome through regional
rulers. On account of ill-treatment received at the hands of
Mithradates I King of Pontus, the Galatians took the side of
Pompey in the Mitradatic wars, in 64 B.C. As a reward for
their services, Deiotarus, their chief tetrarch, received the
title of king, and his dominions were greatly extended.
Henceword the Galatians were under the protection of the
Romans, and were involved in all the troubles of the civil
wars that followed.
In the settlement of 64 BC, Galatia became a client-state of
the Roman Empire, the old constitution disappeared, and
three chiefs were appointed, one for each tribe. But this
arrangement soon gave way before the ambition of one of
these chiefs, or tetrarchs, Deiotarus, the contemporary of
Cicero and Julius Caesar, made himself master of the other
two tetrarchies and was finally recognized by the Romans as
'king' of Galatia. (590)
They supported Pompey against Julius Caesar at the battle of
Pharsalia in 48 B.C. Amyntas, their last king was set up by
Mark Antony, 39 B.C. His kingdom finally included not only
Galatia Proper but also the great plains to the south, together
with parts of Lyesonia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, and Phrygia, i.e.
the country containing the towns Antioch, Iconium, Lystra
and Derbe. Amyntas went to Actium, 31 BC, to support
Mark Antony; but like many others he went over, at the
critical moment, to the side of Octavianus, afterwards called
Augustus. Augustus confirmed him in his kingdom, which
he retained until he was slain in ambush in 25 BC .
After the death of Amyntas in 25 BC, Galatia was
incorporated by Octavian Augustus into the Roman Empire,
becoming a Roman province. Near his capital Ancyra
(modern Ankara), Pylamenes, the king's heir, rebuilt a
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temple of the Phrygian goddess Men to venerate Augustus
(the Monumentum Ancyranum), as a sign of fidelity. Few of
the provinces proved more enthusiastically loyal to Rome.
The Galatians also practiced a form of Romano-Celtic
polytheism, common in Celtic lands. (591)
For the next 400 years, large parts of the Celtic world
remained under Roman rule. Some Celtic societies, such as
Ireland, Scotland and Wales remained free. The next major
change that came to Celtic culture involved the introduction
of Christianity.
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Chapter 8
The Celts Become Christians
As the Roman Empire declined after centuries of dominance
in Europe and beyond, a new influence emerged on the
scene, that of Christianity. As it became and has remained
an important component of Irish life we will now consider it.
The first to adopt Christianity were the Celts living in Asia,
specifically, in Galatia.
Galatia
The Galatians first learned about Christ from St. Paul. In his
second mission through East Asia, he was told by the Holy
Spirit not to preach, so he only passed through. Then, on his
third mission, between 53 and 57 AD, receiving no
opposition from the Holy Spirit, he preached in Galatia.
(592)
The Galatians were very responsive to the preaching of St.
Paul and other early Jewish converts. Indeed, it was among
the Galatians that early disputes arose over how the faith was
to be interpreted, especially over the Judaistic nature of the
emerging Christian church and whether converts had to be
circumcised and follow the law of Moses or not. Paul said
neither was necessary. He convinced the leaders of the
church to agree.
The decisions made at that time
subsequently determined the Christian religion in the Roman
Empire.
Paul preached against sorcery and idolatry,
practiced throughout the pagan world. He preached equality,
stating:
“And putting on the new, him who is renewed unto knowledge,
according to the image of him that created him. Where there is neither
Gentile nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian nor
Scythian, bond nor free. But Christ is all, and in all”. (593)
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Ahern noted, when discussing Paul’s Epistle to the
Galatians:
“The Epistle implies that the Galatians were well acquainted with the
doctrines of the Trinity, the Divinity of Christ, Incarnation, Redemption,
Baptism, Grace, etc. As he had never to defend his teaching to these
points against Judaizers, and as the Epistle is so early, it is clear that his
teaching was identical with that of the Twelve, and did not, even in
appearance, lend itself to attack.” (594)

Ramsay comments quite favourably on those who converted
as:
“those who desire education, who have shaken off the benumbing and
degrading influence of the native magic and superstition, who judge for
themselves as to the real value of the facts of life, who lay claim to
insight” (595)

The Galatians became committed Christians in the centuries
that followed. Ramsay notes that the Bishops of Ancyra
played a great part in many Church decisions from 312 AD
onwards. Moreover, the metropolitan Bishop of Ancyra
ranked second only to Caesarea in the Patriarchate of
Constantinople. (596)
It is interesting to note that despite many centuries of
separation, there were still numerous cultural similarities
between the Galatians and their European relations For
example, St Jerome, who lived from 347 to 420 AD, wrote
that the Galatians of Ancyra and the Treveri of Trier, in what
is now the German Rhineland, spoke the same language
(597).
In an administrative reorganization about 386-395 AD two
new provinces succeeded it, Galatia Prima and Galatia
Secunda or Salutaris, which included part of Phrygia. The
fate of the Galatian people is a subject of some uncertainty,
but they seem ultimately to have been absorbed into the
Greek-speaking populations of west-central Anatolia. (598)
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Spread of Christianity in Europe
Christianity started spreading throughout Europe right from
the time of the Apostles. For two hundred years, Christians
alternated between being tolerated and being persecuted.
Then, after Emperor Constantine issued the Edict of Milan in
313 AD that officially tolerated the existence of Christianity,
the church was free to prosetelize. (599)
Conversion of Spain to Christianity
Legends credit the start of conversion in Spain to St. James.
According to these, St. James, after returning to Palestine in
44 AD, was taken prisoner by Herodes Agrippa and tortured
to death. In the night Jacob's disciples stole the body and
brought him, in a sarcophagus of marble, on board of a small
boat. The current of the sea drove the boat to the Spanish
coast, into the port of the Roman province's capital, Iria
Flavia. Here the Apostle was buried at a secret place in a
wood. This site is now the city of Santiago de Compostela.
Centuries later, in 831, the tomb was discovered. King
Alphonse II declared Saint James the patron of his empire
and built a chapel there.
Many miracles happened
afterwards, including help when he fought side by side with
King Ramiro I in the decisive battle against the Moors. (600)
Whether the above is true or not, we know that Spain was
known to the early Christians, and mentioned by them. St.
Paul identified Spain as a target for conversion in his Epistle
to the Romans. He visited Spain in 62 AD. Christianity was
spreading there in the 1st century AD and by the 2nd century
AD had spread into most cities. Most of Spain’s present
languages and religion, and the basis of its laws, originate
from this period.
The weakening of the Western Roman Empire's jurisdiction
in Spain began in 409 AD, when the Germanic Suevi and
Vandals, together with the Sarmatian Alans crossed the
Rhine and ravaged Gaul until the Visigoths drove them into
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Iberia that same year. The Suevi established a kingdom in
what is today modern Galicia and northern Portugal. As the
western empire disintegrated, the social and economic base
simplified: but even in modified form, the successor regimes
maintained many of the institutions and laws of the late
empire, including Christianity.
The Alans' allies, the Hasdingi Vandals, established a
kingdom in Galicia as well. The Silingi Vandals occupied
Andalusia. The Byzantines established an enclave, Spania, in
the south, with the intention of reviving the Roman Empire
throughout Iberia. Eventually, however, Hispania was
reunited under Visigothic rule. The Visigoths adopted the
heresy of Arianism and promoted this heresy. Despite their
control, the mass of the faithful did not become Arian.
In the 8th century, nearly all of the Iberian Peninsula was
conquered (711–718) by largely Moorish Muslim armies
from North Africa. These conquests were part of the
expansion of the Umayyad Islamic Empire. Only a small
area in the mountainous north-west of the peninsula
managed to resist the initial invasion.
Under Islamic law, Christians and Jews were given the
subordinate status of dhimmi. This status permitted
Christians and Jews to practice their religions as people of
the book but they were required to pay a special tax and to be
subject to certain discriminations.
Conversion to Islam proceeded at a steadily increasing pace.
The muladies (Muslims of ethnic Iberian origin) are believed
to have comprised the majority of the population of AlAndalus by the end of the 10th century.
The reconquest of Spain by the Christians started in 722 with
the Battle of Covadonga, which led to the creation of the
Christian Kingdom of Asturias along the northwestern
coastal mountains. Shortly after, in 739, Muslim forces were
driven from Galicia, freeing Santiago de Compostela which
was incorporated into the new Christian kingdom. Muslim
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armies had also moved north of the Pyrenees, but they were
defeated by Frankish forces at the Battle of Poitiers, Frankia.
Later, Frankish forces established Christian counties on the
southern side of the Pyrenees. These areas were to grow into
the kingdoms of Navarre, Aragon and Catalonia. For several
centuries, the fluctuating frontier between the Muslim and
Christian controlled areas of Iberia was along the Ebro and
Duero valleys.
In 1085 Toledo was captured. Finally, in the 13th century,
Cordoba and Seville fell to the Christians. The Crown of
Aragon rose to power and Spain became one of the great
European nations, leading the expansion into the Americas.
(601)
France Becomes Christian
In France, popular tradition holds that conversion started
with Mary of Madgelen and others who came with her to
France.
The French tradition of Saint Lazare of Bethany is that Mary,
her brother Lazarus, and Maximinus, one of the Seventy
Disciples and some companions, expelled by persecutions
from the Holy Land, traversed the Mediterranean in a frail
boat with neither rudder nor mast and landed at the place
called Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer near Arles. Mary
Magdalene came to Marseille and converted the whole of
Provence. Magdalene is said to have retired to a cave on a
hill by Marseille, La Sainte-Baume ("holy cave." baumo in
Provençal), where she gave herself up to a life of penance for
thirty years. When she was dying she was carried by angels
to Aix and into the oratory of Saint Maximinus, where she
received the viaticum; her body was then laid in an oratory
constructed by St. Maximinus at Villa Lata. (602)
Mary Magdalene's relics were first venerated at the abbey of
Vézelay in Burgundy. According to Jacobus de Voragine,
these relics were transferred from her sepulchre in the
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oratory of Saint Maximin at Aix-en-Provence to the newly
founded abbey of Vézelay in 771 by the founder of the
abbey, identified as Gerard, duke of Burgundy. The
chronicler Sigebert of Gembloux , who died in 1112, noted
that the relics were removed to Vézelay through fear of the
Saracens. There is no record of their further removal to the
other St-Maximin; a casket of relics associated with
Magdalene remains at Vézelay.
Since September 9, 1279, the body of Mary Magdalene was
also venerated at Saint-Maximin-la-Sainte-Baume, Provence.
The site attracted such throngs of pilgrims that the earlier
shrine was rebuilt as the great Basilica from the mid-13th
century, one of the finest Gothic churches in the south of
France.
In 1279, when Charles II, King of Naples, erected a
Dominican convent at La Sainte-Baume, the shrine was
found intact, with an explanatory inscription stating why the
relics had been hidden. In 1600, the relics were placed in a
sarcophagus commissioned by Pope Clement VIII, the head
being placed in a separate reliquary. The relics and freestanding images were scattered and destroyed during the
French Revolution. In 1814, the church of La Sainte-Baume,
also wrecked during the Revolution, was restored. In 1822,
the grotto was consecrated afresh. The head of the saint now
lies there and has been the centre of many pilgrimages. (603)
During the third century, France, like much of the Roman
Empire, was adversely affected by the Arian heresy. At a
Council at Beziers in 356 AD, Arianism was confirmed by
most bishops. A few, including St. Hilary of Poitiers and St.
Martin of Tours, Bishop of Tours, 372-387, resisted and
helped restore the Catholic faith. (604)
In Gaul, Roman rule continued until the invasion of the
Franks in the 5th century. In 486, Clovis I, leader of the
Salian Franks, and Head of the Merovingian House, defeated
Syagrius at Soissons and then united most of northern and
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central Gaul under his rule. In 496, he converted to Roman
Catholicism. This was popular with the people, who wanted
to be free of their Arian rulers. With him begins the history
not only of the French empire, its government and laws, but
also of the French nation, its religion and moral habits. The
empire he set up continued for some two hundred years.
By the end of the sixth century the Lombards, Ostrogoths
and Visigoths, including the rulers of Spain, were converted
from their fourth century Arianism.
As the Merovingian House declined, Charles Martel set up
the Carolingian dynasty and began the expansion of the
Frankish kingdom. At Tours, he defeated a Muslim army
moving into France and effectively stopped their advance
through Europe.
Martel’s son, Pepin the Short, then became the king of the
Franks. He was succeeded by his son, Charlemagne, Charles
the Great. Under the rule of Charlemagne, the Carolingian
empire reached its peak. His military successes in Spain,
Italy and almost all the western area of the old Roman
Empire led him to be crowned emperor in 800. His empire
enjoyed a high degree of law, order and good government.
(605)
Charlemagne was not only an able military leader, but was
also a great supporter of education and the arts. During
Charlemagne's period, there was a Carolingian renaissance,
but shortly after his death the kingdom was divided.
One of the last Carolingian kings of the Franks, Charles III
the Simple (893-922), established a peace with the Vikings
who had been raiding and plundering his and neighbouring
lands. The leader of the Northmen, Rollo paid homage to
Charles and was given the Duchy of Normandy. Within a
few generations the invaders had integrated into the local
population. In 1066, William was the Duke. A good
military leader, he had expanded his dominion over
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neighbouring areas. Soon he decided to conquer Britain.
(606)
In other parts of France, the Celts became involved in some
of the religious disputes of the times. One was the dispute
over the Albigensian heresy. In this, the powerful Counts of
Toulouse, the Raymonds, at times supported, then countered
the Albigensian heresy. (607)
Celts and the Crusades
One of the great events in which our French ancestors
participated was the Crusades. The Redmonds, then known
as Raymonds, were among the leaders of the First Crusade.
In 1095, Pope Urban II made an appeal at Claremont, France
for soldiers to retake Jerusalem from the Muslims and
thereby protect Christian pilgrims against whom atrocities
were being committed. His request was supported by the
Emperor Alexius 1 Comnenus at Constantinople. A Crusade
of the Poor People was quickly organized but it
accomplished little. Then a group of professional knights
decided to answer the call of the faith. They were led by
Raymond IV of Toulouse, Count of St. Gilles, Raymond of
Flanders, Robert of Normandy, Godfrey of Bouillon,
Bohemund of Taranto and Adhemar of Monteil, bishop of le
Puy. They marched into Syria and took the fortress of
Antioch in June 1098. Raymond of Toulouse let Bohemund
rule Antioch and led the remaining troops to Jerusalem.
They conquered the cities of Tripoli, Beirut and Acre.
The battle at Jerusalem lay ahead. By the time they reached
the outskirts of Jerusalem, there were some 1,300 knights
with 14,000 women and children in tow. Iftikhar, governor
of Jerusalem, had poisoned all wells outside the walls. All
local food had been brought inside the walls. Only one water
source, the pool of Siloam, could be used. Food was scarce.
Their first attempt to scale the high walls failed. Then
supplies arrived at Jaffa. The sailors and craftsmen joined
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the Crusaders and, with their supplies and some lumber
found in a cave, the Crusaders built two siege towers,
catapults and a battering ram. On July 13 they moved
forward. The Muslims threw sulpher and pitch based
fireballs on them. After fighting all day and night, one siege
tower burned. The next day, the second siege tower was
moved near Herod’s Gate. With the Crusaders launching a
fire attack against the bales of hay and cotton with which
Iftikhar had lined the walls, they breached the walls. With
scaling ladders, all then entered the city. Iftikhar fled to the
Tower of David. Raymond accepted his surrender and
allowed him and a small number to flee Jerusalem. Most of
the others were killed, a few were taken as slaves and
Jerusalem was pillaged. They ended the conquest with a
procession to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. As Fulcher
of Chartes said “They desired that this place, so long
contaminated by the superstition of the pagan inhabitants,
should be cleansed from their contagion”. The holy city of
Jerusalem was, once again, in Christian hands. (608)
The British become Christian
The arrival of Christianity into Britain has legends associated
with it, as was the case with its arrival in Spain and France.
Philip Schaff, in his history of Christianity, notes ten of
these:
“1) Bran, a British prince, and his son Caradog, who is said to have
become acquainted with St. Paul in Rome, 51 to 58 AD, and to have
introduced the Gospel into his native country on his return
2) St Paul (during his captivity between 63 and 67 AD – advocated by
Ussher and Stillingfleet; also some say Galatian converts of St Paul
visited Britain for trade and spread the religion)
3) St. Peter
4) St Simon Zelotes
5) St Philip
6) St James the Great
7) St John
8) Aristobulus (Romans 14:10)
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9) Joseph of Arimathaea, who figures largely in the post-Norman legends
of Glastonbury Abbey, and is said to have brought the Holy Grail – the
vessel or platter of the Lord’s Supper – containing the blood of Christ, to
England
10) Missionaries of Pope Eleutherus from Rome to King Lucius of
Britain (176-190 AD, this is related by Bede).”(609)

Schaff then describes the early development of Christianity.
About 208 AD Tertulian declared that “places in Britain not
yet visited by Romans were subject to Christ”. St Alban
died as a British proto-martyr in the Diocletian persecution
of 303 AD. Constantine, the first Christian emperor, was
born in Britain and his mother, St. Helena, was probably a
native of the country. Three British bishops, Eborius of
York, Restitutus of London and Adelfius of Lincoln attended
the Council of Arles in 314 AD. In the Arian controversy,
the British church sided with Athanasius and the Nicene
Creed.
Differences developed between the Roman and British
practice of the faith. Schaff notes that these were ritualistic
and disciplinary. The dating of Easter and running the church
through national councils rather than referring to the Pope
were two of these. These were resolved over time.
Over the years, the faith was weakened by wars against the
Picts of the north, then the Anglo-Saxons, Jutes and Frisians.
These invaders gradually drove the Britons to Wales and the
borders of Scotland and became masters in Britain.
Among those who struggled against the Anglo-Saxon
invaders was the Celtic leader King Arthur, the hero of
Wales and his Round Table, referenced in the Chronicles of
Geoffrey of Monmouth. He won many battles against the
invaders before being killed in 520 AD.
Britain was restored to Christianity when Pope Gregory 1
sent Augustine to preach and convert there. King Ethelbert,
married already to a French Christian, welcomed them. He
allowed them to reside in Canterbury, from where they
spread the faith.
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Augustine demanded the obedience of the Celtic bishops and
that they make changes to their current practices, including
compliance with the Roman observance of Easter, the
Roman form of baptism and that they help to convert the
English. They refused and Augustine said they would be
punished. A few years later in 613 AD, Ethelfrith the Wild
attacked the Britons at Chester and destroyed their army,
killed hundreds of priests and monks and destroyed the
monastery of Bangor, where more than 2000 monks lived.
This destruction caused the loss of the monastery’s great
library that had been built up over centuries.
Ireland becomes Christian
One of the earliest rulers in Ireland to consider Christianity
was Cormac, King of Ireland, who rejected the Druidic
religion in favour of Christianity in 266 AD. The Annals of
the Four Prophets write what happened to him.
“(He) died at Cleiteach, the bone of a salmon sticking in his throat, on
account of the siabhradh genii which Maelgenn, the Druid, incited at
him, after Cormac had turned against the Druids, on account of his
adoration of God in preference to them. Wherefore a devil attacked him,
at the instigation of the Druids, and gave him a painful death. It was
Cormac who composed Teagusc Na Righ, to preserve manners, morals,
and government in the kingdom. He was a famous author in laws,
synchronisms, and history, for it was he that established law, rule, and
direction for each science and for each covenant according to propriety;
and it is his laws that governed all that adhered to them to the present
time.
It was this Cormac, son of Art, also, that collected the Chroniclers of
Ireland to Teamhair, and ordered them to write the chronicles of Ireland
in one book, which was named the Psalter of Teamhair. In that book were
entered the coeval exploits and synchronisms of the kings of Ireland with
the kings and emperors of the world, and of the kings of the provinces
with the monarchs of Ireland. In it was also written what the monarchs of
Ireland were entitled to receive from the provincial kings, and the rents
and dues of the provincial kings from their subjects, from the noble to the
subaltern. In it also were described the boundaries and meares of Ireland,
from shore to shore, from the province to the cantred, from the cantred to
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the townland, and from the townland to the traighidh of land. These
things are celebrated in Leabhar Na nUidhri. They are evident in the
Leabhar Dinnsenchusa. (610)

The next major effort at conversion began in 430 AD.
In this year Pope Celestinus the First sent Palladius to
Ireland, to propagate the faith among the Irish. Palladius
landed in the country of Leinster with a company of twelve
men. Nathi, son of Garchu, refused to admit him. However,
he baptized a few persons in Ireland, and three wooden
churches were erected by him, namely, Cell Fhine, Teach Na
Romhan, and Domhnach Arta. At Cell Fhine he left his
books and a shrine with the relics of Peter, Paul and other
martyrs. On returning to Rome, he contracted a disease in
the country of the Cruithnigh, and died thereof. (611)
A year later, Pope Celestine the First sent St. Patrick to
convert the Irish. Details of the conversion are provided by
the anonymous manuscript On The Life of St. Patrick. (612)
According to Keating, Patrick was captured by an Irish king,
Niall Naoighiallach, who had been plundering three English
kingdoms of Scotia, Anglia and Brittany, then called
Armorica. He brought from Brittany two hundred noble
youth as captives to Ireland, including Patrick and his two
sisters Lupida and Darerca. He adds that Patrick’s mother
was sister to Martin, Bishop of Tours in France. (613)
After ten years of servitude, Patrick bought his freedom and
went to Italy. He stayed for thirty years with Bishop German,
learning scriptures and developing wisdom and piety. Then
he went to Rome. There he was asked to go to Ireland to
convert the people. The Life provides many details on the
struggles between St. Patrick and the Druids who had great
influence over the King at Tara, the seat of the Kings of
Ireland. Many opponents of the new religion died in efforts
to kill the saint. Yet, he was received well by many who
converted to the new faith. After a pilgrimage to Rome, he
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returned to Armagh, fasted for forty days, then, before
celebrating Easter, asked for seven things from an angel:
“seven things are given to me by the Lord, namely, that at Doomsday
hell be not shut upon whichsoever of the men of Ireland repenteth before
death, were it even for the space of a single hour; that outlanders may not
inhabit this island; that the sea may come over it seven years before
Doomsday; that seven persons every Thursday and twelve every
Saturday I may free from the pains of hell; that whoever shall sing my
hymn on the day of his death may be a dweller in heaven, as I promised
unto Sechnall; and that on Doomsday I may bring from the pains of hell
for every hair of my chasuble, seven of those that shall visit it; and that I
myself may be judge over the men of Ireland on Doomsday.’ ‘All this
shall be granted to thee.’ said the angel” (614)

Patrick started converting Ireland in 431 AD, when he was
sixty-one years of age.
St Patrick had great success in Ireland. As Cahill writes:
“Within his lifetime or soon after his death, the Irish slave trade came to
a halt, and other forms of violence, such as murder and intertribal
warfare, decreased. In reforming Irish sexual mores, he was rather less
successful, though he established indigenous monasteries and convents,
whose inmates by their way of life reminded the Irish that the virtues of
lifelong faithfulness, courage, and generosity were actually attainable by
ordinary human beings and that the sword was not the only instrument
for structuring a society.”(615)

Cahill adds that St Patrick was the first human being in the
history of the world to speak out unequivocally against
slavery.
Nennius writes that he built 355 churches, consecrated 355
bishops and ordained 3000 priests.
He made two
archbishops, one of Ard Macha, the Primate of Ireland, and
one over Cashel. (616)
Many joined the church. Keating quotes the Red Book of
MacAodhagan which notes that St. Comhghall of
Beannchair had forty thousand monks under his authority.
St. Bernard, in The Life of Malachias, notes a disciple of the
same Abbott, named Soanus, who built one hundred
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monasteries. This was around the time the emperor
Anastasias died. (617)
Keating writes that after the coming of Patrick, it was the
bishops, nobles and chroniclers who elected the kings and
lords until the Norman invasion. There were four titles
chief, lord, prince and king and they were surnamed from the
districts they possessed. The king over all Ireland was
inaugurated at Tara, with the consent of the ollamhs, nobles
and church. (618)
After its conversion, Ireland played a pivotal role in
preserving Christianity in Europe as the continent, racked by
invasions of pagan groups and weakened internally by the
spread of Arianism, entered into severe decline. Cahill
described this decline, noting that the Romans had lost
northern Africa and much of Spain and Gaul to the Vandals
by the 440 AD. Then the Goths and Huns moved westward
over the Danube and devastated the eastern provinces. By
the early fifth century, the Romans had abandoned Britain.
(619)
The Irish remained free and kept their religion. Then they
expanded it, building churches and monasteries in many
places. In these, they cultivated learning. Cahill quotes John
T.McNeill who stated that the breadth and richness of Irish
monastic learning derived from the classical authors gave
Ireland a “unique role in the history of western culture”.
They created copies of all the early Irish literature they could
find. This created the earliest vernacular literature of Europe
to survive. In addition they copied all Greek, Latin and
Hebrew works they could find. These included Celtic
versions of the Argonautic Expedition, the Seige of Troy, the
life of Alexander the Great, the destruction of Jerusalem, the
wars of Charlemagne and the Travels of Marco Polo. (620)
Their calligraphy was remarkable. Examples can be seen
from the Book of Kells, one of the greatest works of the
monks, produced around 800 AD. (621)
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This is Luke’s genealogy of Jesus.
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This is Chi Rho monogram; Chi and Rho are the first two
letters of the word Christ in Greek. Nicolette Gray said these
letters were “more presences than letters”. Another has said
“the most marvellous example of workmanship that the
world has ever produced”.
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Virgin and Child. This is the oldest extant image of the Virgin Mary in a
Western manuscript.

The monasteries of Ireland became refuges to people fleeing
the barbarian tribes taking over Europe. They included
individuals from the Middle East as well as from all over
Europe.
Then in a second stage, the Irish set out to rechristianize
Europe. The religious orders they had established were
comparable to those established in the East from 356 AD by
St Anthony and his successors. The monastic life that he
developed spread throughout eastern Asia. (622)
The Irish monks spread their faith throughout Europe, setting
up monasteries in the many places they visited. The first
great Irish traveler was Columcille, born in 521 AD. In their
travels and settlements, these monks reconnected a Europe
that had become pagan to the traditions of Christian literacy.
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This great legacy has been preserved in numerous sources.
As Cahill notes:
“And just as the unyielding warrior Cuchulainn had served as the model
of prehistoric Irish manhood, Columcille now became the model for all
who would earn the ultimate victory. Monks began to set off in every
direction, bent on glorious and heroic exile for the sake of Christ. They
were warrior-monks, of course, and certainly not afraid of whatever
monsters they might meet. Some went north, like Columcille. Others
went northwest, like Brendan the navigator, visiting Iceland, Greenland,
and North America, and supping on the back of a whale in mid-ocean.
Some set out in boats without oars, putting their destination completely
in the hands of God. Many of the exiles found their way into continental
Europe, where they were more than a match for the barbarians they met.
They whom the Romans had never conquered (and evangelized only, as
it were, by accident in the person of Patrick, the imperfect Roman),
fearlessly brought the ancient civilization back to its ancient home.”
(623)

The Irish manuscripts they carried with them ended up in
many European libraries. Today they are the great jewels of
libraries in England, France, Switzerland, Germany, Sweden,
Italy and Russia.
Cahill summarizes the influence of Christian Ireland on
Europe in these words:
“Wherever they went they brought their love of learning and their skills
in bookmaking. In the bays and valleys of their exile, they reestablished
literacy and breathed new life into the exhausted literary culture of
Europe. And that is how the Irish saved civilization” (624)
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Chapter 9
The Norman Invasions
The Norman Conquest of England
In 1066 the Normans invaded and conquered England.
The Redmonds, some known as Raymonds, were among the
invaders. What led to it? (625)
In 1002 King Æthelred II of England married Emma, the
sister of Richard II, Duke of Normandy. Their son Edward
the Confessor, who spent many years in exile in Normandy,
succeeded to the English throne in 1042. This led to the
establishment of a powerful Norman interest in English
politics, as Edward drew heavily on the Normans for
support, bringing in Norman courtiers, soldiers, and clerics
and appointing them to positions of power, particularly in the
Church.
When King Edward died at the beginning of 1066, the lack
of a clear heir led to a disputed succession in which several
contenders laid claim to the throne of England. Edward's
immediate successor was the Earl of Wessex, Harold
Godwinson, known as King Harold II, the richest and most
powerful of the English aristocracy. He was elected king by
the Witenagemot of England and crowned by Archbishop
Eldred of York.
However, he was at once challenged by two powerful
neighbouring rulers. Duke William of Normandy claimed
that he had been promised the throne by King Edward and
that Harold had sworn agreement to this. Harald III of
Norway, commonly known as Harald Hardrada, also
contested the succession. His claim to the throne was based
on a supposed agreement between his predecessor Magnus I
of Norway, and the earlier Danish King of England
Harthacanute, whereby if either died without heir, the other
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would inherit both England and Norway. Both William and
Harald at once set about assembling troops and ships for an
invasion.
Magnus 1 was the first to attack. In fierce fighting with King
Harold II, he was defeated.
William attacked next. He assembled a large invasion fleet
and an army gathered not only from Normandy but from all
over France, including large contingents from Brittany and
Flanders. He mustered his forces at Saint-Valery-surSomme. The Normans crossed over to England a few days
after Harold's victory over the Norwegians, following the
dispersal of Harold's naval force. They landed at Pevensey in
Sussex on 28 September and erected a wooden castle at
Hastings, from which they raided the surrounding area.
Marching south at the news of William's landing, Harold
paused briefly at London to gather more troops, and then
advanced to meet William. They fought the Battle of
Hastings on 14 October. The English army, drawn up in a
shieldwall on top of Senlac Hill, withstood a series of
Norman attacks for several hours but was depleted by the
losses suffered when troops on foot pursuing retreating
Norman cavalry were repeatedly caught out in the open by
counter-attacks. In the evening the defense finally collapsed
and Harold was killed, along with his brothers Earl Gyrth
and Earl Leofwine.
English resistance continued in various parts of the country
for another five years. By 1071, the Normans were in
control.
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The Bayeux tapestry depicts the battle of Hastings and the events leading
to it.

William claimed control of all the land in England and
disposed of it as he saw fit. He gave land and titles to a
number of his supporters. The Normans soon displaced the
native aristocracy in the upper ranks of society.
A survey was done, in 1086, of the wealth of the land, called
the Doomsday Book. This survey was the first done since
Roman times. By then only 5% of the land remained in
English hands.
When Henry II, grandson of William the Conqueror married
Eleanor of Aquitane, most of the western part of France
came under the British crown.
Within a hundred years, conflict arose between the Norman
rulers in England, called the Plantagnets, who ruled England
and part of France, and the Capetian kings of France. In
1204 Philip II seized Norman holdings in France.
Intermittent fighting over these possessions led to the
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Hundred Years War. This ended in 1453, when the
Plantagnets lost their French possessions in fighting to the
French, fighting under Joan of Arc.
Normans Conquer Wales
Initially William the Conqueror was not interested in
subduing Wales, but continued attacks by the Welsh and
their support for English rebellions, led the Normans to
attack in 1071. After lengthy, intermittent fighting, in 1163,
Henry II fully subdued the Celts in Wales and accepted
homage from the two most powerful leaders of Wales, Rhys
ap Gruffydd and Owain Gwynedd. Unlike in England,
Welsh prices continued to retain the basic political and
geographic structure for some period afterwards. (626)
Normans Conquer Ireland
Almost 100 years after taking England, on May 1, 1169, the
Normans started the takeover of Ireland.
In 1166, Dermot MacMurrough, the King of Leinster who
had been deprived of his kingdom by Rory O’Connor, the
high King of Ireland, for abducting the wife of a lesser king,
met Henry II to seek help in recovering his lands in Ireland.
Keating explains that Dermot went to Henry II because the
latter had been given sovereignty of Ireland by the Pope:
“Donnchadh, son of Brian Boraimhe, and the real nobles of Ireland were
at enmity with one another concerning the mastery of Ireland from the
time of Brian to that of Donnchadh, and hence they bestowed with one
accord the possession of Ireland on Urbanus, the second Pope of that
name, in the year of the lord 1092; and the Pope of Rome had possession
of and authority and sovereignty over Ireland from that time to the time
of Adrianus, the fourth Pope of that name, assumed the successor ship of
Peter in the year of the lord 1154; and this Pope was an Englishman, and
his baptismal name was Nicholas Breakespeare; and Stow says in his
Chronicle that this Pope bestowed the kingdom of Ireland on Henry II,
king of England in the first year of the said Henry’s reign, in the year of
the lord 1155.” (627)
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He notes reasons given for this action of the Pope:
“to build up the faith which had fallen to the ground in that country, and
that he should correct the evil habits of the people, and that he should
maintain and protect every privilege and termon land that was in the
country, and that the king should pay Peter’s penny every year for every
house in Ireland.” (628)

These reasons he then rejects. He noted that the faith had not
lapsed; pointing out that many nobles spent their days in
penance and on pilgrimages to Rome, these including
Donnchadh, the son of Brian Boraimhe. Also many abbeys
were built in Ireland before the Normans came, such as the
eighteen abbeys built by Domhnall O’Briain, king of
Luimneach, in Munster. Moreover, the prelates and nobles
of Ireland held numerous national councils to approve laws
for clergy and laity, including three after 1100 AD. He also
notes that many of the invaders had far worse morals than
the Irish. They also did much damage to the termon lands.
This is discussed more below. Clearly, in Keating’s mind,
the Pope had misjudged and mistreated Ireland.
O’Hart echoes similar sentiments in his explanation of Pope
Adrian IV’s actions.
“King Henry II, of England,…sent John of Salisbury, the secretary of
Thomas-a-Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, to make certain
representations and stipulations respecting the Kingdom of Ireland,
which Henry had long coveted.
In the exercise of his temporal power, Pope Adrian IV, did, regardless of
every right, transfer the sovereignty of Ireland to the Crown of England;
not because the Irish people of that period were ‘infidels’ (where they
certainly were not), but because Adrian IV, in his love of country,
naturally wished to aggrandize England!” (629)

Henry II authorized his Lords to assist Dermot. Richard de
Clare, the 2nd Earl of Pembroke, also known as Strongbow,
offered to help. Dermot offered his eldest daughter in
marriage to Richard and also gave him the succession to
Leinster. (630)
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The invasion army was led by Raymond FitzGerald,
nicknamed de Gras, meaning Grace. This nickname is
sometimes written as Le Gros.
He was a popular military leader, as the following article
confirms:
“History scarcely presents a more striking instance of that first and
powerful proof of greatness, which lies in an ascendancy over other
men's minds, than was exhibited by Raymond le Gros. The soldiers who,
without him, were nothing, with him were everything; and Earl
Strongbow, says Hollinshed, constrained him to become joint viceroy
with himself. Giraldus Cambrensis calls him the "notable and chiefest
pillar of Ireland." With heroism so elevated, magnanimity so unsullied,
wisdom so profound, and exploits so unrivalled as their unvarnished tale
unfolds, Raymond le Gras wanted only a Homer or a Tasso to have been
an Achilles or a Rinaldo. In fact, though Strongbow was the head,
Raymond was the very soul of the Anglo-Norman enterprise in Ireland.
Upon his secession in anger, when Strongbow deferred consenting to his
marriage with his sister Basilia de Clare, the war either stood still, or
what was worse went back. The repentance of Strongbow was
immediate, and his concession complete.” (631)
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Raymond le Gros in a 13th century manuscript, MS 700 of the National
Library of Ireland, illustrating the text of the Expugnatio Hibernica,
written by Gerald of Wales, a cousin of Raymond. (632)

The war was not a serious one initially. As Prendergast
writes:
“The English coming in the name of the Pope, with the aid of the
bishops. were accepted by the Irish. Neither King Henry II nor King
John ever fought a battle in Ireland.” (633)

O’Hart writes:
“In obedience to the Bull of Pope Adrian IV (and believing the promises
of Henry II, that he only desired the annexation of Ireland to England, but
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in no instance to disturb or dispossess any of the Irish kings, chiefs or
people ), the States (Ordines) of Ireland, Roderick O’Connor, Monarch of
Ireland; Dermod MacCarthy, King of Cork; Donal O’Brien, King of
Limerick; O’Carroll, King of Uriel, MacShaghlin, King of Offaley;
O’Rourke, King of West Brefney, O’Neill, King of Ulster, and all their
nobles, did, in 1172, under their signs manual, transfer to king Henry II
of England al their Authority (Imperium) and power.” (634)

The King of Meath refused to sign. So King Henry II landed
in Ireland and confiscated his kingdom, making it the
nucleus for an English plantation of Ireland.
Following the initial entry into Ireland, Raymond returned to
Wales. After Strongbow allowed him to marry his sister,
Basilia, he returned to Ireland to suppress a rebellion that had
arisen in Waterford. He crushed the rebellion, then extended
the conquests to Limerick and other towns. (635)
Appointed as the Earl of Pembroke, he became a landowner
in Ireland. For, as they had done in England, the Normans
took possession of the lands they conquered and divided
them up amongst themselves. His property comprised:
“Among these princely grants was that of Grace’s country to Raymond le
Gros. This consisted of a vast tract of land, comprehending, it is said, the
barony of Cranagh, and extending northwards by the liberties of
Kilkenny and the river Nore, to the borders of the Queen's County; and
thence southwards along the borders of Tipperary and the Munster river
to the liberties of Callan : forming a district between eleven and twelve
miles in length, and between five and six in breadth. The central situation
of Tullaroan, in the district of Grace's country, naturally occasioned the
selection of that place for the chief castle of the territorial lords ; some of
whom we find styled Baron of Tullaroan, as well as Baron Grace and
Baron of Courtstown.” (636)

The son of Raymond le Gros, who was called William Fitz
Raymond le Gros, or le Gras, or Crassus, lived on those
lands. Some descendants have the family name Grace. (637)
They built a castle in 1210, which, in the reign of Elizabeth,
was designated as "An Grassagh more Ballynacourty," (the
great Grace of Courtstown). It is well known in Irish history
as the bulwark of early English power. (638)
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Among the settlers who joined Strongbow in Ireland and
received large grants of land in Wexford were the
Redmonds. (639) O’Hart provides many details on the Irish
and immigrant families throughout this period.
Keating writes that some of the Normans who came over
were cruel:
“there came with the Norman invasion five leaders who did more evil
deeds than all the Gaels that lived from the time of Brian to the Norman
Invasion as regards the plundering of churches and clerics, bloody deeds
of treachery and violent tyranny. Here are their names, the Earl of
Stranguell, Robert Fitz Stephen, Hugo de Lacy, John de Courcy and
William Fitz Aldelmel. It will be easy to see the truth of this from what
we shall hereafter state, and in particular from the chronicle of Stanihurst,
and moreover from the fact that the majority of these persons on account
of their own misdeeds left behind them no son to take up his father's
inheritance.
As regards Hugo de Lacy, when he received the government of Meath
from Henry II he set to slay and behead the clan Colmain and the nobles
of Meath, as many of them as he could lay hold on, and as he was
building a fortified residence in Durmhagh in Meath a young nobleman
of Meath came in the guise of a clown to do work for him, and he slew
Hugo. The chronicle of Stanihurst says that the said Hugo was a lustful
and very avaricious man. It also states that young Hugo his son and John
de Courcy set about committing many robberies and murders and deeds
of violence upon the people of Meath to avenge the death of Hugo. The
same chronicle says that William Fitz Aldelmel was deceitful,
treacherous and of evil disposition, and also relates how he took by
treachery from the children of Maurice Fitz Gerald manors which were
their own property, and adds that he was ever envious of Maurice and of
his children. Moreover, we read in the ancient annals of Ireland that
when William Fitz Aldelmel was ruling in Luimneach on behalf of the
king of England there arose a conflict between two brothers of the family
of Conchubhar for the sovereignty of Connaught, to wit, Cathal
Croibhdhearg and Cathal Carrach; and William took the part of Cathal
Carrach against Cathal Croibhdhearg; and John de Courcy took the other
Cathal's part. This disagreement between the two Cathals was fed on both
sides by William and by John until the entire country was destroyed and
plundered by them, and till many of the nobles of Connaught were
beheaded in that conflict as a result of that disagreement, and a battle
took place between the two Cathals, the foreigners helping them on either
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side, and Cathal Carrach and his followers were defeated and himself
was slain in that conflict…
After this William Fitz Aldelmel got together a host and invaded
Connaught, and spoiled and plundered churches and country districts,
and made dreadful slaughter on all he encountered of them, so that the
Connaught clergy cursed him, as we read in the ancient annals of Ireland
which were written about three hundred years ago in a chief book of
seanchus which was called the Leabhar Breac of Mac Aodhagain. And in
the same book we read that God, on account of his misdeeds, in a
miraculous manner, inflicted a foul deformity and an incurable disease on
him through which he died a loathsome death, and that he received
neither Extreme Unction nor Penance, and that he was not buried in any
churchyard but in a deserted grange.
After this a quarrel commenced between John de Courcy and young
Hugo de Lacy, and many of the men of Ulster and of Meath fell in the
conflict, and both these regions were plundered and spoiled by reason of
their quarrel. And the end of this quarrel was that John de Courcy was
treacherously taken prisoner by young Hugo de Lacy and that he was
delivered into the hands of the Normans; and Hugo de Lacy undertook to
prefer a charge of treason against him. He was sent as a prisoner to
England, where he was for a time in captivity. (He ended up in France,
where he died)…
We read in the same narrative that a nobleman of the family of John de
Courcy who dwelt in Ireland was slain by young Hugo de Lacy and by
Walter de Lacy his brother, so that many quarrels and conflicts arose
between the nobleman's friends and the sons of Hugo de Lacy to whom
we have referred, so that king John was forced to go with a great host of
foreigners and Gaels to Meath to chastise these sons. (They fled to
France.)…
After this also in the time of Henry III there arose a great war between
young Hugo de Lacy and William Maruscal, and they destroyed all
Meath, and many Gaels fell on either side helping them. A great war also
took place between Myler and Geoffrey Moireis and William Maruscal;
and many men of Leinster and Munster were destroyed between them on
either side.
Hanmer says in his narrative that William Maruscal was cursed by the
bishop of Fearna for his having taken from him two manors which he
possessed as his private property; and, having been excommunicated, he
died in England; and since his children did not wish to restore that
property the five sons died one after another, none of them having left an
heir. And the above-mentioned Myler went to Cluain Mic Nois with a
numerous host, where they encamped twelve nights, and they plundered
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the town, carrying off cattle and food, and also they plundered its temples
and churches.
When indeed the Gaels observed the tyranny and injustice, the spoliation
and sacrilege the people I have referred to had committed, and also how
Lios Mor with its termon lands was plundered by Herimont Morti and by
Raymond de la Gros, according to Stanihurst's chronicle, although the
said Herveus or Herimont donned a monk's habit and built the abbey of
Dun Broith in the county of Loch Garman in the year of the Lord 1179 to
expiate the evil he had done in Ireland, and in like manner how William
Fitz Aldelmel plundered the church of Inis Cathach and its termon lands,
as well as many other churches, and, moreover, that what these same
Normans, through the excess of vanity, pride and haughtiness that had
grown up in them, paid attention to, was to keep up constant dissension
among themselves and to destroy and waste the Gaels between each of
their pairs of factions, and that they had no mind, as the Gaels thought, to
reform religion or to correct morals in Ireland”. (640)

Keating notes that due to the oppression of the Normans,
cited above, a lot of resistance arose among the Irish:
“It is plain from the facts we have stated above, that it was owing to
tyranny and wrong and the want of fulfilling their own law on the part of
the Norman leaders in Ireland that there was so much resistance on the
part of the Gaels to the Norman yoke. For I do not think there is a race in
Europe who would be more obedient to law than the Irish if the law were
justly administered to them.”

However, Keating ends his description of the Norman
invasion on a positive note:
“Other leaders came to Ireland in the beginning of the Norman Invasion,
besides the five we have named above, who did not commit the deeds of
treachery that the said five committed, and who did much good in Ireland
by building churches and abbeys and giving church lands to clerics for
their support, together with many other good deeds besides, and God
gave them as a return for this that there are many descendants after them
at this day in Ireland, to wit, the Gearaltaigh and the Burcaigh, the
Builtearaigh and the Barraigh, the Cursaigh and the Roistigh, the Puerigh
and the Grasaigh, and the Prionndarghasaigh, the Pleimonnaigh, the
Puirsealaigh and the Priosdunaigh, the Noinnsionnaigh and the
Breathnaigh, the Toibinigh and the Suirtealaigh and the Bloinnsinigh, the
clann Feorais, the Conndunaigh, the Cantualaigh, the Deibhriusaigh, the
Dairsidhigh, the Diolmhainigh, the Easmontaigh, the Leisigh, the
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Brunaigh and the Keitinnigh, and many other descendants of the Norman
nobles who sprang from other leaders whom we shall not name here.”
(641)
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Chapter 10
Ireland to 1922
Over the next seven hundred years, our ancestors, the
Normans, integrated into Irish society and shared with it the
challenges posed by the proximity of Britain and its desire to
control that land. Jerry Desmond has written a good history
of Ireland from the conquest to the twentieth century and this
will be the basis of what follows. (642)
Nominally, Strongbow and his Norman troops were acting
on behalf of Henry II. Henry wanted Ireland to become part
of his Angevin empire, with the Normans serving as feudal
under lords. To ensure this, he traveled to Ireland, bringing
with him 4,000 well armed troops, and signed the Treaty of
Windsor, in 1175, with the Normans and Celtic rulers.
Under it Henry took for himself a large portion of Irish land
already in Norman hands, including the area around Dublin
which later became known as "the Pale". The remaining
land already in Norman hands was allocated among the
Norman leaders. Finally, Henry agreed to accept Rory
O'Connor as Ard Ri (high-king) of the unconquered areas, in
western Ireland and western Ulster. O'Connor pledged
himself to recognize Henry II as his overlord and to collect
annual tribute for him from all parts of Ireland. This treaty
was not observed long as O’Connor could not collect the
tribute while the Norman barons continued confiscating
neighbouring lands.
With the conquest of Ireland, writes O’Hart, the longest
empire ever known in the world, the Milesian Irish Dynasty,
came to an end. It had existed in Ireland from 1698 BC to
1172 AD, a period of 2870 years. In contrast, the Assyrian
empire lasted 1413 years, the Babylonian 222, the MedoPersian 222, the Greek or Macedonian 187, and the Roman
1,229 years. (643)
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The validity and accuracy of this long reign has been attested
by the many ancient Irish manuscripts and historical
documents. Indeed, some geneticists have commented
favourably on their accuracy. For example, Laoise T Moore,
and others, in their study of the Y-chromosome signature of
hegemony in Gaelic Ireland, write:
“our results do seem to confirm the existence of a single early-medieval
progenitor to the most powerful and enduring Irish dynasty. They also
lend support to the veracity and remarkable knowledge preservation of
the genealogical and oral traditions of Gaelic Ireland.”(644)

O’Hart writes that largely free lands co-existed with the
conquered lands for some time.
“Two systems were thus established side by side in Ireland, the Feudal
and the Brehon systems; for the Irish, as Sir John Davis remarks, merely
became tributaries to the King of England, preserving their ancient
brehon law, and electing their chiefs and tanists, making was an peace
with one another, and ruling all things between themselves by this law,
until the reign of Queen Elizabeth; and this, as Spence remarks, not
merely in districts entirely inhabited by Irish, but in the English parts.”
(645)

Henry’s son, John I, fought and lost a war against King
Philip II of France in 1206. This cost him most of the
English possessions in France, including Normandy, Anjou
and Brittany. However, he kept Norman-controlled Ireland.
Everywhere they went in Ireland, the Normans built castles
and towns, as they had done in England. They also
intermarried with Gaelic nobility, establishing the celebrated
Norman-Irish feudal families -- Fitzgerald, Burke, Costello,
and Butler -- who ruled much of Ireland under nominal
suzerainty from England until late in the 16th Century.
Within a few generations, the Normans were as much a part
of the Irish landscape as were the Gaels.
The Normans, assisted by a partly Anglo work force,
dramatically changed the face of inland Ireland, which
previously had been entirely pastoral. Vastly outnumbered
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by the natives, the Normans congregated in small
communities, which gradually evolved in towns, typically
centered on a castle and/or church. Indeed, although the
coastal towns of Dublin, Wexford, Waterford, Cork, and
Limerick were established by the Vikings, the vast majority
of inland and other towns and villages in Ireland were
founded by the Normans. Munster, under Norman influence,
became one of the most French of provinces outside of
France itself.
After conquering an area, the Normans typically displaced
the Gaelic nobility, or married into it, but the ordinary
Irishman was left in peaceful possession of his land to herd
cattle and till the soil, just as he had been doing under their
native chieftains. The Normans introduced more efficient
agricultural practices. They built some of the great
cathedrals, including St Patrick's in Dublin, St Mary's in
Limerick and St Canice's in Kilkenny.
They installed a strong central government. They struck
coinage for Ireland. They introduced English common law,
including the jury system. They appointed Sheriffs. And
although it served only the Norman-Anglo colony, an Irish
parliament modeled on the English one was created in the
late 13th century.
Norman-Irish Ireland, comprising about 70% of the island,
everything except the Pale and Gaelic Ireland, consisted of
the quasi-independent fiefs of the great Norman-Irish lords,
who gradually adopted the Gaelic language and culture, and
assimilated into Gaelic society. These Norman-Irish lords
remained fundamentally loyal to the Crown, but had no
interest in becoming part of a feudal monarchy that would
strip them of power.
The Norman-Irish lords resisted strong centralized
government and benefited when John I was forced to sign
the Magna Carta in 1215, incorporating the barons' demands
for increased power. The Magna Carta was extended to
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Norman-Irish lords in 1217. Thereafter, the barons
reorganized themselves from a mere advisory body into the
Parliament, and over the next 425 years seldom missed an
opportunity to grab power away from the Crown, eventually
leading to the demise of classic feudalism.
The Norman expansion throughout Ireland slowed in the late
1200s as a result of two major battles, Callann, in 1261 and
Ath an Kip in 1270.
At Callann, the MacCarthys, confined to the south-west
corner of Ireland, confronted FitzThomas and the Normans
in the mountainous country near Kenmare and defeated
them. This stopped the Norman-Irish expansion southward
from the upper half of Kerry, and let MacCarthys and
O'Sullivans reigned supreme in the south-west corner of
Ireland.
At Ath an Kip, to the north, Aedh O'Connor and his GaelicIrish fought the Normans under Walter de Burgo, who were
expanding their control even further into Ulster, and stopped
them.
O’Connor had brought in from Scotland,
"gallowglasses", professional Norse-Gaelic soldiers, to
supplement his own army.
Within a few generations, descendants of the original
Normans gradually distanced themselves from the NormanAnglo way of life and adopted the Gaelic language, dress
and culture, becoming so thoroughly assimilated into Gaelic
society that they were commonly described as "more Irish
than the Irish".
Among these were the Redmonds. As Warre Wells notes:
“Redmonds have for many centuries played an unstained part in the
history of the County Wexford and South-Eastern Ireland. They have
included landlords and peasants, rebels and officers of the British army,
priests and merchants. We may be sure, moreover, that the Redmonds,
whatever their origin, did not lack the Gaelic admixture. All the early
English settlers in Ireland intermarried with the native population and its
descendants. After the Reformation divisions became more acute and
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intermarriage less frequent; but some of the old English families retained
the ancient faith and finally were merged into the Irish nation.” (646)

He continues on to note references to the Redmonds in
various histories.
“O’Hara in his book on Irish Families states that the Redmonds of
Ballaghkeene in Wexford had a common ancestor with the noble
Geraldines (Dukes of Leinster); this family died out in 1689. Another
well-known family of the Redmonds, also extinct, was from Fethard…
Burke’s Landed Gentry an account of a third family of Redmonds from
the same county of Wexford – the Redmonds of the Deeps. Their
founder was Edward Redmond, a merchant who flourished in Wexford at
the alter end of the eighteenth century.” (647)

In the mid-1300s, three extraordinary Norman-Irish earldoms
emerged: Desmond and Kildare (each headed by a branch of
the Fitzgeralds) and Ormond (headed by the Butlers). These
and other Norman-Irish lords were even more secure than
English barons in challenging the Crown, because English
monarchs never were able to devote to Ireland the resources
and attention required to maintain control.
During and after the War of Roses between the English
Houses of York and Lancaster, until 1494, governance of
Ireland fell largely into the hands of Norman-Irish lords who
were considered relatively loyal to the Crown. Initially it was
the Fitzgeralds of Desmond, but after 1468, governance fell
to the Fitzgeralds of Kildare, whose tenure was called the
"Kildare Supremacy". For almost 40 years, the eighth Earl of
Kildare (the "Great Earl") functioned as the uncrowned King
of Ireland. He was succeeded by his son, Garrett Og.
Troubles then came with the five monarchs of the 118 year
Tudor Dynasty in England, from 1486 to 1603.
Henry VII forced the Irish parliament to adopt Poynings's
Law (1494). This law, which was prompted by Ireland's
support of the Yorkist side in the Wars of the Roses, gave the
English Privy Council a veto over legislation proposed in
future Irish parliaments.
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Henry VII’s son, Henry VIII, was worse. After he split with
Rome and set himself up as the head of the church, he
summoned Garrett Og, the Earl of Kildare, to England for
negotiations intended to expand the Crown's control in
Ireland, while curtailing the "Kildare Supremacy". While the
Earl was in England, his son, Thomas Fitzgerald, invaded the
Dublin Parliament, surrendered the sword of state and
announced his independence from Henry. Henry responded
by imprisoning Garrett Og in the Tower of London and
dispatched an army to Ireland. Henry's army introduced
cannons to Ireland and quickly forced Kildare's forces at
Maynooth to surrender, after which they were executed. The
murders of Thomas and his five brothers terminated the
"Kildare Supremacy". Thereafter, no English monarch ever
appointed an Irishman as his chief deputy in Ireland. In
1541, Henry declared himself the King of Ireland.
In 1537, the Irish Parliament declared the Anglican religion
to be the official religion of the Church of Ireland. Anglicism
also became a part of the "English culture" that Henry was
forcibly imposing on Ireland. But this complicated the task
enormously because there was virtually no indigenous
sympathy for "reform" among either the Gaelic-Irish or the
Norman-Irish, who remained totally committed to the Pope.
The next ruler, Mary I (r. 1553-58), as a Catholic, officially
restored the Catholic religion.
Mary was succeeded by her sister Elizabeth I (r. 1558-1603)
who reigned for 43 years, and proved to be one of Ireland’s
most brutal oppressors.
She crushed all challenges to her authoritarian power. This
led to disputes over land and religion in Ireland. Year after
year over a great part of Ireland, all means of human
subsistence were destroyed, no quarter was given to
prisoners who surrendered, and the whole population was
skillfully and steadily starved to death.
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The Norman-Irish lords generally were intimidated by
Elizabeth's "scorched earth" tactics, and reluctantly accepted
the "surrender and re-grant" offer first offered by Henry VIII.
In Ulster, however, the Gaelic chieftains rejected the feudal
land system, the English language, and any other part of
Elizabeth’s Anglicization program. In 1595, Led by Hugh
O'Neill (1550-1615), 2nd earl of Tyrone, and his young ally,
Red Hugh O'Donnell (1571-1602), they mounted a major
rebellion. After some successes, O’Neill was defeated.
O'Neill submitted pursuant to the Treaty of Mellifont on
March 1603, six days after the death of Elizabeth, who is
credited with completing the re-conquest of Ireland. James I,
her successor, pardoned them, but only on condition they
accept the "surrender and regrant" program.
The celebrated "Flight of the Earls" occurred four years later.
Dissatisfied with their new roles, and still fearing retaliation,
O'Neill and virtually the entire remaining Gaelic leadership,
99 leaders in all, secretly boarded a ship at night at Loch
Swilley and sailed for the Continent, never to return. The
date was September 14, 1607. (648)
The Battle of Kinsale, along with the "Flight of the Earls",
marked the end of the old Gaelic order, and established
England as conqueror of Ireland. What followed next -- the
17th Century "Plantations" -- were perhaps the most
important development in Irish history since arrival of the
Celts. They divided Ireland apartheid-like into two hostile
camps.
Under these Plantations -- the Ulster Plantation (1609), the
Cromwellian Plantation (1652) and the Williamite Plantation
(1693) -- 81% of the productive land in Ireland was
confiscated from the native Irish (Gaelic-Irish and NormanIrish alike, but invariably Catholic), and transferred to new
immigrants (invariably Protestant) from Scotland and
England. The Plantations impacted Ireland in two major
ways. First, they introduced into Ireland a new community,
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eventually 25% of the populace, which differed radically
from the natives not only in religion, but also in culture,
ethnicity, and national identity. Second, in Ireland's
overwhelmingly agrarian economy -- where land equaled
wealth and power (and vice versa) -- the Plantations caused a
massive transfer of wealth and power to non-native
landlords, whose backbreaking rents then thrust 85% of the
natives into crushing poverty and degradation. The
Plantations are the root cause of the class warfare between
rich landlord and poor tenant and religious/cultural clashes
that have plagued Ireland since 1610.
The Plantations devastated peasants, who suffered the loss of
their property rights under the ancient Gaelic law of
gravelkind, which previously had virtually guaranteed them
a decent living from the soil. Peasants were allowed to
remain as farm laborers or tenant-farmers, but at low wages
or backbreaking rents that thrust them into abject poverty.
The first 17th Century plantation, the Ulster Plantation,
involved confiscation of three million acres (about 30% of
the island), all in six counties in west and central Ulster. The
Ulster confiscations were directed almost exclusively at the
Gaelic lords and their supporters who had been defeated at
Kinsale: O'Neill, O'Donnell, O'Reilly, O'Hanlon, O'Doherty
and others. The official plantation indirectly encouraged the
much heavier unsponsored migration of working class
Presbyterians from Scotland to Counties Down and Antrim.
These migrations permitted eviction of native Catholics in
favor of new Presbyterian settlers, whose descendants
remain dominant in Northern Ireland even today.
The Norman-Irish lords were largely unaffected by the
Ulster Plantation; but soon, on a large scale, they found
themselves victims of English confiscation of land based on
defects in land titles. Charles I (1625-49) came to an
agreement with the lords which confirmed title in any person
who had possessed land for 60 years or more. This was
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called The Graces. But after accepting cash from the lords,
Charles yielded to pressure from Parliament and reneged on
formalizing "the Graces". This led to the rebellion of 1641.
Sir Phelim O'Neill led the Rebellion of 1641, which began
with skirmishing in Ulster, during which as many as 12,000
Protestant non-combatants were killed. The rising actually
was rooted in disputes over land and to a lesser extent over
religion, but O'Neill insisted that his forces were simply
supporting the King against a belligerent Parliament. This
pressured the Norman-Irish lords, who had Royalist leanings,
to join O'Neill's Gaelic forces in an uneasy alliance, the
"Kilkenny Confederation". The rebels mounted a seven year
insurgency which, if all had gone smoothly, might have led
to a permanent accommodation with a divided England. In
fact, however, the principal effect of the rebellion was to
trigger the English Civil War, in which the king and
parliament finally went to war with each other. Parliament's
army, led by Oliver Cromwell, a Congregationalist member
of Parliament, defeated Charles in a two phase war.
Following a trial, Charles I was beheaded in 1649 and the
monarchy was abolished.
That same year, Cromwell brought his army to Ireland and
quashed the rebellion with a savagery that has become
legendary. After the town of Drogheda had surrendered,
Cromwell's troops massacred 3,500 residents, including
unarmed women and children. At Wexford, he perpetrated a
similar massacre. The rebellion was soon over.
Cromwell and his Puritans spelled disaster for all Catholics,
but particularly for the Norman-Irish.
Puritans were
virulently anti-Catholic and England's traditional tolerance
for the Norman Irish quickly became extinct, with both
communities now treated as Catholic enemies of England. It
was during the Cromwellian era (1649-60) that anti-Catholic
animus reached its highest level in Irish history.
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The Cromwellian Plantation followed the war. It was the
largest and most acrimonious of the confiscations, reducing
Catholic ownership of land from 59% to 22%. The
Cromwellian Plantation took land largely from the NormanIrish lords, who had joined the rebellion hesitantly and only
to show their support for the king, and transferred the land to
Cromwell's soldiers and to investors in the war effort.
Among the many that lost their lands at this time were some
Redmonds who fought against Cromwell. (649)
By the mid-1660s, the Cromwellian and Ulster Plantations
had created a huge landlord class, including the oft-vilified
absentee landlords, whose rental income often permitted
them to lead lives of leisure, while backbreaking rents had
thrust the native Irish into abject poverty, with 85% of the
populace living at subsistence level.
In 1688-90, the Gaelic-Irish and Norman-Irish Catholics
arose in rebellion again when they took sides in a war
between two claimants to the English Crown. They
supported the hereditary and rightful claimant, James II,
against the man who had deposed him, William of Orange.
In England, James was seen as representing both Royalists
and
Catholics,
while
William
represented
the
Parliamentarian and Protestant factions.
James II converted to Catholicism in 1671, and implemented
a series of measures designed to increase the power of the
Crown and to increase the civil rights of Catholics. James
recruited a predominantly Catholic army in Ireland, and
transferred part of it to England. When a son was born to
James in 1688, thereby insuring a Catholic succession, a plot
known as the "Glorious Revolution" was hatched to
overthrow James II.
James' grand-daughter Mary, and her Dutch Protestant
husband, William of Orange, accepted the invitation of
several English notables to invade England, to overthrow
James and to accede to the throne. When William arrived in
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England in November 1688, his partisans arose in rebellion
in Yorkshire and elsewhere. Meanwhile James' forces
deserted, and James himself fled to France. The coup d' etat
was bloodless. In 1689, William and Mary were declared
joint sovereigns, William III and Mary II. James II had been
ousted after only four years.
But James' Catholic army in Ireland remained intact; and in
an effort to regain his rightful throne, James promptly began
recruiting new Irish and French troops from his exile in
France. He promised the Irish that if his war was successful,
they would recover their lands and power.
In the first battle, James sent Catholic troops to Derry.
Locals resisted and, after a lengthy siege, William's troops
arrived to relieve the inhabitants. The Protestants in Derry
called themselves the Apprentice Boys. The celebration of a
day in their honour is still a major Protestant holiday in
Northern Ireland.
In March 1689, James arrived in Ireland to take charge of his
army of 25,000. He also presided over a new and largely
Catholic Parliament, which voted to overturn the earlier
plantations. In June 1690, William of Orange and his army
of 36,000 troops attacked.
At the Battle of the Boyne, on July 1, 1690, William's army
defeated James' forces. In military terms, it was not a
decisive victory, since Irish losses were small and their army
lived to fight another day. But James immediately fled back
to France.
Under Patrick Sarsfield, the Irish continued the fight for
more than a year before suffering a devastating defeat at
Aughrim. Finally, Sarsfield negotiated an honorable
surrender embodied in the Treaty of Limerick (1691). The
treaty allowed Catholics to retain the same religious liberty
enjoyed under Charles II, and allowed those who took an
Oath of Allegiance, to be pardoned and to keep their
property, practice professions and bear civilian arms. The
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British refused to extend this to the entire Catholic
population, thereby facilitating the enactment of antiCatholic Penal laws, over the objection of King William.
The Treaty also required Sarsfield and more than 10,000
Irish troops to leave Ireland for the Continent. They did so -the celebrated "flight of the 'Wild Geese'" -- and became
legendary soldiers in the armies of France and other
continental powers.
There ensued the third and final wave of 17th Century
plantations, the Williamite Plantation, which reduced
Catholic ownership of land from 22% to 14%.
Almost immediately after the Treaty of Limerick (1691),
Anglicans took decisive action to further strengthen their
dominant position. Notwithstanding the Treaty, the Irish and
English Parliaments, both dominated by Anglicans, enacted a
series of "Penal Laws" which, apartheid-like, created a three
tier, Anglican controlled society in which (1) Catholics (75%
of the population) would be totally excluded from property
and power, and (2) Presbyterians (15% of the population)
would remain subordinate to Anglicans.
Catholics and Presbyterians alike were required to tithe to
the Anglican Church of Ireland, but were officially barred
from government employment and military commissions.
Catholics alone were barred from elective office, from
entering the legal profession, from bearing arms, and from
owning a horse worth more than five pounds. Upon the death
of a Catholic landlord, his property by law went to his sons
in equal shares, unless one of them converted to
Anglicanism, in which case the Anglican son received the
entire property, along with the right to immediately wrest
management from his parents. Catholics were prohibited
from purchasing realty, except leases of less than 31 years.
Between 1701 and 1778 Catholic ownership of land further
declined from 14% to 5%. Catholics were barred from
educating their children, except in schools proselytizing for
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the Anglican religion. Catholic bishops were banned from
Ireland, under penalty of death by hanging, disemboweling
and quartering. The last of the Penal Laws, enacted in 1727,
denied Catholics the right to vote.
In enacting the Penal Laws, the Parliament of England was
motivated almost entirely by anti-Catholic animus, but the
Parliament of Ireland had additional motivation: preserving
the privileged position of the New English "haves" viz-a-viz
the native "have nots". Except for the Cromwellian era
(1649-60), the period 1692-1740 was the most anti-Catholic
in Irish history.
The vast majority of Catholics lived and worked on the land
in abject poverty, degradation and despair, with no way out.
Their diet consisted almost entirely of the newly introduced
potato, plus milk with a herring once or twice a year. Shelter,
if any, was a mud hovel with leaky roof and no windows or
chimney. Even Catholics who labored full time lived in
worse degradation than the poorest beggars elsewhere in
Europe. A handful of Catholics achieved middle class
prosperity in business -- and their numbers grew as time
went by -- but they were exceptions. In terms of compliance
with law, Catholics were made criminals under the Penal
Laws because they refused to turn in their "illegal" priests,
and the draconian injustice of these laws engendered in them
a culture of disrespect for the law generally.
Presbyterians congregated in Ulster, where typically they
adhered to the culture and religion brought over from
Scotland by their ancestors. Close knit and industrious, they
responded to discrimination by distancing themselves from
Ascendancy culture, becoming a self-reliant community
within the larger society. The typical Presbyterian pursued a
middle class livelihood in the linen business or in farming.
Anglicans and Presbyterians soon found themselves in
serious conflict. The principal problem was that the
"established" Church of Ireland, and its Anglican members,
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treated the Presbyterian Religion as a second class religion,
and its members (who generally were less affluent than
Anglicans) as second class citizens. Although Presbyterians
were treated far better than Catholics -- there were no
restrictions on the right to own realty or to bear arms -- they
were required to tithe to the Anglican Church of Ireland, and
were prohibited from holding government office or military
commissions.
The British treated Ireland as a subservient colony, useful
primarily for enhancing the prosperity of England. British
trade legislation, which typically discriminated against
Ireland, was particularly grating. For example, in order to
protect English manufacturers, the English Parliament
prohibited the export of Irish woolen goods to any country
except England, where prohibitive duties made such trade
unprofitable. This legislation literally destroyed the Irish
woolen industry, to the dismay of merchants of all religions.
In the 1760s, the "Patriot" movement led by Henry Gratton,
an affluent and pro-business Anglican, professing loyalty to
the King but demanding greater autonomy for Ireland plus
concessions to Catholics, emerged as an influential minority
in the Irish Parliament. As a result of Gratton's advocacy, a
few of the Penal Laws were repealed in the 1770s.
The American Revolution in 1776, led to the formation of
the "Irish Volunteers", a militia, consisting almost entirely of
well-armed Anglicans, which ostensibly was formed to
defend Ireland but which was used adroitly by Gratton to
intimidate the British government.
After the American revolution, in which many Irish and
Scottish émigrés had fought on the American side, England
amended various laws, including Poynings's Law, to give the
Irish Parliament full legislative independence, including the
right to enact its own trade and tariff policies. This led to an
independent Bank of Ireland, a separate Irish postal service,
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and new government buildings including the Custom House
and the Four Courts.
However, independence for Parliament did nothing for the
lower and middle classes, Presbyterian or Catholic. Thus
Catholics and less affluent Presbyterians, who together made
up 90% of the population, found themselves on the same side
of the major issues of the day: land reform, Parliamentary
reform, elimination of the tithe, and repeal of those penal
laws affecting both.
In 1789, the French Revolution ignited existing tensions and
pushed Ireland toward similar violent revolution.
Theobald Wolf Tone, an Anglican of modest social standing
and the founder of radical republicanism in Ireland, was
profoundly influenced by the French Revolution. He
demanded parliamentary reform, specifically, a popularly
elected one-man-one-vote legislature. To achieve this, he
fostered an alliance between Catholics and less affluent
Presbyterians. Ultimately, Tone's vision for Ireland was a
democratic republic, patterned after the post-revolutionary
French Republic. In 1791, with the assistance of Napper
Tandy, Tone founded the Society of United Irishmen,
peacefully advocating Protestant-Catholic cooperation to
achieve parliamentary reform and Catholic emancipation.
United Irishmen quickly gained wide support from Ulster
Presbyterians, and modest support from some Catholics.
The post-revolution French government declared war on
England in 1793. Hoping to secure the loyalty of rebellious
Catholics, the British government pressured the reluctant
Irish Parliament to repeal some penal laws and to grant
Catholics the right to vote.
About 1794, Tone converted from advocate of peaceful
Parliamentary reform to violent revolutionary. About the
same time, the United Irishmen became a para-military
force. In 1796, Tone convinced France to invade Ireland as
part of its war effort against England. A French fleet carrying
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14,000 troops set sail for Ireland. However, bad weather
prevented a landing, and the fleet returned to France.
In 1798, Tone and the United Irishmen again persuaded
France to invade Ireland. The plan included coordination of
the French invasion with a series of local rebellions. The
insurrection in Ulster, led by Henry Joy McCracken, was
almost entirely Presbyterian, while the ones in Dublin,
Kildare, Carlow, Meath and Queens were nonsectarian.
The rebellion in Wexford was one of the bloodiest
confrontations in Irish history. Wexford was an unlikely
prospect for insurrection -- no more than 300 United
Irishmen and Defenders were operating there -- but violence
erupted when Protestant Volunteers, directed to enforce the
disarmament order, began flogging Catholics and burning
their homes even before the date specified for surrendering
arms. Then a Catholic killed a soldier who had burned a
barn, and government forces retaliated by burning down
another 160 houses. Fully believing that a massacre of
Catholics was imminent, Catholics rebelled. Led by Father
John Murphy, and armed with little more than pikes against
government forces with muskets, the rebels initially took
Enniscorthy, then sought to expand into Wicklow. Mass
atrocities occurred on both sides. In the end, in 1798, the
rebels were routed at Vinegar Hill.
Among those who were accused of participating in the
rebellion of 1798 was Father John Redmond. He was a
friend of Lord Mount Norris, who had a connection with the
United Irishmen. Norrie, in order to divert suspicion from
himself, brought charges against the priest, which led to the
latter’s execution.
John Redmond, who later led the Irish Party, said he had
been fascinated by the rebellion of 1798 and added
“I scarcely know a family which cannot tell of a father, or grandfather or
some other near relative, who died fighting at Wexford, Oulart, or Ross”.
(650)
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Despite the effective suppression of the local risings,
England's Prime Minister, William Pitt, worried about Irish
unrest, sponsored an Act of Union, the merger of England
and Ireland into a single Parliament. In 1800 the "Act of
Union" passed the all-Protestant Irish Parliament, and was
quickly ratified by the English Parliament. It refused to
emancipate Catholics.
In the early 1800s, Daniel O'Connell (1775-1847), a Catholic
advocate of non-violent and lawful political action, emerged
as the sole leader of the great masses of peasant and middle
class Catholics, who comprised the vast majority of the Irish
population.
He pushed for emancipation, which would allow Catholics to
serve in Parliament.
To increase Catholic pressure, he founded the "Catholic
Association". The Catholic Association aimed for, and
actually attained, grass roots mass membership. It used
parish priests to solicit members, and most important of all,
it charged a membership fee of one penny per month, which
became known as "catholic rent." The amount was so low
that even the poorest could afford it, but for their penny, the
masses soon came to believe in the association as an
empowering institution in which they had a genuine stake.
In the general elections of 1826, as the result of an
impressive get-out-the-vote drive funded by Catholic rents
and supported by many priests, four sitting antiemancipation members of Parliament were turned out and
replaced by pro-emancipation Protestants. In 1828,
O’Connell won a seat, forcing parliament, in 1829, to pass
legislation that granted Catholic Emancipation and repealed
virtually all of the remaining Penal Laws.
In 1837, O'Connell launched his second great campaign - to
repeal the Act of Union of 1800.
Before it succeeded, Ireland suffered the potato famine. A
fungus totally ravaged the potato crop in 1845, 1846 and
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1848, and partially ravaged it in 1847. Government
indifference devastated the Irish people of 1845-49.
Throughout this entire four year period of starvation, Ireland
was exporting enormous quantities of food. Indeed, up to
75% of the soil was devoted to wheat, oats, barley and other
crops which were grown for export, and which were actually
exported, all while the populace starved.
The problem was that about half the population -- all
wretchedly poor -- worked on farms not for cash wages, but
for the right to grow potatoes on tiny plots. They lived on a
subsistence diet consisting almost exclusively of potatoes
and milk, with a herring once or twice a year. When the
potato crop failed, these peasants had neither food for their
families, nor cash to buy other food. Initially, only the poor
died, victims of starvation. Then as typically happens in
conditions of starvation, epidemics of typhus and cholera
broke out, felling the affluent along with the poor. In total,
about one million died.
Finally, with the 1849 harvest, the potato blight and the
famine were over.
After the devastating famine, lower and middle class IrishCatholics understandably became obsessed with mere
survival. They also became bitterly divided over the merits
of peaceful politics.
Adherents of Wolf Tone who called themselves
"Republicans", advocated an Irish Republic totally separate
and independent from England, to be achieved by any means
required, including physical force. James Stephens, a
Protestant, reorganized Young Ireland into the "Fenian"
movement in 1858, with one branch in Ireland, called the
Irish Republican Brotherhood, or "IRB" and another in the
United States, called the Fenian Brotherhood, later Clan na
Gael.(651) The Fenian strategy was to prepare secretly for an
armed rebellion to be launched when Britain found itself in a
debilitating war or otherwise vulnerable. They sponsored
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uprisings in 1865 and 1867 in Ireland. In response, England,
in 1869, abolished the tithe and repealed the laws that
established the Anglican Church as the official church of
Ireland.
In the Americas, they initiated attacks against the Canadian
colonies in 1866. This pushed Britain to amalgamate the
colonies and create the Confederation of Canada.
The Irish continued to press for agricultural land reform.
Michael Davitt made it his overriding issue. In 1879, he
founded the National Land League, which was not above
using intimidation and threats of violence to achieve their
ends. They allied with Charles Stewart Parnell (1846-1891),
who was elected to the British Parliament in 1875. In 1880,
with massive grass roots assistance from Davitt's Land
League, a slate of Parnell supporters was elected to
Parliament, and Parnell supplanted Isaac Butt as chairman of
the Irish party.
The Davitt-Parnell alliance paid dividends almost
immediately. Prodded by Parnell, Gladstone and his Liberal
government successfully pushed through the Land Act of
1881, which gave fair rents, fixity of tenure and freedom of
sale.
Parnell then pushed for Home Rule. However, the House of
Lords opposed it and he died before it came to fruition.
John Redmond then took over as leader of the Irish party.
He remained leader until his death in 1918.
He pushed the English government to spend large amounts
of money in Ireland on two new colleges, plus public works
projects such as a railroad to western Ireland. Most
importantly, the English parliament, in 1903, passed the final
piece of comprehensive land reform, the Wyndham Land
Act, which permitted tenants to purchase their farms on easy
terms over 68 years.
In 1905 Sinn Fein ("we ourselves") was formed by Arthur
Griffith (1872-1922). Sinn Fein was primarily an Irish
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nationalist movement, but it also functioned as a political
party. Under Griffith's direction, it advocated a dual
monarchy along Austro-Hungarian lines, all to be achieved
by passive resistance rather than physical force. Meanwhile,
the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB) was infiltrating the
nationalist and separatist groups, including Sinn Fein, still
waiting for the opportunity to foment rebellion if England
should find itself in a debilitating war.
In 1910, when neither the Liberal Party nor the Tories won
enough seats to form a government without votes from
Redmond's Irish party, a deal was struck. Redmond's Irish
party cast their votes in favor of the Liberal, Herbert
Asquith, for Prime Minister, and he then was able to form a
coalition government. In turn, the new government agreed to
force through Parliament a bill giving Ireland a separate
Home Rule Parliament in Dublin with relatively modest
powers over local issues.
Since the electorate was 75% Catholic, the proposed Home
Rule Parliament naturally would be dominated by Catholics.
Irish Protestants opposed Home Rule, and demanded the
separation of Ulster through partition. Then Ulster unionists,
to protect against legislative failure, formed an armed
paramilitary group, the Ulster Volunteers, to wage war
against the proposed new government unless it excluded
Ulster. Naturally, supporters of Home Rule -- with the IRB
playing a major role -- formed their own paramilitary group,
the Irish Volunteers, to counteract the Ulster Volunteers.
Ireland seemed to be drifting towards civil war, and
Redmond came under increasing pressure to agree to the
exclusion of Ulster from Home Rule.
World War I broke out in August 1914, and Home rule was
postponed. Home Rule supporters began to demand full or
nearly full independence, rather than the limited autonomy
provided in the 1914 legislation. The IRB leadership,
including Padraic Pearse, Joseph Plunkett and Eamon
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Ceannt, decided to mount an armed insurrection, even
though it might be doomed to failure.
The Rising began on Easter Monday, April 24, 1916, in
Dublin. Proclaiming the existence of an Irish Republic, the
rebels, 1600 strong, seized and held a number of public
buildings, including the General Post Office on Sackville
Street, which became command headquarters. The British
retaliated. The fighting lasted five days, during which
British forces suffered about 500 casualties, including 112
dead. The rebels surrendered on April 29.
The population supported the rebels and in the 1918 election,
Sinn Fein won most seats. They met in Dublin and passed a
Declaration of Independence and "ratified" the Republic that
had originally been proclaimed at the Easter Rising in 1916.
They declared themselves to be the Dail Eireann, and passed
resolutions declaring that the Dail Eireann had the exclusive
power to make laws binding on the Irish people, and that the
British Parliament had no jurisdiction over Ireland. They
demanded that England evacuate the whole of Ireland. They
established Republican courts, which subsequently gained
the confidence of the citizenry. The Dail then elected a
government, with Eamon de Valera as President and Griffith
as Vice President. Collins was appointed Minister of
Finance, as well as Commander of the Irish Republican
Army (IRA), the name given to the new government's
militia, which consisted of former members of the Irish
Volunteers.
Following the Dail's 1919 session, guerilla warfare erupted
between the IRA, the militia of the new government, about
15,000 troops strong, under Michael Collins, and special
British forces known as the "Auxiliaries" and the "Black and
Tan".
After numerous atrocities, including Bloody Sunday, the
British government responded by enacting the 1920
Government of Ireland Act, establishing separate parliaments
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for "Northern Ireland" and "Southern Ireland", each with
extensive home rule powers. Northern Ireland quickly
accepted the legislation, and began a series of brutal
pogroms against Catholics.
After months of bitter debate, on January 7, 1922, the treaty
passed the Dail on a close vote (64-57), and a provisional
"Free State" government was formed to implement the
treaty. An election was held. A government that accepted
the treaty won the election. The IRA responded by declaring
war on the government. The new government’s army
overwhelmed the IRA and the civil war ended. The Ireland
that we now know came into existence, with one free state
and with Ulster united within the United Kingdom.
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Chapter 11
Emigration around the World
During the centuries of persecution, many Irish left their
homeland. This latest Celtic dispersion led to the Irish
settling over much of the world during a five hundred year
period.
Our ancestors, the Redmonds, were among those who left
Ireland in favour of freedom and a better life elsewhere.
So let us now briefly review some of these dispersions.
Europe
The European mainland became a popular destination for
Irish fleeing persecution from 1500 to 1900. One of the
earliest great waves of emigrants took place with the Flight
of the Earls, in 1607, in which many of the Gaelic nobility
fled. They went through France and on to Spain. Tadhg
O’Cianain, who described their journey in his book The
Flight of the Earls, in 1609, noted the kindness with which
they were met by the French and Spanish, and the animosity
of the English diplomats who kept trying to harass them.
(652)
Many others followed in their footsteps. One particularly
notable group consisted of some 10,000 Irish soldiers who
went to the mainland after their defeat by William of Orange
in 1690.
Many emigrants went to France, as a common Catholic faith
had fostered close ties over the centuries. In this new land,
some of the lords and their descendants became well known.
One was the French royalist Patrice de Mac-Mahon, who
became president of France. Some became military leaders.
Among these was a Redmond who became an officer in the
regiment of the Chevalier de Dillon in the wars of Louis
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XIV. (653) The French Cognac brandy maker, James
Hennessy and Co., is named for an Irishman. (654)
After the rebellion of 1797, more Irish went to France. Some
joined the army of Napoleon. Among these were some
Redmonds and Lyons. After the defeat of Napoleon, some of
these men and their families left France for Canada. One,
who settled in Frampton, where our ancestors also settled,
was Cornelius Lyons. He had fought with Napoleon’s army
in many battles, including Waterloo. After the defeat of
Napoleon, he returned to Ireland, only to find a price on his
head. He gathered his family secretly, and then left for
Canada. He settled in St. Malachie, near Frampton, in 1823.
(655)
Another popular destination for emigrants was Spain, also an
ally with a common faith. The Irish were known to have
been serving in the Spanish army since at least 1586. Some
40,000 Irish were serving in the regiments of Spain by the
year 1650, growing to 120,000 in later years. (656) In Spain
and its territories, many Irish descendants can be found with
the name Obregón (O'Brien, Irish, Ó Briain), including
Madrid-born actress Ana Victoria García Obregón.
From Spain, many moved on to the South American
colonies. There some rose to prominent positions in the
colonial governments. In the nineteenth century, some
helped to liberate the continent.
Bernardo O'Higgins was the first Supreme director of Chile.
When Chilean troops occupied Lima during the War of the
Pacific in 1881, they put in charge Patricio Lynch, whose
grandfather came from Ireland to Argentina and then moved
to Chile. (657)
Among those who went to Argentina, perhaps the most
famous was William Brown. Creator of the Argentine Navy
(Armada de la República Argentina, ARA) and leader of the
Argentine Armed Forces in the wars against Brazil and
Spain, he was born in Foxford, County Mayo on June 22,
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1777 and died in Buenos Aires in 1857. The Almirante
Brown-class destroyer is named after him, as well as the
Almirante Brown partido, part of the Gran Buenos Aires
urban area, with a population of over 500.000 inhabitants.
Cuba was the destination for some. One famous descendant
of these immigrants was Che Guevara, whose grandmother's
surname was Lynch. Guevara's father, Ernesto Guevara
Lynch, said of him: "The first thing to note is that in my
son's veins flowed the blood of the Irish rebels".
In Mexico, Irish settlers also became involved in politics and
helped to liberate the people from their European overlords.
Among these was William Lamport, formerly of Wexford,
better known to most Mexicans as Guillen de Lampart,
precursor of the Independence movement and author of the
first proclamation of independence in the New World. His
statue stands today in the Crypt of Heroes beneath the
Column of Independence in Mexico City. Some authorities
claim he was the inspiration for Johnston McCulley's Zorro.
After Lampart, the most famous Irishmen in Mexican history
are probably "Los Patricios". They were Irish who lived in
Mexican Texas until the revolution there, when they sided
with Catholic Mexico against Protestant pro-U.S. elements.
They included the Batallón de San Patricio, a battalion of
U.S. troops who deserted and fought alongside the Mexican
Army against the United States in the Mexican-American
War of 1846 to 1848. Finally, Álvaro Obregón was president
of Mexico during 1920-24 and Obregón city and airport are
named in his honour.
Indentured Labour and Slavery in the Americas
Undoubtedly the least pleasant of the stories of emigration
are those of the Irish who left their homelands as slaves or
indentured labourers. (658)
The Proclamation of 1625 ordered that Irish political
prisoners be transported overseas and sold as laborers to
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English planters, who were settling the islands of the West
Indies, officially establishing a policy that was to continue
for two centuries. In 1629 a large group of Irish men and
women were sent to Guiana, and by 1632, Irish were the
main slaves sold to Antigua and Montserrat in the West
Indies. By 1637 a census showed that 69% of the total
population of Montserrat were Irish slaves. As there were not
enough political prisoners to supply the demand, every petty
infraction carried a sentence of transporting, and slaver
gangs combed the country sides to kidnap enough people to
fill out their quotas.
From 1641 to 1653, during Cromwell’s wars, some 300,000
Irish were sold as slaves. Most were sent to British
plantations in Barbados and other lands. In 1650, for
example, 25,000 were sold to planters in St.Kitts. In 1652,
12,000 were sold to planters in Barbados.
Others were transported to Virginia and New England.
One report of 1651 noted that slaves were sold in Barbados
for 900 pounds of cotton each.
Following the Battle of the Boyne and the defeat of King
James in 1691, Irish prisoners were sold as slaves.
Even as late as the 1798 rebellion, Irish prisoners were being
sold as slaves in the Colonies and Australia.
The Irish did not accept enslavement readily. Rebellions
took place against the British. One in 1649 in Barbados was
savagely suppressed. Those who could, fled to the American
mainland. For example, many Barbadian born Irish helped
establish the Carolina colony. Those shipped initially to
Virginia and other mainland colonies, often fled westward to
Appalachia and other free areas.
Indeed, it was the difficulty encountered in keeping Irish
indentured and slave labour that led planters to prefer slaves
from Africa.
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Newfoundland
The first recorded Irish presence in present day Canada dates
from 1536, when Irish fishermen from Cork travelled to
Newfoundland. (659)
Seven English colonies were established by royal charter in
Newfoundland between 1610 and 1628, and London-based
mercantile companies used Celtic-speaking peasants to settle
each one. Many of the early Irish came as servants or
indentured labourers. Many came from Waterford and
Wexford, which had developed ties with Newfoundland
through fishing. Others were from Wales. In 1776, three to
five thousand were reported to be leaving annually from
these areas on Newfoundland ships, and by 1784 seveneighths of the population of St John's, Newfoundland, were
Irish-born.
The Irish language was commonly spoken in rural areas until
the mid-20th century. There is evidence to suggest that as
many as 90% of the Irish immigrants to Newfoundland in the
17th and 18th centuries only spoke Irish.
Many lived hard lives, receiving little if any pay for the
labour they provided to the companies that controlled the
fishing industry.
United States and Canada
During the 1700s, there was considerable emigration to the
American colonies, particularly among the Protestant ScotsIrish, who suffered religious persecution and economic
oppression from the Anglicans in Ireland and Scotland.
Emigration offered almost a biblical deliverance for them.
(660)
Most of the early immigration from Ireland was from Ulster,
after the creation of the Ulster Plantation. From 1710 to
1775, over 200,000 people emigrated from Ulster to the 13
Colonies, from Maine to Georgia. The largest numbers went
to Pennsylvania. From that base some went south into
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Virginia, the Carolinas and across the South, with a large
concentration in the Appalachian region; others headed west
to western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and the Midwest.
As a result of the trade between the American colonies and
such southern ports as Cork and Kinsale, Catholic Irish
immigrated to the new colonies, particularly to Virginia and
Maryland, where such names as "New Ireland" and "New
Munster" appear.
According to the Dictionary of American History,
approximately "50,000 to 100,000 Irishmen, over 75 percent
of them Catholic, came to America in the 1600s, while
100,000 more Irish Catholics arrived in the 1700s."
Indentured servitude was an especially common way of
affording migration, and in the 1740s the Irish made up nine
out of ten indentured servants in some colonial regions.
Irish immigrants of this period participated in significant
numbers in the American Revolution. The Scotch-Irish were
generally ardent supporters of American Independence from
Britain in the 1770s. In Pennsylvania, Virginia, and most of
the Carolinas, support for the revolution was practically
unanimous.
One British major general testified at the House of Commons
that "half the rebel Continental Army were from Ireland."
One Hessian officer said, "Call this war by whatever name
you may, only call it not an American rebellion; it is nothing
more or less than a Scotch Irish Presbyterian rebellion."
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, with its large ScotchIrish population, was to make the first declaration for
independence from Britain in the Mecklenburg Declaration
of 1775.
The Scotch-Irish "Overmountain Men" of Virginia and North
Carolina formed a militia which won the Battle of Kings
Mountain in 1780, resulting in the British abandonment of a
southern campaign, and for some historians "marked the
turning point of the American Revolution".
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Among the many Irish whose deeds are recorded in archives
of the revolution was Mary Redmond of Philadelphia, who
spied on the British for Washington’s forces, thereby
facilitating General Burgoyne’s loss in battle and surrender.
(661)
So the Scots and Irish, who were being driven from their
lands by the British, repaid the British oppressors by
becoming the backbone of the armies that liberated the
American colonies from British rule.
Indeed, the United States Declaration of Independence
contained fifty-six delegate signatures. Of the signers, eight
were of Irish descent. Three signers, Matthew Thornton,
George Taylor and James Smith were born in Ulster, the
remaining five Irish Americans were the sons or grandsons
of Irish immigrants: George Read, Thomas McKean,
Thomas Lynch, Jr., Edward Rutledge and Charles Carroll.
The Carrolls and Fitzsimmons were Catholic, the remainder
of Protestant denominations.
After the American revolution, immigration from Ireland
grew. Between 1783 and 1812 a total of 100,000 arrived in
America. According to the Harvard Encyclopedia of
American Ethnic Groups, there were 400,000 U.S. residents
of Irish birth or ancestry in 1790 and half of this group was
descended from Ulster, and half from the other provinces of
Ireland. (662)
By that point few were young servants. Many more were
mature craftsmen.
They settled in industrial centers,
including Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and New York, where
many became skilled workers, foremen and entrepreneurs as
the Industrial Revolution took off in the U.S.
In the war of 1812, the Irish joined the Americans in a war to
conquer Britain’s Canadian colonies. Among those who
fought was the grandfather of Charles Stewart Parnell, whom
we have discussed above.
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With the end of the Napoleonic wars, emigration to the
Americas increased. A half million came to America
between 1815 and 1845; another 900,000 came between
1851 and 1899.
Because British legislation discriminated against United
States shipping, and thus kept the cost of passage
prohibitively high, most emigrants after 1812, went to
British North America, rather than the U.S., travelling in
returning Canadian timber ships. The vast majority pushed
on from Canada to the United States, where there were
family or community links, although increasing numbers
now began to stay in the rapidly expanding colony, often
encouraged
by
government
grants
of
land.
After the 1820s, as economic depression and natural
disasters took their toll, more and more of those leaving were
from the labouring classes, the poorest, who somehow
managed prices for the passage ranging from £4 to £10 per
person.
In 1827, after the government repealed all restrictions on
emigration; between 1828 and 1837 almost 400,000 Irish
people left for North America. Up to 1832, about half of the
emigrants still came from Ulster, but after that date the three
southern provinces contributed the majority, and from now
on, although a steady stream of Northern Protestants
continued to emigrate, encouraged by the established ScotsIrish community, their proportion of total emigration was in
continuous decline.
Up to the 1830s, the favoured route for the emigrants was
still to Canada, and from there to the United States. The
majority of departures were from Irish ports, with Belfast,
Londonderry and Dublin now the most important.
The potato famines accelerated emigration to the Americas.
The crops failed in Munster in 1821, and people starved to
death in Cork and Clare. There were further crop failures in
1825-30. In 1832 "stark famine" struck Munster and south
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Leinster. Throughout the early 1830s, cholera repeatedly
ravaged the poorest classes, and, in the decade as a whole,
the potato crop failed on a local level in eight out of the ten
years. Finally, in 1840-1844, the potato crops partly failed
three more times. Then, a fungus totally ravaged the potato
crop in 1845, 1846 and 1848, and partially ravaged it in
1847.
When the American civil war came, the Irish fought on both
sides, often depending on where they lived. For example,
those living in Charleston, Savannah and other southern
cities, often fought for the confederacy. The majority fought
for the Union. At least thirty-eight Union regiments had the
word "Irish" in their title.
Many Irish Americans were enthusiastic supporters of Irish
independence. The Fenian Brotherhood movement was
based in the United States and in the late 1860s launched
several unsuccessful attacks on British-controlled Canada.
These were known as the "Fenian Raids".
While they failed to free the Canadian colonies from British
control, their pressures were among those that led to the
Confederation of Canada in 1867.
A total of 36,278,332 Americans, estimated at 11.9% of the
total population, reported Irish ancestry in the 2008
American Community Survey conducted by the U.S. Census
Bureau. The only ancestral group larger than Irish Americans
is German Americans. In addition roughly another 3.5
million, identified more specifically with Scots-Irish
ancestry. The Irish are widely dispersed in terms of
geography, and occupations. Irish American political leaders
have played a major role in local and national politics
throughout this period.
Beginning with Andrew Jackson, some twenty-two Irish
Americans served as President. They included James Knox
Polk, James Buchanan, Andrew Jackson, Ulysses S Grant,
Chester A. Arthur, Grover Cleveland, Benjamin Harrison,
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William McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard
Taft, Woodrow Wilson, Warren G Harding, Harry S.
Truman, John F. Kennedy, Richard Nixon, Jimmy Carter,
Ronald Reagan, George H W Bush, Bill Clinton, George W
Bush and Barack Obama. (663)
Settlement in Frampton, Quebec
The Redmonds came over to Canada after the war of 1812.
British officers and others involved in the war were given
land grants in Quebec, Canada. A region of land, south-east
of Quebec City, was ceded to an association whose principal
members were Gilbert and William Henderson and PierreEdouard Desbarats. Other members were demobilized
soldiers or pensioners from the army. They developed a
number of settlements in this region, including Frampton, St.
Malachie and Cranbourne. (664)
After initial, unsuccessful efforts to encourage French
Canadian settlers to move into these lands, they fostered
Irish, English and Scottish immigration. Irish immigration
began in 1806 and reached a peak in the 1830s. My greatgreat-grandfather, Andrew Redmond, arrived in the 1820s.
While some of the immigrants remained in this area, many
used it as a springboard to move across North America. One
of the first groups to leave this area consisted of forty
families who moved to the American southwest in the late
1830s. They stopped in St Louis, Missouri for a while, and
crossed over the prairies to California. They were among the
first Americans to cross the plains and reach and settle in the
west coast. They settled in the San Jose valley and other
areas. It was on the land of one of these settlers that war was
declared on Mexico that resulted in the American takeover of
California. Details on the settlement of Frampton and history
of the past two hundred years have been published separately
by the author. (665)
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Religion and the Diaspora
We cannot talk about the Irish emigration around the world
without mentioning the spread of the Catholic faith that
accompanied it. Just as they had done a thousand years
earlier, the Irish carried their faith with them and established
Catholic communities everywhere they went. In secular
religion, they often dominated local churches, comprising
many of the priests and bishops. In the orders of priests,
nuns and brothers they spread the faith as well as education
and health care wherever they settled as they expanded their
missionary efforts in many regions of the world.
Only at the end of time will we fully appreciate how the
suffering that led to the emigration produced such a bounty
for God in the salvation of millions of souls worldwide for
four centuries.
Conclusion
Since Andrew Redmond arrived in Canada, our family has
been in Canada seven generations. Andrew, then his son
John, then his grandson John, lived in Frampton. Henry,
great grandson of Andrew, lived in Frampton and Montreal,
and his son Patrick, the author, lived in Montreal, then
Toronto. My brothers and sisters settled throughout Canada.
My wife, Joan, and I and our family, Siobhan, Michele and
Carrie Lee, live in Toronto, as do their five children –
Rachel, Luke, Jamie, Alexander and Zachary.
By the time we arrived in Canada, we were probably 300
generations removed from Adam and Eve, as discussed
earlier in the book.
It has been a great journey through time, filled with travel to
new lands, with wars and conquests, with subjugation and
liberation.
In the Irish spirit has always been a fierce independence
which made our ancestors a formidable and resilient force
wherever they lived. As well, there has always been a desire
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to promote values they perceived as beneficial to themselves
and others, reflected during the past two millennia in their
promotion of Christianity both during its darkest centuries as
well as during its periods of greatest expansion.
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Nennius elaborated on this genealogy in his History of the
Britons. (Cooper, op cit, App 3, p.139)
“After the Flood, the three sons of Noah divided the earth into three
parts. Shem (settled) in Asia; Ham in Africa, (and) Japheth expanded his
borders in Europe. Alanus, of the line of Japheth, (was) the first man who
came to Europe with his three sons, whose names were Hessitio,
Armenon and Negue. Now, Hessitio had four sons, Francus, Romanus,
Britto (and) Albanus. Then Armenon had five sons, Gothus, Walagothus,
Gepidus, Burgundus [note: the name Langobardus should have been
given here]. (And) Negue had three sons, Wandalus, Saxo (and)
Boguarus. Four nations, then, are arisen from Hessitio: the Franks, the
Latins, the Albans and the Britons. Then, from Armenon (come) five
(nations): the Goths, the Valagoths, the Gepids, the Burgundians (and)
the Lombards. (And) from Negue (come) four (nations): the Bavarians,
the Vandals, the Saxons and the Thuringians. (And) these nations are
subdivided throughout all Europe. Alanus, it is said, was the son of
Fetebir, (who was) the son of Ougomun, (who was) the son of Thous,
(who was) the son of Boib, the son of Simeon, (who was) the son of
Mair, the son of Ethach, (who was) the son of Aurthach, the son of
Ecthet, (who was) the son of Oth, the son of Abir, (who was) the son of
Rea, the son of Ezra, (who was) the son of Izrau, the son of Baath, (who
was) the son of Iobaath, the son of Javan, (who was) the son of Japheth,
the son of Noah, (who was) the son of Lamech, the son of Methuselah,
(who was) the son of Enoch, the son of Jared, (who was) the son of
Mahalaleel, the son of Cainan, (who was) the son of Enos, the son of
Seth, (who was) the son of Adam, the child of the living God. I found
this teaching in the tradition of the elders.”

As can be seen from the chart above, this means that Alanus
moved into Europe some eighteen generations, or 450 years
after the flood, if we assume 25 years per generation.
Cooper notes (p.25) “not one of the names in this list of
nations is historically unattested, not even that of the
unlikely-sounding Gepids”.
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In the first edition of this book, we showed the Genealogy provided by
Cooper; however, the above listing by Keating is more accurate with
regard to Niul’s descendants, so is noted here.
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Diaries and Notes of Colonel H.P. Fawcett, edited by B. Fawcett, (London, 1953); see also
Chittick, op cit, p.189; see also Gray, Lost Races, 141-55: Velikovsky, Earth in Upheaval,
pp.86=89, he quotes F.C.Hibben, Treasure in the Dust, 1951, p.56.
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195. Velikovsky, In The Beginning, section “Saturn’s golden Age’, quoting Ginzberg, Legends, I

Chapter 3
196. Eusebius, Preparation for the Gospel, Book 7, chapter 8.
197. Keating, op cit, Book 1, sec.5, p.143; p.147
198. Velikovsky, In The Beginning, section ‘The Deluge in Rabbinical Sources’, quoting
L.Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, (Philadelphia, 1925), vol.VI, p.35.
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206. Velikovsky, Earth in Upheaval, pp.131-2; Worlds in Collision, p.126.
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210. Velikovsky, Worlds in Collision, pp.133,318, 326-353.
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218. Gray, Noah’s Ark Q & A, p.212.
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224. Brown, Beginning, p.103.
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video, Creation Library Series; Kievberg, Peter & Michael J. Oard, “The Little Ice Age in
the North Atlantic Region”, in Creation Research Society Quarterly, vol.48, no 1, Summer
2011, p.54; see also Gray, Corpse, pp.169-176; another good explanation of the ice age can
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229. Velikovsky, Earth in Upheaval, p.123, quoting W.B.Wright, The Quaternary Ice Age,
1937, p.313.
230. This section on the dating of the ice age is based on Velikovsky, Immanuel, Earth in
Upheaval, (London: Sphere Books Ltd, 1978), pp.40-1; Gray, Corpse, p.179, quotes
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231. Keating, op cit, Book 1, sec. 5, pp.151-3.
232. Fasold, David, The Rediscovery of Noah’s Ark, (London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1990), p.54
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www.smithsonianmag.com/history-archaeology/gobekli-tepe.com; en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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Message, (London: Williams and Norgate Ltd, 1936), vol.1, p.215 quoted in Gray Corpse,
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKMnsfzhieY&feature=youtube_gdata_player and
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Historical and Chronological Index to the Old Testament in the Douay-Rheims Bible,
p.298-9; this bible was the Latin Vulgate bible translated into Latin from the original
languages by St. Jerome (342-420 AD)
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Smith, George, The Chaldean Account of Genesis (1876), p.313 Princeton Theological
Seminary Library; available online at
http://www.archive.org/details/chaldeanaccounto00smit; Cooper, op cit, Appendix 2, p.122
Cooper, Appendix 2, p.122; an interesting article on the Tower of Babel is A.R. George,
The Tower of Babel: archaeology, history and cuneiform Texts”, available online at
http://eprints.soas.ac.uk/3858/2/TowerOfBabel.AfO.pdf and quoted in
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etemenanki fn.1; Gray, Sitchen Fiction, p.67 quotes A
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"Ant." i. 4, § 2
Keating, op cit, book 1, sec.xv.
Velikovsky, In The Beginning, section ‘The Confusion of languages’. He quotes Cosmas
Indicopleustes, Christian Topography , (London: Hakluyt Society, 1897) and Josephus, The
Antiquities of the Jews, I.4.2 and Ginzberg, Legends, vol.5, pp.199-200.
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Hebrew myth of the Tower of Babel (cp. The Cambridge Ancient History, I, pp503 ff.).;
Semiramis was a consort of Nimrod, believes Alexander Hislop, The Two Babylons, 1853,
quoted in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiramis”.;
http://www.archive.org/details/chaldeanaccounto00smit; and
http://www.archive.org/stream/chaldeanaccounto00smit/chaldeanaccounto00smit_djvu.txtC
haldean account of genesis, p.48;
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tower_of_Babel; for a listing of the libraries which have
fragments of Orosius, Historiae, see http://www.hf.uib.no/i/klassisk/orosius.html;
Velikovsky, In The Beginning, section ‘The Confusion of languages’. He quotes Tractate
Sanhedrin XI (folio 109A) of Seder Nezekin, trans. by H.Freedman, ed by I. Epstein
(London, 1935), p.748.
Cooper, op cit, pp.25-6; An interesting study of the Y chromosome in Anglo-Saxon Britain
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Welsh, reflecting the differences in lines of descent from Japheth; see Weale, Michael E;
Deborah A Weiss; Rolf F Jager; Neil Bradman; Mark G, Thomas, “ Y chromosome
evidence for Anglo-Saxon Mass Migration”, in
http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/content/19/7/1008.full
Douay Rheims Bible, Historical Commentary, p.298-9
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299. Quoted in Gray, Corpse, p.63; original article in Nature, see
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300. Gitt, op cit, pp.217-8.
301. Brown, Beginning, pp.46, 320.
302. Gray, Corpse, quoting Donovan Courville, The Exodus Problem, (Loma Linda, Ca:
Challenge Books, 1971).
303. Norman Hammond, Ancient Maya Civilization, (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University
press, 1982), pp.92-3, quoted in Gray, Corpse, p.117.
304. Gray, Corpse, pp.122-3, 147.
305. Brown, Beginning, p.381: Gray, Lost Races, p.140 that with yearly population growth a
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Cusack, op cit, p.137
Cooper, op cit, map in Appendix 3, text pp.129-30
O’Hart, op cit, section The Scythian Family, p.43
Keating, op cit, Book 1, sec. 7, pp.173-5.
Rice, Tamara Talbot, The Scythians, (Praeger: New York, 1957) online copy available at
http://www.questia.com/PM.qst?a=o&d=5855314, p.33 quoted in The United States and
Britain in Bible prophecy, (United Church of God, 2001) available online at
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O’Hart, op cit, section The Scythian Family, p.44
Keating, op cit, Book1, sec.16, pp.11-2; sec.5, p.139.
Keating, op cit, Book 1, sec.16, pp.13-5.
Herodotus, The Histories of Herodotus of Halcarnassus, translated by George Rawlinson,
(Omphaloskepsis: Ames, Iowa, 2000) Book 4 discusses the Scythians, pp.1-8 online copy
available at www.omphaloskepsis.com/ebooks/pdf/hrdts.pdf ; he lived in the 5th
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